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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In order to maintain its ability to continue to conduct uninterrupted radioactive and metallurgical
research in a safe, secure, and environmentally sound manner, the U. S. Department of Energy
(DOE) proposes to upgrade the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Chemistry and
Metallurgy Research (CMR) Building. The building was built in the early 1950s to provide a
research and experimental facility for analytical chemistry, plutonium and uranium chemistry,
and metallurgy. Today, research and development (R&D) activities are performed involving
nuclear materials. A variety ofradioactive and chemical hazards are present. The CMR
Building is nearing the end of its original design life and does not meet many oftoday's design
codes and standards.
The Proposed Action for this Environmental Assessment (EA) includes structural modifications
to some portions ofthe CMR Building which do not meet current seismic criteria for a Hazard
Category 2 Facility. Also included are upgrades and improvements in building ventilation,
communications, monitoring, and fire protection systems. This EA analyzes the environmental
effects of construction of the proposed upgrades. The Proposed Action will have no adverse
effects upon agricultural and cultural resources, wetlands and floodplains, endangered and
threatened species, recreational resources, or water resources. The Proposed Action would have
negligible effects on human health and transportation, and would not pose a disproportionate
adverse health or environmental impact on minority or low-income populations within an
80 kilometer (50 mile) radius of the CMR Building.
Under the No-Action Alternative, the CMR Building has a useful life of approximately five to
ten years, without upgrades. Continuing operations beyond the facility's useful life could result
in higher risks and lower safety margins for workers, the public and the environment, which are
not acceptable to DOE. Curtailment and/or shutdown of critical operations could also seriously
affect the ability of DOE to perform its assigned missio~s.
Alternatives included the construction and operation of a new facility, either at LANL or at
another site within the DOE Complex. The time necessary to plan and construct such a facility
would exceed the remaining useful life of the CMR Building, meaning that ongoing or new
research activities could be adversely affected. Further, the cost of constructing a new facility
would be more than twice the cost of the proposed upgrades, and new construction could
adversely affect water and air quality, biological, and archeological resources. This alternative
was not considered reasonable,and was not developed further.
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Relocating CMR Building operations to an existing building at LANL or another site within the
DOE complex are additional alternatives. No building, without mission commitments,
sufficient size, and necessary environmental protection systems, was available at LANL.
Locating operations at a site away from LANL plutonium-processing facilities would increase
risks to the public. The additional operational costs, technical issues, and schedule effects would
result in programmatic inefficiencies not considered reasonable. This alternative was not
considered reasonable, and was not developed further.
Two CMR Building wings are not required for current missions. Proposed uses for the two,
inactive wings have not been decided upon, so analysis of the environmental effects oftheir use
is premature. Because of the unique capabilities of the CMR Building, DOE has no current plans
to decommission any portion. For this reason, this alternative was not considered reasonable and
was not developed further.
The volume of low-level solida radioactive waste would increase during CMR Building upgrades
due to the removal of construction waste. Waste minimization techniques would be used to
reduce waste volume and waste management costs. A small amount oftransuranic (TRU) waste
might be generated. Radiation risks to workers and the public would not be significantly
increased, however, the increased construction workforce could be subject to additional worker
injuries/deaths associated with collapse of the building due to an earthquake. Transportation
risks would increase as waste is sent to theTechnical Area (TA) 54 disposal area, or off-site, but
the likelihood of an accident would be very low.
The cumulative effects of the Proposed Action would be to enhance CMR Building
environmental health and safety operating parameters, thereby reducing effects on the
environment from its continued use.

a Use of the term "solid" refers to the solid state of matter not the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
regulatory definition.
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1.0

PURPOSE AND NEED

1.1

Background Information

The Chemistry and Metallurgy Research (CMR)' Building at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL), located in Los Alamos, New Mexico, was constructed in the early 19508 to the
industrial building code standards in effect at the time. It was designed to provide a state-of-theart research and experimental facility for analytical chemistry, plutonium and uranium chemistry,
and nuclear materials. Provisions for support disciplines such as drafting, electronics, and
machine shops were also included. The CMR Building is now reaching the end of its original
design life and'does not meet many oftoday's design codes and standards. Over the years, the
Department of Energy (DOE) has systematically identified and corrected some deficiencies and
upgraded some systems. However, these upgrades have not kept up with building aging and
increasingly stringent safety standards.
The CMR Building is used for R&D involving radioactive and hazardous materials. The
analytical chemistry operations in the CMR Building support a wide range of programs at LANL
that, in tum, support critical DOE missions assigned to LANL. Some of these programs include
basic chemistry research on plutonium and similar radioactive materials, surveillance of the
weapons stockpile for safety, stewardship of nuclear materials technologies, non- and
counterproliferation, environmental stewardship, and technology development for treatment and
minimization of defense industry waste. The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board has
recommended that the DOE maintain a strong plutonium chemistry research capability in support
of nuclear safety issues at LANL, Rocky Flats Plant, and other sites. Continued safe and reliable
operation of the chemical and radiological research activities is critical to the LANL mission and
the DOE. While the CMR Facility is currently operating safely, the combination of facility aging
and the continuing evolution of standards and requirements, threatens the uninterrupted operation
of this facility. The CMR Building requires upgrading if it is to continue to perform essential
analytical chemistry and metallurgy operations in a safe, secure and environmentally sound
manner for the next 20 to 30 years.
.

1.2

Purpose and Need for Agency Action

DOE has conducted R&D ofradioactive isotopes at LANL since the site's creation in 1943.
Over the past half-century, the R&D focus at LANL, originally intended to support the national
defense mission, has expanded into many other fields of scientific investigation in response to
international and domestic requirements. R&D activities maintained by DOE at LANL cover the
spectrum of critical scientific investigation including materials science, nuclear safeguards and

'A Glossary and a list ofacronyms appear in Section 7.
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security, nuclear weapons materials processing and process development. These activities
support technology competence, environmental protection and cleanup, and other basic and
applied science research as part of DOE's post-Cold War mission. Chemical and metallurgical
research activities are essential to the continued support of national missions, as well as
continued compliance with standards and regulations requiring highly accurate and precise
measurements. The CMR Building, where these activities are performed, is nearing the end of
its design life. DOE needs to maintain the capability to continue to perform uninterrupted
interim and ongoing radioactive chemical and metallurgical research activities in a safe, secure,
and environmentally sound manner at LANL.

1.3

CMR Upgrades Project History

In 1983, DOE determined that it needed to maintain chemical and metallurgy R&D capabilities
at LANL. It was also determined that, due to its age, the CMR Building would have to be
replaced or would require major upgrades to maintain critical mission capabilities. Given
projected mission requirements at the time, DOE proposed construction of a new facility in
TA-55 to assume some of the functions from the CMR Building. In 1986, the Special Nuclear
Materials Laboratory (SNML) Project was proposed. The proposed SNML Project involved
construction of a new facility to house several activities, including the analytical chemistry
capabilities at the CMR Building. Although the SNML Project included space for the CMR
analytical chemistry operations, it was not intended to be a replacement facility solely for CMR
because other activities related to nuclear materials programs were also part of the SNML Project
scope. The SNML Project proceeded through conceptual and preliminary designs before DOE
decided during an Energy Systems AcquisitionAdvisory Board (ESAAB) meeting in February
1991 to place the project on hold. This decision was based upon changes in DOE's mission
resulting from the end of the Cold War, and the projected high cost for the new facility. At this
time, DOE decided to further evaluate CMR Building renovations to meet the Agency's needs.
Included in the evaluation was an Interim Safety Analysis Report (ISAR) to evaluate the risks of
CMR Building operations, identify safety deficiencies in the facility and aid in determining the
scope of upgrades required to extend the CMR Building's useful life. As a result of the ISAR
evaluation, s·everal compensatory measures (including reducing the amounts of material in the
building at any time) were put into place. These measures reduce the potential dose to the public
in the event of major accidents, but have had a negative effect on operations and productivity and
result in increased operational costs.
To maintain operations, several stand-alone projects were developed in response to environment,
safety and health deficiencies requiring immediate action. These initial upgrades were required
independent of the decision to proceed with the SNML project or proceed with additional
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upgrades to extend the useful life of the CMR Building. Some of these initial stand-alone
projects were grouped and identified as CMR Building Phase I Upgrades.
In March 1993, after validating continued mission requirements and investigating alternatives,
DOE concluded that the most reasonable and cost-effective programmatic option was to upgrade
portions of the CMR Building to extend its useful life by 20 to 30 years. A group of potential
upgrades supporting the extended use of the CMR Building have been proposed. Conceptual
design efforts were begun for these elements, initially identified as CMR Building Phase 2
Upgrades. During the development ofthe conceptual design, it was determined that some of the
upgrades were not required to support existing missions at the CMR Building. These elements
were found to be contingent upon possible future CMR missions and were thus excluded from
Phase 2, and re-designated as Phase 3 upgrades. At the completion ofthe Phase 2 conceptual
design process in 1995, it was decided that no further planning for Phase 3 upgrades was
appropriate, in as much as there was neither a need that could be demonstrated nor funding
available for Phase 3. Therefore, the current proposed CMR Building upgrades, commonly
referred to as Phase 2, are those identified as necessary infrastructure needs to support existing
missions.
During a November 1995 ESAAB meeting, DOE approved consolidation of Phases I and 2
CMR Building Upgrades into a single federal budget line item project. The subsequent DOE
budget submittal for the CMR Building Upgrades did not include funding requests for Phase 3
Upgrades. Also as a result of the ESAAB meeting, DOE directed the official cancellation and
close-out of the SNML Project. As stated previously, the scope of the Proposed Action analysis
included in this Environmental Assessment (EA) is limited to Phase 2 activities.

1.4

Environmental Assessment Methodology

This EA analyzes the environmental effects of construction ofthe proposed upgrades and has
been prepared in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, 42
USC 4332 (1975); Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations, 40 CFR 1500-1508;
and DOE NEPA Implementing Procedures, 10 CFR Part 1021. The purpose of the EA is to
provide the DOE with sufficient information to determine whether a Finding of No Significant
Impact (FONSI) is warranted for the Proposed Action, or whether an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) must be prepared. The assessment of effects presented in this EA is designed to
be based upon conservative assumptions that have the effect of maximizing estimates of
radiological releases and human exposures.
CEQ regulations, 40 CFR 1508, state that an EA serves to briefly provide sufficient evidence and
analysis for determining whether to prepare an EIS or a FONSI. The current DOE NEPA
Implementing Procedures, effective as of August 8, 1996, recognize that activities designated by
Page 3
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the Secretary of Energy as Strategic Systems normally require the preparation of an EIS. The
proposed CMR Building Upgrades Project was not designated as a Strategic System by the
Secretary.
Predecisional draft copies ofthis EA were sent to the Los Alamos and Albuquerque DOE public
reading rooms; the four local Accord Tribes; the State of New Mexico; and various concerned
and interested parties for review and comment on January 22, 1996. Additionally, letters
announcing the availability of the predecisional draft EA were sent out to more than 30 private
citizens and groups, a notice was sent to local newspapers, and the predecisional draft EA was
placed on the World Wide Web Computer Internet System. The original review period of 14
calendar days was extended to 28 at the request of several of the draft EA reviewers, as explained
in a February 2, 1996 letter. Copies of comments from the reviewers about the January
predecisional draft EA are presented in Appendix A, along with DOE's responses and notations
of changes made to the text of the revised predecisional draft EA. The revised predecisional
draft EA was distributed in the same manner as the original predecisional draft EA, along with
the same public notification and distribution on August 28, 1996. The review period was for a
period of 14 calendar days and ended on September 11, 1996. Copies of comments from the
reviewers about the August revised predecisional draft EA are also presented in Appendix A,
along with DOE's responses to those comments.
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2.0

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY AND ALTERNATIVES

This section describes present conditions at the CMR Building, the proposed action, and the
other alternatives considered to meet the need for Agency action.
The CMR Building (Building 3-29), located in LANL's TA-3, was completed in the early 1950s
to house research and experimental facilities for analytical chemistry, plutonium and uranium
chemistry, and metallurgy, as well as some engineering design and support functions. In 1960,
an addition (Wing 9) was constructed to support LANL programs requiring hot cell facilities.
Figure 2-1 shows the location of the LANL TAs; figure 2-2 shows the location of the CMR
Building within TA-3. Figure 2-3 shows the outline of the facility, including its security fence.
At the time the CMR Building was constructed, the facility included state-of-the-art
instrumentation and engineered safety controls appropriate for a modem chemistry laboratory.
However, the building is now nearing the end of its original design life and does not meet many
oftoday's design codes and standards for a newly constructed facility. Alternatives for dealing
with this problem, along with meeting the need for continuing uninterrupted facility operations
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

upgrading the present building (the Proposed Action).
no action,
construction and operation of a new LANL facility,
alternate site for CMR Building operations at another LANL facility,
alternate site for CMR Building operations at another DOE facility (non-LANL),
construction and operation of a new building for CMR Building operations at another DOE
site, and
decommissioning existing Wings 2 and 4 in the CMR Building.

2.1 Description of Facility
The CMR Building is a three-story, reinforced-concrete structure that contains approximately
51,000 square meters (m2) (550,000 square feet [fi2l) of floor space. The building has seven
office and laboratory wings and one administration wing, all connected to a central (spinal)
corridor. Each wing is designed to operate independently, with its own electrical power
substations and ventilation system. The first floor of each wing contains approximately 4,460 m 2
(48,000 fi2) of laboratory space and an equal amount of office space. The basement and secondfloor spaces were designed primarily to provide utility services for the first-floor laboratories and
offices.
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Figure 2-2. Location of CMR Building within T A-3
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Wings 2,3,4,5, and 7 extend from the spinal corridor and are identical in design and
construction. Wings 6 and 8 were planned, but never constructed. The main floor of each wing
has change rooms at the entrance, and offices along the outside walls. Two corridors separate the
offices from laboratories, which are completely interior. At the end of each wing are filter
towers, which house the filter plenums and other large mechanical equipment for the exhaust
ventilation system. There are nuclear materials storage vaults on the main floors in Wings 2, 3,
4,5, and 7. The basements of some wings house laboratory and office areas; the second floors of
the wings are large, open areas with some building support equipment and storage areas.
Wings 1,9, and the Administration Wing are unique. Wing 1 contains offices and inactive
laboratories and does not have a filter tower. Wing 9 is a large bay area containing hot cell
facilities with remote handling capabilities, and other support laboratories; men's and women's
change rooms are at the access to the wing. The Administration Wing houses offices and
conference rooms.
The CMR Building was constructed to the 1949 Unifonn Building Code (UBC). The facility has
been upgraded and maintained by LANL over the years to ensure safe operation in support of
programmatic missions. A list of major upgrades performed since 1973 is given in Appendix B.

2.1.1

Wing Operations

The R&D tasks and other operations at the CMR Building are varied, types and numbers of
projects change frequently, and many involve nuclear materials. Projects take advantage ofthe
special capabilities of the facility, including safety, security, ventilation, and special processes.
User organizations and specific tasks are typically different between the wings and within wings.
However, some tasks at the CMR Building are interdependent among wings and users.
Analytical chemistry has been perfonned in the facility since it was constructed. Process
chemistry and metallurgy R&D operations involving plutonium and other actinides have been
perfonned on a continuous basis. These activities support many LANL and other DOE programs
conducted primarily outside the CMR Building, such as plutonium processing at TA-55 and
uranium-related activities.
Many activities co~ducted in the CMR Building are hazardous. Controls and procedures are in
place to protect w1rkers from chemical, electrical, mechanical, and radioactive hazards. Hoods
and glove boxes ~e used in laboratories where chemical and radioactive materials are handled,
and personnel are~ained to use them safely. Other safety measures include restricted' entry,
hazard warning si s, protective clothing, and containerization of hazardous materials. Areas
that contain signifi ant quantities ofnuclear material are reviewed for criticality concerns by the
I
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LANL criticality safety group to identify safe operating limits. CMR Building personnel interact
with health physics, industrial hygiene, and safety service providers to ensure health and safety.

2.1.2 CMR Building Systems
2.1.2.1

Ventilation System

The CMR Building has an extensive ventilation system that moves approximately 2,800 cubic
meters per minute (m3/min) (100,900 cubic feet per minute [cfm]) of air through each laboratory
wing. The ventilation system is designed as an independent system in each wing. All areas of
the building are served by outside-air supply systems, except for the Administration Wing where
the system uses both outside and return air. Exhaust air is high-efficiency particulate air
(HEPA)-filteredfrom Wings 2, 5, 7, and 9 (hot cells), as well as the main vault. In Wing I,
where the laboratory space is currently unused, the exhaust is non-filtered. The Wing 3 exhaust
is filtered through cartridge-type particulate air filters; the Wing 4 exhaust is filtered through
roughing filters.

2.1.2.2 Electrical System
Primary Power
Primary power to the CMR Building is provided by two 13.2- kilovolt (kV), 3-phase,
underground primary feeders derived from the Los Alamos Area Distribution System. The
feeders tenninate at a 15 kV switchgear (SM-1196).

Secondary Power
Secondary power (480 V, 3-phase, 3-wire) is supplied from the low-voltage section of doubleended unit substations to motor control centers, switchboards, distribution buses, and power
panels located throughout the facility. Each low-voltage section is equipped with a manuallyoperated tie breaker and bus that allow the electrical loads for each wing to be fed from either
end of the switchgear. There are two substations each for Wings 2,3,4,5, and 7.

Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS)
In the event ofpower failure, the CMR Building is equipped with UPS battery systems that can
provide continuous power to the evacuation and paging system, facility computer system, waste
assay facility, securityalann and detection system, fire alarm system, and emergency lighting
system.
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2.1.2.3

Fire Protection System

The CMR Building fire protection system includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

closed loop water mains (two feeds from the TA-3 grid),
automatic wet pipe sprinkler system (initiated by a fusible link on all sprinkler heads),
halon system in the Wing 3 vault and main vault,
heat detection in the main vault, wing vaults, and Wing 9 (evacuation alanns and visual
alerts),
evacuation alarm system,
fire circuitry and control panels (that sends signals to the central alarm station),
fire divisions (by individual wing), and
non-combustible construction materials. .

2.1.2.4 Radioactive Liquid Waste Drainlines (Acid Drainlines)
The radioactive liquid waste drainline system, also referred to as acid drainlines, routes
radioactive liquid waste from CMR Building laboratories to the Radioactive Liquid Waste
Treatment Facility (RLWTF) at TA-50.

2.1.3

Current Condition of the CMR Building

All current CMR operations are conducted safely within the approved safety authorization basis.
The current condition of the facility, in combination with administrative controls, provides an
adequate level ofsafety for workers and the public. The proposed upgrades would support the
continued safe and reliable operation of the facility.
Radioactive materials may be present in Wings 2, 3, 4,5, 7, and 9 in liquid, solid2 , gaseous, or
powder fonn. A variety of chemicals are used in numerous activities and are stored in the CMR
Building. All current operations in the CMR Building are conducted safely within the approved
authorization basis. To compensate for building deficiencies, operations are controlled by
administrative controls placed on routine operations involving hazardous or radioactive
materials. These administrative controls include limits on radioactive inventory.
An ISAR was prepared in 1992 to define the current safety envelope for the facility and identify
potential upgrades based on engineering assessments, a limited-scope comparison to criteria, and
accident analysis (Romero 1992). The CMR Building was designed to meet 1949 UBC
standards. Wind and seismic analyses were conducted to support the ISAR. The wind analysis

2

Use of the term "solid" refers to the solid state of matter not the RCRA regulatory definition.
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indicated that the entire CMR Building meets applicable criteria. The seismic analysis indicated
that portions of the building do not meet current standards and criteria for seismic design.
Subsequentlyt a structural analysis was performed as part of the Conceptual Design Report
(CDR) (LANL 1995a) for the Proposed Action in accordance with DOE Order 5480.28 "Natural
Phenomena Hazards Mitigation/' and DOE-STD-I020-94 "Natural Phenomena Hazards Design
and Evaluation Criteria for Department of Energy Facilities," the current standards for seismic
and natural phenomena hazards.
The seismic analysis indicated that the Administration Wing, Wing I, the filter towers the
basementt the change room areas, the main vault, and the center corridor met seismic criteria for
a Hazard Category 2 facility. (Hazard categoriest are defined in DOE Standard 1027-92 t
"Guidance on Preliminary Hazard Classification andAccident Analysis Techniques for
Compliance with DOE Order 5480.23, Safety Analysis Reports.") The first floors (laboratory
and offices) and second floors of Wings 2 t 3t 4 t 5, 7 t and 9 did not meet the criteria for a Hazard
Category 2 facility. Current seismic design standards for a Hazard Category 2 facility located at
LANL require facilities to withstand a horizontal ground acceleration of 0.31 g.
t

The risks to the public from both radioactive materials and hazardous materials were evaluated
for the ISAR. No chemicals were found to exceed Emergency Response Planning Guideline
(ERPG}-1 or Time-Weighted Average (TWA) levels off-site under accident conditions. The
CMR Building chemical inventory does not represent a public health concern. The ISAR risk
analysis identified the bounding accident scenario as a postulated earthquake that collapses major
portions ofthe CMR Buildingt resulting in fire and a release ofradioactive material. The
maximum credible consequence of such an event was calculated to be within DOE evaluation
guidelines (DOE-STD-3009-94, "Preparation Guide for US DOE Non-Reactor Nuclear Facility
Safety Analysis Reports") at the nearest residential area.

2.2 Proposed Action
Based upon a comparison of the current condition of the CMR facility to DOE General Design
Criteria (DOE 6430.1 A) for a new facility, upgrades are proposed that would allow the CMR
Building to continue operating safely and reliably for another 20 to 30 years. This
Environmental Assessment analyzes the environmental effects of construction of proposed
upgrades. These proposed upgrades address deficiencies identified in the ISAR, listed in
Appendix C. The proposed upgrades include:
•
•
•
•

seismic and tertiary confinement (Wings 3, 5, 7,9, and Administration Wing),
security (related to tertiary confinement),
ventilation confinement zone separation (Wings 3,5, 7, and 9),
standby power/communications system,
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• Wing 1 upgrades, Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system/Wing 1 interim
decontamination,
• operations center upgrade,
• chilled water upgrade: Wings 3,5, and 7,
• main vault, Continuous Air Monitors (CAM) and dampers,
• acid vents and drains: Wings 3, 5, and 7,
• fire protection upgrades,
• operations center standby power,
• exhaust duct washdown recycling system: Wings 3, 5, and 7, and
• Wings 2 and 4 safe standby.
Figure 2-4 shows the locations ofproposed upgrades. The majority would be performed inside
the CMR Building. Some construction activities would occur outside of the building, but within
the fenced CMR Facility perimeter. Exterior activities would involve construction of a new
cooling tower and one-story chilled-water plant to service HVAC requirements, a new preengineered metal building to house standby power generators and associated support equipment,
a new one-story filter tower addition to service Wing 3, and installation of concrete columns and
steel buttresses around the exterior of the facility for seismic upgrading. Proposed construction
activities would disturb a total area ofless than 0.4 hectare (one acre). As appropriate, LANL
would apply dust suppression and' storm water run-off controls in accordance with best
management practices during exterior construction activities. Each proposed upgrade is
described in further detail in sections 2.2.1.1 through 2.2.1.14. Additional information
concerning the details of the proposed upgrades can be found in the CDR (LANL 1995a).
The DOE considered whether or not to upgrade the mostly inactive Wings 2 and 4 ofthe CMR
Building as part of the Proposed Action. DOE has no current programmatic needs to perform
analytical chemistry operations in Wings 2 and 4; therefore, upgrading Wings 2 and 4 is not part
of this proposal.
Decontamination and decommissioning of the structure would be performed at the end ofthe
useful life of the CMR Building. A separate NEPA analysis will be required at that time.

2.2.1 Description of the Proposed Upgrades
General
The proposed upgrades would involve activities normally associated with construction projects
involving modifications to an existing structure. Some specific activities would include: minor
demolition; repair and reconfiguration of interior architectural systems (walls, ceilings, floors);
removal and/or replacement of existing equipment and mechanical systems; installation ofnew
equipment and mechanical systems; excavation and backfilling around building foundations;
reinforced concrete and masonry placement; underground electrical system installation; interior
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electrical wiring/cabling systems installation; plumbing and other standard construction
activities.
The CDR envisions that the proposed upgrades would be perfonned using common construction
methods. However, these upgrades would be performed in an operating nuclear facility with
associated radiological and chemical hazards. This unique situation requires special controls,
procedures and safeguards (such as the use of respirators, coveralls and booties; floor and wall
coverings; and monitoring for contamination). Because ofboth the need to maintain the facility
in an operational status and the potential hazards present in the facility, the proposed CMR
Building upgrades would take longer than performing similar upgrades for a facility without the
same constraints.

Worker Safety
All construction work would be analyzed, planned, and managed to ensure that safety goals are
met and that work is conducted safely in accordance with good management practices. The only
work involving materials where radioactive contamination might be expected to be disturbed
would take place inside the CMR Building; however, air filtration and interior area confinement
systems would remain in place while the upgrade activities were performed. Members of the
public would therefore not be in contact with these radioactive waste or materials. The radiation
safety goal for the Proposed Action is that no single worker's exposure to ionizing radiation
would exceed 500 millirem per year (mremlyear). The maximum exposure would not exceed the
DOE and LANL Administrative Control level of2 remlyear. Based upon historical worker
exposures at the CMR Building and the relatively low radiation and contamination levels in the
building, construction workers' exposures are expected to be well below the safety goal of 500
mremlyear.
DOE seeks to maintain all personnel doses As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). Both
construction workers and workers involved in routine activities would wear appropriate
protective clothing (including smocks, booties, and rubber gloves as needed) when working with
radioactive material. Personnel are notified of any occupational doses they receive. During
construction, appropriate monitors would be used to measure personnel exposures.

Waste Management
As CMR Building upgrades are perfonned, some uncontaminated construction rubble would be
generated. Additionally, wastes generated could be contaminated with Low-Level Radioactive
Waste (LLW). Some removed material may also be contaminated with Transuranic (TRU)
isotopes. TRU waste contains alpha-emitting radionuclides with an atomic number greater than
uranium (transuranic), half-lives greater than 20 years, and concentrations greater than 100
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nanocuries per gram of waste material. Mixed wastes are contaminated with both radioactive
materials and hazardous (RCRA-regulated) materials, and could also be generated. Such wastes
would be managed as mixed LLW or mixed TRU wastes, depending upon the type and level of
the radioactive component. Some asbestos waste may also be generated, and would be managed
according to applicable regulations. Decontamination activities may also generate some
radioactive low-level liquid waste. These wastes would be treated at RLWTF .
An initial conceptual estimate for waste volumes indicated that over 16,400 m) (21,400 yd3) of
potentially radiological, RCRA and mixed waste would be generated as a result of the upgrades.
This included about 7,340 m 3 (9,600 yd 3) of exhaust airducting, 840 m 3 (1,100 yd3) of supply air
ducting, 4,890 m3 (6,400 yd 3) of excavated soil, 3,370 m) (4,400 yd3) ofmiscellaneous waste
(i.e., gloves, anti-contamination materials, etc.), and 1,840 m 3 (2,400 yd3) of other materials.
These numbers are estimates and are rounded off.

A value engineering-type process was then used to identify possible ways to reduce this
estimated volume ofwaste. The process proved to be highly successful sinceit determined that:
(1) most of the excavated soil would be uncontaminated and that all ofthe uncontaminated
excavated soil could be retained within LANL boundaries and reused as fill; and (2) the bulk of
the ducting could be reused, decontaminated, or compacted at LANL. This eliminated 12,400 m3
(16,170 yd3) ofpotential waste; bringing the total projected waste volume needing disposal down
to 4,000 m) (5,200 yd). The waste volume reduction would take place at either the CMR
Building or the TA-54 waste management area. Therefore, the volume of 4,000 m3 (5,200 yd3 ) is
used for disposal considerations in this EA's effects analysis, while the volume of 16,400 m3
(21,400 yd3) is used for on-site transportation mileage considerations. The volume of exhaust air
ducting, 7,340 m) (9,600 yd3), is used to determine the largest quantity of radioactive material
that could he released during an on-site transportation accident (see Section 4.1.5).
All construction wastes would be characterized before leaving the CMR Building. Solid waste
not contaminated with radioactive or hazardous constituents would be disposed of at the
Los Alamos County Landfill. LLW would be disposed of at TA-54, Area G, or off-site. TRU
waste and mixed TRU waste would be sealed into appropriate containers and stored at TA-54
pending disposal off-site. Mixed LLW would be stored at TA-54 or sent off-site for treatment
and disposal. Asbestos would be disposed of off-site in a landfill permitted for asbestos disposal.
Radiologically contaminated asbestos would be placed into an existing dedicated pit at TA-54,
AreaG.
The construction contractor would be required to avoid using chemicals that produce liquid
RCRA-regulated or mixed wastes. During decontamination activities some RCRA-regulated
wastes could be generated. RCRA-regulated wastes are administratively excluded from the
RLWTF at TA-50. These wastes are managed and stored at TA-54 and would be sent off-site for
final disposal.
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The DOE Environmental Restoration (ER) Program addresses LANL site contamination issues.
Infonnation provided by the ER Program indicates there are three known Solid Waste
Management Units (SWMU) (now referred to as Potential Release Sites) in the immediate
vicinity (exterior) ofthe CMR Building in TA-3, which are directly related to CMR facility
operations. All three have been investigated in connection with other work activities and were
found to have no contaminants that exceeded action levels, as defined in the ER program. Due
to the low contamination levels, budget restrictions and other higher priority areas within LANL,
the ER program does not currently have a schedule for further action on these SWMUs. Based
upon currently available infonnation, there are no plans to perfonn remediation of the SWMUs
as part of the Proposed Action. Should additional SWMUs be encountered during construction
of the proposed upgrades, any remediation or mitigation of adverse effects related to these
SWMUs would be perfonned in accordance with agreements among the DOE, the LANL
Environmental Restoration Project, the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) and the
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Additional information concerning
contamination levels within TA-3 can be found in LANL's Remedial Field Investigation (RFI)
Work Plan for Operational Unit (OU) 1114, dated June 1993, and Addendum 1 to the RFI dated
July 1995.

2.2.1.1

Seismic and Tertiary Confinement

The CMR Facility does not meet current seismic criteria for a Hazard Category 2 Nuclear
Facility. A benefit of this proposed upgrade would be to reduce potential radiological doses to
the public and improve worker safety in the event of an earthquake.
This proposed upgrade project would involve structural modifications to Wings 3, 5, 7, and 9, to
meet seismic criteria for a Hazard Category 2 facility with Performance Category 2 and 3
subregions, in accordance with DOE-STD-I020. STD-I020 establishes current design and
evaluation criteria for natural phenomena hazards. Modifications to existing exterior structural
openings would be perfonned to create a final confinement barrier. The Administration Wing
would also be strengthened to meet seismic criteria for worker safety.
To bring these wings into compliance with the criteria, upgrades, including construction of
diagonal braces at the roof diaphragm, exterior bracing from the second floor to ground at the
exterior columns, internal vertical bracing from the second floor to the roof, strengthening the
exterior columns and adding extra concrete over selected beams on the second floor, and filling
in of selected window openings would take place. Wing 9 upgrades would also include
strengthening and bracing the hot cell support structures for additional confinement protection in
case of a seismic event (earthquake).
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2.2.1.2 Security (Related to Tertiary Confinement)
This proposed upgrade would take advantage of opportunities to upgrade building openings,
simultaneously, while seismic and tertiary confinement upgrades are conducted.
Building openings in Wings 3, 5, 7, and 9 would be upgraded to meet security requirements
making it more difficult for an intruder to get into the area. Upgrades would include manproofing unattended openings by adding bars, and replacing, upgrading or installing door and
window gaskets, seals, and similar hardware.

2.2.1.3 Ventilation Confinement Zone Separation
(Wings 1,3,5, 7, and 9);
This proposed upgrade would improve worker safety by replacing and upgrading ventilation
systems to improve reliability and maintain proper air flows, and by adding instrumentation to
notify workers ofsystem failures.
Replacing and upgrading ventilation systems would include renovating the mechanical systems
in Wings 3, 5, 7, and 9, by replacing components that are near the end of their useful lives, and
improving confinement zone separation throughout each wing. Wings 3,5, and 7 would be
modified architecturally to add additional barriers between the ventilation systems for office and
laboratory areas. This would be accomplished by installation of vestibules and doors, as needed.
A new filter tower would be constructed on the northeast comer of Wing 3 allowing for the
installation ofHEPA filters. New mechanical systems would be installed to provide for
separation of glovebox exhaust from other exhaust systems for laboratory and office spaces.
Alarms would be provided for each enclosure to alert workers when mechanical systems are not
operating according to safety standards. These alarms would be wired to the Operations Center.
Two possible construction approaches have been identified for implementation ofthe
confinement zone separation upgrade. Option A would employ a sequential movement of
operational processes from Wing 3 to I and 2, then 5 to 3 and then 7 to 5, allowing for
movement of operations prior to performing upgrades in each wing. Option B would upgrade
Wings 3, 5, and 7 without relocating programmatic functions while the upgrades are being
performed. For either option, process radioactive material would be removed from the
construction zone during the construction activities, but would remain in the building.

2.2.1.4 Standby Power and Communications Systems
This proposed upgrade would reduce the likelihood of the spread of contamination in the
laboratories because of ventilation system failure caused by a loss of electric power.
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Standby electric power would be provided to the most important mechanical systems in Wings 3,
5, 7, and 9 at a reduced level sufficient to maintain negative pressure in the laboratory enclosures
with respect to the offices, corridors, etc. This would reduce the possibility of contamination
spreading should off-site power be lost. The system would include engine-generator sets and
associated fuel, control, and leak/level detector processing systems. The engine-generator sets
would be placed outside on a reinforced concrete pad, located west of Wing 1. The pad would
also contain a diesel fuel distribution system, the engine-generator and diesel fuel control
systems, and processing electronics for fuel leak-level detectors. The engine-generator sets
would be located within the CMR Building perimeter security fence. Underground fuel storage
tanks would be placed adjacent to the engine-generator pad. Construction would meet current
NMED regulations.
The existing communications system, including telephone and public address systems, would be
upgraded by adding emergency telephone handsets to allow for voice announcements and
communication from all floors. Additional speakers would be wired into the system, as
necessary, for full building coverage.

2.2.1.5 Wing 1 Upgrades (HVAC)/Wing 1 Interim Decontamination
This proposed upgrade would improve worker health and safety by preventing air recirculation
through modification ofexterior intake and exhaust locations, and decontaminating presently
unoccupied contaminated Wing 1 laboratories.
Contamination on the surfaces of benches and equipment in the unoccupied Wing 1 laboratories
would be removed where possible, while any remaining contamination would be fixed in-place
(such as covering with paint). These activities would be performed in accordance with standard
LANL practices for decontamination.
The HVAC exterior intake and exhaust locations would be modified to improve worker health
and safety. This would require relocation of existing air intake louvers to the roof, to eliminate
the intake of vehicle exhaust fumes from the loading dock area, and extending the building
exhaust point, upwards, by adding additional exhaust ducting.

2.2.1.6 Operations Center Upgrade
This proposed upgrade would improve the existing Operations Center's ergonomics and
efficiency, the reliability of the central monitoring and control capabilities, and would also result
in enhanced worker safety. To accomplish this, the proposed upgrade would integrate building
monitoring systems into a central location.
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The Operations Center would be upgraded to allow routine monitoring and limited control of
essential building functions from a single center designed for this purpose. An equipment
console would be installed to house building monitoring and control equipment for the following
major CMR Building systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•

CAMs t
stack air monitors and alarms
fire alarm panels,
HVAC/building utilities equipment,
substation switchgear, and
glovebox temperature, pressure differential, and airflow monitors.
t

This upgrade would also include interfacing personal computer-based workstations used for the
building systems listed above into the control console and central computer system.
Monitoring/control systems would be wired into the control panel.
2.2.1.7 Chilled Water Upgrade: Wings 3, 5, and 7
This proposed upgrade would enhance chilled water delivery by replacing the existing 40-yearold evaporative coolers in each wing, with refrigeration units in each wing to provide chilled
water needed for process equipment. Process chilled water is currently provided by two
evaporative coolers located in each wing. This upgrade would replace the evaporative coolers
with a single refrigerated unit in each wing and would also include replacement ofthe process
chilled water piping system. These proposed upgrades are independent and separate from the
proposed chilled water plant upgrade included in the ventilation and confinement zone separation
upgrade.
A central chilled water plant would be placed outside the building on a reinforced concrete pad
constructed west of Wing 1. The pad would contain four 400-ton chilled water units, four
cooling towers, five chilled water pumps, five condensing water pumps and ancillary equipment.
The chilled water units and pumps would be protected by a pre-engineered metal building,
complete with heating, ventilation and lighting. The chilled water plant would provide cooling
water to each wing ofthe CMR Buildingt with sufficient capacity to maintain heating and
cooling requirements for laboratory operations and personnel comfort as part ofHVAC
mechanical system upgrades.
2.2.1.8 Main Vault Continuous Air Monitors (CAMs), and Dampers
This proposed upgrade would enhance potential airborne radiation monitoring by the installation
of CAMs. CAMs would be installed in the main storage vault, CAM controllers would be
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installed in the vault anteroom, and remote monitoring (similar to the wing CAM systems) would
be incorporated into the CMR Building Health Physics office. Seismic dampers would be
installed in the main vault ventilation ducts.

2.2.1.9 Acid Vents and Drains: Wings 3, 5, and 7
This proposed upgrade would correct deficiencies and improve maintainability of the existing
acid vents and drains system that remove liquid radioactive wastes produced from CMR Building
operations. Deficiencies in the acid vents and drains would be corrected by modifying piping
sections that currently have inadequate slope to provide for complete drainage ofliquids.
Sections of the piping system that connect laboratories to the acid drain lines would be replaced
as required.

2.2.1.10 Fire Protection Upgrades
This proposed upgrade would correct CMR Building fire protection system deficiencies
identified in the 1992 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 101 analysis and a Fire
Hazard Analysis, which is being performed as part of the CDR. These analyses will result in a
list of fire protection system deficiencies. These deficiencies would be evaluated and prioritized
to determine those deficiencies that would be corrected as part ofthis proposed upgrades project.
Examples of potential upgrades that may be performed as part of this project include: adding
check valves in fire protection water line risers; adding backflow preventers in the sprinkler
system; providing fire dampers in duct penetrations; and replacing fire alarm system panels.

2.2.1.11 Operations Center Standby Power
This proposed upgrade would allow the Operations Center to continue to function during
situations where off-site power is lost. This would be accomplished by installing standby power
to the CMR Building Operations Center and equipment for transfer capability and wiring from
the standby power generator.

2.2.1.12 Exhaust Duct Washdown Recycling System: Wings 3, 5, and 7
This proposed upgrade would advance waste minimization initiatives through the installation of
mechanical systems to allow for recycling of the exhaust duct washdown effluent.
A recycling system, installed in the duct washdown system, would provide about an 80 percent
reduction in the CMR Building radioactive liquid waste stream thus reducing demands on the
LANL RLWTF. Currently, an estimated 2,160,000 liters per year (570,000 gallons per year) of
liquid effluent are generated by operating the existing duct washdown system that must be
processed by LANL's RLWTP. This proposed upgrade could reduce exhaust duct washdown
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system liquid waste generation from operations to about 454,300 liters per year (120,000 gallons
per year). This upgrade would add new recycling capability to the existing washdown system. It
would require installation of a tank to receive washdown effluent, a piping manifold to connect
each wing duct to the receiver tank, a chemical makeup tank, centrifugal pumps, and associated
piping and instrumentation/control equipment in each wing.

2.2.1.13 Wings 2 and 4 Safe Standby
This proposed upgrade would establish a safe standby condition in Wings 2 and 4 to ensure
existing contamination in the wings would continue to be contained and that equipment would
not deteriorate until decisions can be made regarding future programmatic needs for this space.
Safety systems required for safe standby would be identified, radioactive materials removed, and
systems and glove boxes deactivated and decontaminated. Safe standby means that loose surface
contamination would be removed or stabilized. Equipment would be placed in a condition so
that maintenance can be performed, but operations cannot take place. Continued maintenance
and surveillance are both part of the safe standby procedure and would be performed until a new
use is determined for these wings or until they are decommissioned.

2.2.1.14 Construction Work Force and Schedule
Construction activities associated with the proposed upgrades would take about five years to
complete. The present schedule calls for construction to begin in 1997 and be completed during
2002. As previously noted, these upgrades would be performed in an operating nuclear facility
with associated radiological and chemical hazards. Because of this unique situation, special
controls, procedures and safeguards would be required. Because ofthe need to maintain the
facility in an operational status and due to the potential hazards present in the facility, the
proposed upgrades would take longer than similar upgrades for a facility without the same
constraints.
The estimated number of construction workers involved in each phase ofthe proposed upgrades
is shown in Table 2-1 as is the anticipated duration of each upgrade. The potential for workers to
be exposed to radioactive materials and radioactive waste is also shown in the table.
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Table 2-1
Estimate ofConstrnction Worker Population and Durations for Upgrades
Upgrades

Numbers of
Construction
Workers

Duration of
Proposed Upgrade

Likelihood of Exposure
to Radioactive Materials
and Radioactive Waste

SeismiclTertiary Security

45-55

1 Year

Negligible

Ventilation Conrmement
Zone Separation/Process
Chilled Water

70-80

4 Years

Possible

Acid Vents and Drains

30-35

4 Years

Possible

Operations Center

12-20

4 Months

Negligible

Standby Power &
Communications
Systems/Opns Center
Standby Power

40-50

I Year

Negligible

Wing 1 Interim
Decontamination &
BVAClWings 2, and 4
Safe Stan<lliy

15-20

I Year

Possible

Fire Protection

15-20

1 Year

Negligible

Main Vault CAMS,
Dampers

1-5

2 Months

Possible

Exhaust Duct Washdown
Recycle.

1-5

6 Months

Possible

2.3 Alternative 1: No Action
The No Action alternative is to make no improvements or modifications to the CMR Building.
The building would continue to be used and operated as it is now. Decontamination and
decommissioning would be performed at the end of the building's operational use. Separate
NEPA analysis would be required at that time. Without upgrades, the building has a life
expectancy of approximately 5 to 10 years, after which DOE would not be able to reliably
perform uninterrupted radiological and chemical research activities in a safe, secure, and
environmentally sound manner at LANL. Higher worker and public risks and lower safety
margins would result from not implementing the upgrades which would be unacceptable to the
DOE. Such a situation may result in curtailment and/or shutdown of critical operations which
would seriously affect DOE's ability to perform missions assigned to it by Congress and the
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President. For these reasons, this alternative does not meet the purpose and need for Agency
action, but is analyzed to provide a basis of comparison with the Proposed Action.

2.4 Alternative 2: Construction and Operation of New Facility at LANL
The construction and operation of a new facility was considered and DOE determined that it was
not fiscally prudent (Section 1.3). However, construction of a new facility would not meet
DOE's need for continued performance of uninterrupted interim and ongoing radioactive
chemical and metallurgical research activities at LANL. Planning, design, and construction ofa
new facility would take a minimum of 10 years to complete. As noted in Section 2.3, the higher
risks and lower safety margins that would exist in the CMR Building without upgrades would be
unacceptable to DOE within about 5 to 10 years. Further, a new facility is estimated to cost more
than twice as much as the proposed upgrades ($348 million vs. $123 million). In addition, the
existing CMR Building would have to be decommissioned, incurring additional costs and wastes
generated would take up space in the LANL low-level radioactive waste landfill or other
permitted waste disposal system.
A new facility could disturb previously undisturbed land. New construction could potentially
have adverse environmental effects upon water and air quality, biological resources, and possibly
archeological resources. Because this alternative could potentially cause more environmental
effects than the proposed upgrades, is estimated to cost more than twice the proposed upgrades,
and would jeopardize DOE's requirement to maintain the uninterrupted operational capability to
perform radioactive and chemical research, construction and operation of a new facility were not
considered reasonable, and therefore, not analyzed further in this EA.

2.5 Alternative 3: Alternate Site for the CMR Building Operations at Other LANL
Locations
The choice of an alternative site for CMR Building operations in existing buildings at LANL was
considered. Other nuclear qualified LANL facilities where analytical chemistry operations could
be performed are not of sufficient size or are currently committed to other programmatic
missions. BesidesCMR, the only other nuclear qualified space of sufficient size available at
LANL is at TA-55; however, movement ofCMR activities to the Plutonium Facility at TA-55
would displace about 50 percent of its ongoing activities.
Additionally, other existing buildings at LANL do not have sufficient safeguards and security
systems or equivalent environmental and worker protection systems in place for the type of
operations currently being performed in the CMR Building. For these reasons, this alternative
was not considered to be reasonable and is not analyzed further in this EA.
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2.6 Alternative 4: Alternate Site for CMR Building Operations at Another DOE Facility
(Non-LANL)
The choice of an alternative site for CMR Building operations in an existing building within the
DOE complex was considered. CMR Building activities directly support plutonium processing
activities at TA-55 with analytical chemistry and plutonium and uranium chemistry. Locating
this support away from LANL would result in additional operating costs, technical issues, and
schedule impacts to current operations which would in tum generate programmatic inefficiencies
that are not considered reasonable. In addition, this alternative would greatly increase
transportation ofradioactive materials over public highways, increasing risks to the public. This
alternative would require off-site transportation of nuclear materials used in current CMR
Building operations. For these reasons, this alternative would not meet the Agency's purpose
and need for action and, therefore, is not analyzed further in this EA.

2.7 Alternative 5: Construction and Operation of New Facility for CMR Building
Operations at Another DOE Site
Construction of a new facility would be more costly, would potentially jeopardize DOE's ability
to maintain uninterrupted analytical chemistry and metallurgy research capabilities, and would
potentially cause more environmental effects than upgrading the CMR Building (see explanation
set forth in Section 2.4). Moving CMR Building operations to an existing building at another
DOE site would increase the public risk due to increased off-site transportation (see discussion in
Section 2.6). Constructing a new building at another DOE site and performing CMR Building
operations in that new building in support of LANL activities would be more costly, entail more
environmental effects, and expose the public to increased risks from additional off-site
transportation. For these reasons, this alternative would not meet the Agency's purpose and need
for action and, therefore, is not analyzed further in this EA.

2.8 Alternative 6: Decommissioning of Wings 2 and 4 in CMR Building
Not all wings of the CMR Building are required to perform analytical chemistry in support of
current LANL mission assignments. The CMR Building was designed, constructed and has been
operated for the past 40 years as an analytical chemistry research facility. Decommissioning
Wings 2 and 4 of the CMR Building that are not currently required to support existing LANL
missions is not considered to be an appropriate use of facility space. Decommissioning implies
the ultimate retirement of a building or other capital asset from service and potential future use.
Because of the unique capability of the existing CMR Building, DOE has no current plans to
decommission any portion of the building. If future programmatic decisions result in no need for
the currently available space in Wings 2 and 4, a decision relating to decommissioning could be
appropriate. Should future programmatic decisions necessitate the need for increased analytical
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chemistry operations, this additional space would be available at the CMR Building. If future
programmatic decisions, such as those resulting from the Records of Decision (ROD)
accompanying the Stockpile Stewardship and Management (SSM) Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (PElS) or the LANL Sitewide EIS (SWEIS) analyses, are made that
necessitate use of remaining available space in the CMR Building, such actions would be subject
to additional NEPA review. For these reasons, this alternative would not meet the Agency's
purpose and need for action, and therefore, is not analyzed further in this EA.

2.9 Foreseeable Related and Future Actions
DOE gave preliminary notice of its intent to prepare the SSM PElS in October 1994, issued its
Notice of Intent to prepare the PElS on June 14, 1995, and issued its PElS Implementation Plan
on January 5, 1996. The draft PElS was published in February 1996, and the final PElS was
issued in September 1996. On December 19, 1996, the Programmatic ROD was signed which
identified the future missions of the stockpile stewardship and management program and
determine the configuration of the nuclear weapons complex needed for stockpile stewardship
and management missions. Although the CMR Building has in the past and is expected to
continue to support both stockpile stewardship and stockpile management activities, the
proposed CMR Building upgrades would not be influenced by programmatic decisions stemming
from the PElS. Regardless of decisions concerning the allocation of stockpile stewardship and
management program functions across the DOE complex, DOE will maintain the historical
nuclear weapons competencies and capabilities of its weapons laboratories, including LANL, and
has no plans to divest itself of its nuclear materials inventory related to weapons research,
including that at LANL. Accordingly, DOE needs to maintain its capabilities to perform
ongoing chemical and metallurgical R&D activities and operations regardless ofthe outcome of
programmatic stockpile stewardship and management decisions. DOE's decision to reassign
mission responsibilities to LANL will require a greater capability and capacity than could be
provided by the CMR Building alone. This new mission assignment will be considered in future
NEPA reviews that analyze the effects of alternative means of meeting these new mission
responsibilities.
Environmental effects from current CMR Building operations were analyzed in "Final
Environmental Impact Statement: Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Site, Los Alamos, New
Mexico" (SWEIS [DOE 1979]). In 1994, the DOE committed to preparing a new SWEIS to
address ongoing operations and new activities planned for the next 5 to 10 years. The
environmental effects from CMR Building current and projected operations are to be assessed in
the LANL SWEIS. An Advanced Notice ofIntent for the LANL SWEIS was issued August 10,
1994, and included the proposed CMR Building upgrades in a list of recommendations for
ongoing NEPA reviews. On May 12, 1995, a Notice ofIntent (NOI) for the LANL SWEIS was
issued by DOE. As stated in the NOI, DOE has decided to proceed immediately with a separate
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NEPA review for those elements of the proposed CMR Building upgrades that address
maintenance of the existing infrastmcture, improved safety of operations to workers and the
public, enhanced environmental management systems, and improved security. This decision was
based upon the determination that such upgrades are required under all SWEIS alternatives and
would neither influence nor be influenced by the SWEIS. These proposed upgrades are required
for the CMR Building to continue to meet current DOE assigned missions. The SWEIS
Implementation Plan addresses the results of the SWEIS scoping process and reiterates the
decision to proceed with this EA. The implementation plan was approved for public release on
November 27, 1995.
DOE issued a final EIS for the proposed production of medical isotopes in April 1996
(DOE 1995c). A ROD was issued on September II, 1996. The preferred alternative chosen for
implementation is to fabricate targets containing highly enriched uranium at the CMR Building
and ship the targets to the Annular Core Research Reactor at Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico, for irradiation and processing. This project is independent from the proposed CMR
Building upgrades.
In February 1995, DOE issued a FONSI for the Actinide Waste Test Source Term Project
(DOE 1995a). This project is taking place in the CMR Building basement area and is an
operational activity independent of the proposed CMR Building upgrades. This project is not
dependent on completion of the proposed upgrades included in this EA. Similarly, this project
will not affect any of the proposed CMR Building upgrades.
DOE issued a FaNSI in December 1995, for a project to reclaim excess sealed radioactive
sources containing americium and plutonium mixed with beryllium that are now held by
commercial, university, and other owners. Part of this work will be performed in the CMR
Building Wing 9 hot cells. This activity will not require the upgrades addressed in this EA and is
an operational activity independent of the proposed CMR Building upgrades.
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3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
3.1

Environmental Resources Not Affected

Only the issues or resources that may actually be affected by the Proposed Action have been
discussed in this chapter. The environmental issues listed below w9uld not be affected by the
Proposed Action since no construction activities are proposed outside ofthe immediate vicinity
of the CMR Building that would have any effect on these resources.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2

Agricultural resources
Cultural resources
Wetlands and floodplains
Endangered and threatened species
Recreational resources
Nesting/foraging habitat of migratory birds
Environmental Justice

Regional Setting

Annual surveillance reports prepared by the LANL Environmental Protection Group in the
Environment Safety and Health Division describe the LANL environment, including archeology,
geology, seismology, geographic setting, land use, hydrology, climatology, meteorology, and the
population distribution ofLos Alamos County and surrounding areas (LANL 1996). LANL's
location within the County and New Mexico is shown in Figure 3-1. The site for the Proposed
Action is within developed areas with many similar activities nearby and within the same
ecological environment. Detailed descriptions ofLANL environs, climatology, meteorology,
hydrology, flood plains, wetlands, cultural resources, and habitat suitable for threatened and
endangered species are presented in several LANL documents. (DOE 1979, LANL 1990b,
LANL 1994a, LANL 1996).

3.3

Site Description and Affected Population

LANL is a DOE facility located on III square kilometers (km2) (43 square miles [mF]) of land
in Los Alamos County in north-central New Mexico, approximately 100 km (60 mi) northnorthwest ofAlbuquerque. LANL is on the Pajarito Plateau, a series of mesas and canyons, at an
elevation of about 2,200 m (7,200 ft) above sea level. Los Alamos has a semiarid, temperate
mountain climate with about 0.48 meters (m) (18.7 inches [in]) of annual precipitation (LANL
1996).
Los Alamos County has an estimated population of approximately 18,115 (D. S. Census, 1990,
projected to 1995 [Commerce 1991]); the Los Alamos townsite has an estimated population of
11,400, and White Rock has an estimated population of 6,800. A small, privately-owned
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residential area, Royal Crest Trailer Park, is surrounded byLANL property and has an estimated
population of 500 (Morris 1994). The principal population centers located within an 80 km
(SO nii) radius ofLANL are Santa Fe, Espanola, and the Pojoaque Valley, which have a total
approximate population of214,727. Fourteen pueblos and Native American reservations are
located within an 80 km (50 mi) radius ofLANL. The populations of the four closest pueblos
are: San Ildefonso Pueblo (15 km [8 mil to the east), 1,499; Santa Clara Pueblo (37 km [23 mil
to the northeast), 3,000; Cochiti Pueblo (34 Ian [9 mil to the south), 1,342; and Jemez Pueblo
(43 km [27 mil to the southwest), 1,750 (Commerce 1991). LANL employs approximately
12,250 people, principally living within 80 Ian (50 mi) ofLANL.
3.4

Air Quality

LANL and Los Alamos County are remote from major metropolitan areas and major sources of
industrial pollution. In 1994, air quality at LANL was much better than ambient air quality
standards set by the EPA and the NMED (LANL 1996). Infonnation on nonradioactive air
emissions is summarized in the annual Environmental Surveillance Report and the 1990 Nonradioactive Air Emissions Inventory (LANL 1990a). Radioactive and nonradioactive air
emissions from normal operations at LANL are in compliance with the Clean Air Act and the
New Mexico Air Quality Control Act. An assessment of these emissions is also available in
LANL Environmental Surveillance Reports (LANL 1996).
3.4.1 Radiation Environment
The radiation environment consists of (1) background radiation and background levels of
radioactivity at LANL and the surrounding community, and (2) the workers' radiation
environment within the CMR Building workplace.
The radiation environment at LANL and the surrounding communities is continuously monitored
and characterized in the LANL Environmental Surveillance Report (LANL 1996). Air is
routinely sampled at locations on LANL property, along the DOE boundary perimeter, and in
more distant areas that serve as regional background stations. Atmospheric concentrations of
radioactive isotopes are measured. Thennoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) are used to determine
external radiation doses in the area. Background dose estimates are subtracted from the
measured values to detennine the effective dose equivalents and the committed effective dose
equivalents to the public at or outside the site boundary and at the nearest residence. (See
Glossary for definition of effective dose equivalents.) LANL radiation worker exposures are
similarly detennined from personnel monitoring and personnel TLD data. The nonnal
operational radiation environment from external exposure and airborne radioactive material for
members of the public (LANL 1996) and for LANL workers (LANL I 994b) is summarized in
Tables 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3.
From these data, estimates ofhuman risk of developing excess fatal cancers from the radiation
environment are made based upon currently accepted mathematical models that estimate
radiation risk. These risk estimates predict the chance of excess cancer fatalities. These values
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are compared with the risks expected to be caused by the Proposed Action, forming the basis for
the radiological environmental effects described in Section 4.1.5.
Table 3-1
1991 Estimated Maximum Individual Dose Commitment1 from Airborne Actinide
Releases from All LANL Operations
Source

Dose (mrem)/year

Total Actinides2

0.3
10.0

EPA Limit
1

2

Maximum Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) to an individual at or
outside the site boundary where the highest dose rate occurs and where a person
actually resides.
Includes uranium, plutonium, and americium.

Source: LANL 1994a, Table V-5.
Table 3-2
1994 Estimated Annual Effective Doses 1 to Los Alamos
Townsite Residents from All LANL Operations
Receptor

I

2

Dose (mrem)/year

Average Dose to Residents (Los Alamos townsite)

0.27

Maximum Dose to an Individua12

3.5

Background (Los Alamos townsite)

348

DOE Limit to Public

100

Effective Dose Equivalent (EDE) from all sources including external exposures and
inhalation of airborne emissions.
At East Gate, due mostly to external penetrating radiation from air activation
products released by the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility.

Source: LANL 1996, Tables 1-2, 1-3.
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Table 3-3
Annual Individual Worker
Occupational Exposure, EDE
Dose Source
Average External Dose to all CMR Building Workers who
received doses (1994-1995)1
Background2
DOE Occupational Limit
I

2

3.5

Dose
. (mrem)/year
44
348
5,000

Source: LANL 1993b, p. 3.
Source: LANL 1994.

Liquid Waste Management

LANL operations produce about 30 million literslyr (8 million gal./yr) of radioactive liquid that
must be treated (LANLI991). The RLWTF at TA-50 processes radioactive liquid waste using
precipitation, filtration and dewatering, and the effluent is discharged through a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) pennitted outfall into Mortandad Canyon.
The discharged water infiltrates surface sediments. Surface flow in this canyon is not known to
have passed beyond the LANL site boundary since the RLWTF began operating in 1963 (LANL
1996). The overall removal factor for materials dissolved and suspended in the water was
99.4 percent in 1992. Most of the discharged radionuclides in the effluent are physically bound
to the sediments in the channel (LANL 1994a). To ensure that sediment-bearing radionuclides
are not carried beyond LANL boundaries during major runoff events, a series of three canyon
sediment traps were installed 2.3 km (1.4 mi) upstream from the LANL boundary in the early
1970s (LANL 1994a). In 1992, following thunderstonns in 1991 which filled the sediment traps,
the traps were excavated to restore the original retention volumes.
The dewatered concentrates·annually amount to about 400, 55-gallon drums ofLLW, which are
disposed of at TA-54. Higher concentration radioactive liquids are processed separately; and the
precipitates solidified are stored at TA-54 as TRU waste awaiting final disposal to permitted
waste management sites, such as the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).
CMR Building liquid wastes generated by routine operations include radioactive and inorganic
chemical wastes. These are disposed ofthrough industrial waste lines to the RLWTF provided
that the liquid meets all acceptance criteria. Approximate quantities of radioactive and inorganic
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liquids sent to the RLWTP are 36,000 liters per day (11,500 gal per day), or 8.9 million liters per
yr (2.4 million gal per yr).
Table 3-4 summarizes liquid radioactive waste generated at LANL and at the CMR Building.
Table 3-4

Summary of Liquid Radioactive Waste
Origin of Liquid Radioactive Waste

Yearly Average of Radioactive Liquid Waste

TotalLANL

30 million liters (8 million gal)

CMR Building

8.9 million liters (2.4 million gal)

Source: LANL 1991.
Appropriate arrangements must be made for liquid wastes that do not meet the TA-50 waste
acceptance criteria since the TA-54, Area G, waste disposal site cannot accept radioactive liquids
for landfill disposal. Liquid wastes that require other forms of disposal include radioactive
organic chemical wastes, RCRA-regulated wastes, and other controlled wastes. These wastes are
managed and stored at TA-54, and may be sent off-site for final disposal.
Sanitary liquid waste is disposed of directly to the LANL Sanitary Waste Consolidation System.
Treated effiuent is released directly to the environment.

3.6 Land Use for Waste Disposal
Wastes currently generated at LANL include radioactive low-level and TRU wastes, RCRAregulated and other chemical wastes, and asbestos. Solid waste and suspect radioactive wastes
that have been determined to be free of radioactivity by counting techniques or radioanalysis can
be released to the Los Alamos County landfill.
LANL TA-54 disposal site waste management staff report that 4,500 m 3 per yr (5,925 cubic yards
[yd3] per yr) are disposed ofin the Area G, low-level radioactive disposal area (LANL 1991).
Other types and amounts of waste processed at TA-54 are 153 m3 per yr (200 yd3 per yr) of
RCRA-regulated hazardous waste, 26 m3 per yr (34 yd3 per yr) of RCRA-regulated mixed waste
(Tang, 1994), and 5,400 m 3 per yr (7,060 yd3 per yr) ofTRU waste (LANL 1991). All waste is
stored and disposed ofin accordance with the current permit.
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3.7

Environmental Justice

Within a 16-km (10 mi) radius ofTA-3~ 14 percent of the 18~115 persons are minorities~ defined
as including Hispanic and Native American people. The principal population centers within an
80 kIn (50 mi) radius ofLANL are Santa Fe~ Espafiol~ and the Pojoaque Valley. These areas
have an approximate total population of214~727 people. Minority individuals account for 65
percent of the general population of 133~028living 16 to 48 km (10 to 30 mi) from TA-3.
Within an 80 km (50 mi) radius ofTA-3~ minority individuals account for 54 percent of the
population of214,727. Low-income households increase sharply beyond the 16 km(10 mi)
radius ofTA-3 (low income is defined as a household income ofless than $15~000 in 1990). In
the 16 to 49 km (10 to 30 mi) radius ofTA-3~ 23 percent (l2~995 households) of the general
population are low-income households. A total of24 percent of the general population are lowincome households within the 80 kIn (50 mi) radius ofTA-3.
Fourteen pueblos and Native American reservations are located within a 80 km (50 mi) radius of
LANL. The populations of the four closest pueblos are: San Ildefonso Pueblo~ 1,499; Santa
Clara Pueblo~ 3~000; Cochiti Pueblo~ 1,342; and Jemez Pueblo, 1,750 (Commerce 1991).
Under Presidential Executive Order 12898 of February 11 ~ 1994:
"Section I-I. IMPLEMENTATION.

1-101. Agency Responsibilities. To the greatest extent practicable and pennitted by law~
and consistent with the principles set forth inthe report on the National Perfonnance
Review, each Federal agency shall make achieving environmental justice part of its mission
by identifying and addressing. as appropriate. disproportionately high and adverse human
health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority
populations and low-income populations in the United States and its territories and
possessions~ the District of Columbi~ the Commonwealth ofPuerto Rico, and the
Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands."
DOE is in the process of finalizing procedures for implementing the Executive Order. The
manner in which environmental justice issues should be addressed in an environmental
assessment is expected to be addressed in the procedures. The analysis of environmental justice
in this EA is not intended to establish the direction of DOE's future procedures implementing the
Executive Order. For the purpose of environmental justice analysis~ minority populations are
defined as all people of color, exclusive of white non-Hispanics; and low-income households are
those with incomes ofless than $15,000 per year.
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The Proposed Action would not result in disproportionately adverse consequences to
Environmental Justice populations. The effects considered include land use from waste disposal,
dust air emissions caused during construction, and transportation. Any foreseeable effects on
land use from routine waste disposal, air quality, and transportation, would not have an adverse
health effect on human populations and would fall within regulatory compliance requirements.
Construction ofthe upgrades would have no known disproportionately high adverse human
health or environmental effects on minority or low-income populations in the region of interest,
i.e., populations residing within 80 Ian (50 mi) of the site.

3.8

Transportation

LANL has a number of roads, including major thoroughfares, that allow public access.
However, since DOE controls the entire area within the LANL boundaries, DOE has the option
to restrict traffic on LANL roadways.

3.8.1 Vehicular Traffic
Most vehicular activity in Los Alamos County, including LANL, is commuter traffic. The
number of average daily trips on East Jemez Road is 6,000, Pajarito Road, 8,000, and across the
Los Alamos Canyon Bridge, 25,090 (LAC 1992). The State of New Mexico reports that
Los Alamos County has an annual average/of280 accidents per 2.95 x 108 km (1.83 X 108 mi)
driven, and the State accident rate is 50,227 accidents per 3.04 x 1011 Ian (1.89 X 1011 mi) driven
(NMSHTD, 1992). In Los Alamos County, this rate is equivalent to 0.949 accidents per million
Ian (1.53 accidents per million mi) driven; in the State, the rate is equivalent to 0.165 accidents
per million Ian (0.279 accidents per million mi) driven.

3.8.2 Road Closures
Occasionally roads in the county are closed for movement of hazardous material. DOE has the
option to restrict traffic on LANL roads, and exercises this option during the movement of
hazardous and radioactive material if the material is not packaged in U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT)-approved containers. County residents and LANL employees are notified,
in advance, of closures, including routes, dates, and times.

3.8.3 Utilities Along Roadways
Utility corridors usually follow roadways within the LANL boundaries. Utility upgrades or other
utility work can obstruct the flow of traffic.
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3.9

Seismicity

Geologically, LANL is located within the northern Rio Grande rift, a seismically active province.
Although surface-faulting earthquakes have not occurred historically in the LANL region (within
100 km [60 mil ofLANL), geological evidence indicates they have occurred during the
Quaternary Period (1.6 million years). In particular, investigations on three of the most
significant and closest faults to LANL (pajarito, Rendija Canyon, and Guaje Mountain) have
produced evidence of a number of surface-faulting seismic events. Evidence indicates the most
recent occurred between 4,000 to 6,000 years ago. The Valles Volcanic province is situated just
west ofLANL. Physical evidence indicates the last volcanic eruption occurred approximately
60,000 years ago. Geologically, the province is intimately related to tectonic activity associated
with the Rio Grande Rift and the Jemez lineament. Presently, the volcanic center that produced
the past eruptions is considered to be dormant, but geologically active. The Valles Volcanic
province is noteworthy due to its lack of seismicity.
Evaluation of seismic hazards for LANL's TA-3, where the CMR Building is located, provides
results in terms of mean annual probability of exceedanee. In anyone year, the chance ofa
seismic event producing a peak horizontal ground acceleration ofO.14g is 1 in 500. In anyone
year, the chance ofa seismic event producing a peak horizontal ground acceleration ofO.30g is 1
in 2,000. The seismic hazard evaluation produced results that have been scrutinized by a variety
of subject matter experts, including non-LANL employees. A significant amount of research,
investigation, and evaluation was expended over a four-year period (1991-1995) to obtain
seismic information. Although bounded by a range of uncertainty, these results are based upon
state-of-the-art technology and represent the best estimates available.
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4.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

The Proposed Action upgrades would all take place within the CMR Building. except for the
seismic upgrades. and installation of standby power. the new chiller. and the filter towers. These
upgrades would take place in an area outside of the existing structure, which was previously
disturbed by the original construction. but within the fenced CMR Facility perimeter.
The environmental consequences ofthe Proposed Action and the No Action alternative are
summarized in Table 4-1 and discussed in detail below.

Table 4-1
Summary of Environmental Consequences During Construction Period

I

I

Proposed Action

I

No-Action Alternative

Air filtration and interior area
confinement would remain in place;
no emisions are expected from
interior construction; dust emissions
may be generated by exterior
construction activites.

No effects expected

Liquid Waste

Minor effect.

Minor effect.

Land Use for Waste
Disposal

4,000 m 3 (5,200 yd3)1 for the total
project, compacted.

No effects expected

Worker and Public Health

No effects to public.
Increased health risk to workers.

No effects expected

Transportation

Increase in truck-miles driven.

No effects expected

Air Quality

c(~

I

IThis EA uses 4,000 m' of waste volume generated to assess the effects of waste disposal on land use.
Although an estimated 16,400 m' of waste could potentially be generated, waste minimization activities planned
into the proposed upgrades would reduce this volume to the estimated 4,000 m3 requiring disposal.
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4.1

Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

4.1.1 Effects on Air Quality
During the Proposed Action, routine CMR Building process operations in the immediate
construction area would be temporarily suspended. Process radioactive material would be
removed from the active construction area, either prior to the start of construction or each night
while construction takes place, depending upon the option chosen. However, all process
radioactive material would remain in the building. There would be no radioactive or hazardous
air emissions from normal construction activities that would produce any environmental effect
since air filtration and interior area confinement systems would remain in place during the
conduct of upgrade activities. Under accident event conditions, the primary source for potential
releases to the environment would be accidents involving the transport ofradioactive waste .
deposited in ventilation ductwork and acid drainlines during the past 42 years of operations.
This material, mainly plutonium and small amounts of uranium, is the basis for the human health
effect calculations discussed in Section 4.1.6.
.
Construction would result in increased levels of dust particulates from excavation and air
pollutants generated by construction equipment exhaust. The generation of dust is not expected
to adversely effect TA-3 area operations. Measures to reduce dust could include: watering,
phasing of construction, rescheduling construction to avoid windy periods, and limitations on
vehicle access and speed. Immediately following construction, disturbed areas would be seeded,
landscaped, and/or stabilized.

4.1.2 Effects on Land Use from Waste Disposal
Construction activities associated with the proposed upgrades would result in the generation of
radioactive, chemical, and hazardous wastes, in addition to nonnal construction waste. Waste
items would include waste concrete, soil, ceilings and coverings, piping and plumbing fixtures,
wiring and electrical boxes, metal braces, glove boxes, hoods and ductwork, HEPA filters,
laboratory equipment and mechanical equipment. Some equipment could contain asbestos.
Some RCRA-regulated wastes (such as solvents or metals) may be included in the solid waste.
Wastes would be assayed to detennine waste classifications, amounts and radioactivity.
Approximately 16,400 m3 (21,400 yd3) of potentially radiological, RCRA-regulated, and mixed
waste were originally estimated to be generated as a result of the CMR Building Upgrades
Project. This volume was estimated by conservatively assuming that the entire existing exhaust
ventilation system would be removed and disposed of at a permitted waste disposal site, and all
soil disturbed would be disposed of as waste. Evaluations of options for the design ofthe
ventilation system and identification of waste minimization technologies resulted in significant
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reductions in the projected volume of radioactive waste. Volume reductions would be achieved
by reusing some portions of the mechanical equipment, decontaminating contaminated materials
that are removed so that they are no longer classified as radioactively contaminated, reducing the
volume of contaminated material and equipment, and reusing soil on-site. The resulting
projected estimate of the total volume of radiological, RCRA-regulated, and mixed waste after
waste minimization activities is approximately 4,000 m3 (5,200 yd3).
The largest source of waste is expected to come from the ventilation and confinement zone
separation upgrades. It is expected that the majority of the wastes would he LLW. Although the
RCRA-regulated, TRU, and mixed waste streams have not been estimated as a percentage of the
total, they are included in the overall total projected waste volume. Characterization to
detennine waste classification would take place before or during construction.
LLW would be disposed of at TA-54, Area G, the LANL low-level radioactive waste disposal
area, or sent off-site. Area G has several active pits in the currently developed area. While the
area is nearing its original design capacity based on the use of past pit designs and placements,
the currently defined active disposal area may be sufficiently great enough in size to
accommodate more pits for disposal activities using newly engineered designs. Room is also
available for a number of shafts to be constructed between existing pits, if necessary. Plans
being considered for the continued management ofLLW for LANL include maximizing the use
of the active pit area at Area G for the next ten years; the expansion of waste disposal into the
unused western portion ofArea G; and offsite transport and disposal of wastes, particularly soils
from the Environmental Restoration program (all of which will be included for analysis in the
LANL SWEIS). Without the incorporation of any new disposal pit designs or the use of shafts
for disposal at the existing active disposal site at Area G, the landfill area would not be filled to
capacity before the end of 1998, based upon current projections that include receiving waste from
the proposed CMR Building upgrades. The current schedule for the proposed upgrades calls for
construction to be conducted over a five-year period, from 1997 through 2002. LANL's overall
waste management strategy for the next 10 years, including a proposed expansion of Area G, is
to be analyzed in the LANL SWEIS, as stated in the Notice ofIntent published in the May 12,
1995 Federal Register (60 FR 25697). The ROD for the SWEIS is expected in 1997 or early
1998, before the developed part of Area G is filled. Depending upon waste management
decisions regarding Area G, waste will either be disposed of at the expanded Area G, its
replacement facility, or off site.
RCRA-regulated solid wastes, including mixed waste, may be generated during construction.
One source would be from the decontamination or disposal of glove boxes and hoods in which
RCRA characteristic or listed wastes have been deposited. If materials that result in the
generation ofRCRA-regulated wastes are used during the decontamination process, the amounts
ofRCRA-regulated and mixed waste could be increased. The volume ofRCRA-regulated
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wastes has not been estimated at this time. The total waste volume estimate includes any RCRArelated wastes. Both RCRA-regulated and mixed waste would have to be taken off-site for
disposal at a permitted landfill because LANL does not have a permit for disposal. Volumes of
wastes produced by routine operations would not be changed by the proposed construction
activities.
TRU waste could be generated during the upgrades and the total waste volume estimate includes
TRU waste. The specific volume ofTRUwaste has not been estimated at this time. Buildup of
radioactive contamination in the glove boxes and hoods has been kept to a minimum by cleaning,
so the amount ofTRU waste is expected to be small. However, some hoods, glove boxes, and
ductwork may have an activity level high enough to put them in the TRU waste category. This
waste would be certified as required, sealed in drums, and stored at TA-54, Area G, for final
disposal at a permitted off-site facility. At present, DOE anticipates disposing ofTRU and TRU
mixed wastes in WIPP near Carlsbad, New Mexico, when that facility recieves authorization to
open. Any liquid TRU waste would be solidified, sealed in drums, and stored at TA-54 pending
ultimate disposaL
Solid waste not contaminated by radioactive or hazardous constituents could be generated during
construction. This solid construction waste and debris would be disposed of at the Los Alamos
County Landfill.

4.1.3 Radioactive Liquid Waste Management
Decontamination activities proposed under the CMR Building upgrades may generate radioactive
low-level liquid waste. The RLWTF has historically treated as much as 30 million liters
(7,920,000 gal) per year and is currently treating 20 million liters (5,280,000 gal) per year. The
volume ofliquid low-level waste that could be generated under the Proposed Action has not been
estimated, but is expected to be much less than 10 million liters (2,640,000 gal) per year.
Therefore, any increase due to these activities is well within the capacity of the existing RLWTF
(LANL, 1991).

4.1.4 Effects on Worker and Public Health -- Radiation
The effect on human health from the Proposed Action would come from the radiation
environment within the CMR Building. As presented in Table 2-1, not all construction workers
are expected to be exposed to radioactive material during their routine work. Non-involved
workers, those performing other jobs as well as the usual CMR Building personnel, would not be
expected to receive any doses due to the proposed upgrades. No increases in airborne radioactive
material emissions from the CMR Building are expected due to the upgrades taking place within
the building, and therefore, no effects to the public are expected.
Estimates of human health risk from the radiation environment are made based upon currently
accepted radiation risk models (International Commission on Radiological Protection [ICRP],
1991). See Appendix D for additional.information. These risk estimates show the ultimate
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effects of radiation on humans, namely, an estimate of the added cancer fatalities in the exposed
population. Human health risk is determined by converting the estimated dose into the
probability of contracting a fatal cancer. The dose-to-risk conversion factors used for estimating
cancer deaths were five cancer deaths (latent cancer fatalities) per 10,000 person-rem dose (5 x
10-4 deaths per person-rem) for the general population and four cancer deaths per 10,000 personrem dose (4 x 10-4 cancer deaths per person-rem) for exposed workers. The health risk to an
exposed individual is best expressed as the added probability ofthat individual developing a fatal
cancer. As the probability approaches 1, the chances of development of a fatal cancer increase.
As probability decreases, the chances of development of a fatal cancer similarly decrease. For
exposed populations, the probability is more meaningful when it is considered as the number of
additional cancer deaths. If the probability is less than 1.0, no additional cancer deaths are
expected. Ifit exceeds 1.0, then additional cancer deaths are likely to occur.
A conservative estimate of worker doses and health risks is presented in Table 4-2. Exposed
workers are assumed to receive 500 mrem (0.5 rem) per year of work, although actual doses are
expected to be much smaller. As shown in Table 2-1, less than half of the workers are expected
to be exposed to radioactive materials. Construction workers in the CMR Building typically
receive much less than 500 mrem per year. A small random sample of CMR Building
construction workers indicates that 80 percent of the workers had no occupational exposure, and
the remainder had exposures between 10 mrem and 50 mrem during the period January to
October 1995. Radiation and contamination levels in the CMR Building are typically low. This
construction work would be analyzed, planned, and managed to ensure that worker exposures are
kept as low as reasonably achievable. Therefore, construction worker exposures and resulting
health risks are expected to be much lower than indicated in Table 4-2. Based upon this
calculation, no excess cancer fatalities are expected and workers engaged in this proposed project
are not expected to incur any harmful health effects from radiation exposures they receive during
normal construction operations. At present, one in five individuals in the United States dies of
cancer (the risk is 0.2 per person).
Table 4-2

summaryofRa d·lafIon E xposure Doses an d Risk 0 fe ancer Deat hS t0Worker PopuIat·Ions
Upgrades

Dose (person-rem)

Risk of Excess Cancer Fatalities* in
Exposed Population

Ventilation confinement zone separation Process
chilled water (80 workers, 4 years)

160

6.4 x 10-2

Acid vents and drains
(35 workers, 4 years)

70

2.8 x 10-2

Main Vault CAMs/Dampers
(5 workers, 2 months)

0.4

2 x 10-4

Exhaust duct washdown recycling
(5 workers, 6 months)

1.25

5.0 x 10-4

10

4.0 x 10-3

Wings 1 interim decontarninationlHVAC, Wings
2, and 4 safe standby (20 workers, 1 year)

..

..

*Ifthe probabIhty IS less than 1.0, no addItIonal cancer deaths are expected.
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For comparison, the normal annual dose to CMR Building operations personne.l is 0.044 rem per
person per year, corresponding to an individual annual risk oflatent cancer fatality of2 x 10-5•
The DOE occupational annual dose limit of 5 rem per person corresponds to an individual
annual risk of latent cancer fatality of 2 x 10.3 •

4.1.5 Effects from Transportation
There would be some effect from transportation during construction if 16,400 m 3 (21,400 yd3) of
waste were to be removed and transported to TA-54. While waste minimization is expected to
reduce this waste volume to 4,000 m 3, some of the volume reduction may be accomplished at
TA-54. Although some construction material and equipment may be reused on-site, to ensure
that this transportation analysis is bounding, the original conceptual estimates of waste volume
are used. Construction debris for on-site volume reduction and disposal would be collected into
dump trucks of 6 m 3 (8 yd3) capacity and hauled from the construction site to the TA-54, Area G,
waste management area. The volume of 7,340 m3 (9,600 yd3) of waste is used to determine the
bounding concentrations ofradioactive material for on-site transportation accidents. LLW would
be disposed orat Area G without any further transportation. Mixed waste for off-site treatment
and disposal would be packaged in 3 m 3 (4 yd3) B-25 boxes for shipment. The B-25 box is a
steel container with a tight-fitting lid that meets DOT transportation requirements. If6 m 3
(8 yd3) trucks were used to haul the waste to the TA-54 disposat area, a round~trip distance of
about 19 Ion (12 mi), the total project would require an additional 52,000 truck-Ion (32,100
truck-mil for waste removal. Assuming that delivery of new construction materials resulted in
10 times that travel distance, then approximately 520,000 Ian (320,000 mi) might be driven
during waste removal and construction.
Should LANL on-site disposal capability not be available, off-site disposal of the contaminated
construction waste (LLW, mixed, or RCRA-regulated waste) would require transportation in two
segments: (1) untreated waste would be moved 2,160 highway km (1,350 mi) from Los Alamos
to the Scientific Ecology Group (SEG) facility in Oak Ridge, Tennesee; (2) treated, contaminated
waste would be moved 2,893 highway km (1,808 mi) from Oak Ridge to the Envirocare Facility,
near Clive, Utah. Wastes would be transported in DOT-approved containers. Resulting doses to
workers and the public from the routine shipments would be extremely small since there is no
detectable external dose at the surface of the container.
Local Los Alamos townsite traffic delays may be caused during some CMR Building utility
upgrades, since utilities run in or across Diamond Drive. Hooking up the new electrical upgrades
or acid waste lines could cause brief (less than one day) interruptions of traffic, if access to utility
lines is needed. Long-tenn transportation effects are not expected.
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4.1.6 Accident Analysis
Abnormal events, accidents, and hazards from natural phenomena scenarios were developed and
reviewed for CMR Building construction activities to provide bounding events that could cause
injuries, or releases of radioactive or hazardous materials to the worker and the public.
Conservative assumptions were used for each event, although these assumptions may result in
overestimation ofthe probability and consequences of an event. The conservative approach
helps to ensure that the analyzed accidents will bound the environmental effects from actual
events. Tables 4-4 and 4-5 summarize the decisions for determining accidents resulting in
releases, and for determining release pathways.
After determining the amount of radioactive or hazardous material likely to be released from
credible events, dose and risk calculations were made. Summary results are discussed below;
details are in Appendix D.
Accidents that were identified, but not considered likely to result in releases of radioactive
material to the environment, are shown in Table 4-4. Accidents that were identified and were
considered likely to result in releases of radioactive material are shown in Table 4-5. Doses that
individuals could receive as a result of accidents are shown in Table 4-6. Also shown are the
population risks or added cases of fatal cancer as a result of the doses.
The proposed upgrade of the CMR Building ventilation system includes two construction
options. Option A specifies that wings would be vacated and upgraded in series, starting with
the upgrade of Wing 1 as a moderate radiation hazard laboratory. In Option B, the HVAC
system would be upgraded without relocating the laboratories and without upgrading Wing 1. In
this EA, the upgrade Option B with the largest possible effect was used to detennine the
consequences and risks to the worker, the public, and the environment. This method bounds the
worst case for accident or risk without establi~hing a prescribed method for conducting the
upgrade.
Table 4-4
I t 0 Resu It 10
° R e Ieases
summaryof ACCId en t Even tNt
s 0 L IOkelY
0

I~ating Event

Rationale

Wind

• No tornado-strength winds that could cause structural damage occur in Los Alamos County.
• Materials that could result in a release during construction are confmed to the interior of the building

Airplane

• An aircraft study determined that an airplane crash that penetrates a LANL building is not likely to
happen (Fuentes 1988).

Security Breach

• Administrative procedures prevent a security breach.
Historical information supports the assumption that a breach is unlikely.

Criticality

•

Barrier methods and administrative procedures are used.

• Inventory will be reduced during construction.
• Material deposited in ducts is insufficient to create criticality concern.
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Table 4-5

I to ResuItIn
' A'Ir E mission R eIeases
I ely
summaryo fAeel'dent Events L'k

II

Release Pathways

Initiating Event

Mitigating Conditions

Earthquake

•
•

Structure is not seismically qualified.
Fires and explosion resulting from earthquake
(see below).

•

Fire

•

A fire during ductwork removal would ignite
holdup material.

• Releases contained within wing.

Explosion

• Possibility of explosion sources no different

•

•

• Spills contained within wing.
• Acutely hazardous chemicals moved prior to
•

construction, double-packaged with absorbent
material, and special procedures followed.
Quantities less than 29 CFR 1910, Subpart Z.

•

Analyzed in CMR facility safety
documentation.
Movement of hazardous chemicals in larger
quantities than those analyzed for normal
operations.
Involved worker exposed.

•

Acid drainline puncture.

•

Releases contained within wing.

•

Exposure to involved worker.

from that in normal operations.

Operational
Accidents

•

Industrial
Accidents

• Rupture of ductwork.

Small quantity of radioactive material available
for release

May be lower because quantities of chemicals
would be removed prior to construction.

Table 4-6

Rik
s s, I neI u d'1D2 Aeel'dents
s ummaryofR ad'lat'Ion E
x )osure
EXPOSURE SOURCE

DOSE

RISK OF EXCESS CANCER DEATHS·

Dose from Pu to individual located at site of on-site
transportation accident, CEDE

Truck accident: 2.8
rem

Individual risk: 1 in 714 or 1.4 x 10.3

Dose from Pu to nearest population in on-site
transportation accident, CEDE

2.9 person-mrem.
truck accident

Population risk: 1.5 x 10-6 excess cancer
deaths for the population of 6,501 persons

Dose from Pu to population in off-site transportation
accident

1.31 person-mrem

Population risk: 6.7 x 10.7 excess cancer
deaths for the population along the
shipping routes

Annual dose, normal operations, CMR Building~
workers

44 rnrem

Individual risk: 1 in 57,000 or 1.8 x

Lifetime DOE dose limit to the worker for a planned
emergency exposure

10 to 25 rem

Individual risk: 1 in 250 to 1 in 100 or 4 x
10-3 to 1 X 10-2

Annual dose limit to the worker from DOE operations

Srem

Individual risk: 1 in 500 or 2 x 10-3

Annual dose to members of the public from all LANL
operations (1994), Los Alamos townsite

3.5 rnrem max.
individual dose;
0.27 mrem average
dose

Individual risk: 1 in 571,000 or 1.8 x 10-6
1 in 7,400,000 or 1.4 x 10.7

Annual DOE dose limit to the public from airborne
emissions

10 rnrem

Individual risk: 1 ill 200,000 or 5 x 10.6

Annual natural background radiation in Los Alamos
339mrem
..
..
·If the probablbty 15 less than 1.0, no additIOnal cancer deatllS are expected.
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4.1.6.1

Accident Scenarios

Since the Proposed Action is the construction of upgrades to laboratories and support systems,
process radioactive material would be removed from active construction areas before starting
construction, but would remain in the building. The earthquake scenario was selected as the
abnormal event resulting in the most damage to the CMR Building. Accident scenarios were
also developed for on-site disposal, and off-site shipment treatment and disposal facilities, of
radioactive waste generated during construction.

4.1.6.1.1 Construction Accident - Earthquake
In accordance with DOE Standard 1020 criteria, the most hazardous portions of the CMR
Building would be designed to withstand seismic events in the vicinity ofLANL up to and
including those that would be expected once in 2,000 years. The postulated earthquake is
expected to produce peak horizontal ground acceleratio~s ofO.30g at TA-3, site of the CMR
Building. An earthquake of this magnitude would result in collapse ofthe CMR Building in its
current configuration. The consequences (quantity of material released, population dose, and
latent cancer fatalities) to the public from the release ofradioactive materials from the collapsed
CMR Building due to this earthquake would be the same in either the No Action alternative, or
during construction of the proposed upgrades since the amount of radioactive materials present in
the CMR Building would be the same in either situatioll. Therefore, the consequences from
release ofradioactive materials present in the CMR Building resulting from an earthquake
scenario were not calculated. Consequences of a severe earthquake at LANL, that would
collapse multiple buildings, will be presented in the LANL SWEIS, now in preparation.
However, ifconstruction was taking place when the postulated earthquake occurred, an increased
worker population due to the increased construction workforce would be present in the CMR
Building. These additional personnel could be seriously injured or killed as a result of the
building collapsing. Earthquake-related consequences are summarized in Table 4-7.

Table 4-7
Summary of Earthquake-Related Consequences
Accident
Earthquake and building
collapse
Personnel in CMR Building

Proposed Action

No-Action Alternative

Death or severe injury to 250
CMRBuilding occupants
and
:5 120 construction workers

Death or severe injury to 250
CMR Building occupants
but
no construction workers

4.1.6.1.2 Transportation Accident
Accident scenarios were developed for both on-site disposal of construction debris and shipment
to off-site treatment and disposal facilities. In order to bound the on-site accident scenario, it was
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assumed that construction debris would be collected into 6 m 3 (8 yd3) capacity dump trucks and
hauled from the construction site to the TA-54, Area G, waste disposal area. Assuming that all
waste was moved in dump trucks, some 2,700 loads would be required. The total transportation
distance would be 52,000 truck km (32,100 truck mi).
Contaminated waste would be properly bagged and contained following DOT and DOE
protocols and requirements. The conservative accident assumes the following conditions:
• The amount of radioactive contamination in the total waste is 1.5 Ci of plutonium, mostly
from contaminated ductwork.
• A truck tips over on the roadway, releasing either. the contents of one B-25 box, or, ifit is a
6 m3 (8 yd3) dump truck, its entire contents. All bagged, contaminated material spills out,
breaking open and making the contaminated material available for release to the air.
• The release fraction is 0.001 of the radioactive material.
For an on-site accident, an individual was assumed to be standing next to the spilled contents of
the truck and·breathing the contaminated air for 30 seconds; this individual's calculated dose is
2.8 rem. Population dose from an on-site transportation accident was calculated to be 2.9 personmrem.
In the event that on-site disposal capability is not available, off-site disposal of waste would be
required. The conservative off-site shipment scenario assumes that waste is transported to SEG
near Oak Ridge, Tennessee, for treatment, then to Envirocare of Utah, near Clive, Utah, for
disposal. Waste may also be moved off-site for compaction or treatment and then returned to
LANL for disposal. Off-site disposal of contaminated construction waste would require
transportation in two segments: (I) untreated waste would be moved 2,160 highway km
(1,350 mi) from LANL to the SEG facility in Oak Ridge; (2) treated contaminated waste would
be moved 2,893 highway km (1,808 mi) from Oak Ridge to the Envirocare facility near Clive.
Wastes would be transported in DOT-approved containers.
The inventory for an off-site transportation accident was determined using the reduced waste
volume figures from the "Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility Phase 2 Upgrades Waste
MinimizationIPollution Prevention Strategic Plan" (LANL 1995b). The initial projected volume
of 16,400 m 3 (21,400 yd3) ofradiological/RCRNmixed waste was reduced to 4,000 m J
(5,200 yd3) through waste minimization techniques. This is a reduction of75 percent in
contaminated ductwork waste volume, primarily through reuse of existing ventilation system
components and results in a reduction of75 percent of the original plutonium inventory, from 6
Ci to 1.5 Ci. A 6 m 3 (8 yd3) dump truck would contain an inventory of2.2 mCi (6 m 3 + 4,000 m J
x 1.5 Ci). The container for this shipment is assumed to be a B-25 box whose volume is half that
of the 6 m 3 (8 yd3) dump truck. However, for off-site shipment, a truck is assumed to carry three
boxes of waste, or a total inventory of3.3 mCi plutonium or 1.1 mCi per box.
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The dose to the maximally exposed individual would be 635 mrem. The accident doses to the
population are due to ground deposition, inhalation, re-suspension, and cloud shine:
• LANL to Oak Ridge, Tennessee
• Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to Clive, Utah
• Total

0.57 person-mrem
0.74 person-mrem
1.31 person-mrem

An occupational risk factor of 4xl0·7 per mrem equates to an individual cancer mortality risk of
one chance in 2,500,000 for an exposure of one mrem; the risk factor for the public of 5x10-7 per
mrem equates to an individual risk for cancer mortality of one chance in 2,000,000 for an
exposure of one mrem. The health effect is thus expressed as the number of chances of an
individual developing a fatal cancer as a result of the CEDE in mrem. For a population group the
risk factor of 5 x 10-7 per person-mrem equates to a group risk of one chance in 2,000,000 for an
exposure of one mrem.
For off-site shipment, the RADTRAN computer code was used to calculate population doses
from accidents en route. The reduced waste volume was also used, per the strategic plan for
waste minimization. The total population dose was estimated to be 1.31 person-mrem for
off-site treatment and disposal (see Appendix D). If the waste is sent off-site for treatment and
returned to LANL for disposal, the population dose is bounded by the total population dose
(1.31 person-mrem) for off-site treatment and disposal. The risks of additional cancer fatalities
are presented in Table 4-6. Table 4-6 summarizes and compares the risk from the radiation
exposures calculated in this section with the risks from doses from natural background radiation
and the regulatory limit dose values.

4.2 No Action Alternative
There would be no construction effects on facilities, operations, or the environment in the No
Action alternative. The cumulative effect without the proposed upgrades being performed would
be decreased functional efficiency, that in tum could potentially result in a longer time of worker
hazards exposure or exposure to a greater 'number ofworkers. If the facility is not upgraded,
DOE would forego the opportunity to decrease risks to the workers, the public, and the
environment. LANL's ability to meet current DOE mission assignments during the next 20 to 30
years would be adversely affected because the life expectancy of the building, without upgrades,
is 5 to 10 years.
Waste streams from operations would remain unchanged in the No Action alternative. An
alternative to the Area G landfill area will still need to be sought for LANL-generated waste in
the near tenn.
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5.0

PERMIT REQUIREMENTS

No new permits or permit modifications would be required for the proposed CMR Building
upgrades. The Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR 61) require prior EPA approval for new
construction or modifications that may increase emissions. However, EPA approval would not
be required for the proposed CMR Building Upgrades Project since this project will not increase
LANL emissions. Since the scope of this EA is limited to only the potential environmental
effects associated with construction of the proposed upgrades, operational activities are not
within the scope of this EA. It is possible that a change to the current operations within the CMR
Building would require permits or EPA approval, however, such issues would be driven by other
programmatic decisions and subject to their own independent NEPA review.
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6.0 LIST OF AGENCIES CONSULTED

6.1

U. S. Fish And Wildlife Service

A surveyofthe CMR Building area for threatened or endangered species was conducted in light
of the proposed construction activities; this survey did not reveal the presence of any such
species or suitable use habitats for any of these species. Informal consultation under the
Endangered Species Act was initiated during November 1995. On December 5, 1995, a letter
was transmitted to the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, by DOE, providing notification of the
proposed project and requesting concurrence in a finding of "no effect." On December 12, 1995,
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service concurred with the finding of "no effect" completing the
informal consultation process (Appendix E).

6.2

New Mexico State Historic Preservation Officer

LANL conducted a cultural resource survey of the areas that could be affected by new
construction under the Proposed Action. No cultural resources were found and it was detennined
that there was no potential for cultural resources to be present. On January 19, 1996, DOE
LAAO submitted a report to the New Mexico State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO)
describing the results ofthe cultural resource's survey. On February 14, 1996, the SHPO's
Office concurred with DOE's finding of "no effect," completing the formal consultation process
(Appendix E).
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7.0 GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS
7.1

Glossary

Actinides

The elements, beginning with actinium, atomic number 89, and
continuing through lawrencium, atomic number 103, in the Periodic
Table of Elements. The series includes uranium, atomic number 92,
as well as all man-made transuranic elements.

Atomic number

The number of protons in the nucleus of an atom that is unique for
each element.

B-2S box

A commercial metal container approximately 1.2 m by 1.2 m by
2.1 m (4 ft by 4 ft by 7 ft) that meets U. S. Department of
Transportation r~quirements for transporting hazardous waste.

din

Cubic feet per minute

Cloud shine

This is a tenn of art used by health physicists in calculating external
dose. When a puff (cloud) of radioactive material passes, the
energetic gamma rays emanating from the cloud can expose
individuals in its path, even though those individuals are not within
the cloud itself.

The sum of committed radiation dose equivalents to various tissues
Committed Effective
Dose Equivalent (CEDE) in the body, each multiplied by an appropriate weighing factor.
Committed dose is calculated over the SO-year working lifetime of
an individual.
Curie (Ci)

A measure ofradioactivity equal to 3.7 x 1010 disintegrations per
second.

Design Basis Accidents

Postulated accidents, or natural forces, and resulting conditions for
which confinement structure, systems, components and equipment
must meet their functional goals.

Effective Dose
Equivalent (EDE)

Quantity obtained by multiplying the dose equivalents to
various organs and tissues by factors that reflect the probability of
hann to each in relation to all and summing the products.
square feet

g
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High-Efficiency
Particulate Air
(HEPA) filter

Specially constructed filters capable of capturing very small
airborne particles.

Hot cell

Enclosed work space with walls of reinforced concrete that includes
magnetite (a natural iron oxide compound) and mineral oil-filled
leaded-glass windows, equipped with remote manipulation devices,
used to protect workers from exposure to highly radioactive
materials.

kIn

Kilometer, a measure of distance equal to 1,000 meters,
approximately 0.6 miles.

kV

Kilovolt

Lineament

A linear topographic feature (as of the earth) that reveals a
characteristic (as a fault or the subsurface structure).

Low-Level Radioactive
Waste (LLW)

Solid radioactive waste that is not classified as high-level
waste, transuranic waste, or spent nuclear fuel as defined in DOE
Order 5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management."

m

Meter
Square meter
Cubic meter

mi

Mile (1.6 km)

mP

Square mile (2.58 km2).

mrem

Millirem

Mixed waste

Waste containing both radioactive and hazardous components, as
defined by the Atomic Energy Act and ReRA.

Person-rem

The unit of population dose that expresses the sum of radiation
exposures received by a population. For example, two persons, each
with a 0.5 rem exposure, receive 1 person-rem, while 500 people,
each with an exposure of 0.002 rem, also receive 1 person-rem.

Radioactivity

The spontaneous emission of radiation, generally alpha or beta
particles, often accompanied by gamma rays, from the nucleus of an
unstable isotope.
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Radionuclide

Any radioactive isotope of an element.

rem

Acronym of roentgen equivalent man. The unit of dose of any
ionizing radiation that produces the same biological effect as a unit
of absorbed dose of ordinary X-rays.

Roughing filters

Filters constructed to capture large airborne particulates.

Scientific notation

Presenting numbers by powers often, for example:

1x104 = 1O~000
1x102 = 100
lxlOo = 1
1xlO-2 = 0.01
lxlO-4 = 0.0001
seismic event

An earthquake or a somewhat similar transient earth motion

Transuranic (TRU) waste

Waste contaminated with uranium or transuranic elements having a
half-life greater than 20 years~ in concentrations of 100 nCi/g or
greater.

Uniform Building Code

An International Conference of Building Officials' publication that
provides requirements for the fire, life, and structural safety aspects
for all buildings and related structures.

7.2 Acronyms
ALARA

As low as reasonably achievable

CAM

Continuous air monitor

CDR

Conceptual Design Report

CEDE

Committed Effective Dose Equivalent

CEQ

Council on Environmental Quality

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations.

CMR

Chemistry and Metallurgy Research

DOE

U. S. Department of Energy

DOT

U. S. Department of Transportation

EA

Environmental Assessment
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EDE

Effective Dose Equivalent

EIS

Environmental Impact Statement

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ER

Environmental Restoration

ERPG

Emergency Response Planning Guideline

ESAAB

Energy Systems Acquisition Advisory Board

FONSI

Finding ofNo Significant Impact

HEPA

High-Efficiency Particulate Air

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

ICRP

International Commission on Radiological Protection

ISAR

Interim Safety Analysis Report

LANL

Los Alamos National Laboratory

LLW

Low-level radioactive waste

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act

NFPA

National Fire Protection Association

NMED

New Mexico Environment Department

NOI

Notice of Intent

NPDES

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

OU

Operable Unit

R&D

Research and development

RCRA

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

RFI

Remedial Field Investigation

ROD

Record of Decision

RLWTF

Radioactive Liquid Waste Treatment Facility

SEG

Scientific Ecology Group

SHPO

State Historic Preservation Officer

SNML

Special Nuclear Materials Laboratory

SSM

Stockpile Stewardship and Management

SWEIS

Sitewide Environmental Impact Statement

SWMU

Solid Waste Management Unit
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TA

Technical Area

TEDE

Total Effective Dose Equivalent

TLD

Thennoluminescent dosimeters

TRU

Transuranic

TWA

Time-Weighted Average

UBC

Uniform Building Code

USC

United States Code

UPS

Uninterruptable Power Supply

WIPP

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

r1
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New Mexico Ecological Services Field Office
2105 Osuna NE
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87113
Phone: 15051 761-4525 Fax: (5051 761·4642
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February 12, 1996

Larry Kirkman, Acting Area Manager
cc;
Chief, DOE Oversight Bureau, New Mexico Environment Department, Santa Fe.
New Mexico.
.Director, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, Santa Fe, New MeXico.

tlIIJ

Cons. 62·22-96+048
Larry Kirkman, Acting Areil Milnager
Department of Energy
Los Alamos Area Office
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544
Dear Mr. Kirkman:
This responds to the draft Environmental Assessment (EAI with a cover letter dated
January 22, 1996, requesting the U.S.' Fish end Wildlife Service (Servicel to review and
comment on the proposed upgrede of the Chemistry end Metallurgy Research (CMRI
Building located in Technical Area (TAl 3 at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANLI.
The LANL is located in Los Alamos County, New Mexico.
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In a previous letter, dated December 12, 1995, the Service concurred with your
determinetion thet the proposed CMR Building renovations and waste handling will have
"no effect" on threatened or endangered species or their critical habitats. Our
concurrence was based on the fact that the proposed project is located within an
existing compound, ilnd that all wilstes will be'managed according to all applicable
laws; regulations. and emergency response procedures so as not to affect the
environment. The Service reaffirms its concurrence with your finding.
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The Service concurs that the preferred alternative is also the environmentally preferable
alternative. From a wildlife health standpoint, a Finding of No Significant Impact
appears warranted. However, we seek two clarificetions to the finel EA. In Appendix
.c, pege C-l, why is cigerelte smoking included with other examples of natural
environmente' radioactivity? Also, why does your rediation risk model address only
added cancer fatalities? Are localized injuries to organs or nonfatal cancers considered
a discountable risk? An explanation of this aspect of the risk model would be helpful
for citizens to consider the alternatives from a human heeth perspective.
If you have any questions or comments, please contect Joel D. Lusk at
(5051761-4525.
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Sttz.te of New Me%ico
Hllrold R/IIUU!t. BuUdiIIIJ

1190 St.1'rtJncia Driw. P.O. Bo:c 26110

~.

SlIntll Fe, New Mesico 81602
(50S) 821·2860

GARY E. ,JOHNSON

~

Elizabeth Withers
February 16, 1996
Page 2

ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT
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4. Page 18, SectioD 2.2.1.10:
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Elizabeth Withers
LAAO NEPA compliance Officer
Los Alamos Area Office
528 35th Street
MS-A316

5. Page 19, Section 2.2.1.12:

Dear Ms. Withers:

What will be the tank and associated equipment containment
requirements in the event of a spill or other release of
contaminated washdown effluent?

Los Alamos, N.M. 87544

RE:

PRB-DBCISIONAL DRAFT; ENVIRONMENTAL ASSBSSMBNT. PROPOSBD aIR
BUILDING
UPGRADES
(DOE\EA-ll01) ; LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL
LABORATORY, LOS ALAMOS, N.H.; PREPARED BY U.S. JlEPAR'l'KBNT OF
BNBRGY, JANUARY 1996

The following transmits New Mexico Environment Department (NKED)
staff comments concerning the above-mentioned Draft Environmental
Assessment IDEA). The comments relate principallY to a number of
questions NMED staff have regarding impacts on surface and ground
water quality.
1. Page. 15-16, Section 2.2.1.3:

1

Have provisions been made to contain the water that will be drained
from the current fire protection system, will the potential exist
for this water to become contaminated, and what will be its final
disposition? Will a general Notice of Intent (NOI) to discharge be
filed with the proper regulatory authority pursuant to the State
of New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission (WQCC) regulation
1-201 both before and after upgrades are performed? Again, what
will be the final disposition of the water released after upgrades
are completed and testing of the system is performed, and is there
any possibility for contamination of this water?

will the installation of the proposed central chilled water plant
require an amendment for increased discharge to a currently
permitted NPDSS outfall, the addition of a new NPDES outfall to the
current permit, or will this system have no discharge of cooling
water to the environment?

41

where were sediments removed in the 1992 sediment traps cleanup?
51 To
Where will they be placed after the traps fill again?

See comment 1, above.
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3. Page 18, Section 2.2.1.9:

2

Jt is unclear whether these acid vents and drains are connected to
underground piping. If so, are contingency plans in place to
mitigate contamination to the environment during excavation? If
contamination of the environment is found due to previously unknown
leaks of this piping, what actions will be taken to mitigate
movement of contamination by surface transport or infiltration'into
the soil/rOCK profile and, possibly, ground water?
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As stated, outside construction, including excavations, will be
necessary during this upgrade. The possibility exists that the
excavation material may contain Contaminants of Concern (COC's).
Is a storm water pollution prevention plan in place for this
construction activity in order to mitigate the transport of
contaminants, including storm water drainages at the CMR complex
and the destination of these drainages?

2. Page 17, Section 2.2.1.7:
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7. Gen.ra1 Co_ent:

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this document.
let me know if you have any questions.
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6. Page 30, Section 3.5:
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edi Cibas, Ph. •
Environmental
pact Review Coordinator
NMED File No. 96SER
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:t ~ NEW MEXICO
~ ENVRONMENTAL LAW CENTER

Elizabeth R. Withers
February 16, 1996
Page 2
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that the only agencies that were involved in the preparation
of the SA were the u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service and the New
Mexico State Historic Preservation Office.
This was not
appropriate.

I'D

;:I

Elizabeth R. Withe~s
NBPA Compliance Officer
Office of Envi~onment and
p~ojects
Depa~tment
A~ea

U.S.
of Ene~9Y
Los Alamos
Office
Los Alamos, N.M. 87544
Re:

By mail and facsimile
(505) 665-4872

Chemistry and metallu~9Y ~esea~ch building in Technical
Area 3 at the Los Alamos National Labo~atory

Dea~

Ms.

Withe~s:

I write for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso (Pueblo) to
comment on the Department of Energy's (DOB) P~e-Decisional
Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) on the proposed upgrades
of the Chemistry and metallurgy research (Ola) buiJ.ding at
Technical Area 3 at the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) •
We are submitting this comment in accordance with
your letter of February 2, 1996, in which you indicated that
the Pueblo would have until today to submit its conment. We
are grateful for that extension of time, and we hope that the
delay in our submission of this comment does not cause
inconvenience.

1

21

The United States, DOE, and LANL therefore have each
made a commitment to involve the Pueblo in decisions
concerning LANL that affect the Pueblo, its members, and
their environment. Despite that, the Pueblo was not involved
in the preparation of the EA. That is a serious problem for
the Pueblo because the consultation with the New Mexico State
Historic Preservation Office involved impacts of the proposed
project on cultural resources.
LANL is built on land that
originally belonged to the Pueblo, and that land includes
many sites that are sacred to members of the Pueblo.
Moreover, construction at LANL facilities such as the CMR may
threaten the Pueblo with the destruction of more sites sacred
to Pueblo members.

The Pueblo appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
EA, and intends to be involved in future consideration of
this project. The Pueblo therefore requests that you provide
copies of any further documents on this matter to the
Honorable Elmer Torres, the Governor of the Pueblo, to Gaurav
Rajen of STAR Associates in Albuquerque, who is working with
the Pueblo on this matter, and to me.
As the Pueblo indicated in its comment on the Advance
Notice of Intent for the LANL site-wide environmental impact
statement, the Pueblo agrees that the renovations necessary
for protection of safety and the environment should be done
on the basis of the EA, and that all other changes should be
considered in the site-wide environmental impact statement.
The Pueblo does have several concerns about the EA, however,
and About the project as it is described in the EA. These
are explained below, not necessarily in order of importance.
1.
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2.

Lack of consultation with the Pueblo

First, the BA was prepared without consultation with
either the l'Ueblo or the Los Alamos Pueblos Project. The
list of agencies consulted on page 47 of the BA indicates

103 Cienego Street sanla Fe. NM. 87501
(505) 989-9022

FAX (505) 989·3769

The Pueblo is a federally recognized Indian Tribe, and
President Clinton has directed the heads of federal agencies
to operate on a government to government basis witb allcsuch
Tribes, and to consult those Tribes and take into account
their concerns prior to taking actions that affect them. In
addition, DOB Secretary O'Leary has directed all elements of
DOE to deal with Tribes on that government to government
basis, and to follow the DOE American Indian Policy.
It
specifically provides that DOE shall treat Tribes as
governments in accordance with their status and DOE'S trust
responsibility towards them, and that DOE shall consult and
involve Tribes in decisions that affect them.
Finally, DOE
has entered into an Accord with the Pueblo and has witnessed
a Cooperative Agreement between LANL and the Pueblo. Each of
those documents also provides that the Pueblo will be given a
role in decisions concerning LANL that affect the Pueblo.

31

Disposal and transportation of waste

The SA points out that the proposed upgrades will
involve generation of as much as 5,200 cubic yards of
potential construction waste, including LLW, TRU, mixed, ReRA
regulated, and asbestos wastes.
(EA, page 14)
The SA also
states that soU.d waste would be cl.ispOliled of in the Los
Alamos County landfill, and that the other types of waste
would be stored or disposed of in the Area G landfill at
Technical Area 54 or transported off site.
Either of the
latter two options is a matter of concern for the Pueblo.
The Area G landfill is located on the top of a mesa
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Elizabeth R. Withers
February 16, 1996
Page 4

Elizabeth R. Withers
February 16, 1996
Page 3
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adjacent to the Pueblo's sacred area.
Elevated levels
oftritium have been detected in sediments leading away from
Area G, and the Pueblo is concerned about possible emissions
of radioactive gas from the sides of the mesa as well. The
Pueblo also is concerned about any possible expansion of the
landfill because of the impacts that it would have on sites
in the area that are sacred to members of the Pueblo. DOB
should not undertake disposal of additional wastes in Area G
until these concerns are resolved.

51
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Simi1arly, . transportation of waste to anotber site
presents problems for the Pueblo because the main road that
leads into LANL passes through the Pueblo's lands, and the
Pueblo has no resources with which to deal with any accident
involving radioactive or hazardous materials that occurs on
the reservation. The Pueblo has one policeman and a totally
volunteer fire department, and its personnel are not
adequately trained to deal with radioactive or hazardous
materials. Moreover, there has been no determination by the
Pueblo, the Department, and the State of New Mexico about
which entity or entities would have jurisdiction or
resPQnsibility to dflal. with such an accident or how those
entities would coordinate their responses.
It is not
appropriate to transport additional wastes through the
reservation until these issues have been addressed.
3.

41

The EA indic.ates that action is necessary to correct
deficiencies in and improve maintainability of the existing
acid vents and drains system which handles liquid radioactive
waste from the CMR building operations.
(EA, page 18) The
EA does not describe problems that have occurred with those
drains, however, or whether they have been the source or
cause of any accidents. There also is no description of the
measures that will be used to upgrade them, such as
construction of double walls and installation of leak
protection and detection devices.
In the absence of those
sorts of details, it is not possible to evaluate accurately
the proposed upgrades of the acid vents.
4.
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Upgrades of the CMR building acid vents and drains

Existing contamination related to CMR building operations

The EA discusses very briefly the management of liquid
wastes generated at the CMR building and the impacts of the
proposed action on air quality and land use.. (EA pages 30,
34-35) There is no discussion, however, about the existing
contamination, if any, that has resulted from the CMR
building operations, or how that contamination will be

addressed.

Moreover, there should be detailed site specific
existing contamination of soil, water, air,
just references to the annual environmental
surveillance reports for LANL as a whole..

of
51 descriptions
and biota, not
5.

Accidents

The EA contains no history of the accidents that have
occurred so far at the CMR building, which makes it difficult
to evaluate accurately the accident predictions and scenarios
set forth in section 4.1.6.
That is troublesome for two
reasons.
First, several of the deficiencies identified in
the Interim Safety Analysis Report, involve problems that
61 could cause serious impacts in the event of an accident.
These include the possible loss of negative pressure for
glove boxes and the problems with the fire protection
systems. Second, some of the accident scenarios involve high
rates of fatalities, particularly the earthquake accident
scenario in Table 4-6 that would result in a 1 in 9 added
chance of cancer mortality.
A second problem is that there are no specific analyses
of scenarios involving accidents on the Pueblo's reservation.
Those are scenarios that should be analyzed separately for
two reasons. First, as was pointed out above, accidents that
occur on the reservation would be more difficult to deal with
71 because of the absence of plans and personnel to address
those accidents.
Second, the Pueblo's population is so
limited (less that 1,500 people) that any excess cancer
deaths woulq have a much more severe impact on the Pueblo
than on another, larger community. The EA therefore should
analyze separately accidents on the reservation.
6.

81

Compliance with applicable statutes, regulations,
permits, orders, and other governing documents

The EA also contains does not analyze whether the CMR
building operations have complied with applicable statutes,
regulations, permits, orders, and agreements, or how any
violations of those governing documents will be remedied. In
addition, the EA should explain and address the concerns
about specific practices raised by the Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board. The failure to address these issues
is a problem because of the hazardous nature of the
activities conducted at the CMR building. This failure is a
serious issue for the Pueblo because the Pueblo' does not have
the means to insure compliance with all such governing
documents.
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Conclusion

Februlll)' 13, 1996

The Pueblo agrees that the CMR building should be
upgraded in order to address safety concerns. On the other
hand, the Pueblo does not agree that the EA adequately sets
forth the issues involved in those upgrades.
The Pueblo
therefore requests that the EA be revised to address the
concerns set forth above before any decision is made
concerning the proposed CMR building upgrades.

Elizabeth R. Withers, NEPA Compliance Officer
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DepartmentofE~gy

los Alamos Area Office
los Alamos, NM 87544

I

Re:

(fL
a:IM~~'O

Importantly. this draft EA does not mention that the project it dfSCribes is the middle phase of
a three-phase project which will, if completed, cost some $211.1 milllon, according to the
Albuquerque Operations OffICe (see letter from Corey Cruz, DOEIAL to Greg Mello and Jay
Coghlan, 1/1SI96). It will be built over a twelve-year period from 1992 to 2004 (sec FY 1996
DOE Congressional Budget Request [CBRI, Project Data Sheets, Vol. I, p. 3570. Estimated
costs have apparently inflated some S7 million since this CDR was written.

Gaurav Rajen
STAR Associates

21

Phase" 1. design work for which began in 1992 and construction shortly after in 1993. will cost
some SS1.6 million. It was given a categorical exclusion under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). Phase 2, with a cost of S122.5 million. is being covered by the 51 pages
of the present EA. Phase 3, with an estimated cost of $37 million, is being covered in the
LANL Site-Wide Environmentailmpact Statement (SWEIS). All three subprojects are parts of
a single congressional line item: Project 9S-D-I02, CMR Upgrades Project.
This project, and the EA describing it, have a long and complex history. Space does not permit their complete elucidation here. Suffice it to say that the project been described in unitary terms
since on or before late 1993, when the los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), in their
Strategic Plan, p. 20, described the consolidation of uranium fabrication facilities that could take
place with the "ful1 upgrade of the CMR building...by the year 2000." In that document, the
planned upgrade was associated with enhanced weapon prototyping and manufacturing
capabilities at LANL, i.e. with a programmatic change of mission for LANL.
By January of 1994, when the FYI99S CBR was released, Project 95-0-102 was the largest
conslrUClion priority in Defense Programs, accounting for some three-quaners of i!.!.I
unappropriated weapons activities construction costs in that Request.
During the past three years, the definitions and boundaries of the phases of this project have
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In your letters dated January 22 and February 2, 1996, you informed this office of the draft
environmental assessment (DOE/fA-ll01) for the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research (CMR)
Building Phase 2 Upgrades, the comment period for which will expire on February 16, 1996.

"truly,

The Honorable Elmer C. Torres
Governor
Pueblo of San Ildefonso

-<
a·=

CMR UpgradfS, Phase 2, NEPA analysis

Dear Elizabeth:

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the
EA, and for your consideration of these comments.

pc:

l:t:l

212 E. Marcy St., SaJIIa Fe. !'1M 81501;

Ie'. 505-982-7741

fax: 505·982-8501
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impossible for decisionmakers to use this document for its intended purpose. None of the
uncertainly and ambiguity that bas marked the development of this project up to the p'resenl has
been retained in this draft EA.

continually shifted, making it difficult for the Department to complete this EA, which was begun.
some lime prior to 1993. Already by 1993 DOE had on its records an EA numbered LAN 930006. entitled ·CMR Building Upgrades, Revised P14n" (emphasis added). Particular work
elements have been shifted from one phase to another as needed or convenient.

~
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All this and much more which could be said goes to the following conclusions:
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1) The Phase 1 upgrades have been done illegally, prior to NEPA analysis;
2) The present EA has an illegally-narrowed scope, representing a project which has been
illegally partitioned into three parts;1
3) The project is large; indeed il is a Major System Acquisition (MSA) under DOE Order
4240.1K and successor rules and hence requires its own environmental impact statement
(EIS) prior to further construction or Tille II design; and
4) The project has been conceived and designed as part of a programmatic capability
upgrade at LANL under the stockpile management program, requiring analysis in the
LANL SWEIS and the DOE programmatic stockpile stewardship and management
programmatic BIS (SS&M PElS). Contrary to statements made in the draft EA, this
project will prejudice both the LANL SWEIS and the SS&M PElS.

3

What is more, this project is the programmatic and environmental equivalent and successor of
the now-defunct Special Nuclear Materials Laboratory (SNML) project, which concededly
required an EIS.
We have written previously and provided testimony to the DOE on several occasions about these
mailers in the context of the LANL SWEIS and SS&M PElS and, still earlier (6/14/1994). in
a separate letter.

81

It is clear that a document sucb as this bas only one purpose, namely to provide a pro-forma
NEPA compliance that can allow programmatic spending to go forward, unhindered by careful
analysis. We urge you to StopcoIISfIUClion on this project unlilthe requisite NSPA analysis is
done and to coIISider more carefully the scope and impacts of the NEPA analysis for this project
in the contexl ofa full EIS. In the meanlime, any activities being conducted outside the required
safety envelope sbould be suspended.
Sincerely.

:J\-€j v..el(o
Greg Mello
attached: June 14, 1996 letter to Gary Palmer, DOEIOP/HQ
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The elllCnt to which the planned upgrades are needed to solve safety deficiencies at the CMR
is unclear. Repeated requests from. this office 10 obtain the underlying studies have been denied
4 I by the DOE. According to the draft EA, operations at the CMR are going forward without
compliance with DOE regulatiollS or even with ordinary building codes, a scanda1 for any
facility-let alone one that handles plutonium in kilogram quantities.

5

Aside from the central questiollS of scope and linkage to other EAs, EISs. and PEISs, this draft
EA is greatly deficient on its face. Without belaboring the points too finely, the waste
production estimates have been reduced by a factor of four without any substantiating analysis;
they are still quite large. The estimated doses to populations from accidents appear to be in
error, have 110 supporting analyses. and appear to apply to individuals rather than populations.
The uses of the building and the purposes of the upgrade have been greatly glossed. Overall,
essentially all the pertinent areas of analysis have been given short shrift, making it quite
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Actually, other planned projects undergoing separate NEPA reviews involving building
a 71 modifications
within the CMR are also linked Ihis project.
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14. 1994

Mr. Gary Palmer. Environmental Protection Specialist
Defense Programs Offace of NEPA Compliance and Planning
U.S. Department of Energy
Forrestal Building, am. 48-087
1000 Independence Ave.
Wasbington, DC 2058S
RE:

NEPA Complianc:e for the CMR Upgrades and the NMSF at LANL

Dear Gary;
The Los AJamos Study Group, along wilb several oIber organizalions, is examining the
Department of Energy's (DOE's) plans for two major projects at Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL): the "CMR Upgrades" and Ibe "Nuclear Materials Storage FacUity (NMSF)
RellOVlltion." As part of that examination, we have reviewed DOE's plans for compliance with
Ibe requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) as it rcIatca to these
projects. We conclude that those plans are wholly inadequate and fall far short. of tbe minimum
requirements of Ibe Act and applicable DOE Regulations and Orders, as discussed in detail
below. First, these two proposed m;qor federal actioDS require the preparation of
EnYiroDIDentaI Impact Statements (EISs). SecoDel, the cumulative Impact of these fac:llltles
will p~udice the outcome of the planned site-wide EIS for LANL and heace they do not
meet the criterion of 40 cm 1506.1(c)(3) for projects which may proceed duriDg • site-wide
EIS.

Both Facilities Require EISs
1. An EIS Is Required for the CMR Upgrades Project
SIIIIlDJaI'y
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DOB is proposing a $200 million upgrade to Ibe Cbemislry and Metallurgy Research
(CMR) Building at LANL. This project has been designated a Major System Acquisition (MSA)
and, as such, should ordinarily require an EIS, The upgrade proposal is in lieu of the
previously-proposed Special Nuclear Materials Research and Development Replacement
Laboratory (SNML). a project for which DOE conceded the necessity of an EIS. 801b the
current and previous proposals would significandy enhance LANL's nuclear materials processing
capabilities. At present, Ibe CMR Upgrades project is receiving only an Environmental
Assessment (EA.), We believe Ibat Ibis level of environmental review is inadequate and that an
EIS is required.
.
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Comment 4, Attachment, page 2
Background
DOE has provided a description of the background and context for lhe proposed
upgrades:
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has four major nuclear materials
facility complexes. Sigma complex (depleted uranium work), CMR (enriched
uranium and Cat[egory]I & II Pu worklll); TSTA [the Tritium Systems Test
Assembly, located in TA·21]. and PF-4 at TA-55. The ftrst two complexes are
nearing the age of 40 years. Neither has had a major renovation in that time. nor
do Ibey meet current ES&H [Environment, Safety, and Health] requirements.
Since CMR: has Cat I & II materials, it is at the top of the priority list to be
addressed by new construction. [DOEILANL Capital Assets Management Plan,
April 1991, p. 45]
A previous CMR upgrade, known as "Phase I," was part. of a weapons complex
"revitalization" project. and was originally estimated to cost $49.5 million. According to DOE:
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The CMR Building is Ibe largest structure at LANL (550,000 square feet).
Construction of the CMR Building was completed in 1952. Most of the major
mechanical and electrical equipment has reached the end of its design life. [FY9S
CBR: Project Data Sheets,p. 23]
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Now another $155 million is proposed, to bring the total project cost to $204 million. This is
for a structure which. as one former L~NL employee has noted, had an original cost of about
$3 million. In rcal dollars. Ibe upgrades project is still some ftve times the original acquisition
cost.

So
ftl

The CMR Upgrades Project is an MSA requiring an EIS
DOB Order 4240.1K. 6/23/92. "Designation of Major System Acquisitions and Major
Projects," states in relevant part that
The DOE criteria for designation of a system or project as a MSA considers
national urgency. importance, size, complexity, and dollar value. Those systems
or projects which have a total project cost or annual FY 1992 appropriations in
excess of $100 million (M), or are recommended by Program Secretarial Officers

DOE categorizes plutonium operations for purposes of risk assessment by the
quantity of plutonium involved in Ibe process:
Category I ~ Activities utilizing 2000 g of Pu or morc;
Category II "
"400 g to 2000 g of Pu;
Category III "
"less than 400 g of Pu.
The description of work at the CMR as "Cat [ & II" belies claims that this facilily is striclly for
analytical work,
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(PSOs), are considered to be MSAs.
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currently being performed at other Laboratory sites.

By litis standard. lite CMR Upgrades project must be considered an MSA, and (as you
have told us) it has been so declared. Not only is the total project cost ~ the recommended
IItreshold for an MSA, but the unappropriated ponion of the project comprises more than threequarters ofall unappropriated weapons activities construction proposed by lite DOE in this year's
budget request (see FY95 CDR. Vol. I, Atomic Energy Defense Activities. p. 74).
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The NBPA consequence ofdesignating an action an MSA is embodied in the DOB NBPA
regulations at 10 CFR 1021.400. Appendix 0 to Subpart 0, "Ciasses of Actions That Normally
Require EISs." wh~re the fust paragraph. 01. reads
Major System Acquisitions. lIS designated by DOE Order 4240.1, "Designation
of Major Systems Acquisitions and Major Projects.•
Thus, lite CMR Upgrades project is one of those "actions that normally require BISs. "
The CMR Upgrades Project is closely related to the SNML project which coacededly
required an EIS
The new CMR proposal represenrs a .major increase in the scope of work of irs
predecessor, with total project cost now estimated at $204 million, over four times the original
cos!. It is very cleat that this project is the replacement for the ill-fated SNML. also a $200+
million project, which apparendy foundered on intense and wide-spread public opposition. DOB
had determined that an BIS was the necessary level of environmental review for the project,
which was designed to replace some of the major functions of the CMR and to relocate them
within Technical Area 55 ('fA-55). the "plutonium park."

In particular, a number of DOE/DP (Defense Programs) -sponsored efforts at TA21 (DP West) and TA-49 will be relocated to the CMR Building, thereby

allowing decontamination and decommissioning of aged and Obsolete facilities at
TA-21. Enriched-uranium casting functions are also being moved from Sigma
complex to the CMR Building. [ibid., p. IV-3]
Further. lite CMR project is designed not just to consolidate existing functions, but to provide
at least some (if not all) of the new capabilities which would have been attained with the SNML:
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For example, the upgrade of the CMR Building will result in the consolidation
of currently dispersed nuclear materials capabilities together with the attainment,
of new capabilities at substantial cost savings over constructing and operating a
completely new facility. (ibid., p. IV-4]
The Phase n llJId m upgrades do Dot appear Decessary for short-tenn safety improvements
When approval was being sought for the SNML. the CMR Building was described as old and
unsafe. A previous justification for the SNML submitted to Congress stated:
CorrOded and breached air handling ducts. inadequate supply of filtered air,
marginal building-wide filter systems,. and inadequate control systems contribUle
to serious situations developing in the CMR building. A system failure would
adversely affect safety of personnel and requite shutting down the facility.·
["Lab: CMR facility safe. but SNM lab needed. " The Los Alamos MonitQr.
3/29/91, p. 1]
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In FYI990. the SNML project was put on hold pending a substantive review of
the project including olber potential options, for providing the necessary
specialized laboratory space...Later in FY1991. it was decided not to proceed
with the construction of SNML but provide interim upgrades toCMR (Phase 1)•••
[FY95 CBR: Project Data Sheecs. p. 24]

Yet in March of 1991, John R. Phillips, then Group Leader of the former CLS-l, the analytical
group which occupied nearly half of the CMR Building. and Ronald G. Stafford, then Deputy
Division Director for Health. Safety, and Environment. bollt emphasized that the CMR Building
was safe. According to the in-depth M2.nitm: article cited above. bollt men said the. issue was
not safety. but "reliability."
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The CMR project is designed partially to consolidate several nuclear materials functions

The shon-term reliability andfor safety issues at the CMR Building had been identified in 1990
by a task force empaneled under the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military Applications
(DASMA). Since FY92, S32.25M has so far been appropriated to address these problems, most
of the S49.5M thought to be required. An Interim Safety Analysis Report (ISAR) was prepared
in February of 1992, which enumerated the improvements to the facility requited "to continue
operations in a safe, secure. and reliable manner for at least lite ~t 20 years" (FY95 CBR. p.
26). These longer-term upgrades are the basis for the planned Phase 11 and III activities.
Apparently any urgent safety or reliability problems were or are being addressed in Phase I
activities. Thus the testimony of LANL management. together with lite project's history,
suggest that the Phase. II and III Upgrades are not needed to assure the short-term safety of

3
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The FY95 request for a line item appropriation for the expanded upgrade at CMR instead of the
SNML project is in accordance with the strategy statement found in LANL's most recent
Institutional Plan. which specifically links Ibe two projeccs:

~
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A new integrated line item will be sought for an FY95 start to consolidate all
phases of the [CMR] project. If approved, the SNML project for the CMR
Building would be canceled. [LANL PYl994 • prl999 JpstjMional Plan.
December 1993. p. IV-3]
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existing operations atllle CMR Building. Should any ponions of lIle Phase II and III activities
be needed to address shon-term safety issues prior to an EIS, lIlese could and cenainly should
proceed, but only after a public process idcntifying !hc problems and !hcir cost-effectivc
solutions.
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In sum, an EIS il; needed for this project

~

The new CMR upgrades are, as noted above, designed to accomplish much of what lbe
SNML project intended. That project was conceded by DOE to require an EIS. Atlhc present
timc, DOE is preparing an Environmental Assessment (EA) for !hc CMR project (document II
LAN 93-0(06), although it has refused to make any ponion of it public. This is a signiflCaDt
federal action with potentially severe cnvironmental consequences. DOE Regulations, lhc
SNML precedent. and examination of !he substance of !he proposed action all lead to lIle
conclusion that !his project requires an EIS.

2. Au EIS Is Required for the Nuclear Materials Storage Facility
Summary

The NMSP was constructed at LANL by DOE as a FY84 Line Item Project at a Total
Project Cost of S21.8 million. An Environmental Assessment was prepared in 1985 and revised
in 1986, leading to a Finding of No Significant Impact (pONSI) which is undated but can be
presumed to be August 28. 1986. LANL took Beneficial Occupancy of the facility in February
1987, after which it was discovered lIlat gross design and construction errors had rendered the
facility unsafe and unusable. DOE now proposes to "renovate" lIle NMSF at a cost of S31.0
million. The subject of lIle action (Iarge·scale nucleat materials storage), the gross depanures
from good design practice (and even from common sense) in the original design, the inadequacy
of !he previous EA. and lIle admission !hat lIle project would need an BIS if built anywhere else
at LANL, all mandate thatlllis project receive an EIS before going forward.
Any Large-scale Nuclear Materiail; Storage Fadlhy Requires an EIS
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DOE is presently engaged in an EIS process for large-scale storage of nucleat materials
at Pantex. That EIS was forced upon DOE when it became clear that the state of Texas and
other interested parties would not accept DOE's initial determination that only an EA was
required for lIle proposed action. That EIS now encompasses (in scoping) possible storage of
plutonium and other weapons components (e.g., radioisotopic generators) at LANL, and it is
highly questionable whether the present NMSF renovation project can go forward without being
wrapped into lIle Pantex storage EIS. For the pUtpOSes of this discussion, it will be assumed
that !he characteristics of the LANL project (the critical parameters of which are unknown to
the public) are such that it may legally proceed independently of the Pantex storage EIS.
Nevertheless, the Pantex precedent is persuasive that large-scale storage of nuclear materials
legally and practically requires an EIS.

s

This is eltplicitly recognized in lIle case of the NMSF renovation project. The Activity
Data Sheets (ADSs) for lIlis project, appearing in lIle Capital Assets Management Process
(CAMP) 1996 document are auaehed. On Page A-3, a cursory evaluation of alternatives to the
NMSF renovation appws. For each alternative option, tbe rust and principal reasoD cited
as justification for dIscarding it il; that an nElS would be required." This is a conclusive
admission. Any attempt now by DOE to argue that a lesser standard of envifl)Rmental analysis
is acceptable will be uniformly and fairly seen as deceitful and in bad faith. Finally. it is (or
should be) obvious that whether or not an HIS is required turns on the potential for significant
environmental impact, not on whether the action can be characterized as 'renovation' of an
existing structurc. These documents answer !he substantive question in the affirmative, and the
fact that the proposed action may utilize an existing structure is ineffective to avoid lIle
requirement of an fIS.

An EIS is needed to remedy the gross inadequacy of the NMSF EA
and to restore pubUc coDfideDce in LANL and DOE's nuclear colDpetell~
Even if DOE were not required by law to do an EIS on the NMSF renovation project (as
in fact it is), an EIS is sorely needed in this case to remedy tw~ of the most outstanding features
of lI1e NMSF as constructed: I} lhc manifest inadequacy of the original EA; and 2) the
destruction of public confidence in DOE and LANL resulting from the horrendous series of
errors. oversights, and millpractiee in the design and construction of the NMSF.
At present, DOE's eltpressed intention is to ·supplement· the existing EA on the NMSF.
This is both legally insufficient and shortsighted. The 1986 EA does not even disclose the most
environmentally significant characteristic of the facility. namely. the quantities of nuclear
materials to be stored. On that basis alone, it was, and is, fatally deficient under NEPA.
Punher, the environmental impacts "analysis" which should be the hean of an EA is a mere
presentation of the results of a S<H:aIled ·worst case" analysis which does not even appear in the
document. Accident possibilities are discounted by arbitrarily labeling them as "extremely
improbablc" or "remote" with no engineering or human factors analysis to support the
assumptions. Obvious hazards are discounted by hollow promises of reliance on 'safe operating
procedures,· "safety training of personnel, • and "restricted access, • with no consideration of the
fundamental question of likely impacts from the failure of these measures. An environmental
or safety hazards analysis is not accomplished by assuming lIle adequacy of one's preventive
measures-it is in fact avoided by such an assumption··and lIlat is. what this EA did. It is a
sham. it will not stand scrutiny, and DOE owes an obligation to the public to correct it by doing
an EIS on the renovation.
It is rare when we have lhc opponunity to measure our analytical efforts, particularly in
the environmental and safety arena, with the uncompromising light of hindsight. The NMSF
provides such an occasion. Nowhere in the EA is there any mention or analysis of the risks.
the r~ and unacceptable risks, embodied in the NMSP as it was actually constructed. and that
it is perhaps the best measure of lbe shocking inadequacy of this document. The preparation of
lIlis EA in fact was just one more element of gross negligence and malpractice in the entire.
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quilC unbelievable. setie5 of failures 10 maintain even common sense standards of safety in the
design and construction of the NMSF. How is it possible that DOE and LANL could have
designed and constructed a nuclear materials facility that (according to the ADSs):

may significantly affect the qualilY of the human environment." Further. consideration must be
given not merely 10 the individual project impacts, but also to their ·cumulative impacts.'
defined by 40 CFR 1508.7 as:

1) Was so poorly designed and consltUcled that the onJy option now available is 10 gUI
the facility and sandblast the walls;
2) Was de5igned so that the Safe Secure Transpon's doors could not be opened and
secured aflCt entering the facility;
,
3) PlulOnillm had 10 carried through the office area after removal from its shipping
container;
3) Had two natutal-gas-ftred boilers located inside the facility;
4) Was finiShed with a special paint which is debonding throughout the facility;
5) Lacked required radiation shielding;
6) Lacked a nonredundant electrical power source;
7) Located HEPA filtration plenums for the vault HVAC syslCm in the offICe area;
8) Had a complex cooling system for the plutonium vault which never worked; and
9) Allowed access by tunnel from the office area 10 PF-4, the plulOnium processing
facility?

...the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the
action when added 10 other past, present. and reasonably foreseeable future
actions.••

Given the wide internal review the NMSF received, these errors attest 10 widespread institutional
failure, a failure which is evident in the environmental analysis as well. DOE and LANL have,
in the public's mind. conclusively demonstrated their incompetence in nuclear material slOrage
facility design, consltUetion, and environmental and safety analysis. The only route 10 regaining
that confidence is 10 do an EIS on the proposed NMSF renovation.

These Projects Fail the Interim Action Criterion
DOE will soon issue an advanced Notice of Intent to prepare a site-wide EIS for LANL.
40 CFR 1506.1(c) (adopted by DOE at 10 CFR 1021.103) provides:
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While work on a required program environmental impact statement is in progress
and the action is not covered by an existing program statement, agencies shall not
undertake in the interim any major Federal action which may signifICantly affect
the quality of the human environment unless such action:
1) Is justified independently of the program;
2) Is itself accompanied by an adequate environmental impact
statement; and
3) Will not prejudice the ultimalC decision on the program. Interim action
prejudiCe5 the ultimate decision on the program when it tends 10
determine subsequent development or limit alternatives.
DOE defines a site-wide EIS as programmatic in nature (10 CFR 1021.104) and, by the previous
discussion, both the CMR upgrades and the NMSF renovation are ·major Federal actions which

7
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Therefore, the CMR upgrades and the NMSF renovation may not go forward during the sitewide EIS unless they singly and cumulatively neither "tend to determinc subsequent
development· nor "limit a1ternative5." We believe they strongly do'so.
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As noted in 40 CPR 1508.7, these facilities must be considered in light of the reasonably
foreseeable fulUre actions of DOE which include the following projects which are now planned
or under construction at LANL:
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the Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility;
the Consolidated Tritium Complex;
expansion of the Area G low-level waste dump;
the Mixed Waste Disposal Facility;
the Controlled Air IncineralOr;'and
the Radioactive Liquid Waste Treatm~nt,Fa~ilil}'~
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This list is not exhaustive, as you know. The synergistic effect of state-of-the-art weapons
deVelopment and production facilities combined with waste management and disposal capabilities
unmatched in the nuclear weapons complex cannot be ignored - it will, in effect, provide a
nucleation site for the condensation of the complex at LANL. Indeed, these actions Iaken as a
whole prejudice· the outcome of the Reconfiguration Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement as well as the LANL site-wide EIS. We consider it clear beyond any reasonable
doubt that the CMR upgrades and the NMSF renovation, Ia1cen in this context. are prejudicial
within the meaning of 40 CFR 1501.6(c)(3) and may not go forward prior to a Record of
Decision on the LANL site-wide EIS.
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Thank you for the opportunity 10 provide our views on these matters; we hope you will consider
them when you prepare thet]dvanced Notice of Intent (NOI) for the LANL site-wide EIS.
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Sincerely,
John Stroud

cc:

Dan Reicher, DOB'HQ
Constance Soden, DOE AL

Greg Mello

Ray Berube. DOE HQ Carol Borgstrom, DOE HQ
Earl Bean, DOE LAAO Diana Webb, DOE LAAO
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Greetlngs· 1'rlends,
Here are our thoushts ln response to the EA.' Proposed CMIl Upgrade.
1, P. lS, 2.2.1.2 Wl11 these proposed seourlty related upgrades be
a hlnderance to tlre esoape and other evaouatlon plans? We find
the fire proteotlon upgrades of p. 18 to be lnadequate since like
much 01' this plan wl11 be evaluated and acted upon without a good
publlC envlronmental as.es~ent. T~S bookwhleh ela~ms to be an
EA puts 01'1' the big design deo18s10ns tor later IIIIl tn the process
and does not asses muoh except tor the need to take actlon.
Obvlous17 a thorough EtS ls in order with cOlll/llents llke "I·' 8J1Y'
Sol1d Waste Management Unlts ln the CMIl Buildlng war~lsturbed by
constructlon, lUI7 adverse ettects would be mltlgated.
This lndloates an unoertalnty about; the posslble dlsooverl 01' unknownSolld
Wa8te·,Unl1;s. Explorlng tpr 108t SWMUs llhould be done betore any
renovation plans are drawn and an ana17s1s of the oontent made publio
along with luoid data on detal1s 01' o~amlnatlon to vent11at1on
s7stelllS. Thls document ls too vauge and shsdey. Wlth huge amounts
01' Pu i'ound ln ven~s at Rocky Flails, what 1f the eMIl buildlng
needs decOlll1ss1onlng too?
2, P. B-1 "presentl)' most enclosures do not have monltor1ng devlces
or alarms to lndleat~ the loss of negatlve pressure eor glove
.
"oxes or the loss 01' alr I:low for open tront boxes· lndioates a
reason to dlscont1nu~ all work 1n such areas untl1 the situation
ls made sate. The upgrade of flre protectlon must be complete
before 8J1Y' 1\trther work 1s ln1t1ated. It should be shut down and
the ldea 01' dolng these .renovations while work oontlnues should be
approached wlth critloal analysis, not bllnd acoeptance.

5\ lng
Does the acld dr_ln 11ne glve oft toxic vapor?
this old bUl1dsturotural17 support all the added "tlght and excess tonage?
Can

6 I Will

stress traGtures :~Gur. dllJ'lng the heavl work forces? What
alee and forGe of earthquake ls belng planned? BUng on a hug!e
voloano may ld410ate large earthquake potentlal. How good
are your HVAC systems 11' they are now out of oallbrat.10n and dampers
are rusted ln one pOSition? '!'here are some true17 hazardous work
oondltlons there and 1t needs to be shut down untl1 the EIS proves
oomplete. The EIS must lnolude a deoommlsslon alternat1ve, not
just the dltlcultles ot movlng, relocatlng and suspending such
deadly operat10ns.

7 \ restlng

8\

The publlc and !.ANI. emploll'ee8 should be encoUr.\lged~be lnvited to
beg1n w1th the scoplng process and do a thonough job of oversight
partlcl patl on. So hope to hear you plan to start an EIS. ThankS,
Ma1 the 11ght or pure love brlng peace on earth, bonnle & d1tto
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not have prpper continuous air monitoring. The facl that exhaust from Wing ;l
eventuaHy ends up In the general,area exhaust system also appears to be an unsalil
condition• .

Deborah Reade
100 EI Rancho Road South
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
(505) 986-9284

...>
11
...
I II
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These are only a few of the unsafe .conditions listed in the EA. The most dangerou,
condition lIeams to be that the bUilding wings cannot even Withstand ground
acceleration of 0.02 g. I have stated many times in other testimony thaI the Department
of Energy (DOE) does not havo evan a minimal understanding of the Importance :;f
containment or how to achieve II. The Department seems to run on the mistakEI:l
assumption that earthquakes, fires and human error will never occur. Continuirg
operations during construction only increases the risk for human error and accident~.
but this bUilding appean; to be unsafe to use under any circumstances until upgradE'!:
are performed.

F,bruary 16, 1996
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EUzabeth R. Withers

Department of Energy
Albuquerque Operations Office
Los Alamos Area Office
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544
Dear Ms. Withers:
this letter concems the Environmental Assessment (EA) on the proposed Chemistl','
and MetaJlurgy Research '(CMR) Building upgrades at thG los Alamos Na\lonal
Laboratory. I feellhat an EA is not sufficient for these upgrades and that an EIS shoul<!
be prepared. There are many deficiencies in· this EA and some possible altemative ~
are not conslPered.
ALTERNATIVES NOT CONSIDERED
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1. Gl!llse all operations In areas of the CMR building that do not mee t
safetY criteria until upgrades are perf.ormed.
.
Since the CMR building does not even meet minimal earthquakeslandards for II
Hazardous Catego'Y 2 Facility and has many other deficiencies that don·t meet proPE r
safety standards and since so many dangerous materials are contained In this
building, operations in this building should cease immediately and not resume until
the necessary upgrades have been performed. Hazardous and radioactive materials
should be stored in areas that meet the proper safety criteria. Possibly som.;.
operations could continue in areas of the building that do meet seismic: standards Iik~
the vault or basement. You state on page 44 In the no-actlon alternative that ...if
eatthquake. BXpfoslon, or fire occu"ed. large volumes 01 contaminated. unsegregate(!
waste could be generated which could stress availabfe waste storage and dispossl
capabllTtles. An earthquake producing an acceferation greater Ulan 0.22 9 could cause
coIfapse of entire laboratory wings. Obviously, some type of upgrades or construction
is necessary \0 use this building safely. but your argument that these upgrades artl
necessary only goes 10 show how dangerous it is to be operating this buDding at anI'
time.

.,1

You state on page A-1 that the filter efficiency rating in wing 3 is only 85%. Thb:
appears to be an unsafe condition now and operations in this wing should cease. After
upgrades what will the efficiency rating be? What are the high-efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) filters' efficiency ratings in other wings? What are the actual emissions frorr
each wing now (especially In wings 3 and 4) and what will they be after upgrading?
You sta,e that you are currently upgrading Continuous Air Monitors (CAMS)
throughout the facility. It appears that operations should cease in those areas that do

11

2. Decomml$./on wings 1, 2 and 4, upgrade the rest of the building a~
planned.
Itappearsthal you are creating more space for the hoped-for expansion of activities 1\;
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) (pit productIon etc.) It is nol al a/l a given lit
fhls lime. that expansion .will occur, nor should il be encouraged by increasec
construction. If this is the actual agenda in this EA. that should be stated clearly ami
would probably in itself require an EIS.
3. DecommIssion wings 1 and 2, use wing 4 or put wIng 4 on safe standby.
Sincelheco/d war is over and we no longer need to create as many bombs as beforc'.
all DOE facilities should be running at a smaller size. ThIs altemative allows somewh2.~
more space than alternative 2 but is smaller than current operations.

4. Decommission wing 1, use wing 2 and put wing 4 on safe stand-by.
Again, this alternative allows more space than altematives 2 and 3. but still decrease:;
the amount of ·laboratory space. Decreasing the size of future facilities in the nucleal
weapons complex would lower costs-an important consideration when everyone i,~
being asked 10 cut the fat. I believe there is a 101 of fat in LANL's proposed expansion.
5. Decontaminate wings 1, 2 and 4. 00 only mInimal upgrades on thes('
wings until it Is known Whether the expansion of LANL actiVities will
actually occur. Finish upgrades at that time. Proceed with other
upgrades,
When you discuss decommissio~ing the entire building and moving operatiom
elsewhere, there is an assumption that activities will continue at their present (or
greater) level. With the cold. war over, actlvilies should decrease. Intellectua
stewardship could continue but at a much lower level. Only the very best weapons
scientists would be kept on. This would lower costs and Increase the level 01
competency.
AN EIS IS NECESSARY FOR THESE UPGRADES
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1. Under DOE Order 4240.1 the upgrades qualify as a Major System Acquisition du~
to their estimated cost of greater thlln $100 mllUon. Major Systems Acqulshlons should
have a complete EIS.

8. The accident that would collap.se the building is being analyzed il'\ a separate SaIE\,'
analysis study and 1$ not available in this EA. Since the consequElnces of this accids"l
afe so grave, you cannol decide thaI these upgrades \Yould have no slgnificanl impac;
9 1until
this study Is complete. What is the seismic history of the Los Alamos area? Is ttlfJ
area volcanically active? What are the chances of various levels of earthquakEll~
occurring? How credible are the esllmates of earthquake risk.

1

in~o
Improp'~r

2. More .tringent upgrades should be considered. Also, more oversight should go
31 construction
whether these are the propsr upgrades. Los Alamos has a hiatol)' of doing
and design in the Nuctear Matorials Storage
facility also h&.:1

!....

Facility. This
only an EA. We need to make .sure this doesn't happen again.

41

3. A 1 In 9 added chance of cancer monality if an eal1hquake should occur dUring
upgrading is unacceptable. (Tables 4-6 and Col) Some way of doing these upgradE<:
with a lower risk to the surrounding community needs to be tigured out. especial)'
since the upgrades will be carrietl out over a period of at least 8 years. Certainly yOt;
cannol come to a Finding of No Signilicanlimpact from this EA with such a high risk Ie:,
tha surrounding community.
•

4. Thete appeass 10 be a JoI of self-regulalion In the decisions bsing made about these
upgrades. One question that should be brought up in an EIS Is whether anoth,.r
agency should have oversight on these decisions. For inslance, on page 9 the current
standards for seismic and natural phenomena hazards are lisled as DOE OrdE,f
5480.28 and DOE-5ro·l020-64. On page 10 you state that no chemicals were foun:l
to exceed Emergency Response Planning Guideline (ERPG)-1 or TIme Welghte:i
Average (TWA) levels oftsite under accident conditions. You also say on this psge thnl
5 1the maximum crsdlble consequence of Ian earthquake that collaps•• major portions elf
the CMR Building, resulting In a lire and a release of radlosc/ive materlaq wa,
calculated to be 'ess than DOE eva/ual/on gUidelines (DOE-5ro·3009-94)...at th.,
narest rotJldenfia/ aJ88. yet your table 4-6 states that the dose from such aI,
earthquake to the nearest population would be 216 person-rems resUlting 111 an adde'1
chance of cancer moltality of 1 in 9. If this is an acceptable dose under the 001;
evaluation guidelines. Ihose gUidelines should be re-evaluated. DOE appears 10 bl;
s!lttlng an the standards and then deciding if they meet these standards. Someont!
other than DOE shOUld have this authority.
5. How dependenl are safety measures on the CMR building computers? What kind 01
6 computer backup wiD the upgrades give you under various accident and operalional
1scenarios?

71

6. What are the chances of a criticality incident during upgrade construction? You statEI
in Table 4-4 that a criticality accident is unlikely, but It does not appear thai you
generally take human error into considerallon in your risk analyses. If operations are,
going to be moved during construction, would this not increase the chances Oi'
confusion or human error In this area? What Is the hlslOly of criticality Incidents in this
building and In other facllllles at LANL?

g. The doSes to the public are calculated as the plume passes. What if it rains during <t
release? Could the plume reach a major population area such as Santa Fe Ir
Albuquerque? What would be the doGe If It did and the rate of exceSS cancer mortalit),;,
It appears thai you have calculated your 1 in g dose on the immediate surroundir.g
population. Table 4-6 gives that population as 26,770 persons. However. Ihis appear;;
to inelude only Los Alamos County and the 4 nearest pueblos. What aboul the
remaining population In the Pojoaque and Espanola valleys, Including the Othill'
pueblos which are also nearby? 1 In 9 for 26,770 is approximately 3,000 peopl!!
101 however the actual number of people with added chances of cancer mortality woule
be much higher if the Iotal population is included. Also, It should be clearly staled in ai'
Ers that in addilion to cancer mortality, there would be added cases of non-Ieth,,'
cancers. genetic damage as well as other types of Illnesses cause by a major releaS(I,
We are talking In excess of 5.000 people who would be affected and this should b:l
made clear. It also appears that your figures are Incorrect when you state that tha
population of Los Alamos County is 18,115 but later say that Los Alamos town hi
11,400. White ROCk Is 6.800 and Royal Crest trailer park is 500 (this adds up t:1
18.700). Please make sure you are using the correct population figures.

11110. Do you have an evacuation plan for Los Alamos County and the surroundiOt:
areas In the event of an earthquake or accident during the upgrades?

12111. You state that a flra would be contained within the Wings. COUld the HEPA filter:,
bum? What would be the consequences?

I
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12. You state thai the dose to a worker is calculated on that wolker breathlnlj
contaminated air for only 30 seconds. In an earthquake scenario couldn't that workel
1be trapped and unable 10 leave the area or gel 10 a respirator?

13. You state that no permhs are required. At least 8 clean air permit must be reqUired
4 for these upgrades. Possibly other permits as well. These needs 10 be Investigated
1further.

14. It appears that your estimates of the probability of an airplane crashing into thE

15 facililyare based on 1988 data. If this Is true do Ihose estimates hold true now, 8 year~
1later?
Two special calegories that need to be discussed in more detail in an EI$ are Waste
Generatfon and Waste Tran8portatlon.

peoples. Although they may make up a small percentage of Ihe total population
surrounding LANL. this type of damage to their population would amounllo genocide•

WASTE GeNERATION
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7. You state that these upgrades would be environmentally just, however, since 14

and reseMltions are in close proximhy to LANL. an accidenl or earthquake 01
::' 81 pueblos
sufficient magnitude during Ihe upgrades could jusl about wipe out lhe pueblo
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The potential waste that would be generated during these upgrades needs to be beltH
characterized and analyzed in more detail. At this point you haven't esllmated hc;·O'j
much Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (ACRA) regulated and mixed wast·,
would be caused by the upgrades. Nor Is the volume· of Transuranic (TRU) wasto~
estimated. Ills unclear what will be happening with some of this waste. You estimato
that the total amount of waste generated would amount to at least 4,000 cubic meter;~
(after compaction etc.) • Since the yuarly amount of low Level Waste (lLW) sent to
Technical Area (TA)-S4 amounts to 4500 cubic meters, you could be severeiv
shortening the life of TA;S4 with these upgrades. Certainly there Is a significant Impact
on the environment If TA-54 has to be expanded or a new waste disposal area built.
You state that the upgrades may reduce the amount of liquid radioactive was:.<!
generated to 120,000 gaVyear. What justification do you have for this figure? Can YC:J
show that these upgrades are the best way to reduce liquid waste volume? Wh...:
altematives have you considered? Presently the CMR building generales 22.000 ga!
of dewatered concentrates (LLW): What will the volume be alter t~ upgrades? Ho,,'
many gallons of mu fiquld waste will be processed per year and what happens to th i
waste? The.CMR building accounts for 30% of all LANL liquid radioactive wastE
generation. Again, since the liquid waste treatment plant also needs renovation~
perhaps operations should be stopped in the eMR bUilding until not only Its upgrades
are completed, but also until the Radioactive Uquid Waste Treatment Facitity (RLWTf=l
is brought up to proper standards.

If 99.4% of the radioactive sediments are removed, what quanlily and composition

(I(

radlonuclldes is not removed? I question whether or not tha sediment traps ar:l

181 sufficient. When the 1991 thunderstorm filled them in, what happened to the sediments
they contained at that time? It is crucial that the CMR building's effluent be reduced a£;
much as possible and these upgrades should be carelully llcrutiniZed. Perhaps morl~
stringent upgrades are needed here.
WASTE TRANSPORTATION
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MUCh of the waste generated from these upgrades has the potential to be transported
off-slte.LLW CIII1 be sent to TA-54 or possibly oNsitB. TAU waste or mixed TAU wiD be
stored at TA-54 and then sent off·sile. Plain asbestos will be sent off-site. Radloactlvel
chemical wastes. RCRA regUlated wastes and some other wastes will also be sent olf·
site. Low level mixed waste will be sent off-site since LANl has no permit to dispose of
it. Some waste will be sent olf-site for treatment and retumad for di$posal. ThE!
amounts you are discussing are sometimes unclear as are the destinations for all thil;
waste. However, It Is clear that you are talking about potentially thousands of miles 0·:
transportation of hazardous and radioactive materials. You say that accidents due tel
the extra mileage are not expected, However. there are always a certain number or
accidents that occur for every so many thousand miles traveled. Some of theSE
accidents could. release hazardous or radioactive materials. Your own estimates
(which I believe are too low) for the WIPP transportation admit to a certain number oj
191 accidents which could release radioactivity. We need to know how many shipments 01
what kinds of malerials we are talking about here, how many miles traveled. and more
specifics on the transportation containers.

There are questions about whether or not the transportation container regulations anI
stringent enough for these types of materials. Simply stating that if an accident dO.H
occur the packaging would prevent or minimize releases and injuries is not enougt· .
All of these factors have a potentially significant impact on the environment all.j
population groups and cannot be dismissed with a Finding of No Significant Impact.

I
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OTHER QUESTIONS

201
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to:!

Why don't you use the Total Effective Dose EqUivalent (TEDE) to detennine canCt~r
mortality, not just the Committed effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE)?

=
.<..

How did you arrive· at your figures for the airbome release fraction of the inventory l~'
radioactive material (RF) and your ~ssumplion of a deposition fraction of O.OOHn th~
acid drainlines?

51
1;
£t

I

221 When you refer to mixed waste, do you mean LowLevel mixed waste?
231 You say thai the CMR building directly supports Plutonium processing in TA-55. WhIrl
does Pt'OCessing mean? Are we not awash in plutonium?
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241 Where are wings 6 and 8?
251 Why do you need a new filter tower for wing 31
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Q'
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On page 13 under Worker Safety you state that there are relatively low radioactive aM

261 contamination fevels in the building. What are the actual levels?
271 What does putting wings on Safe Standbyaetually mean?

Los Alamos National Laboratory has a history of improper design and construction in
the Nuclear Material$ Storage Facility. DOE 10 general has a poor record 0'
containment of radioactive and hazardous materials. For these reasons and becaUSE'
this EA Is incomplete and leaves many unanswered question, a full EIS must be done,
on these proposed upgrades.
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Sincerely,

/J.,

~.~
Deborah Reade
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Comments on the

Environmental Assessment for
Proposed CMR Building Upgrades

ConcernedCitizensforNuclearSafety

February 16, 1996
February 20, 1996

....~

Submitted by

ray Coghlan, Research Analyst
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety

Ms. mizabeth Withers

NEPA Compliance Officer

DOELAAO
Los Alamos, NM,87544

respects:
1) I have corrected some typographical errors;
2) I have added a new footnote number 27 in order to provide a source for the
quotalion on page 16. Footnotes after number 27 naturally change by one; and
3) On page 21, I had erroneously desaibed the CMR OMB submission as having
been attached to the environmental assessment. It was, instead, attached to the
September, 1995, CMR 'U.p&!ades Project. Project Execution Plan. and Is so corrected.

Sincerely,

~~
Jay Coghlan, Research Analyst

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

CMR Upgrades and Public Disclosure
CMR Clean Air Act Issues
Impact on Area G
Risk Assessments
NEPA Segmentation Issues
9) Summary and Conclusion

CCNS CMR Upgrades EA Comments, page 1, Feb. 16, 1996
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These comments are organized as follows:
2) DARHT and the om Upgrades
3) CMR Upgrades and the NPT and the CTBT

~

~

Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety (CCNS) submits these comments on the
Enviromnental Assessment: Proposed CMR Upgrades. CCNS is a nonprofit,
community-based information and education organization focusing on nuclear
weapons policies and nuclear waste issues impacting the State of New Mexico.
CCNS's grassroots support enables the organization to provide individuals on its
6,000 plus mailing list with information and educational opportunities. CCNS has
been actively involved in DOE nuclear weapons complex reconfiguration issues
since 1990. We take special interest in the Chemical and Metallurgical Research
(CMR) BuDding because of the likelihood of future key programmatic activities
being located in the building.

1) Programmatic Issues Concerning the CMR Upgrades

~

~f
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Ms. Elizabeth Withers
NEPA Compliance Officer
DOE Los Alamos Area Office

Enclosed are CCNS's comments on the CMR Upgrades Environmental
Assessment. This copy differs from the copy I faxed you at 4:50 PM in three minor
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Submitted to

Dear Ms. Withers,
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Programmatic Issues Concerning the CMIt Upgrades
In 1989, DOE prepared an environmental assessment for the Special Nuclear
Materials Research and Development (SNMR&:D) Laboratory. This laboratory was
the largest capital project ever proposed for Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL), with one estimate above $400 milllon in construction. The SNMR&D lab
was to be one of a mad of facilities which would create a"special nuclear materials
park" at Technical Area-55. TA-55 already sites PF-4, the only currently operating
plutonium processing facility in the country, and the Nuclear Materials Storage
Facility, an underground storage vault for weapons-grade materials (currently
undergOing renovation for fundamental design deficiencies). Congress declined to
fund the SNMR&tD lab, the fundamental reason being the lack of clear
programmatic need for the facility given the recent end of the Cold War.

II
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11 It is clear that the mission of the upgraded CMR Building is essentially identical to
that of the defunct SNMR&:D lab.

The overall purpose of the (SNMR&D] project is to replace the SNM
. chemistry and metallurgy laboratories in the aging CMR Building at LANL.4
and
Since its construction 40 years ago, the CMR. Building has been used for the
research, development, and analytical work with plutonium, uranium and
their alloys, and other materials in support of weapons, nuclear materials,
and other Laboratory programs. This work continues to be essential to the
nation's weapons programs, with the principal activities in the building being
in support of the plutonium research, development and demonstration
activities conducted at the Laboratory's Plutonium Handling Facility at TA55.5

The SNMR&D lab proposal is not now entirely dead, but is essentially alive and
well in the form of the various proposed phases ofCMR Building upgrades. In
LANL's words
Funding of $49.5 for Phase 1 upgrades to the CM.R Building was secured in

This relationship between PF-4 at TA·55, and the expected duration of that
relationship, is made clear below.

FY92 to support interim upgrades through FY9S. In FY93, we will pursue

DOE approval to proceed with a conceptual design that will include Phase n
and Phase m upgrades for continued long-term operations. A new integrated
line item wiU.be sought for an [sic) FY95 start to consolldate all phases of the.
project. If Ilpproved the Special nuclear materials research and development
lAboratory Replacement project for the CMR Building will be canceled. 1

The CMR Building and TA-55 are the largest mission-related facilities in the
Los Alamos National Laboratory installation.. Specific analytical chemistry
support for plutonium processing at TA-55 includes SNM accountability,
waste characterization, and certification of materials. The CMR Bililding is
now 40 years old; however, the systems and space to support chemical and
metallurgical laboratories can be made acceptable for meeting the needs of
current and projected activities by providing for the upgrades identified in
this project. The long-term Los Alamos National LAborlltory mission needs
for such capability are currently programmed for at leRSt another 20 to 30
yeJlrs.6 (emphasis added)

(emphasis added)

DOE reported in Congressional Budget Requests
There are no new construction starts in FY 1995; however, the necessary
upgrades to the Chemistry and Materials [sic) Research Laboratory at Los
Alamos National Laboratory have increased in scope Justifying a stand alone
construction project. 2
and
$6,250,000 was reprogrammed to CMR, Phase I subproject of Nuclear
Weapons Research, Development and Testing Facilities Revitalization, Phase
m(90-0-102) from Special Nuclear Materials Laboratory Replacement Project
(88-0-105).3
i

:;'l

2
3

~ber!S.

. tional FY 1994· FY 1929, page ~-3.
lANL
Insti'll
I Bud=t Request.Ato,!,1C
FY 1995 Conp-esslona I Bud~ Request. Pmj.ed pata
FY 1296 CQDP'e5"lona

Defense Actiyjties. DOE, page 23.
DOE, page 356.
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CCNS submits that the italicized portion of the quote above is a stunning admission
by LANL which lays bare the central problem in this environmental assessment.
This EA and the actions that it proposes may be lawful within a narrow scope;
nevertheless, these upgrades are being proposed against a backdrop of prejudicial
programmatic decisions.
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One of the principal objections raised by an aroused citizenry during 1990 seaping
hearings for the never-eompleted SNMR&D Lab environmental impact statement
4
5
6

_est.

Enyjronmental "W'CJ7!NIt; SNMRkP Labor4to(YProlect LANL,. March 1989, page 1-5.
FY 1996 Con~1 Bud=t
Prqject pata Sheets, DOE, page 357.
FY 1927 LAm Capital Assets Mana=wnt Plan (CAMP), CMR Activity Data Sheet, page A-17.
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was the likelihood that substantial portions of the 192,000 square feet proposed lab
were being reserved for future production activities that would spill over from P14.
In LANL's words, one of PF-4's missions is to to perform "limited back-up
production of plutonium for weapons development."7 Far from limited production
for weapons RD&T, PF-4 performed industrial-size runs for the oomplex when the
Rocky Flats Plant was down. In 1980, PP-4 processed a metric ton and a half of
plutonium.' As a result. P14 was in disrepair.

..
51
§

PP-4, now 10 years old, has been used for production, for which it was not
designed. One fourth of its area Is worn out and will need to be replaced by
the SNM R&D Lab.'

Given that the primary mission of the om Building and the proposed SNMR&O
Lab are essentially the same, the probability that production activities will spill over
from P14 to the CMR Building remains. LANL management is already anticipating
this.
.
The prospect of additional limited manufacturing roles for the Laboratory,
especially those involving nuclear materials, places a premium on viable
space... _.Are there options for PF-4 activities to relocate In wings 3, 5, or 7 of
CMR? •••Wings 2 and 4 are being mentioned as a location for CSA [canned
subassemblies, Le., highly enriched uranium components for weapons
secondaries] work-IO

the programmatic: sc:hedules.12
The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, while commenting on the Fire
Resistant Pit program at the CMR Building, noted: "Technical inconsistencies exist
!lehueen wlult is IlCtlUllly being done in the CMR building upgrade design and what
is .described in program documents. and also behueen key program documents

themselves. "13 (emphasis added)
DOE has prudently decided to defer from formulating details in a proposed Phase m
CMR Upgrade until the oompletion of both the Stockpile Stewardship and
Management (SS&M) Programmatic EIS and the LANL Site-Wide EIS. This
position is possibly disingenuous as the old and dead Reconfiguration PEIS (R-PEIS)
listed three alternatives for the reoonfiguralion of the oomplex: 1) the construction
and operation of new facilities; 2) the modification/upgrading of existing facilities;
and 3) no action (oontlnued operation of existing facilities). On February 14, 1995, OP
Asst. Secretary Vietor Reis was quoted in The Albuquerque /ourtlill as stating to a
Los Alamos audience, "The laboratories have to take on a manufacturing role." He
acknOWledged that using the laboratories as production sites is the primary option
under study for the reconfiguration of the complex.
In CCNS' view, the modify and upgrade alternative is not merely under study, but
is being incrementally implemented at this time. LANL is the principal site for
Implementation of the modify/upgrade alternative for reoonfigurlng processing
operations involving .strategic plutonium. LANL management is clear on the
subject.

It is likely that OOE and LANL are already reserving space in the CMR Building for
these future operations.l1 That this process has been ongoing for some years now is
supported by the quotation below.

A meeting was held at Germantown Headquarters (HQ) on September 1, 1992"
to review the status of new programs being planned for the Chemistry and
Metallurgical Research (CMR) Building. The meeting was attended by
members of my staff (the Office of RDltT Fac:ilities and the Office of
Engineering and Operations Support), Program Secretarial Officers (PSO)
program sponsors, program management from your office, and personnel
from the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) representing CMR
programs. The meeting objective was to reconcile the schedules for the
preparation, review, and approval of the safety analysis documentation with
Enviroommtallt.......mcnl; SNMR@ laboratory Projel;t, LANL. March 1989,page 1·2• LANL AMYl! Report. 1981. page 22, Lam CAMP, AprO 1991, page 45.
ID "'Manufacturing Assignmenls and the I'EI$: LANL memo. February 6. 1995.
11 "&tabUsb a SafeStandby alndllion for Wings 2and 4 pending futwe programmatic 1ISe." Qm.
Yw!S!u 1'rQjes!. 1'Jp!ect Execullon Plan.1.ANL, September 1995. page 11.
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A consolidation strategy is being followed to effect cost reduction and
streamlining of operations. Outdated and less-used facilities are being closed
and others are being modified and upgraded to accommodate consolidation of
activities. For example, the Chemistry and Metallurgical Research (CMR)
fac:ility upgrade allows the consolidation of currently dispersed nuclear
materials capabilities together with the attainment of new capabilities at a
substantial cost savings over a completely new fac:ility.I' (emphasis added)
This is consistent with the July 1993 R-PEIS Revised NOrs proposal for co-locating
12 NCuldance on Startup Auijlority and Safety Analysis Documentation for the Los Alamos National
Labo",tory Chem!slry and Met.tlJurgical Research Building New Programs and Operalions;" Memo
from DOE HQ to Manager, DOE Albuquerque OperationsOffice; Sept. 22, 1992.
13 -RevIew of ChemlstJy and Metallurgical (CMR) Fadlity Hot Cell Upgradn and the Fire
Resislant Pit (fRP) Program:" DNFSB Memo, November 4, 1994. The DNJ'SB dlec\ two reports by the
contractors Merrick &: Company and EQE Engineering Consultan~, "'Project Criteria and ProceduresCMR Facility Seismic/Wind Upgrade-LANL" and "Project Plan-eMR Facl1lty Seismic/Wind
Upgrade-LANL;" botb February 25, 1994.

14

The 1993 LAN.I. Stratqlc Plan. "Nuclear Weapons Sector Overview." page 10.
CCNS CMR Upgrades EAComments, page 5, Peb. 16. 1996
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Conunent 8A, page 8

Comment 8A, page 7
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RD&T functions with nuclear materials storage, processing and component
manufacturing operations involving the same material~ Together, the CMR
upgrades and existing capabilities at TA-55 give LANL the ability to provide
plutonium processing operations for a reconfigured nuclear weapons complex with
the capability of fabricating 100 to 200 warheads per year.1S These programmatic:
decisions have been predetermined and the CMR upgrades are central to the
process•. This is further buttressed in the Py 91 LANL CAMP.

-loading of tritium into nudear weapons,
-further development of plutonium and uranium processing technologies,
-development of tritium manufacturing techniques,
-manufacture of detonators for weapons, and
-fabrication of beryllium components.
Acquiring or enhandng these capabiJities or activities would then give the Lab the
ability to manufacture complete nuclear weapons prototypes.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory support of the DOE weapons program
includes research, RD&:T in accordance with the Mission Ana Assignment
agreed to by the Assistant Sec:retary for Defense Programs and the Under
Sec:retary••••The Los Alamos National Laboratory CMR Building provides a
major c:a.pability for Los Alamos National Laboratory to execute· this mission.

The infrastructure to support LANL strategic planning is then Implemented
through proposals Eor future fac:i1ity construction or upgrades In theFY 1996 LANL
Capital Assets Management Plan. Through the year 2015, $4.85 billion in proposals
.
for construction or upgrading of facilities at LANLbreaks down as:
• $2.936 billion for nudear weapons research, development and testing facilities;
• $629 million for plutonium, enriched uranium, tritium, etc. processing and
fabrication fadlities sufficient for produdng completen\lclear weapons;
• $364 million for waste management facilities in support of nudear weapons
programs; and
• $183 million for redirecting the Lab's primary energy research fadlily into a center
for nuclear weapons surveillance and experimental tritium production.

The continued availability of the Los Alamos National Laboratory's chemistry

and metallurgical SNM operations located in the 40-year-old CMR Building is
c:rucla1ly Important to the continued support of DOE weapons in essentially
all stages of their life cycle.•...l ,
As to the LANL Site-Wide EIS, LANL management has already effectively
preselected .the ExptlmIed OperRtions Altenurtiue listed in that document's May
1995 Notice of Intent. . The 1993LANL Strategic: Plan is explidt in stating that the
Lab's "unique reason-ta-be" will remain nuclear weapons technologies, and makes
clear that LANL's goal is to become "the prime...steward for the nation's stodcpile."
In its own vision of prime stewardship, LANL management is calling for the
establishment by Py 96 at the Lab of ·complete pit fabrication and lnspection
capabilityH and Hacomplete capability..... to prototype war reserve pits.H According to
the Plan, the future expanded LANL role will involve all of these manufacturing
capabiJiliesand activities:
-fabrication of plutoniwn triggers,
-manufacture of uranium components,
-manufacture of lithium components,
-fire-testing of new plutonium pits at full scale,
_xpanded plutonium and SNM storage,

I

1

15 "I'M capablUty to fabricate. modest number of new warheads or remanufactun those In the
enduring stoeJcpile wW be oplfma1ly Ioc:ated It the chosen nuclear-materials smage and processing
site. (One way of assesang the Meded c:apadty for fabrlc:atlon is to compare the number of weapons in
the long-term slockplJe with a typical weapon Ufellme. From this basis we can estimate a need for
about 100 to 200 units per yearl.M.
In the futule, the traditional distinction between responsibilities of the production complex and the
design laboratories will become somewhat more.dllfuse.
John D.lmmele (LANL Associate Director for NW Technology) and PhilUp D. Goldstone (0I1ef
Scientist for LANL ICF Progmns); "Redefining the Us. Nudear Weapons Program and the DOE
Nuclear WeapollS Complexr 1993 Los Alamos Scjence, page 47.
l' J:Y 1997 LAm CAMP. page A-14.
H

~
It

In all, over 95%· of all future LANL facilities are for nuclear weapons programs or
are in support of those programs. In light of the above, it is not su.rprising that the
public would regard the consolidatiOn of nuclear weapons programs at LANL as a
"done deal." The CMR upgrades are just another step in that direction.

2

_
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OARHT and the CMR Upgrades

NEPA requires the study of interconnected and related actions. The relationship of
the CMR Building to the Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrotest (DARHI') Facility needs
exploration. As listed in the 1989 SNMR&:D EA, one of the four critical plutonium
activities conducted at the CMR Building is uchemical analyses of plutonium metal
for LANL's weapons testing program/'The relationship between the CMR Building
and PF-4 has already been demonstrated. The SNMR&:D Lab EA states as well that
the scrap recovery, isotopic separation, purification and production technologies are
"developed and used rat PF-4] to provide plutonium and other special nuclear
materials needed for LANL programs in material development and for weapons
design and testing." DOE has 34% constructed DARHT and is presently seeking the
. dissolution of the court-ordered injunction against its completion. In the final
DARHI' ElS, Appendix 1, FRCility Accidents, are listed dose factors for hypothetical
acute accidental releases for plutonium isotopes 236,238,239,240,241,242, and 244
(in addition to ureguIar" weapons-grade Pu-239). Hence, it is reasonable to assume
that DARHT hydrotests may at some time use some or all of these isotopes as
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CCNS CMR Uppdcs EA Comments, page 6. Feb. 16, 1996

CCNS CMR Upgrades EA Comments, page 1, Feb. 16, 1996
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Comment 8A, page 9

surrogate materialS. UOti may soon reprocess quanhtles ot 1'U-:lU at the ~vannah
River Plant for this purpose.!1 Both the CMR Building and PF-4 would'
undoubtably be Involved In the production and analyses of simulated weapons
components for hydrotestlng.at DARHT. The extent of the future hydrotes~g
program (number of shots, etc.) is still not well defmed,18 The Interrelationship of
th~ completion and operation of the DARHT facility, especially within the context of
further consolidation of nuclear weapons programs at LANL, with the CMR
Building (and PF-4) has not received adequate sautlny.
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Comment 8A, page 10

31

DOE's proposed SS&:M Program, in which the upgraded CMR Building will playa
central role, may be an obstacle to a stringent nonproliferation regime under the
renewed NPT. The fll'St question that arises is whether future SS&M facilities can
and will be used for new design and production, and hence have a discouraging
effect on international observance of the NPT. A more fundamental question is, to
the extent that the SS&M Program preserves the stockpile into the indefinite future,
how can that program be in alignment with the international commibnent to
disarm719

t!I!J

:I

CMR Upgrades and the NPT and CTBT
It has previously been noted how upgrading will make the CdR Building suitable
for meeting the needs of current and projected LANL/DOE activities. At the same
time, the long-term LANL mission needs for the capabilities that an upgraded CMR
Building would provide are currently programmed for at least another 20 to 30
years. These comments now turn to placing an upgraded CdR Building within the .
context of current and future nonproliferation and disarmament Issues.
LANL's primary mission Is now self-described as "Reducing the Nuclear Danger,"
but the Lab's (and the nation's) policy towards nonproliferation Is often
contradictory. Current national policy prohibits the production of new nuclear
weapons designs, while the Nuclear Weapons Posture Review directs that new
design and production capabilities be maintained in the remaining complex. This
contrasts sharply with the NonProliferation Treaty (NPI'), which has been the
primary instrument to date preventing the spread of nuclear weapons. The bargain
at the core of the NPT Is that nonweapons states forswore the acquisition of nuclear
weapons. In exchange, the weapons states pledged to
.....pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to the
cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear
disarmament, and on a treaty on general and complete disarmament under
strict and effective international control!' (Article VI, NPT, 1970)
11 "At pre5ent.. DOE u.s plutonhim.242 for research. In accordance with the Atomic Energy Act,
specillc details on the use of p1utonium-242 are classified and restricted from unauthori%ed disclosure
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for the protection of national security. The SRS has {JC.ooo liters 06 plulollium solution stored In a
stalnless-stee1 tank In H-<:anyon that requires prlla!SSlng and conversion to a fonn suitable for safe
storage and potential use.- IDterim Manapent of Nuclear Materials EElS. DOE SRS, October 1995,
page 1-2218 "IbIs approval IEPA Clean. Air Act pennit for the DARHT Baseline Alternative] limits the annual
ecpendlture of uranium to 440 Ib (200 kg.). This limit was based on the amount elf depleled uranium used
at PHERMEXdurlng the mid-l980s. However, since that time, underground nuclear tealing has lleased,
programmatic objectives have changed. and a limit of 1,540 Ib (700 kg) would be required to meet aU
objeclives under thI5 alternative." PABHT PElS, OOE, Augusll99S, page 3-24.
CCJIISCMR Upgntdes EA Comments, page 8, Feb. 16, 1996

The. SS&:M Program takes as its foundation the September 1994 Nuclear Weapons
Posture Review with its specific direclives to maintain design and production
capabilities. This, in turn, drives the CMR Building upgrades. At least equal Weight
needs to be given in SS&:M Program planning to the NPT, which iong preceded the
Posture Review. U.S. nuclear weapons policies should recognize the primacy of the
NPT, which requires corresponding recognition that the basis for selecting ultimate
future stockpile sizes already lies in the NPT. Given that it Is folly to unilaterally
disarm, interim stockpile sizes should be recognized and planned for, but with
emphasis placed on their interim status as nuclear weapons stales seek to honor
their NPT commibnent. Instead, the FY96 LANL CAMP states that the LANL
mission needs for an upgraded CMR Building are already programmed for at least
another 20 to 30 years. CCNS submits that this statement demonstrates LANL's zeal
to maintain the nuclear weapons stockpile tul infinitum, contrary to international
law.!l!lll our own long-term Interests in helping to preserve our uncontested
conventional weapons superpower status by drastically reducing global nuclear
arsenals.
The CMR Upgrades also need to be placed within the context of ongoing
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) negotiations. These comments have
already addressed the likely supporting role that the CMR Building will play for
future hydrotesting programs at DARHr. DARHr is commonly regarded as the
soon-to-be flagship of DOE's Above Ground Experiments (AGEX) program and may
be the precursor to the Advanced Hydrotest Facility. In tum, some countries may
regard the AGEX program as being designed to circumvent the intent of the CTBT.
This issue has become more timely since the DOE announcement by DOE of a series
of underground subaitical experiments at the Nevada Test Site (beginning with a
LANL test in June). DOE should make clear what role the CMR Building and PF-4
might play in these pending tests. Any long-term role that the CMR Building could
19 ems IsJ!.l!1 advocating unilateral disannamenL Reducing the nuclear danger, with eventual
abolilion, should be accomplished through deliberate and carefully phased multilateral arms
reductions (such as progressively lnaeasing SfART-like schedules) Involving both declared and
undeclared nuclear weapons states. Important Initial steps towards elisannament are the achievement
of a CI'BT, proportional reduction of all stockpiles Into the hundreds and below, and a global ban on the
development of new nuclear weapons systems (including modifications that possess new military

characteristics).
CCJIIS CMR Upgrades EA Conunents, page 9, Feb. 16, 1996
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Conunent 8A, page 12

Comment SA, page 11

consideration of the proposed upgrades. They are decidedly not predecisional in
nalure, since it is stated in the CBRs that together they provide the basis for Phases 1,
2 and 3. DOE and LANL can not have it both ways: they cannot refuse to release
these reports on the basis that they are predecisional and yet still use them as the
basis for dedsion-making.

take in tests that might impede completion or observance of the CTBT needs
addressing.
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The CMR Upgrades and Public Disclosure

LANL CAMP

The.F\'96
CMR Activity Data Sheet (page A-9) states that the need for
the CMRPhase I upgrades was established through the 1990 DOE Deputy Assistant
5eaetary for Military Application (DASMA) sludy. It also states that the need for
long-term upgrades was identified by a CMR Interim Safety Analysis Report a5AR>.
The FY95 DOE Congressional Budget Request (CBR) states that the ''lSAR was
utilized as the basis to identify and prioritize upgrades that would be required to
continue operations In. a. safe, secure, and reliable manner for at lellSt the next 20
years."2O The FY96.Congressional Budget Request stales that the "findings of the
ISM are the basis for the scope of CMR Upgrades Phases 2 and 3, which were
combined wi~h Phase 1 to produce this standalone line item in FY 1995."2.1

....

CCNS filed..a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for the DASMA CMR
Sludy in December 1991 with the DOE Albuquerque Operations office (DOE AL file
no: 91-338-1>. Eventually, all items on the request were satisfied, with the exception
of the relellSe of the DASMA Study. In May 1994, CCNS received a letter from DOE
AL stating that "this report is in draft status and is, theref9re, prededsional:' A
response from Headquarters as to whether the report could be released was pending.
On March 21, 1995, the Western Environmental Law Center (WELC), on CCNS'
behalf,l"tlec1 a new FOIA request for the DASMA study, the ISAR, and for NEPA
documentation for the CMR Upgrade Project, Phases I - m. In April 1995, WELC had
a phone conversation with the DOE AL FOIA Officer, which was documented in a
letter to that FOIA officer. According to the Law Center, the officer stated that LANL
would provide the officer with the DASMA study and CMR NEPA documentation
by April 24, 1995, and that WELC would then be advised as to whether DOE had
determined if those documents could be released. If the determination was positive,
those documents were to be released no later than May IS, 1995.
With respect to the CMR ISAR, the FOIA officer advised WELC that LANL had
already determined that the report was predecisional, and therefore would not be
provided. However, none of the materials were released, despite a follow-up letter
from WELC to the FOIA officer on June 2, 1995.
Both the 1990 DASMA study and the 1992 CMR ISAR are fundamental to informed
20

FY 1995 ConcmsionaJ Bud=t ReQuest

DOl!, page 26.
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On the need to provide pertinent Information to .the pl1blic, perhaps an apt analogy
to the DARHr case can be made While issuing an injunction against further
DARHT construction, Judge Mechem gave the opinion that

4

Agency procedures Implementing NEPA must involve the pUblic in
complying with CEQ regulations..... DOE failed to follow its own procedures
which allowed for additional review in the event that pl1blic comment raised
a "Sl1bstantial question regarding [al categorization" affecting NEPA
assessment.....Public comment cannot be elicited without public disclosure.
DOE has since aclcnowledged the critical element of public involvement in
carrying out the NEPA mandate. 57 Fed. Reg. 15122 (rule's purpose is to
enhance public review·opportunilies and "ensure that [DOE's] NEPA
procedures are more accessible to the public").22 (emphasis added)
DOE may justifiably argue that portions of both reports are classified. However, that
is no excuse for a blanket refusal to release these reports.. In the case of the DASMA
report, adequate time has passed in which a declassified version, if necessary, could
have been prepared since thef1J'St FOIArequest of December 1991.. DOE should have
anticipated this necesslty because of the CMR's Building's significance and the
demonstrated public interest in the SNMR&:D laboratory. The lack of a clear DOE
response to this matter is particularly unsatis£actory.

Cl\{R.Oeall J\ir Act Issues

.

DOE, page 357.
CCNS CMR Upgrades EA Conunenls, page 10,Feb. 16, 1996
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In November 1991 and November 1992 LANL was Issued two separate Notices of
Noncompliance by EPA for failing to comply with the regulatory criteria of the
Clean Air Act. In addition, in the 1992 Notice, the Lab was found to have exceeded
the Clean Air Act 10 millirem public health safety standard once an unapproved
"building shielding"reduction factor was disallowed. These notices required DOE to
enter into negotiations for a Clean Air Act Federal Faculties Compliance Agreement
(CAA FFCA). The draft FFCA was released in June 1995; the final has yet to be
approved.
In the draft CAA FFCA, the CMR Building is listed as a "Special Case:'

Atomjc Engru Defense Actiyltjes Project Data Sbee)s.

21 FY 1296 ConcrmionaJ Budsel Request. Atomic Eneru Defense Actiylties. Proje!:t Data Sheels,

!.'l'

22 Memprandum Opinion arid Order, No. 94-1306-M, U.s. District Court for the State of New Mexico.
January 26, 1995.
CCNS CMR Ul'lmldcs EA Conunents, Plll1:e 11. Feb. 16, 1996
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Comment 8A, page 13

Comment SA, page 14
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CMR is a complex building which contains laboratories designed to conduct a
wide variety of radiological work. Ten stacks at this facllity require
continuous sampling in accordance with 40 CFR 61.93(b) but have no ideal
sampling location because of their physical configuration.••.At some of these
sampling locatio.ns, complete mixing will be impossible to achieve...Sampling
.will be done to ensure that a representative, or at least conservative, sample is
collected. 23
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Building, which is located in the most densely populated section of the Lab.
Description and duration of administrative controls for all facilities need to be
specified in the CMR EA.

51

In informal discussion between EPA and eCNS, EPA officials have indicated that
the CMR Building's "special case" will be temporary until its phased upgrades are
completed (but not necessarily after Phase 2). This requires acknowledgement in the
EA. Buried in the draft FFCA Supplement 1, Point Source Evaluation for Sampling
Requirements, is the following: "[T]he configuration of the CMR Bunding, in
addition to planned activities that may occur in this building, provides a strong
argument for upgrading these point sources to major source status. These emission
points will be upgraded to meet 40 CFR 61.93(b) requirements." CMRstacks are
scheduled to meet final requirements by March 30, 1998 (Compliance Plan, Table 64). The EA needs to make clear that the CMR stacks will fully comply with Oean
All Act regulatory criteria by that time. LANL's noncompliance is already
inexcusable since the Oean Air Act required compliance within two years of the
1990 promulgation of the relevant regulations.

The Draft FFCA stales
As long as DOE remains in compliance with the terms of this FFCA,
including the Compliance Plan, an application for approval under 40 CPR. S.
61.07 or nolification of startup under 40 CFR. S. 61.09 is not required to be
submitted for any new construction of or modification within an existing
facility if the estimated dose eqUivalent caused. by all emissions from the new
construction or modification is less than 1% of the standard prescribed in 40

CFR. S. 61.92.26

From May, 1994, to January, 1995, there were five reported incidences of air
monitoring equipment failures at the CMR Building and one unplanned release
from effluent stack FE-24.24 As per the Clean All Act, DOE needs to ensure the
adequacy of quality assurance programs for air monitoring systems at the CMR
Building. It is likely that numerous incidents such as the above have occurred in
the past. The use of historic emissions data (as per the draft FFCA) is suspect because
of the lack of valid past quality assurance programs and independent oversight.
DOE has stated: "Administrative controls have been placed on emissions at the
CMR facility, thereby CQnverting ten staclcs from major point sources to minor point

sources."25 These CMR administrative controls are then an integral part of the
FFCA. Because no further information is given, CCNS assumes that these
admi.!Ustrative controls limit the amount of lime of operations for certain activities
at the CMR Building, analogous to the administrative controls imposed on the Los
Alamos Meson Physics Facility. DOE administrative controls could be of limited
duration due to programmatic issues that will likely raise levels of operations at
both facilities. LANL is already anticipating the need for plutonium pit rebuild
activities and highly enriched uranium components fabrication in the CMR
23 Draft LANL CAA FFCA. Appendix A, Compliance Plan, EPA, May 1995, page 8.
24 CMROa:unm:e Report. J29Q:PresenI. LANL. January 25,1995.
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25 "DeclarationofSIeve Fong.- DOE LAAO Environmental EngIneer, June 1995, page 7.
CCNS CMR Upgrades EA COrnmet\IS, page 12, Feb. 16,1996

LANL and DOE claim that full inventory of radIonuclide sources at LANL has been
completed. This is signUicant because the need to continuously monitor a stack is
predicated on this Inventory. Nothing in the draft FFCA indIcates that EPA has or
will verily claimed inventories. No description of the inventory process or quality
assurance to that prpcess is given. In addition, there are no provisions for updating
radlonuclide inventories; obviously, radIonuclide inventories are not static at
LANL. This CQuld be signUicant as more production operations are consolidated at
the Lab and the CMR Building. ThIs CMR EA needs to make clear that CMR
radionuclide inventories are indeed complete, periodically updated and verified.

51

EPA confuses the FFCA with the Oean Air Act. Forty CPR S. 61.96 (b) exempts DOE
from the need to file an application for approval under S. 61.07 or notification of
startup under S. 61.09 for new construction or modifications that create facilities
with an EDB less than 1% of the 10 mrem/year standard. This same paragraph ends
with a statement that a facility is eligible for this exemption only if the facility is in
compliance with Subpart H. The CMR Building is not in compliance with Subpart
H, nor is the FFCA in effect. Furthermore, DOE and LANL would have to
demonstrate that the CMR Buildings annual radioactive air emissions are less than
.1 mrem. Why does the EA (page 45) make the claim that no permits are required for
the CMR upgrades?
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The CMR Project Execution Plan contains the following for the Phase 1 upgrade.

~

Q,

The original scope assumed the UPS [uninterruptable power supply]
supporting Stack Monitors would be a safety class system. Since the Stack
monitors have been determined to not be a safety class, the UPS's are not now

:l6t5raft LANL Oean Air Act ffCA, EPA, May 1995.

CCNSCMR Upgrades SA Commenls, page 13, Feb. 16, 1996
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required to be safety class.11
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The obvious object of an upgrade is to upgrade. Why were potentially safety class
UPSs downgraded to the lack of safety class stack monitors? Will stack monitors
and UPSs be brought up to safety class in Phase 2?

I

71

The BA. notes in Appendix A that the Wing 3 bag filter sys~ in FE-20 was replaced
with a box filter system, bringing the efficiency rating up from 60% to approximately
85%. Is there further redundant filtration? Why can't higher effidency HEPA filters
be installed?

In attempting to remediate CMR Clean Air problems, the EA should consider
shrouded probe te<:hnology. This tecMologyisLANbdeve1oped, is likely to be
more economical than the presently approved ANSI technology, and appears
capable of solving many of the monitoring problems that LANL has experienced.
EPA has made it clear that it doesn't have the authority to mandate use of this
technology, but has granted conditional approval for use in certain circumstances.
This technology may prove especially useful in "special cases" such as the CMR
Building, as illustrated below.
••...in wind tunnel experiments that simulate stack sampling with ANSI-type
isokinetic probes, the transmission ratio is about 20% to 40% for 10um
aerodynamic equivalent (AED) particles over a range of free stream velodties
of 6 to 20 m/s. For an isokinetic probe that has improved design
characteristics, the transmission ratio is about 60%. By comparison, a
shrouded probe typically has a transmission ratio of 80% to 110% for the same
range of conditions.28

Finally, in Oean Air matters, all significant estimated quantities of radioactive duct
. holdup materials should be provided.

CMR Upgrades Impact on Area G

81

The EA states that 16,340 cubic meters of suspect waste volume could be generated in
the Phase 2 Upgrade. This volume may be reduced to 4,000 cubic meters through
compaction and other waste minimization activities. (Substantiating analysis for
this reduced figure is lacking in the EA and should be reflected in !urt:her
environmental analysis.l Characterization of this suspect waste will be performed
"on the job." Should all of this waste be characterized as "low-level," it would
approximate LANL's annual generation of low-level waste. The EA in Table 4-1
21

~

(page 33) states tJ'Iat the project may well Shorten the lite ot the LLW e:usposal taal1ty
at TA-54. Possible expansion of Area G is to be determined through the LANL SiteWide ms process, yet a train of events is in motion that is 1ikeIy to accelerate the
expansion of Area G.

CdR Up.pdes PrQ1ect. Prqjed Expljon Plan. Attachment E, "DOE BaseUne Change Proposal,

M

LANL, September 1995.

28 SlnCIe-Poln! kpresenatiye Samplia; with $blpuded Probes, LAN1., LA-12612·MS, August 1993.

8I

The expansion of Area G has been a controversiallssue in the past, one in which
San Ddefon50 Pueblo has taken a particular interest.. The same table, immediately
under the entry cited above, slates under "Environmental Justice" that no effects to
the public are expected. CCNS suggests that any action accelerating the expansion of
Area G does have environmental justice impact, one which particularly impacts
San Ddefonso Pueblo. Our concerns are heightened by two disparate (perhaps
contradictory) processes: 1) the increasing possiblllty of DOE land transfers back to
the Pueblo and 2) rudimentary proposals in the Draft Waste Management PElS for
"regional treatment centers" in which Area G could playa central role. This CMR
EA is deficient by its lack Qf any exploration into the interconnected and related
issue of accelerating the expansion of Area G. This must be addressed. Outside of
NEPA, CCNS suggests that DOE work closely on a government-to-government basis
with San lldefonso Pueblo on this issue.

CMR Phase 2 Upgrade Risk Assessments
AJ; expressed in the Summary of Radiation Exposure RJsks (Table 4-6. EA page 42), the
calculated plutonium. dose to the nearest population in the event of an earthquake
is astonishingly high. That dose is given at 216 person-rem, with an added chance of
cancer mortality of one in nine for a population of 26,770. Apparently, a
hypothetical earthquake needn't be that severe to cause such a catastrophic release.
The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, in reference to the CMR Fire Resistant
Pit Program, noted

The structural evaluation of the building does not include the effect of
possible severing of distribution lines that span from lot to lot, nor does it
account for potential loss of safety systems, such as ventilations, that are
needed to ensure hazardous material confmement. Since the building and
essential safety systems f1IIIY not withstand a severe eRrthquake,29 the hot cell
upgrades may not be able to perform their intended functions due to these
neglected interaction effects.30 (emphasis added)
The public is well aware of common geothermal activity in the greater Jemez area
and the fact that the dominant physical formation in the Jemez Mountains is the
29 Here, the DNFSB footnotes "'Project PIan-<:MR Facility seismic/Wind Upgradelrl.ANL,· February
25,1994, page 38.
30 NReview of Chemisby and Metallurgical (CMR) Facility Hot Cell Upgradtl5 and the Fire

Resistant Pit (FRP) Program:M DNfSB Memo, November 4, 1994.
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COIS CMR Upgtades EA Comments, page 14, Feb. 16,1996

CCNS CMR Upgradtl5 SA Comments, page 15, Feb. 16, 1996
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Comment SA, page 17

Comment 8A, page 18
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VaUe Grande, said to be the nation's largest caldera (formed as a result of volcanic
activity). According to preliminary information, three faults run through Lab
property, two of which are considered capable of generating an earthqualce of the
magnitude of seven on the Richter scale. One in-state expert believes that New
Mexico Is bound to have a 6 magnitude earthqualce within a hundred years. While
this Is most likely to occur in the southern part of the state, ~Ismic activity hom the
Rio Grande Rift Is within striking distance of the Los Alamos Area. In 1918, people
were knocked off their feet in Cerrillos, while windows were broken in Santa Fe.
Sometime in the 1950s or 1960s, a tremor was felt in Los Alamos. In TA-3 (CMR
location), long-term slip rate probabilities are given as one chance in 500 )rears of a
seismic event with a force of .14 G, one in 1,000 years with .21 G, one in 2,000 years
with .3 G, and one in 10,000 years with .56 G.
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has been already noted. For the past couple of years, the defmitions and boundaries
of the phases have shifted,32 resulting in the delay of this EA. It is impossible for the
public to distiJlguish between ES&H concerns (phase 2'5 advertised scope) and
predetermined programmatic decisions because of the lack of access to fundamental
documents (see public disclosure section).
DOl! and LANL maintain that other CMR upgrade projects.are not related to the
proposed upgrades. The FRP Program, whose primary objective Is to study reactions
of molten plutonium with other materials within full-size pits from dismantled
nuclear weapons, required the structural upgrading of a portion of the CMR
. Building. Of the FRP upgrades, the ONFSB wrote

I

10

The upgrades currently being installed will only remedy deficiencies of the
hot celi support structure. Other identified structural deficiencies in Wing 9
will not be remedied until Phase II, which has not been funded, is complete.
Therefore, the FRP experiments are planned to proceed without remediation
of other known structural deficiencies. While representatives from the
design contractor stated that the other structural deficiencies will not affect the
integrity of the hot cells, the validity of this conclusion Is not apparent, since
the lateral resistances of the hot cell support system Is dependent on the
integrity of the adjoining structural components.33

Since seismic upgrading is one of the primary components of the CMR Phase 2
Upgrade, DOl! and LANL are obviously aware of the danger that potential seismic
activity can bring. Given the astonishingly high dose rate in the event of an
earthqualce during the upgrade process, the EA is grossly deficient by failing to
provide any information on event probability. This begs for a deeper level of
analysis.

NEPA Segmentation Issues
The broad Issue of prejudicial and partially implemented programmatic decisions
and the relationship of the CMR Upgrades to these decisions have already been
raised. These issues alone raise the gravest of NEPA concerns. In confining
discussion here to various ongoing or recent CMR NEPA analyses, serious
segmentation concerns are raised as well.

10

With respect to the three phases of upgrades, clear demarcation between the phases
has been historically lacking, particularly between Phases 2 and 3. All phases are
combined into single line item.

Hence, the relationship of this CMR. upgrade project to other CMR. upgrades could
hardly be more direct. Other points the ONFSB raised with respect to the FRP
Program are applicable to all CMR Upgrades: potential hazards need to be identified
early in the design process; the design process needs to be strong and effective;
strong technical oversight of contractors is required; and a mix of relevant building
and engineering codes needs to be employed. Using the FRP Program as an
example, the public cannot be confident that LANL management Is exercising
sufficient care in implementing CMR upgrades. As the ONFSB notes:
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CCNS CMR Upgrades EA Convnenls,page 16, Feb. 16, 1996
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The furnace that will be used to heat the pit has been procured and has been

Defense Programs (OP) has proposed integration of the long-term upgrades
with Phase 1 as a single FY95 project to maximize efficiency from a fmancial,
schedule, and qperations standpoint.3J (....phasis added)

This proposal was carried out in the FY96 DOE CBR as Project 95-0-102. in
critiquing upgrades for separate (but related) CMR Upgrades for the Fire Resistant Pit
(FRP) Program, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) noted that
"[o)ther than budgetary responsibility, LANL management responsibility for these
upgrades is diHuse." This statement may apply to all of the proposed upgrades as
well. The DNfSB comment on how technical inconsistencies exist between what is
actually being down at CMR Upgrades and what Is described in program documents
)1
LANL CAMp, page MS.

t'J::l

:I

installed in a mockUp. When questioned as to what codes and standards were
used in the design and fabrication of the fumace, LANL could not
immediately identify any. It was merely suggested that the codes and
standards that the manufacturer normally used might be sufficient. 34
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32 "'RealignmentofsoopebetWecn pa- 2 811d 3 based upon NEPA approadl and establislunent of
cost and 3Chedule baseIinetbased upon the completed Conceptual DesIgn Report," fY 19970MB Budget
Submis5lon forCMR Upgracl_ Project, atlached to CMR EA.
33

-Review of ChemIstry and MetalJurstcal (CMR) Fadlity Hot Cell Upgrades and the Fire

ResIstant Pit (FRP) Program:" DNFSD Memo, November 4, 1994.
34 Ibid.

CCNS CMR Upgtades EA Coll1ll'lellls, page 17, Feb. 16. 1996
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This would seem comical were it not for the grave nature of these experiments studying the reactions of molten plutonium with other materials within lull-size
pits from dismantled nuclear weapons.

adel1ulltely the combined impacts of similar /lctions Dr rellSonllble alternatives
to such actions is to combine them in a single impact statement. (40 CFR, §

The CMR EA is deficient in addressing whatsoever dry cask storage of spent fuel

Finally, it is valuable to briefly recite LANt's NEPA history. An internal Lab
environmental assessment contained the following findings:
1) LANL projects have proceeded into detailed design or have been completed prior
to the initiation and/or completion and approval of NEPA documentation by DOE;
2) The 1979 Site-Wide EIS is being used for tiering when it is no longer adequate;
3) LANL NEPA procedures do not provide adequate methods for identifying all
1-ANL projects or program activities; and
4) LANL staff are making unauthorized NEPA.detenninations.36

1508.25) (emphasis added)

101 rods at the CMR Building.

.=..
~

Fuel handling and storage activities take place in Wing 9. which was added to
support those programs requiring hot cell facilities. Prior to suspension of
offsite shipments, spent fuel was transferred from the OWR [Omega West
Reactor] to CMR Wing 9. temporarily stored, and then shipped to a fuel
processing site. Currently, Wing 9 houses 46 OWR lIipent fuel rod elements in
two 2O-ton dry storage casks. StClrage in these clISks is intendtd to be shCIrt
term and the facility staff is working on arrangements to ship the fuel
elements offsite.

does not address /Ill ttpTJroprillte aspects of long-term spent fuel storllge. The
Tecmt justificiltion for continued opeTlltiOn5 is pTtSumtlbly only v/llid for /I
short time.35 (emphasis added)

Summary and Conclusion:
An EIS Is Required for the CMR Upgrades Project

CCNS notes that yet another NEPAprocess was recently fmallzed that impacts the
CMR Building. This is the Radioactive Source Recovery (RSR) Program, for which
a FONSI was issued in November. 1995. Under this EA, the CMR Building (along
with PF-4) will chemically separate and recover plutonium-238 and americium
from excess radioactive sealed neutron sources. As an understatement, it is curious
to have Phase 1, 2 and 3 Upgrades. FRP Upgrades, and the RSR Program NEPA
processes. with questions concerning RlNM dry cask storage, all coincide so closely
lOin time. This would seem to fly in the face of NEPA regulations on the appropriate
determination of scope for environmental impact statements.
To determine the scope of environmental impact statements, agencies shall
consider 3 types of actions, 3 types of alternatives, and 3 types of impacts. They
include:
(a) actions (other than unconnected single actions) which may be :
(3) siDlilar actions, which when viewed with other reasonably foreseeable
or proposed agency actions, have similarities that provide a basis for
evaluating their environmental consequences together, such as a common
timing or geography. An agency may wish to analyze these actions in the
same impact statement. It should do so when the best WIly to assess
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35 Spent Fuel Worldn, CrouP Report DOE, November 1993. ThJ5 salM report also noles Il1at wet
slorage of spent fuel rods at the Omega West Reactor Is al120% of capacity.
CCNS CMR Ullllrades EA Comments, pap 18. Feb. 16,1996
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In addition, in January 1995, LANL was enjoined by a federal court from further
DARHT construction until appropriate environmental review had taken place. In
short, the Lab's NEPA history is dismal. It is not dear that the CMR Upgrades NEPA
process is divorced from this history.

No vulnerabilities were identified for RINM [reactor irradiated nuclear
materials) at the CMR facility. Huweuer, the current safety flTUllysis report
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The stated purpose of this CMR Upgrades EA is to supply DOE with sufficient
information to determine whether a. FONSl is warranted or whether an EIS should
be performed. CCNS's opinion is that the CMR upgrades requires preparation of an
IDS. The reasons for this (discussed at length in all of the above) can be summarized
as follows:
1) By the Lab's admission: "'The long-term Los Alamos National Laboratory
mission needlli for such capability [that an upgraded CMR Building would provide)
are currently programmed for at least another 20 to 30 years;"
2) The mission of the now-defunct SNMR&D Lab and an upgraded CMR Building
are identical: to support PF-4 at TA-SS. The existence of PF-4, as the only currently
operating plulOniumprocessing facility in the country, is in large part driving
implementation of the modify/upgrade alternative for reconfiguration of the
complex in advance of a record of decision. LANL management has been actively
seeking this consolidation for some time now. This process effectively prejudices
the outcome of both the SS&M PElS and the LANL SWEIS. The CMR upgrades are
a substantial piece of that p~ocess;
3) Consideration of the SNMR&:D Lab required an IUS. The CMR upgrades are
dearly a substitute for the SNMR&:D Lab. It is inconsistent that the CMR upgrades
do not also require an ElS. NEPA does not exclude upgrades from EISs;
4) Because LANL's RDT&:B D\i$sion, along with increasing production activity,
36 IinVi!OM1l!!ll.a1 Compl!anll! Audit of EnyJll1nmeu!aJ CO!!lJ'lianev Propow LANL; Laboratory
Assessment Office Appnlsals Group; Oc:tober 4, 1991.
CCNS CMR UPSUdes EA Cammen", page 19, Peb. 16,1996
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appean; to be already fIXed lor the next 20 to 30 years, this can have potentially
serious Impacts on current nonproliferation and disarmament efforts;
5) DOE has failed to provide vital Information lor informed public opinion on the
CMR upgrades;
6) There are serious aean Air Act issues at the CMR Building, which neither the
EA nor the draft LANL Oean Air Act FFCA fully resolve;
1) The given cancer fatality dose lor the low-probability, high consequence event of
an earthquake during upgrading Is astoundingly high. Barthquakeprobabllity is not
given in the EN
8) The volUJlle of waste to be generated by the upgrades wl1i shorten the expected
life of Area G. Expansion of Area G is an already controversial issue and one that
wl1i directly impact San Ddelonso Pueblo; and
9) Serious segmentation issues are involved in the CMR Upgrades NEPA process
given the historic: lack of dear demarcation between the various upgrade phases, the
existence of other NEPA processes involving nearly the same space and time and
questions regarding spent fuel storage.
Finally, there is the issue of DOE's own determination of the nature of the CMR
Upgrades. The CEQ regulation on Implementing NEPA procedures, Whether to
prepare an environmental impact statement, states

In determining whether to prepare an environmental impact statement the
Federal agency sha1l:
(a) Determine under its procedures supplementing these regulations
(described in Section 1507.3) whether the proposal is one which:
(l) Normally requires an environmental impact statement, or
(2) Normally does not require either an environmental impact statement
or an environmental assessment (categorical exclusion).
(b) U the proposed action is not covered by paragraph (a) of this section,
prepare an environmental assessment....(CFR 1500, § lS01.4)

total estimated cost is $85 million.37 More recent Information, provided by the DOE
Albuquerque Operations Office, puts the Phase 2 Upgrade at $122.5 million.38 A
possible reason lor this discrepancy is that the OR describes the cost as a preconceptual design report estimate. The DOB AL estimate is, however, apparently
based on finished conceplual design. The $122.5 ml1iion is also the same figure
given with the CMR Upgrades OMU submission attached to the LANL September,
1995, CMR l[pmdes Project. Project Execution Plan.
The CMR Phase 2 Upgrade meets the DOE test for designation as a Major Systems
Acquisilion (MSA) in all respects, i.e. its size, importance, complexity, and cost, etc.
The CMR Upgrac1es are refen-ed to as a M5A in the F¥97 LANL CAMP. Under DOE
orders, the NEPA consequence of designating a project as a MSA is clear. The first
entry under DOE "Classes of Actions That Normally Require EISs" reads
Major Systems Acquisitions, as designated by DOE Order 4240.1,
"Designation of Major Systems Acquisitions and Major Projects."39
Hence, the CMR Phase 2 Upgrade, as a MSA and for the reasons just summarized,
III automatically meets the DOE test for designation as an action that normally requires
preparation of an
Consequently, CCNS believes that CFR 1500, § 1501.4, requires
that EIS. This environmental assessment should reach the same conclusion.

ms.

These comments respectfully submilled,
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There is an apparent discrepancy in budget figures provided by DOE for the CMR
Phase 2 Upgrade. The FY 1996 Congressional Budget Request (CBR) states that the
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Jay Coghlan, Research Analyst
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The DOE criteria for designation of a system or project as a MSA considers
national urgellCY, importance, size, complexity, and dollar value. Those
systems or projects which have a total projected cost or annual FY 1992
appropriations in excess of $100 million (M), or are recommended by Program
Secretarial Office1'S (PSOs), are considered to be MSAs.
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37 FY 1296 ConliJi:u!mi,i fli..-difReqyest, Project Data Actjylty Sheets, DOE, page 358.359.
38 Table: "Projectlln Development at LANL,W DOE AL, UC/LANL SWEIS Project Office, December
15,1995.
39 DOE NEPA regulatioN, 10 CFR 1021.400. Appendix 0 to Subpart D.

CCNS CMR Upgrades EA Convnents, p.tge 21, Feb. 16, 1996
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CCNS
ConcernedCitizens forNuclearSafety

Ms. Elizabeth Withers

...~

March 13, 1996

NEPA Compliance Officer, DOE LAAO

~

I would like to retract one comment I made in CCNS's comments (submltted
February 20, 1996) on the draft environment assessment for the CMR Building
Phase 2 Upgrade. In comment pages 15 - 16 , I stated:

In CCNS' commE:nts on the proposed environmental assessment for the CMR
Building Phase 2 Upgrades (submltted February 20, 1996), I addressed the fact that
DOE had not yet released relevant documents. Most notable among these was the
1990 DASMA CMR Study, for which CCNS had filed a FOIA request in December,
1991. DOE has since released that study (I received a copy on March 22). I now raise
two questions which I hope DOB will address. Needless to say, the comment period
expired over a month ago. Nevertheless, these questions should be addressed given
that the study was available only after the comment period had long expired.

the calculated plutonium dose to the nearest population in the event

01 an earthquake is astonishingly high. That dose Is given at 216 person-rem,
With an added chance of cancer mortality of one In nine for a population of
26,770•.•••Given the astonishingly high dose rate in the event of an earthquake
during the upgrade process, the EA is grossly deficient by failing to provide
any !JuormatIon on event probability.

In the DASMA CMR Study Report (page 14), the panel makes a number of

My calling the plutonium dose in the event of an earthquake "astonishingly
high" was prompted by language in Table 4-6 under"Added Chances of Cancer
.Mortality" that there was an expectation of "1 in 9 for the population of 26,770
persons." I mistakenly Interpreted this to mean .11 x 26;170, or 2974.4. This
continued to trouble me, so I again reviewed the figures. I then realized that what is
meanl is an added chance of cancer mortality of .11 person in a population of 26,770.
This strikes me as incredulously low, and needs support in further environmental
review. Nevertheless, it Is now dear to me that the dose being discussed is vastly
1 smaller than what the language first suggests. Perhaps DOE and LAJI.'t. can use
more obvious language in the future in order to avoid unnecessary concern.

assumptions. Among these are:
• An Environmental bnpact Statement (ElS) is anticipated to be reqUired for
the reconfiguratlon of Wings 2 and 4; and lor the "Conceptual Design for
Secure Conveyance System" and "Construction of Secure Material Transport
Route" projects (items 3.2 and 3.20); and
• Permlts will be required from EPA and the State of New Mexico to install
and operate emlssion equipment.

I

As identified in the September 1995 LANL ~ Project Execution Plan, there are
no l'hase 2 plans to install and operate emission equipment. However, "continuous
air monitor installation" and "stack monitor upgrades" are dearly identified
components of current Phase 1 upgrades. What EPA permits and New Mexico
permits may have been secured for these items?

I continue to argue that inclusion of earthquake probability is required for
sufficient environmental review, not only lor the CMR Upgrades, but as a baseUne
for aU proposed LANL projects. This would be an appropriate topic for the LANL
SWEIS. However, this information must be incorporated into CMR environmental
review as well should CMR review precede completion of the SWEIS.

1

I apologize for any inconvenience this retraction may entail.

The Project Execution Plan also identifies "Wings 2 and 4 Sale Standby" as a
Phase 2 component which will "[elstablish a Safe Standby condition for Wings 2 and
4 pending future programmalic use." In any document $upersed.ing the present
prededsional CMR EA, can DOE clearly demarcate between a Safe Standby condition
and possible preliminary steps towards reconfiguration of Wings 2 and 41

1

Sincerely,

7--;7~

Thank you lor your consideration of these questions.

Jay Coghlan, Research Analyst

Sincerely,

~~I~alyst

~
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Dear Ms. Withers,

As expressed in the Summary of Radiation Exposure Risks (Table 4-6. EA

...

March 27, 1996

NEPA Compliance Officer
DOELAAO
Los Alamos, NM 87544

Dear Ms. Withers,

J'o

ConcemedC;tlzensforNuclearSafety

Ms. Elizabeth Withers

Los Alamos, NM 87544

page 41>,
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GlI_

DOE OVERSIGHTBUREAU
P.O. Bn 1668. MSIrT-99a
Lo, AIamoI. N'III MUko 81646

:urE.IOIINSON

_..-

Tbeee propo.ed upgrades of the two or more wings of the Ot.R
building in which I worked for many years, up \lIItil 1967, mOly
possibly be needed, bllt it is by no mean. clnr wby tban is ;,n
urgency about proceeding with them now.

_AI,

"""_Al,

MEMORANDUM
Gedi Cibas. NMED, Office of the Semlaly

FROM:

DATE:

~OSteve ~1IIiCllk, DOE OB, LANL POe

September 12,1996

Ifthen: IIll any qllCSlioos c:oacemiog this memo, please c:oatact me aI672.0448 or Harvey Decker
at 672-0459.
cc:

Neil Weber, NMW, Chief; DOE DB
Mat JolwIscn, DOE. LAAO poe. MS All6

1<\.._.... L' 'c.. ~\)(,\tv

~
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~
;:;i.
d

1 was responsible for recommending to Dr. Eric Jette. the O~1t
Di.v1si.on leader, before the construction began. that it would ba
preferable to use INCOHEL instead of 8tainlus steel for the
overhea.d duct work. and pletl\1ll\8. The reason was that lnconel wou]:i
not be subject to .tress corrosion cracking, whereas stainle:, s
steel would. Stress corrosion cracking haa an insidious tendency ~:>
occllr when the general corro.ion hav almoet been eliminated.
"

=
B

To the beet of I1!Y knowledge, these plena are .till in go<:.;.I
sbape. Tbe need to replace these old ducts certainly is not we:ll
established in tbe Pre-decisional Draft DOB/SA-ll0l.

D:
en
B

Since most of the planned activity will be devoted to chemic..l
analyeie, it 18 rrry belief that the analytical methodology hoi.S
progressed to where aggressive and corrosive chemicaIe are mud:.
less needed now. New electronic analysis methods are available.

SUBJECT: NMED DOE OB _lew or u. s. DOE" Revised PredecisioDal DnIt
ElvlreDlllcabl Assc.uDlCDI for lb. Proposed CMR BuJIdiDg Upgracl.. at lb•.
Los A1am.. Nalioaal Labonte.,., Los Alamos, N.M.

This memo serves as a notice that thc DOE 08 miewed but did not comment on the mtiscd
afo_elIlioDed documelIl dated 8·26-96 due to our fomW JeYiew of the Pedecisioaal DIBft
Eovirollmental AssessmcPI for the Proposed CMR Building Upgmdes at the Los Alamos Naticmal
Labolalory, Los Alamos, N.M. on 2·16-96. The U. S. DOE rcspondecIlo DOE OS's 2·16096
COllIIDCIIlS in the ieviscd document, and after JeYiewing the RSJIODSCS and finding them adequate,
we bale DO fiulhcr c:ommcnls.

the

CMR Propat&d Upgrade

1DCAIr.1JIOI/InIIIt1ll

TO:

Oil

Concerni.ng the attendant RISK asses,mentl, although t:;~
formulae are required by DOE. they appear to give the 'righ";"
an,wen for the Lab position. But wbat evidence is there that th.!¥
are realistic? A number is presented without any indication .;.:
the reli~ility of the evtimates or the error bars.
These should conform to eitber tbe US ASTM standard (I~-1731,
1995) adopted by Subcommittee 847.13 or the International standar.:'s
(ISO 1'000) or even to those used by RAe, the Radiation Anessmen"; s
Co~oriltion of Neaea, SC 29107.
l~t

these IIIl1ld-IIlUlioD. doll«r
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1304 CUl4IllwoII
SaIlId'1I, NM 87501
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September 11, 1996

ftl
III
III

Ms.1!JIZIboth Wilher.
NEPA
528 35th Street
Lol Alamo.. NM 87544

~

a.

~ t~S"''fI7A

Ie: Comment on Proposed CMRBuilding Uppde· Environmental Aasclsmenl
Madam:
Tho plans to UP8ladc the CMR building at LANL should be deterred for tho fonowing reasons:

The building upllJadc is part of a plan to convert LANL to tho manufal:lllle ofPlutonium pill as
part of the IItoCkpile stewardship pr08/*IU. This manufic:twina proccas is mflkient1y .imllar to
tho same work formedy done at Rocky Plats. The procell hu provW to be dllJ8«oUS and
hish1Y dlmaging 10 tho envirollJl1Cl1l. 1 reCerYou to the variOUl reports Oil the 1Cri0UI problems
at Rocky Plats obtainable fi'om the COlorado Department ofl'ublic Health and EnvitOMlCIlt
which 1 regum you add to the rel:ord ofc:onsidetations for thit _ t o (c.,.·AtSClSing
Iliakt ofExpoaure to Plutonium").

2

3

Dr. Sigftied Hecker baa atready begun the transfer ofPlutonium manu&cture liom Rocky Flats
according to hi. teatirnony ofMatdl 12, 1996 before Consrell. I ask lhatyou add this ICIllOtd of
hi. tesliJllony to this comment to show thaI he has not waited for lhe environmental anessment
belore J'I'$lIJlIlDB pcnnislion Jiom the DqlJIllDcol ofEnorBY.

_It

d."lI:QIII \ClIo1btI have been undcrcalimlled aod 100 aimpI)' diRnlllcd by tho unproven
tMt dds dIkwill be
wilh. FwtIJcnnorc, t1Jcro is no way to provell! {orC5t tires in

5

thevitillity ofLANL. As the reecot litll prave. tile only way to protect the arca surrounding
LANL Iiolll rite release ofradioecrlve matas is 10 move thcJII ebcwhcro. This has been
~ ill a r-u S1atemellt liOlllDOB ofticlal, Mr. Joe VozelJa. Accordinsly, the ptUdcnl
thinS to do is to IOCIIe the lDIIIU&c:curc oCtile Plutonium pils and at0tllle ofPlutonium IIId olhe~
hazardous materialalir away 6-om popuIatod areas where \be cIIngc:r offorest fires is lIlinintal.
The aforcmcn.tioncd CAB was appointed by the DOB to improve relations between Ille Illb and
its neighbors in NOtthcm NewMexico. Testimony, 10 date, is overwhdmiJlalyopposed 10 any
expsnsion In the bandling or pc-ilia ofhazatdllUS materials. (see also pages B4 through C7
of tho "1996 LANL Survey" prepared at the request ofLANI. by the UNM Institute for Public

Policy). The citizeIls ofNorthcnI New Mexico ~ weD aware of the bistory ot accidents al
LANL and the euJll\lll or cJ'lStegIIdillg the C:OIlCClllS oflts employees lAd nci&bbors.

The CM1lbuilding \Ipgrsde lAd \be overaU pl.n to augment the lab'a handling capabilities for
1'1utooi\IDI slIould be hailed lIl\til such time as III indcpcndClll agency can verify the Slrety of
cmploytes aud the adjlUlll CORltIlWIities.
grossly iaadequl1C to tho usIca UlldcrtUm. We . .5t nol proceed to add I\uthar responsibilities
Vlith sueh grave risb u pemwrenl harlll 10 local populat;ollJ should LANL mansgemenl again
fail 10 properly llItecule the Pl08l'1mS they have requested be auisncd 10 them.
Pleascd. lIlY clement oftbc progruu 10 add.PIulonium rnanufaeturins to LANL whether il be
tile \Ipgrading oftbe CMR building or TA.SS or olhcrlocations undcc the control ofLANI.

managcman.
SinceccJy yOUlS,

~
H.1. Danernan
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inhercnIJy cJ.nsCl'OUl prol:CSS ofcefining lAd rcconstillllins Plutonium pits on any production
scale ill the CMR. buildillg or on the 810unds oCLANI...

Tho ridt as_smeIIt procedure has been ea1Ied to quellion by the Citians Ad~1)'Boud for
DOEILANL (see aItAthed recommendation). The risk WCIIDIcIlt procedure used by LANL
docs IIOll:Onfonn to National Stendards adopted end proDllllaaled by the American Society of
TNIIna end Materi.l.. Ihe llalio...l bo<ly Ul1sned by ANSI fot the dovolop_t oCUlI• ......wd.
Furthermore, the risb of exposure to PluloDium have been underestlmatcd. Furthermore, the
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Wallington. DC.
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The GAO, in.1lUIlIbet oftcpOJll has declared tho capabilities ofthe lIWII8_t ofLANI. lob"

Tho National Dof~ Aulhorization ACI for 1996 provides an addilional $141.6 Million over 100
original budget requcal for stockpile 51cwardship aetiYilit& al LANL. Thi. Aet .pecl1Icatly
llatca, "However, tho Commilt" beliews it is prelrl#lJlH 10 initiate long.term c:apiIal
imprOValllODls in advance ofllle OUIc:omc oltho stockpile stewardship management
Ptagrammatic EAWoNneata1 Impact Stll_t procell cuncnlly und~y.· lhc proposed
buildillg upgrade showd be put on hold .wPting the acceptallCe oftile P£IS by the DOE,

Safety, and the Jack ofell'ective mlllll8ement ofIIfety at LANL, is an iSSlllllcccivItIB top Ievd
attention. So Iona as W!# c:onlinue to risk the ..rely ofLANL employees and civillans ill the
vic:inity oCLos Alamo.. by aecidents in Ihe handling ofhazanfous materials and the aceidelltal
teIcucI of radioactive malerials, we cannol accept the increased risk ofiDUOducing tile
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DRAFT REPORT .

TESTIMONY OF SIEG..RIEO S. H!i:CKER,

Assessing Risks of Exposure to Plutonium
DIRECTOR

Part of Task 3: Independent Analysis of Exposure, Dose,
And Health Risk to Offsite Individuals

LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATq.~y

May 1996
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Mll.rrARY PROCUREMENT

Historical Public Exposures Studies on Rocky Flats
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Phase 1/: Toxicity Assessment and Risk Characterization

COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY
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SUbm/1/1/l1O 1111 C411l1ND Dep,rtm,nlol Public H"ah.1Id Envlronmenl, DISlUlt
C4nllOlllld Enr1lollmtnlll Epldemlol~ DMsIon, Roell)' FIaIS H,,'lh SlUdlf'. /I. PMfIaI
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_VI.,........ "",,",010 ICftIIllUIICtunnl syalClll. Inc pca_lUWDaave ww &equlle Vet)' C1oao

collabomion l:~ ween the Iahoratories and the rcmainin, planlS. At Los Alamos. we lIave already
$CCI1 tbe beoef:c:. of such inteption in improvinglhe quality and loweting!he costs of those
luncillanco iad llWIufaclUring opcnlions \hat have been u.nsCetml to \IS rrom !he plants ll~
Moulld. PIDelJu, and Rocky FIala ovu lhe put )CU. Lelmo p-.ol a few lpecllic eXllDplel•

..~

B

PII Su,.,IlllGIICl

4IlId

I,bulld

rn pit IUrveilJance, we IllCl our annual Boa! ofcvaJuatinS 19 surveillance pill one monch allend
of scheelule. incnxluced 5dcnlific ova!uauon medlods. convcne4 surveU1alK:e and inspeclion
.
RQllds to olecuonic ~Or.tBe, establlshed a CD-ROM Jepol1in, fonnat. and linked surveiUAIICC lI:d

an:hiving for the first time.

rn eit Jebuild. we completed Ille llatIS{er of neceswx Rocky Flats bvdwate aod Bluainl

~iP/llcl\l, ckvClope4 a smallu and more accurarc inspeclion BAIlse. elimln.ted a bUltdollS f1;;j'd
pl'lViouslylQCll ill dcnsil)' measutemenlS. swirched 10 dly machlnin. so chal we could eliminate
chlotillated bydrocalbons and nuorocatbons for componenl clWlin. III favor of recyclable
supererilica1 carbon dioxide, and iniuated a modem and simplet quality conltOl program for
prodllCtio,,"
"D"OIIIIIOT MlIlIlI/llcl~riIIl

Wilh lhe sIIulClo\\'ft oC Opcra&iOllS al tile Mound PIIAI in Ohio.11Ie Dcpanmenc lI$SiBnccl
detonator evalualion lAd mlAufllCblMB JeSponsiblllcy 10 Los Alamos. We ilion: demollStra1ed the
upability co perCOl1Illbe evalualioll$; compleUng lIIe fnl ono I.re in 1995.lncluded in lbe
assiglUDent 10 fabricalt delORators for !he future SlOCkpile is Ihe design and llIanufacluce of
delOlWOt simuJlIOtS \I$Cll in stoelcpile evalulltion Diglllle.sl unilS. nopgh lbcse simulalOtS do no:.
acn:aUy C111er the n\IC\ear siockpile. we have demoDSlra1Cd the ability 10 mcct!be same rigorol1S
wac-lC.IClVC qualil)' SlaIldards as those reqUited for slllCkpilc componcnrs.

Fllbrlt:/I#on SUPP'"
In F(·1995. wcll1so dcmonsualed lbe capability I() manufacture olber pans used in lhe pbysi,;
package $0 Ilw we could support ourlocal hydroreslinB program. For example. we cold pttts¢d 1(1
spcdfled density and mlCllqtcd sevel11 Ul/tium SIll pw, measunbly red\ICllIs WlSlt &e/lCt'll1Cd.
We also fabricatc4 OUt mOSI cI1aIlenginll nuclear pacbge ease (IOID a UlIIIium alloy. Finally, \ve
lIl8 making good 'prOiJeSS iIIlbe plOCC&$ oCcasling uraniwn to acarly final shape.
N.UlrtllI G,If,raiI/TS
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Los Alamos also was assigned JeSponslbilily (or lbe lIililllllloading ol neuUlln lUbes (or 4
"CUltOn generalOr designed by !beSllldia National LaboralOritI. A1Ihou&h ilwas expected 10 Wcf
lip co five years to Ifans{er the ,kiIJS needed iir perform Ibis wode, Los Alamos RSellll:hclS applice

lbeit knowledlO or lridum hudwll'O &lid pDlCCSSCIllId 1IIRSfmec\ cbc prqduelion capablUly 10 till:
La1loca101Y wid! Ji&llillClAI impmVClllClllS. '[he mull is. s)'$lClII"chal is ~vidlng deUleratt:d
w8C1S lAd will pco'licle lrillated weers 10 Sandia NaDonallMor8lOries forinc:olporalion into
IIClIlIOII pIlUIlOlS 011 schedule wilbin lIIOnllls Instead of)'W$. The improved process also
reduced ndioKtivc wlSlc ceaecarcd &y90 jlClCCIlL
Philonllllll Pit ManllfactllrlllC

l'l!1

::s
The prel'ened SSM-PBIS a1renwive for pilllllllufaclUMg calls for a Iimited·seale production
of pilS at rile Los Abmos TM5 plulOniWll facility.1he only facilil)' iIllbe nation cumntly ablc 10
latk1e such an assisnmcnL We ate agti:.ssively $Upponing.1hi$ dcasion because wc believe dlll p\
manu(aClllring al the 1e~1 ofappmxilllaldy SO pilS pet year wollld &JeItly o:omplcment our cwren:
R&D and survtiUance mi.ssions. wbile c~ncuncntll saving mo raxpayers a 101 of Dloney.

Weare developing a plan dial would put in plate the capacity 10 build SO complelll pilS per ye31
on I singlc-slliCl basi.s. The incerior equipmenr and uti/lUel; ill one wing of rhe pJulOllium (acUity
w'JI be rearranged SO IIlal \\'0 haw an inteCRted producdon and R&D area. To met:llhe proitclCd
build Iequitcmena of lbc miIilary. \\'0 I/ll placin, Ihe plutonium facili!)' project on a fasl·lr.1ck
imtmal validation and review fOl submission as anew consuuetion SI1It in lbc FY ~L
We will be ill very Iimired pil producliOll (or tile WSS villhead for Ibe Trident II pi! rebuild
program CrebuiJdina WlilS do&lCoyed in suncill=) durin. FY·I99S. Geuing SWled as soon as
possible is impolUlU to meet tbe Navy's requirements and to caPIUJe \he pil ploouclion knowlcdgt
llasc bcl'Olt it is IOSL Ko war reserve pilS 1\a..'C &wi manufactured in !be UnilCd SUItS sincc Rock:.
FlJIS Sbul down its plutonium opctalions in June, 1989. By employ!nglbe inresrated R&D,
S\:lVeiIJance end lCIllW8C1UMa paradip. we Cll~lto impro~ Ibe exisling CabriClilion
f4OCC.lSC$, minimize _ generation. and reduce worIcer ndialion exPOSUR:. In addilion. me
llan&-OII mlAwaeturing openuions will help 10 mainlain rigorous nuclear weapons safety prllCucc::
l\l1long ourscieadslS. enBineels lAd Iecbnicians.
We aM also IealDinB with colleagues 1Il Lawrence L\vCllllore, SaVIMah River,llJ\d Pamex II)
develop CIIIlIingencles for ~eNcalc pit·~lIClion reguimneltlS. We CXpccllO Ieam much Irom
1hc WIS pit rebuild progrIIII and lhe SG-pilmanuflClUring module atTA-5S lhal would allow lbe
teanLlO desian amodular. luge-seale prodlll:lioncapabililylhalcould be deployed rapidly should
~uire"lIenlS c:hange.1 mould add lha1 sucb Itanling is abo occwring wirh Savannah River.
P3Il1ell. A!Jied.Signzl Kansas Cily, lAd tbe Y-12 plant 10 address odtcr nuclear wcapons
componenr IlllldllcliOll capabiJillcs.ln aU cascs, we will use rhe inlCllJ1!~ R&:D. SutVcillance. lUld
fClIllAufaetuDng paradigm.
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In addilion 10 !be TA-5S fac:ilily upStlde 10 hMdIc 1Ile 1Ill&II.1C8IC pil mll'luflClUling mls$ion.

Lo.1 A111l10$ his CWO . r facilIlics IIIal wiD mjuW sub$ranliaJ upgrades or Iifl: l:ltlensiOllS rei 11I«.;
lhe milSiOllS envisiolll:d In Ibc SSM·PEIS. Tho Chemisu)'·Melal1w"BY Reacarcb (CMR) buiJdinl
lIlld the: Nuclear Materials Storage f&Cilil}' (NMSf). lbe CMR building Is 44)'W1 old and hollK I
Ibc analytical cbcmisu)' Iabomcories dlalllle ClUCiII 10 Ibc opemlonS of the TA·SS plulonium
facilily. P1ulonium opcralionuc TA-SS woald shut down wilhio weeks It the CMR building wCt(.
10 be "'ui dOWD. lbe CMIt facililics also ptOYlde Ibc nuclear material SWldardl for 11! other sile4
through d!stributio:a by the New Brunswick LlllJo11l01)'. Up,l'adu of !he CMIt have been onl~
for the pass few years. WUXpl:C1 continUl:d funcJin, 10 be included in the PtcsIdenl's FY.1997
budget submission.

..
1041B~
1.-"...,.

}

UH.\T8

l'J1

NATIONAL DEll'ENSS AUTHORIZATION
A.nT FOR FISCAL 'YEAR 1998
. REPORT
tn)

Sioce Los A!IIlIOS l"CCallly lOOk over the pil surveillanee proBJlll1l we will also be in desp«r8ll: •
Deed of IeIIOVating the Nuclear Matcrials SlOnJgc FlcUiI)' beeausc the vaull at TA- SS Is projected I.:
be 111 capacity by !be y= 200Z. 'Ibc rcnovadon project oC tho NMSF is needl:d to allow lIto accept
SpceialllUC;!olIt mar.erial in thlllimo fClllDll. Tho lOW pro~ COst is $~.7 mWlolI.1I'Id Is elIpl:C~d III
be IlIIIdod iD the FY 1997 DOEIDP budget as a new starr.
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8TIlllN01'II'A FOll SlSClI J'JlICAl, t&4R I'01t TIlB oU.IollCD FOllCBS,
AND 1'08 O\'lm PUlU'OSIS

111 December, 199.5. the DOE announced a dual uack: approacb 10 ensure a supply of 1Iilium fo:
lIle nuclear stockpile. This dual approach involves a commcR:ial. Uglll.waru rcaclO£ path, cilhcr
purc:hascd Dr Jea.sed.lIIId lIII Accl:lenuor Production ofTrilium (APT) project. Los Alamos is Ille
IeChnlcailead Cor APr bUI we IIIe coUaoolllUn, closely with Westinghouse which Ope(lllCS lhe
Savannah Rivcr plant which has been desiptcd aslhe preferred prodllClion sile for APT if APT i:;
sdecred as Ihe preferred recluJoloay. We are abo working closely wilh Brookhavel\, LaWl'CllCC
Livcl1llore, and Sandia Naliona1Jaboratorios. This ream will be IUgmenred by a primo conuaelOr It'
manage thl: consllliclion projec:1 in August, 1996.
.
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Tritium Supply
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AtlTHOlUZlNO 4PPIOl'ltL\UONS Fem fISCAL Y£AIl JM 10K 1411,1'I'.un' .toCm1lTIIS
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1011101.
TAJar OOHS'l'llU01'JON. AND 1'0& lllU8Nll1l AC'l'JVm!Il
'l.'IU
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tD
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CoI1eelively,lhe$e three filCililics projee'S provide the: foundation Cor maintaining our abUiI)' 10
mCClIbc Ocpmmem's plulOl\ium nuds.lsIcllldinl surveillance ~ Iimilod pit manllfae===-ln a
safe. reUabIe. and CllIvil'llllmenlally responsible IOI\IlIICf. Th_ modcmiie4 fil!1Iiues represonllhe
comelllOM for ensuring the continued reliability of primari" in the nuclear s~kpiJe.
-

'I'be activities at Los Alamos are Coc:uscd OD en&iMe!ins design and <lcw.lopmem over Ibc next
ll\~ years ro reduce l/Ie COlt- and schedule·risk associalCd with the projcct, We IIIe PCOlOtyplnB
SYStem componcnls to undenrand COIlS and fabriclllion Issues and IIIl: invesligadng new
rechnoloJie$1hIl project 2().olO9'O savil'las i111he. cslilllared opcrallng cos'S of S2CO Mfor lite APT
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September 10, 1996
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aB

Moved by: _ERlWM ConUnittee,

ctwln tills are.. lJle CommiUet !I/PI tb. llapattmcnc \0 UIIlII.
doD aM ,,~.~ Illt e:uml\l ~OIY lrIUier .airiti•• into
odl.r -.~17 a4_oecll'Al;I~' l;Iol aol...._cl
~pll~ Co C!lftlop tilt ca~1UtF to IlIp.POft {I'lln Nnuf_urIIlr ad ~ M6Illi ",Idcfa cllraetl¥ IUPjlOrt tile ~,
~ tblolllll weaJlOfIl~f.r:r qrem'DU, 11le ColllJll1uee ftC·
olllllUlDdlUQ14 ~.
~O.ooo.OOO 10 COIIlplolO &he h1th-

-

..e pl1Arltll._lltraltft 1lI-a-' dcwelf,lIIIIU ~lnCa
g rlIIO\lnlBI .,. co. ". alloca* 10 ~
w.hich .IlIIIlIla.
. ' TIUl..lNlUifti
Olll. rodire.." ~ TM ~ 'IIPpm, ~ III'
duuial \lattlllltWjls ~411lp1Ct1 tlla Dtp,an:=ut tI ''''llIf' IhU
fullllllllr. wilen apPIIl.p.nac.. ~1,IlNt It6Ck;U. '\OII~ aM .....
~IIDIDC JIliIIloDj. TIle ~ hQllQlI.adatlO1l ilIeha. tile
CIi1I~.1 "'1_1 fo: Iht '9Ctd mllPllC&llGAIl UclIDoku i111.
IlaU'fI,

.

..'

.

'

'nit CoDl1lllttM hu allO prriWed.110.000.o00 10 .IlPPOt'ISCitllce
ecIllCa&ioD edll1. . ,~ fmI\ blII1. Idlaal VrMlWI. U1d ,octo
~Ult Iml. tIIio;p Ict D'Uou&l1allcnro~~4 Nrnlla oper.
._, ..... '1'AIIN aaivili.. laalf
h1
inlAo... 4l".no.
IIACluWlUIlIG work !oreo I. anI1a'blt to tiU Uf.1\IO 11l1lft&l!l'lIftods,
1On1J4ll ],lculdI.-hadiu of ",800.000 M IIlDTlUd ·!Dr tile
M&nIlaU lalao.. til....... \ba \iKpt

811I"" ..

"'\MIlo

_

Passed: _July 8.1996 and Resubmitted _September 10, 1996_

rlI!J

Concerning the proposed plan.to transfer Plutonium
manufacture from Rocky Flats to LANL, the

CABrecommend~.

:I

all expenditures for this purpose should be deferred at once

,b.

~ IIIlt C¢t..IlICtPlle IMlIII1lIIIIII tclIyjUi.. TIle <'oOIIll:II"

~

'" ~ill' lb. CIlIICInIa of lbt IlIthoriul!Oll comlll1t\et Iit01l1
tM Pa,.nm.rnf'. II&ClouJ lowd~ 1lItkllo~.
the~
COllllllicw. btlinca It It.l{IlaNr! 10 1II1~le IllI1I'lmC ClIJIIaJ lIT!.
pl'll'll'b....." tll·li_~
lbe
_~
_.pmlft' plOeram~tIelIIlYIRllIaaaui IIIIpllCllII"III.1 p~
.11 CllnfAlIY uad.1W11, ~ ColDmiCWtllauPDortiv. of lIIOrI tllb.
C1U1leIl\al iril&latiftt III .......l1ll1aDuflRlll1Dr. Ulltcia!l1 aa;i\i.
alee in ,wmhlD with ,rivll4 II\IlUIU'7. Addl~ alllphaais ell
.ltalCivIl 1!IWJd," .ittll to Id1uIcIllcI ClllllPllt4rUtc1runU!UCllnll r
Ill. dul rntlUalioll acIIlliC\lI..

B_.r.
9_.0' ,.,U••

TU Celu:IlllIt " -••n.llo.. '61 loockpiIc .............' ...
11~ Ole JlIIZIW.t IIp1l'1d1l&', capilli equlPIIICQ" Illd rellln/ pint
Pl9Jd~.

.

N~ friUunt lOIl1'Ct.-lDD4ilr orSIlO.OOl?OOO, U lIque.foll hi tile .

~

C"

Washington DC. based on the lateslrlsk asse~sment practice.:;.
We recommend that the DOE update the Programmatic

2

~

..

~oIIo

\C
\C

~

~

Environmental Impact Statement to incorporate an independent
risk assessment analysis based on the techniques recently

....

:I

......

C)'

=-

adopted by ASTM Subcommittee E47.13, ASTM Committee E·
50 and proposed for adoption by the 'SO (International
Standards Organization).

.g

The CAB proposes that a greater weight be assigned to human

:::=

~

."

=

a-

'"

n

safety In contrast to the LANL assessment emphasizing cosl
differences between competing sites and that population density
and safety of transportation of hazardous materials be given

~Co
en

much greater consideration In the choice of sites.

B:\c.,,'Lo\IILlrll-MOTlO.WlO

.c:::
1'1:1
ftI

~... It ptOolAbl " Jnltlato , 11.., Irlllwn IOlIftII PnlIecL the
CeftinIIu- iIinI;la iii, VtpU'l:IIltU; III CODllucc a (air .ad luapan111
_ _DI at a1l1ruil.,.. !fir Plllridiar IriUIIIII Iadlldiar 'f&Ii.aI
~ 01 ~ ..ollM aeotI-.1« _~" 1NIa~ NI ....

"ttl! eDJl~11 af lrlr!1Illl (Ol' "*"oaaJ McUIifJ' DN ~ &hi crlcbl
oijtcdv. rif tJlla IIrllJllUl. 'l'he CoIuIIlCet tIQIC\a the DePlUblC1le
" auure UIl the haw QitlUIIl tolllco 'ltiIIIIQI In ally .".y Jeopard-

a
:I
e
~
Il
en
a
~

pending approval of the production plan by the DOE,

C10CllPU IIRVAGtNU/¥

.'rial COIIIIIIIueo rtCllilllll'Dda 'II ."roPri&tiIID .t $2.060.683,000
rUI alucWU. DUIlltjVl!lOlll aeul1QcL ne "OCk1III. IlWIqelIIeD'
miulOil Ia III pmld. 1M llIalll....g.. -tv.atian, lllallllJl~t.
-'~Ilo~ ~a1 tltllvcl4f¥_,..1A ~C11 will,
gll&U • Qlllllti17, alii aeIIecluJ. re4UtIll.aca I'llmed b)' ,be
J>nli
tIllht DudIU' "!4PODI ltodcpll. 1'1,,".
The Cvaimie;ee'hu pl'll'l'ided til 1lIdIr!cm&1 $1'1.600,000 .,"
blld:cshq"" fOJ tlllialIllCd NCkpl1e '\lhrillaAca. &dnDce4 mill.
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bosis In that !he arYlysis considelS .11 '.mi,
caIIons of ach Ispect wilhoUI trying :(> f.Jr"
ategoIy. Tr.dmoN:lt. UI
d<:f command Ind COI\IIOl. erwilOlllTelll.1 •
pecIs wete~and ttNlC!d.s"i:h.. Ii
'valef, soil, or hoqrdous w.SIs plOblo,.-lS.
The crealors Ii ISO 14001 expect o:S"
utianJ lO take responsibility tor their .";'01
mental aspects WilhoUl havinS '0 be O/ciClO
0< dll'CClad by a gcwernmenl OCetlC)·. ::I'g.n
ulions are opec;\ed to exhibit....tu',I!'. irll~
live and slewardshlp via-l,vi, lill,;r ';I1\;ro,
mentol <>bUS.tions .nd conseque.ea. UndE
com"..nd.nd COnlroI, OIganizations .. e'. 0:
ten lulled Into. ~siYe 101........pcclill.; dire<
lion .nd COCl1INnds from the "'8"lal'··;. As
n.lion., Sl1.Iqy, !his resuhing pnssivllroM nc
contribute to optimum environmental IlfClC(
tion.ISO 14001 provides the basis fO' II:o,·i••
10 a _ dynomic and eftecti\T mod,·: CiA hu
Iho1II behovlor lMtlwls to iIllptO'.-ed "wlron

SollIe Esson1W Eltm",,1s of
ImpJc_lion
A. 0'8anlzlllon'$ pteparalion for, approach 10, and conllnulng efforts towMll ISO
14001 conformance require greate, ""'t'f\asil
on ~III e'._ of ......gerncnt than was
......under Ihe c:omrnond and conD'Ol paradigm.
n-chanps wiU, In Qc~ bring oboUlrhe "".
luIo1l chanae ISO 14000 promises-lhe estlb.
lishment Of 0111 OIllo1lliulion.1 environmental
Olhic.
Find/nil En.'ironmMIIII AspccIJ
150 '4001 dilecls organizallonsto find
environmental IspecIs which moy .rise fcom

/n''OlvInfl Employees
One CiA ille expectations of ISO 1")01 i
that employees must be made
Ihoi
"""""libilily and tt.lflIld 10 exercise envi,.,.,
mento' care. lhis type of involvement. by ~..
pl0yCe5 wasllOl"'- empNsizcd undc:r ec.m
mancl ond -lrol, under which the nlQlcl\'pl
col organiullonol response was 10 ,ss'ij1 en·
virCllllllOlllal proIlClion 10 a spe<:i.lized 'l.ii0
....irOameN.a\ engl-..lhat'llIff WOIM nor.
mally Intccface wilh regulators on perr"il... in.
iptCllons, "'flO/Is. """'Pli...... nd enforce.
men! IssUet. Most Ii lhe oIher empIO)'t'<. "'.re
nolinvollllXlln these matters. ISO 140~1 p'<>
IIlOleS change lhOlbrinS..lI emplo)-ees i:,,·) thE

include any o1\IIibutes, conditions. our outcome
that eilhlif ho15 or ....1' have an en.lronme...'
Impaa. Examples include eflI~nls, ....i"ions,
haurdous _ . -.r COlIIumplion, solid
w.SIll, ~Iabmly, recycled content, Wiler

mont
One way to false .mployees' IWiler.liS'
and InvoIWIR1ent Is 10 have Ihem ".nlcipate in

lJlej, .etivilies. PfOC/uds arwlltfYicef.1Iopecu

Ulliversity ofN<..'w Mexico
1.

""'l4r~.'

...._ ...._:-_

use, materi.1s consumption Ind '-ehio::. OCCl

The facu5 01 Interest on the International
Orpnl%llion lot SWldardiullon', 050',) series of en~1 marYa-nt stancWds,
ISO 14000. I, quIcldy shiflJns hom the Ieatnina of basic concepts and deIInitions to implemenIat\on lssues.1SO 14001-4heenvironmental rnanaaanent 5)'5tems (EMS) specificationIs, 01 ~ the canIer of Ihat fcic:us.
Iota...... a... bqlnnins 10 ....Ii... that ISO
14001 off. a new approoch to ~vi_ ...
III protoeIIon that relief less on c:omrnond-ondconlIOI et_flOm the l\OVI!CMICnt ond more
on plOKIjw, .....izadonal e/foft, to Wce<ontrol of environmental aspects through bener
monapment and .....,Iayee involVl:fl1tr1I.nd
cornmilmenL Under ISO 14001 some thing.
,,;11 r.....in the ..me (e.g., meeting les" Ieqbiremenl$) and _
things will cIw1se. 8e101V .... _
new areas of "",piloSis nee....
lory for a successfullmplcmentalion. folio .
Ina that a a few IhoustiIs on "'lIi$lQUon stralesJef, ondr Uy•• reoponse 10 some fMquentJl'
\'OIced COI1CU'ns.

f*ICY. This inquiry is conducled on ; holill

fll it Into a _

menu' pefform.nce.

'w"e 0'

fllnure ~, knowledgeeble, reJponsiLJ.e and

comrnilled aclors in protecunS the e,,·lm.-

thll process Ii deflplRSIhe EMS. The it.,ntiil.
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Risk-Based Corrective
Action (RBCA)
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ScplCmbcr 12, 1996

Elizabeth R. Wllben. NEPA CompllaDce OffICCf
U.S, Dcpanmcnl of linerlY

An Effective Framework for Dealing with Chemical Release Sites
Ily CIIIlit Co 5lInlcy
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LuI AIanlOI ARa Offillc
Lus AIanlOI. HM 87544
Re:

She< was.pproved "' an enlttplCy ....Idord.
0 - the Iat 15 yean. eOllllder.b1c Ie- In
kwas modilicd and .ppovcd~. 'ull
sourc.. have been expended on
ASTM SWldard; E1739.111 deWlopjng lhin.....
lion .t pr<>peltles \mpIcled Ily pewl..... and doni. I ~.nd ballnccd!llk SfOU' " ..
d1cmiul releases. In Nny caMS, Iht ptOCfSS eslablishal willo ~'''' from dlC US
lot .ddrcoIi.S/lllll)' of \hose .ilc:S h.. been ge- Environmenlal Prolec\ion AgII'q (EPA).•~
neric;, 0'IeI1y rigid .nd . - ; In Idd~ '"IP'1atory ascnci... SUit dcanup funds. .....ilion. lIlIIIyCleanup ph
torm 1cd on ronmelllai consulting fltllll, .nd pcIIO;tum.
IIOIIrisk-based (fIle/II Ie non·~ l0- ~ Ind 1_ _ companies. R«enllr.
pl!IroIeum hydrOCllllolls.l\I:.l.nd __ dif· !helPAannounctd.pub/ic:»lrivalportn;,,,"p
f....lt ... Impo..lble to .ch.... lhase , _ c.lIed "P,,,,,,,,, In ROCA 1...,lcmanl..:....
heIpl!IllO dri,,, cleanup COIlS 10 vory high lev- (P1RlI wid> nlCn1beoJ bom 1he EP.... ASTM. Ind
01, wilhoul.ddinS .Ilgnir.canl bmafl'lll lOCi- incIu>W. PIRl is "",v ~nSlrllnin~anrJI
oty. AI .n example, the high . - ..socioted 0< imp!anonlallon cl R8CII. for PCI,olclim I.
wilh remedy sdettion.t Superiund Iills illhe Ieasa (unc/eralound _sa 1anIc JlI09/I.Ilf).n
_~ of. g _ overly .lcJd .nd ~•• _
~ IIItCl and has IflO'ISOfed devcllop'.1Inl
!We l'fOB'.m. Due to these high COlIS, respon- 01 SC\'lIfa1 impoIIanl ROCA took (worb'..:'CIS,
sible ponies 1111's) hove """""" "'Y concemod spruchheets..nd SUidanct documoru) IblMllp
about liability ISlUe' and mucll 0I1he JlI09/Im" (acllitale i...,lernoiiualion. Due 10 the sue....
money hal been IpO/ll on '1lDmeyS 10 fight I~ cllhls l""8'arn. man)' olllct _
pre!: ..
ability Iuues 'other rhan on ~ol cleanup.
8'0"'" wMin 1he slales and EPA haw be;""",
Curr.ntly. tho methods for date/mlnlns intcrostad in applyinS Ihe RBCA poceII' ou:.
"how clean I' c1......re being questioned.nd .ide 01 petroItvm reiN... CVo/unlaIy O....u,.
_.Iualed. Bot/Ilndustry.nd ..,.;,_1 ~ the IlaoUlCCeo.-v&liCln and Rt.gencles ar. m.kinS dloru 10 locus on ".k covery Act IRCAAl. B,O\\nflOlds, e«:J•
when mak;"g declslOns...ardIns "'Benty for.
In _ 1 0 lIocto ..... ASTM 10 ......
and _ , cIi, corrective action. While
rendYclrvelolli"ll' pneric R8CA slandarr. tim
based eleonup. have been encouraged. many can be applied allny chemical reIosol .:t<t
rqulololl. envi'Of\Iflel1laI comulWlU••nd RPI wilhln CollIInillee £.50 en (/lvi_c' "..
ha... been ..ncomforlable wi1h the praaiccr. _111 in Subcomrnllke ESO.04 on V}Iun1II1s is due 10 • number 01 reasons including tory Clearqr. In...-t lhls ASTM flModllld
1ack00clearSUI~ 1he~Iha\Jl'Ilb retains !he HIlle RBCA c""'-riItia 1I the
n can be ",iJked .way: .nd """"ly rigid earlicrstandard 1f.1739L anddescrib...
prolocol, ...ch .. those lI,oel.'ed with I\'OIlt forbulldlng.1lIUmI1ned .n,hllchnictll)·.
Supelfund.
deftnliblc "t1sk-bascd coneclivc.Cllon" pro.
In '*PO_Ill needs..."....., by . . . . . ....... The_body
standarddeKribn
lory .soncia and .indullry. ASTM undeiiook ,logical sequence r:J .(livld
nd decl;.O/lI
.he <hOlIens. to develop • s1andardized .p- to be 101/"",,,,, /rom the lime
CIC.."'UI'
proach Iu .ilk-based CO<TCCIM .dion lRIlCAl. unclllllllUlaIDIy doIuJe i$ achleval. Tilt,...
In 11194. ASTM ES 38,'Ctrlde for Rlsk-8.sed ..........".-has_""-.top<d;n •••'Ch
Conecdve Action Applied 1\ Pwoleum Rt:lwe a '~Ihal resourte5 are more ~y~Jo.

<otrtCli,,,...

GlI\ORUtl;:

'"5.

l!J!'

SuPp1emeDlar7 CODIIDeIltU'7 material OD dnlD. EA, CMIl Uparadel Project

::I

~

Dear E1izabeth-

a

I. '1_ find al/al:hcd:
• An April6r 1994 pUblic memorandum of lbe Los A1aIIIos Study Oroup d=ibilli .lli.

la'

pIOjcct and lis lack of adequate HErA complilSnce. This memo clt~ DOE and LANI..
sowteS

which show that:

o 1bia project II to bllll5C opcraIioll$ Iiko enricbcd urllllium cutlng

wllicllha\'~

.ipiCalll ellVironmonaal Imi*ls: and
o Tltis project will bring "lICW capabililJes" ID cIIc CMR buDdin, and LANL.
• All April 2S, 1994 Ic:Ucr au H_I O'Leary requesting a monlDrium on major nc·,•
conslluctlon. including this project, from dozens of New Melico and natior•.1
orpnizalions and
SubseqllCJlt1)'. theCily of Sama Feendonedthis cail
ror a lIIoralorium in a formal resolullon. All these or&8Jl\zatioas WeI'll concerned abc;;l
dill sum IOla1 of collllCClCd acliollS IIId C1IIIIuWlVC imp¥IIlQullllll flom LANL's P'311~
10 incrcasa and collSOlldaIc nuclCll' maIIlrials opetalloas and assoclaled waslc disposal..,,;
whic:h planJ this project Is a central aad InlerdolpCnc1onl pan.

,ovemmonts.

2. Tltere was l10llime 10 lntell'llle all die llIIUIy pohllltllll tlOmlllCnlS of Ihc NalUral Re.tOurc,·.
Defense Council and ounelves into a Ii'n&\e documem and so 1would like 10 draw your atlenti!)!.
10 a few addilional document cilalions which bear on the question of whether chis project has
been illegally sepenled.

aI"'"

a. The fillt is a Defense Nuclear Pacllilies Safety Board Memorandum frolll Ajil G\\.lI
to G. W. Cunninabam. Tec:bnical DirceIOr, 212219S. n.'portinl on trip 10 CMR building I 123/'; ~
• 1126195, Mr. OwaJ repor15 that:

1

I

~
...
~

(which required an £IS):

fr._

~

tD

o The CMR Upgrades Projectlw been described and planned as a single unila, f
projcc1;
o 11IiI project I. 10 replace cIIc Special NlUllcar M.l«ilIl. LaboralDty projKI

"'k'

~

a·

An interim safely analysis report (ISAR] was 'N1iuen in 1m thai identifies the
(acility weaknepes and formed the basis for I Io-year up..... project. I!!ll

,@;,.·.,.·..,t·
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project !J diylded Into three phues with the flm thrpyJb !bird pbucllCbglylGd
ID be
In 1926· 2002 Ind 2OQ) ~ (Emphuis Jddod.)
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April 28, 1994

NOlI dIU: I) the project is described in unhary terlllIj 2) die third pJwo Ino be completed JUI

one year after Iho second phale-whlch means tbal Pb:uc 3. whl'h 1& supposedly 10 eucompa5S

B
....

the entire uppade of Wlnas 2 and 4 wlthoul prejudice from previous phases, iI or

WhS

apparently just the Jut lOS or $0 of lIIe project effort; and 3) the purpose of all three pbasl:s

is the same-upgradina faellity °waknesscs."

Ie IS a pity that lhe DOB has jud,ed tIW the ISAR is tOll sensitive to be released lD tbe publil:.
even thou&h the consequent Conceptual DeaiBlt Report has been. with minor exclsiOlls. '<l
released.

b. The second is the CAMP '11 project descrlpl;lolHhe most currenr availlble IS of 1t.1I
writilll. There the .~ UpSrades Project (Phases 2 and 3)° is described (empha!;j,
added). DOE IIOICI that

2

Defense Programs <DP) has proposed IOle&ratillD of the IOlll-1mD up&Qdcs wllh
Phue I u a siDJle PIg, project 10 IIIalllmlze efficiency from a financial,
$ClIecIule. and opmtIons slandpolnL (p. A-IS) .
I.e. tlle phase. Of Ihls project are, In every relevane sUlSe of the term, very closely connected.
tn fact, they are one umbrella project comprislna a number of work elemeats. the deslanatio!l
of whith as 'Phase 1," "Phase 1." and 'Phase 3° has cbanaed in some cases.

c. II is quite clear tbat when this pro,im was be,:un, Phase 3 Included work elOlllelllS It.at
would be required to meet current safety requirements. rather than expanded million neec·~;
This is clear from a DOE presentation provided by LAAO and headquarters pcrsonad (DP.3:!/
to DNPSB Jtaff In October 1994. At tbaillme, Phase 3 IlICludcd not only williS 2 and
upgrades b!ltllso "controls and operations eenler uparades,' ($:z2M) and, lCllIlI&ly, "electrk: a.-:d
standbJ power" ($7M). Without these Phase III uParndcs. the CMR bulldlDl would not reall...
mea current requirements. even for current miniou. Tho only COllc/usion COIIIlstelll wllb tJ,i$
information islbal when the decision was made to prtx:ec:d with tile CMR Up&Qdes project, It!l!
coIn project was implied.
Thus. the DOE was not followina irs own relulatious. which "normally' required an EIS
for any Major Systems Acquisition, of which Ibis project was one. It mailers little IbalD(n;
has subscquenlly c:baIlied its vnler to better bannoniz:Wilh ilS OWlt IadI; or compl1allCC, since
Ibis was done _ the decision to proceed W/Ih proJ~ 9O-0-J02.

*

I

3

~11

(ur your allention. We at the Los Alamoe; Study Group petition )'OU to initiate 411
Ellvitutilmmial ImpIII:t SlaIemcnt for this project prior to funher detailed and. of COursOl.

'I'1umk

~lInstrllClion.

I':rJ

3-

a
D.:I

~
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Sincerely. tire. Mello. Executive Director

g~j w.el(o
·2·

SccIelary Hazel O'Leary
U.S. Depat1meDt of En«,y
PorralII Buildin.
1000 lndcpcndence SW
WashiD,poD, IX: 2OS1S
Be:

Requal

r.

IIlOI'ItDrium on ~Ol'

I.UDrIIor1 (LANL)

..."

CODItnIdIDD • 1M A!amos NatlDII"1

~

;.

a
::s
a

Dear Seewary O'J.ary:

~

Fot lhe put SCYeIIIeeJI rnondlI, ladian Pueblos and cllizcns' BfOUps bave repealCdly petitioned
!be Depanmcnt of Eneru (DO!), LANL, and thi University of California to provide a
colDprcbcnsivc National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) auaI)'Iis prier to any ClIpanslon ,;,f
LANt's nuclear waste disposal areas. From the bellnnilla, these New Mexicans have a!~o
soughllong-overdue sile-wide NEPAanalysis ofLANi., rec:opWng that Ihc OeplIrlmcnl slar.l.1~
poised to make map programmatic decisions affecting the mission of the Laboratory and the
anc:eatraIlndialllands 011 which It opcraleS. Thc.se reelUC5ts bepll in Octcbcr of 1992 and ha'le
Involved all eight IIIldhem IlUIian Pueblus lIIId al·leasl two dozen environmental and pua:
orpniutions. The eombined membership of the New Mexico cnvirolllllCnlal aroups alone ·.s
at leas! 20.000 people.
Despite the reasonablenoss of tbeIo requcslS, despite l!Ie le&al requirel\ltlllS which stand behind
them. and despite !be commilmenrs you and your deputies have made to environmental jUSb:C
.and substantive public involvemeql, the Department ci>ntlnues to commit resources at LANl ..and in some cases to contllllle COlISln1etlon - without NEPA llOII\Pllance.

are

While the public partIcipalion mandates of HEPA
bciJlB Ile8lected here In New Mexico, it
appears posslblo tbat!be IIIlionwidc four·year reconfi&1lfl.tloD programmatic EIS (It-I'EIS)
proa:ss. In whicll tribes. tile public aDd staleS part1cip.ted In &ood faith, may 1101 provide allY
further public analysis or comparison of alternatives for rescan:b. davclopmenl and productinR
of nuclear weapons. Wldtout any published analysis Or public tommeDt. has your department
quicdy scIcetcd one of !be R.PEIS ..temarives - upplDl nuclear weapons producrion facllitj~$
In pllCC. primarily at LANL? If thit is lnIe. !be inevitable outcome wlll be fur!bcr desecratio:l
of the ~ilO Plateau.

Meanwhile, you have convened a Task Porc:t to study the fUblte missions of the DOE
Iaboratorict. aDd It has begun to meet •• witbout any rripn:scnllltion from the Pueblos or citizel1~'
ccoups. In both this and the R-PEIS process, decisions have been made or will be made ab.."t
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1a Aw- wldJouc benefit 0( local, .ca.lIIId lribaJ pmJeipation. 'Ibe.te clecWcml will etltlca'l)'
affect 1bc people aDd the land of nonhem New MRico. TIley will affect Ibe reI\Im of Irilllli
11IIds. they wlll affect our environment, tIley will affel:l our eeonomy, ancI1boy wUI affect our
idelUilY II •

~

..,lon.

::
~;::I

...

DOE". recendy releued alroQJDCDIII MltlIIemenl,994 llata LANLamolll the Department',
four worat fll:l1itiea In lOnna of environmental COlt Dffcalveneu-tbIly did less ancI k cost mOle
than all but a fewotber DOE SileS. Last week LANL lofonned !be public tIlat its envfrotuneJlllll
reslDrltion mileslOaes would not be met due 10 fundillJ cuts. yilt we are beill& ukcd to accept
increased nuclear wure acncradon without !be opportunity 10 provide c:ollllllellL. We believe dlat
if c:urmtt policlu continue, JIIOIt of the conlaminated .areas will never be cleaned up. But dIe{e
Is a DOE request to spend $200 million over the ~t elptyeara to uplJ'lde just 0IIIl nuck:ar
weapons facility at LANL, the Chemlsll)' Ind Meta\lUlJ)' Racarcb BuDdin,. not to mentilln
more millions in rClQUCSted funding for new weapons projects to be locmd here,
The NEPA compliance problems at LANL, Includill& lbc lack of an adequate SIte-wide as alld
, the conslnlCtion of lIDW racllldea without any NEPA analysis or OUlSlde comment. have belln
i'IlCOgnlzed in two LANL audits and the DOE Tiger 1'eam inspection,

Last September. the Albuquerque Field OffIce reconlmended in a memoraDllum to Pacilit.c-s
.Management lhaL ,silo-wide ms JIQt be prepared. 71lC Pueblos and JRll/P1 wllJl loaB·stalldllll
intere.s1 in Ibis question wcre not involved in Ibis recommendation, and Indeed did not know ur,dl
IJIOnW IaIC:l'Ihac ithadbccll made. Now, both LANl.and DOE's Lot Alamos ARa Offx:e "'''0
wrluellletrer5 In rectnt weeks requesllne a site-wide RIS.

We applaud this shUk in DOE's NEPA stance II LANL. However, Ihe mere preparation V. a
NEP... document which will be completed many month$-If DOt years - from now. 10111 af:tr
thlluitic:al decisions have \)wI 11IlIde, is by no mealls whatlhat Jaw requira. We call yC<~r
attention to the most fundamental requirements of Ihc Council on Envlronmenfal Quality NEI'A
reJulalions (Chapter 40 of Ibe Code of Federal Regulations):
fI500.1(b): NEPA procedures must In&ure that envlronmlllllal information is
available to public offICials and citizens hefon: decisions U'C made and befort
actions are laken...

11501,2:

Aae~les

shallinregrare the NEPA 9~ with other p1annln,It tho

earlmt possible time to insure that plaMina and deeislo.. reflect envlronrnental
values. to avoid cielays Iatcr in tbIl process, and 10 head off potential confllcu..,

~

II

&
"'I

.=»

~

...

~Ao
\C

~

Cuntrary to this clear prescription, LANL's new weapons aDdwaslc mauaacmcnt projecb IIle
idvanci"i independlllldy of eilhcr environmental analysis or public commenl. There c:ontinu~s
to be 110 indication whatsoever that any of the projects at LANL of createst COIlCClJ'R to Ihe
Puebkls and Ihe pUblic arc being madecontlngenl upon the OUlCOme of any NEPA proc:css.

Comment 12, Attachment, page 3
\ssislant secretary 'I'bcimu Orumbly bas said r~y that ~ ancI conuoversial decisiclIIs
'tID not be made In a 'ncw' DOE without active pardcipaUon by Indian UibcI and other affccLed
:ommunlties. Your own commitment to 0(lIlIIIIIiu Ind democradc accountability hllS
listinguislled yOU from your fItelIccesson. We call (In you to demonstrate the consistency :,f

toor visilln by tIedariIlIa moratorium 01l aU . .o~ ." projects at Lot Alamos NatiOilal
:.abontoll wbldalGll1.taba .1bdY 01' topther, bye slpUlcaDt eaYlroDlDClltallmplict
IIICiI the COIIIpIedoa ., • slte-wlcJe £IS aud tbe 5ubseq1lellt appropriate level of NE]'.<\
1d8I,rsh tor ada pntJed.

Ne know you will appreclale 1'- itayity of our requcst and hope that you will il'ant us a prOOl!,1
Iild Cawrable reply.
UllCCldy.

:SCC aIlM:bcd ,iCnatorY list)
:c:

~ident Bill OinlloG
Vice PmideDI AIbon Gore

Senator Pete Domenlci

senator Jeff BilIpmaD
Coopc:mnan Bililticbudson
WlIIiam Perry. ller:retu1 of Defcnsc
Governor ~Kina
JudilJl Espinola. SCcreWy, NMED
Michael Burldwt. SecreIary, NMDH
Bruce Twiahli. -DOEIAL
Jerry BelIoM. DOEiLMO
W.lu:r MaIe)', UC
SiJ Hecker. LANL
Robert Galvin. SEAB
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Slpatorlel to BueI O'Leary letter IS of April 27. 1"":

~
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a'"
B
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NbuquerllUt Cenur (or Pa.ct and J\lSU=
All Peoples CoeJi&ion
Alchdiocese of SaJIla Pc
American FrieDdl service CommlaceColorado Off'ICC, Dcnvcc, CO'"
AmerlcaJl Friends SeMc:e CommitteeNew MelUco Projecc
Amerlcanfrlends ServIceConuniuee-Pacirlc
Southwc.t Rcalonal Office.

Pualkna, CAAm1aos Bravos
Auga Allelre We1lnoss Center
Canon FORSt Walch
CId%ell Alert. Reno, NYCltizent for Altetllldves to
Ridiollclive Dumplns

CommuniclUions Worbts of America.
Loea17037
Concerned Citizelll for Nuclear Safety
Conversion Altemallves and

StrllCaica Bducalion
Citizens for Envlronmenlll JusticeSavannah, GAE!conomlscs Allied for Arms Reductions·
I!I Rito Community Unlted
MerIIodiJt Church
EnerIY RescarellFoundation-Columbia. SC·
EiJht Northern Illdian Pueblos Council
J1Ior1c1a CoaIldon for Peace and Justice..
Forest Guardians

~
a

.5

i>t;;

:s

New M~liw Alliance
New Mexico Confi:mII:e or Churchill
New Mexico Public llIIereIt RaearcII Group
New Mexico Onon Party
Nuclear Free Nation
Nllel. Guardianship Project
Oalt R1dp Environmental Pea Alliance·
Panballdle Area Nelpbors and
. LanduWllCtll. Amarillo, TX·
People for Peace
Physicians for Social Responsibility-USA'
Physicians for Social 1teIponsibility.NM
pk:utJI Pllcblo
Portsmouth/Piketon Ite.ldents fer
Envirollt1leDW Safety "
.
Securi'Y-PlUlSS. OMRio GWldo. Rio Bravo
Rio Grande Chapter of Sierra Club
Rocl:y Mountain Peace CenterS
lbJraJ Alliance for Military Accountabilill'
Sl£ten of LoreUO
SallClual'y Foundation·
Snake Rivor AlliaDce, Boise. ID·

Hospital and Healtb care Workers.

Southwest Re.sean:h and Information Center
STAND-Amarillo, TClllIS·
Tribal Environmental Watch Alliance
Tri·Valley CARES-Livermore, Californb,"
Wildfire-Action for die Environment
W.,.rem Statea Lepl FOIIftdation*
Patti J. Bushee, Santa Fe City Counclll)r.
District 1
Cris MOOB. Santa Fe City Councl~~r.

Disttlct 1199
International Union of Operatina EnaillClCrs

SlllYe Farber. Santa Fe City Counciloi.

Greenpeacc"

1.& Communldad
Laa ClltlicII del Norte
Los Alamos Study Group
Lytle Poundalion
Naiural Resources DcfcllSe Council·

)Los Alam.o§ Smdly

District 2
District 2

G1L<O>1L1llPi

Apdl 6, 19·)4

LAHL'.

0itK lJpgi:actea

t'1

.~

The DOpar:t1llllDt ot zner:gy (OOS) i,s proposing a $ 200 mill!'"
upgr:ade to the Chemistry an4 Metalluz:'y llesearch (CMR.) Buil.4ing i.1
Los Alamos National LaJ)oratozy (LANIo). The upgrade proposal is j.1
lieu of the previously-propose4 Special Nuclear Materials Researc-!
and Development )teplacell\8nt Laboratory (SNMl.).
l!5oth the CUrrerll
and previous proposals would sign1f1cmtly enhance LANZ.' B nucla...:
materials procesBing capabilitie.. . Although OOB ord.....d tt••
preparation of an Bnv:l.romnental Impact Statement (BIS) for tto.
SNMIo. the oat upgrades pro::lect ill rec.d.ving only an EXlvironment•.:
AsGeGflment (HA).
.It: is the posicion· at LASG that tbis level CII
environmental rllview :L. :Lna4equate an-S that an BIS is requir:ed.

Perhaps the besc description of the baCkgrounc1 and context tc.;
is tbat·provide~ by nOB itself.

.propose~ up~rade8

La. Alamo. National Laboratox:y (IoANIo) hae 1:0v.r me.jor:
nuclear _tari.ls facility complexes.
Sigma c01l1Plex
(dep.lel.ed v.r:aniuft\ wor)c), CMR. (enriched uranium and Cat I
& II 1'1.\ worle'); TSTA [tbe Tritium Syatemil Te.t A.8embly)
- located in TA-21), and PP-4 at TA-SS.
The tir8C two
cOlI\Plexes are nearin~ the age of 40 years. Neither has
had a _jor renovation in that time, nor do they meet
current
BSIoH
lBnvironment,
Safety.
lUl4
llealth)
requirement.a. .S:Lnce om. has Cat I & It _".r~als, i t :l.s.
at the top pt. che prior:Lty list co tle .r1lk"e....d by new
construction. (DOE/IoANI. Capital A9seCII Manage_nc: Plan.
April·199l. p.45J

In its 1'Y199S Congressional Buaget R.equellt (CaR). DOl!: :I.,
proposing to upgrade the om. Building at. LJUlIo. .. p¥"ev:l.ous up~jra"EI
known as ·PhaGe 1," was part Of a weapbns cOlllPl~ "revita11:o,U.. iUJ'·
project, and was originally esti_ted to C08t $ 49.5 milliClf'
According co DOBI
CMR. Building is the· largest structure ac lJINL
(550,000 square feet).. Con.trucl;ion of the OIR suild:l.ng
was completed in 1952. Most of the ma:lor mechanical and.
elacerieal equipment has reached the end ot ic. design
life. [FY9S caR: Project Data SheQts. p.23]

The

5UeCl".

Saola Fe. New Mc>tico 87~l; ret: 50.M82-7747; fa:· 982-8502
lte edHi" ..... 1) "'" II; fl, tIe ) fI.aI•• 11581, ,...,,,.,,, 1& 9Sa 111&
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The new CMll proposal represents. major increa8e in the .Co~·CI
of work. with total project cost now e8timater! at over $ 2C(I
It is very clear that. this pJ:Oject .1a the replacement fe·r.·
the ill-fatell SNML, a.L&o a $ 200... million "projeet, wbieh founCSel:.,;!.
on inteJJs8 aDd wide-spread public oppOsition. That opposition WE-I!
manifested innumerous public forums, but principally in ebe pubUc
scop1nlJ head.ng. held on the project puraulU1t to the prePlU'at:Lon co::
An KnvirOJU\l8ntal IlllPact Statement (Bl~l. DOB had detel:lllined tbllt..
an BIS was the nee.seary level of enviroJlDlental review for thl:!
project. which .W8S designed to replace major functions of tbe OIR
and ralocat:a them witbin Technical Area 5S (TA-55). tha ·plutonium
park•• Asa result of the public outcry over the· project. it WilS
quietly dropped.

...~

lllillion.

III

a
=
....
til

In FY1990, the SNML project was ~t on hold pencsing a
subst:antiva review of the project including other
potential options for providing the neceGsaryspeciaU,zed
laboratory space •.. Later in PY1991, ie was decided noe
to proceBa with the construction of SNML but previ"e
~Dterim upgrades to CMR (Phase 1) ••• [ibid •• p. 241

tor the expand,td
upgr!lde at CMR instead of the SNMLp'roject is in accordance wi':I~
thestrategy.tatementfound in· LANL' slDDat receJlt Institution;~l
Plan. which specifically linkS the two projects:
.

The FY95 requese for a l1ne item a~ropriation

A new ineegrated line item will be sought for an rY9S
start to consolidate all phases of the (CMRl project. If
approved. the SNML project for tbe CMR Building woultS be
canceled. ILlIm. P'l1994 - FY1999 Institutional Plan.
.December 1993. p. IV-31
The om project: is designed partially to consolidate severlll
nuclear materials functions currently being peX'formed at othllr
Laboratory sites •.

In particular. a numJ)er of ~O:B/DP [Defense Programs)
sponsored efforts at. TA-21 (O.P W.st) .llnd '1'A-4S1 will DlI
relocated
to
the
CMR
BUilcling.
thereby
allowing'
decontamination and decOlllllissioninll of aged and oI)solel:e
facilities at TA-21. Enriched-uran1um caating functions ar.e
uluu baing moved from SigtlU1 ClJlllplCX \;.0 the CMR Build~n=.
(ibid., p. IV-3]
the CMR project is designed not just to consolidal:e
exillt.ill9 funct.lo'lS, bul;. 1;.0 prov.i.de I.h<: new capabilities which wou:'d

P'I1:r:th-!r.

h.ve been attained with the SNML:

&
..
C

iii

~
..,f;>.
10""

IoC

~

,",Ul'MD1.L:u;1es togecner ''':Ltn tone at1::a:l.nmenc 01:
capabilities at substancial cost .avings over
constructing and operating • CClllPletely new facility.
[ibid .. p.IV~4)

~ p~opO•• l

Por eXample. the upgrade of the CMR Building will reault
in che consolidation of currently d1sperseel nllclear
:I

...0 ............:0

new

The CMR Building 18 old cm(1 unsafe, and s1gn1r1cant upgrades ami
extensions at its capabilities <lema.,d meaningful environmentl.:i
review.
A previous justification for the SNMJ, submitted t.,)
COngress stat~d.

Corroded and breachetl air handling due!;s. inadequate
supplyot tiltered air, .marginal building-wide filter
syste1ll8, and inadequate control systems contribute to

serious situations ..devel(lpin!iT ill the CMR . building.
A
system t",ilure woulc1 adversely af~ect safety of personnel
and require ahutting down the fa:ility.- (reprinted in
the Los Alamos Monitor. 3/29/91, p.l)

~

EXS is 11••4.4

'OJ;

this projcot

noted above. designed t.:)
accomplish IllUch of what the Sma. pro~ect intendecl. That. projae,,;
was conceded by DOE to require an BIS. At the pr.sent. time. DOB i.1l
preparing an RnvironmentalAsse5smene (U) for the CMR project
(document # LAN 93-0006). although i.t has refused t.o lIIllke ar.y
portionol: it public .. preparation of an SA provi<1esfor no pupl;l.C'.
Jiltate, or tribal input or 0pP(lrtunity for coament before tt.r,
docUlllent is released. Further. DOB h.:lB never. tor any project H
LANL, prepared an SA without promptly concluding that the documer.t
justified a Finding Of No Significant I~aet. (PONSI). If DOE is
pe~tted to continue with this project without preparing an EI~.
a PONSI will routinely and inBvitabl)' follow. the public and al:.
other interested parties will. have bee::t effectively shut out of cr.;:;
process. anel nOB and LANL will congratulate t.hel\l8elves fN~
achieving t.heir goal unhindered by the once~conceded need fe.::
public involvement. Will the public, the state, and the Pueblc.n
allow thi,; t.ravesty of the National Bllviromnental Policy Act t:>

The new CMR upgrades are.

occur without protest?
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Jo:ndnotes:
1.
DOB categorizes plutonium operat.ions for purposes of ria,:
assessment by the quantity of plutonium involved in t~e process:
Category I
Activities utilizing 2000 9 of Pu or more,
Category 11 ..
..
400 9 to 2000 9 of Pc;
Category 111 •
~
less than 400 g of P\.
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JVA.l'UIlAL RESOURCESDEFENSE COUNCIL, INC
LOSALAMOS STUDY GROUP
CONCERNED C/l1ZENS FOR NUCLEAR Sll.FETY
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EIizabcth R. Within
NEPA C'.ompJiuce 0fIic:cr
U.S. Doputmen& ofBntr8)'
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Even if the Phase II uparedea I~ conaidcred in isolation. the fact that DOE has
amended ita regulatioaa means only chat DOE must individually analyze this project in an
EA in order to detenniDe whet" an EIS is required. 40 C.l.R. § tSOI.4(b)(c:). The
reviaed dndl £A. oaly reinf'orceJ our prior COncluaiOll that lhe propoeecl upgrades
coaatituto a major tederaJ action with significant lmpllCts on the human environment. This
concluaion is inescapable when the impllCtS ortbe narrowly defined proposed action are
considered in tandem with the cumulative impacts ofpael, pr_f, and reasonably
foreseeable fUture actions at and near the t'acility, The revised dratl EA fllils to conduct
such a <:umulative impact analysis IS required by law, to take a bard look at potential
environmental impacts, or to make a <:onvincil18 case that the potential impacts would be:
ill$ignificant. Any decision not to prepare: an EIS on the basis ofthis wholly deficient EA
would be ubitray ud capricious.
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TIle ....posed Unndes Are A Major Federal Mtlon under

lIle NaUo." EavlroameDta' PoUe)' Act f"NErA")

Deu Ms. Withorl;

The CMR Building, with ove:r balfa million square feel ofOooT space, is the:
tariest atnICturo at LANL. Itt primary purpose is Co S1twort lhe plutonium research,
dcvdopment and dcmonMr,tioJ\ lUltivitics at LANL'lI Plutonium Handling FlUlility. It is
also our understanding that the eMIt Building contaill$ an extensi~ set ofradioactive and
other hazardous materials laboratories, industrial-scale processing and manufacturing
area, and may now. or as a result ofthese upsrades, <:ontain prototypins and fllbrication

tlIcilities for cnric:hed and depleted uranium nucle... weapons cOmponents.

1'IIe CMR UPlndes ConsUtale M~or Federal Atdoll With
8ip.aat EIlvnDmental Impacts Reqll1rlnlaa EnvlroamenC"
'_pact Statemcat roEJS",
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In the reviled dral\ EA. the Department ofEncrgy ("DOE') admil$ that the
proposed actiOll feU within lhe recently discontinued eatcaol)' of"Major Systems
Acquisitions," which UIIdet DOE NEPAregulations in efFect until August 8, 1996.
required preparation ofan £IS. The only cxc:option to this roquiranent was the preSCIIlle
ofoxtrIordiDaty circumstances related to the specific proposal that would affect tho
IignlficaDce of'the envirotlmartaI. eR'C<ltf of the proposal, an exception which DOE has
never iovoked or justified. To the contrary, as mown bdow and in previous commCDts,
the extraordiDary circumstances related 10 this particular project servo only 10 increase ita
potential enviroJllllelltal impacts.

Because ofthe extensive contamination that exists throughoul the CMR Building,
DOE oJisin811y estimated that construction ofthe Phase n upgrades alone would acneratc
over 16,000 cubic metCt5 ofbighly toxic radioactive, hazardous and mixed waste. Even
aeccptiaaarpendo DOE's exceptionally ambitious estimale that three-quarters Oflhis
WllJtc could be eliminated by reuse or other w8ate minimization efforts, the remaining
waste would nollethe1oss equal tho amount oflow level nadiollCCive WlSte produced each
year by the ealn Los Alamos Laboratory. Much oftbia waste would have to be
dispolCd ofoft"aite or drive the early expansion ofon-sito disposal facilities. This $122.5
million dbUar construction project would take five years to complete, much longer than
would nonDa1ly be: required for I projel:t oftbis type, ~IU$C ofall the special prel:autions
needed to prolect workers trom radiation exposure and 10 avoid mistakes that could
spread existinS contamination or eYeD lead to criticality.

Ahbo\lgh DOE's rec:ently amended 1IIl!PA regulations no longer refer 10 the
CitesoJ>' orMljor SYltcms Acquisitions, an EIS is nonetheless slill required. Fim, IS we

A federal action of tile type <Se5Clibcd in tbis £A wou1<s be considered "major"
usinB any reasonable crileria of- . scope, type or cost.' Courts have held much smaller

IlId others have repeatedly argued; DOE has improperly segmenled the NaPA review of
the various phasca orthe CMIt Buildings Uparade Project. Phase 1of the upgrades,
which Is so inextricably intertwined with the current proposed upgrades that both phases
arc COIIIidered a Binsle budget line item. bepn 10118 before DOE amended ita NEPA
~SUJatioDS. The reauJationa in efFect at the time the upgrades project was proposed and
begua c1euly indicated that an EIS was and IIlI/ is required•

a-~
Cl

September 12, 1996

The Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. ("NRDC") and the Los Alamos
SlWY Group ("LASG") JUbmit the foUowing commll\U on the Revised Predeoisional
Draft Environmental Assesmtcnt for the Proposed CMR Bulldins Upgrades at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory ("LANL"). Los Alamo.. New MCldco (DOEIEA1101)("reviIod draft BA").
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~NRD£:Y Gmt 3411'. Supp. 356 (E.D.N.C. 1971)(.".rfcdcraiaetiollislcdcrI1I action

nqulrlll£ S\IbItaIIIlIlI pIaI\IIlIlJ. time, _

or cxpendil\lro"); TOWIIIbIp IllRldJ'lf)' BI'Q!:beue, 42\ F.

Supp. 435 (I!.D. fa. 1976) (~ ae;tions Ire projoctJ willi. 1111" 111111, fIlcINal flutcIlQI usually O\1:r one
mIIlIolt doIlats or Iat&O incn:monts oI'timo fbr p1annlll£ lIIId 00_1011).·
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projcellio be major I'cdmJ action, under NaPA J A,It.red by one court, in I definition
rha& wouI~ euily embl'lCt the Mmlll1tial project at iSJll. here:

~

'"t'Il
s'"'"

In 811m. "lIIRjtw" is Q te,.", ofIWIMNIQbl" COIulOlQllon. und
"'"",1110 d/!fIlNnllate beltt.llnJNT~ which do noI
imro/w SlfllidMl1y .wrl9tl1l "JIom 10)#$11/)1 the COllL~ of
COIIIpktirrg QIIldlj7Qct .sta/I!IIImt, QII(/ thn.. P">.#cI.~with
pt)/flntfal ~,.,,~ whJch appellT to O/J.WlI the COlli." qf time
and ruollh:U ofpnpmi,'Il Q 1Italemenl.' [Emphasis in

~

~

orisinal].
The Council.OIllinvircmmental.Ouality ("CF.Q") NEPA resuJatlons, which arc
bindiDa 011 DOE, IIaIle adopted a unitary Itandarclllllder which an action II held to be •
major aetlcm ifit luisnificant. 40 C.P.1l § 1508.18 ("'[m]ajor' ~nforeca but doa not
have a lIJClIDiaIln!Iepcndeat of IilllifiCUll'y. ".,. As IIlown below, the potential
environmental impactl orlhe propoaed lICdon In: plainly ofauftJciont mallllitude to requite
preparation of an EIS.

B.

The

Pro,.....

Ac:tion Would Have: • Slpllica.t Impac:t

0 .. lIle 1Iu.o Eaviroameat

According to the D.C. Circuit. in preparin. an envitonlllClltalassessmllllt, an
asoney 1IIUIt: (t) take a "bard look" at the PQtent.ial environmental impact., U oPPQIed to
bald 4lOnolwions \IIIlIidecl by preliminary Inveatiption; {2} identif,y the relevant areas or
eawro-ral 4lOncem; (3) make a eonvinciaa cue that the environmental impact is
inaitpUtiCllllt~ and (4) if tllere il an impact ortNe "sillllificance."llOovincingly 8lItablish
tllat cbaDaeJ in tbe project have II.Ifticiently minimi.tcd it.4 The revised draft SA fiWl to
meet thil tell, but iJutead provides ample evldenoc tllat the projec:1 would indeed have
aiJllifiCllllt envirorupenlal impllllts.
T1Ie Ninda Circuit bill held that "(t]hc atandard for determining whether to prepare
an filS II whether 'the plaintltFhal aIIeied fletl wbieh, iftNe, show that tile proposed
II .IJII, ..... M1l'VPP C""tt9'P"NI!on Cp,D"I1 1nF. Y. v,*". 412 P.2d 6"3 (2e1 Cu. 1972)($141111I1ion
bridpwilll ~ parllCIII tcderaIlwldllls); Dmm y W 475 F. 5_. IUZ¥ (D. N. J. 111'19) (S411l1l11on
-pIOjed).II:dJ!!B., 614F.24169 (3d Or. 1910)._ donjed,44¥ U.S. 182 (1910).
I

T!!!lDIhIppfRldIcr Y Blanc!gap, 1IlIQ, 421 F. Supp.

.U' 11446. DOE IJlIICII'S 10 COIISiIb Ibo

_to

pacadeI ClIYi--.l IlIIJ*U oClhi. pnUe;I vi ~I)'1OriouI_IoJgllil)' die ~IIII)'
ItIp
die cItaA EA fOIa -.cI1OIIIId JlIlbI~ COIlUIItIlt Uld revIIIaD.
ll61IcllJlc CM of
~ . . EA ~ ISO . . . . Jon&, whell die CEQ I'DIV1aIlofta n:eomlDlllllllhll Eu I1IauIcl MrmaIIy

orftitlaina
or
lillO-IS ..ace. CEQ, rony Mole Asked QaeIlICIIII ColIcemi.Da CEQ"
AcIIlqulul-. 46 red.
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ae.. 18026. Qualion 36.

NIIllCllll1l!J1¥1J01l11lC1118ll'Cllicy .

• ~ oCTu,'PO""irr, 1$3 F.1d 120 (D.C. Clr. 19115); MagI'n4:NIliOJll! CAplJl!
Pads I; P11"'" Coman'. y UnlJCIll SINe P..... SgyjeF. 487 Y. U 11129. 1(140 (D.C. Cir. 1m).

prOJ~ may .b_1y de.ade IODJO huJlllll envirolllllOlltal factor. ",II [empbuiJ added).
In explalaiDg t1lia IlIJJdard, the Ninth Circuit has dodared that '''(t]be plaintitrnced 001
show thai sipificaDt oII'ects will in fact occur. but ifthc plalntift'raisea sipl1icant
qUClt.iOlll whetb« a prvJeet may have • sipifiCll\l cft'eet an EIS mllM be
prcpared.[cmplllliladcledJ.' Our previou. COlIIIIIelIt8, II well .. ~ OrlM Sl8te of
New Mexico, the Pueblo of'San Jldef'onso, IlId other co_ler., have raised a plelhor.
of substallliat queations that demonstrate the potential for Iipiflcaftt covironmental

impact.

t!I!J

The proposed action, even IIlIlII'l'9wly c0lllllUed. by DOE - i.•.• the construction.
bul not opetIlioll, of only tbe middle phue of a three-part collltNction project - meets
sevetll1 ofthe crileria incluclod in the CEQ definition oC"sianilleantly" in 40 C.P .R. §
1508.27. Courts have held tbar the presence of OM or more ofthese lUtorll should result

in an asency decision to prepare an EJS. 7 A sisnifieant cft'ect may exill even if the federal
agencybclieves tbatoo baianec the eft'ec:t will be beneficial. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27 (b)(t).

The propolCd *,ion, which wquld involved Ihe handIitI& transportation and
dilposal ofsignifleant ItllOWltt of plutonium, one oflbe molt hazardous lubstlnCe known
to manlcind, involvea unique and polentially severe ri.!cJto pubUc health and safety. 40
C.F.R. §f 1508.27 (b)(2) and ($). These potClltial impacts are exallCrblled by the
gcncnu.ion, bandlill8 and clispoaal of significanl 9uantitiel pfothcrradioaetivc, lwardous
and mixed
indudiJqJ IIIICh tUlric materials lIS radioloBically conlaminated asbestos.
Ydlhe revised draft SA falla to take II bard took at these polenlial iulpacts.

wast..,

To the contrary, it explleltly admit. Ih.t DOE hat not yet estimated the volume of
wastes CODtamill&ted by plutonium and other tnulSuranics that tho project wOIIld generate.
DOE·fiJtlher admits thai il has not yet eSlimated the volume ofRCRA-re8Ulatod
hazardous waRes Uld mixed wa.lea 10 be generated. but stales that the amounts ofsuch
willes could iPcrease II a result ofdfIcontamilllllionaetiYities. The SA does Dot IUlalyze
the enWolllllellla1llD"C:b of 0IISi1e treatl1lClll, s10rqe and diJposaI of lhese wastfl$, .
including the poIentW for accidental releuea. For inast wasle cateaoric:&, tho EA merely
states where such WIlleS wiD be treated, stored andIor disposed. For RCRA Willes, the
SA does no1 even mention where such wvlClS Will be disposed..

As for low-level radioaeti\'t wastes, the EA explicitly declinea to analyze the
Impacts that wiD be caused by the co1llttuctlon uplltades, which wiIllianifieantly increase
the annual production ofLLW at LANL. rapidly overwhelm the available capacity for
oDJite diaposal. and require either major expansion ofonsite capacity or ofFaile di5P0sal.

•ne S!I!amIlg9Jmy I'BC 759 F.2d 1382. 1392 (9th Clr. 1985)(lJ\IOIiD$ ~
~ ",,'PT

s!;1Jlqjnpr 643 F.24 SIS, 5117 (9\11 Cir. 1981).

• Jd. .. 1392 (qlIClIla£ F","'lpp rlR'NptdJ A!perIC4II Wild Sbccp ,. US
II

1\78). ~ Pyblis!jel"1cc CD oIC01pradp \'

AJ!dnH

8~5

pm'l gCAgdculh!R. '81 F.24
F. Supp. 1483. 1495 (0. Idaho 1'~3).

'1II.ISIiJI& LiF!pmme y J'I!8&. 852 P.2el 3".398 (9th elr. 1988)1.
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• DC tsA aances mml)l)' IfOUIICl UUs lSsue by C:laiminl UIat the ROD for .be site-wide BIS,
whichhu DOt)'e1 wen been issued in draft form, wiD be issued before the onsit. capacity
at Area G baa blIlIft exceeded. Vcc althoush die CEQ rcsuJations permit the UK ofticriDa
in order avoid repeating tbe lJl8Iyaia contained in a programmatic BYS, they certainly do
not envision or J*IIlit the use oCtiering &om a projranunatic document that does not yet
cvcncxilt.
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As stated in their comments, tbe Pueblo of San Ddefonso Is very concemcd that
the disposal ofthae wales at Area G, and particularl)' the expansion oCthe landfill, could
have a significant impact on the sacred Pueblo areas adjac;cnt to this site. Since the CEQ .
resuJatiOlll also coasider significant the proximity ofa proposed action to unique cultural
resources and the potential for adversely afrectinS such resourc:ea (40 C.P,R. §
1SOI.27(b)(3) and (I), t~s isaue also
tho need for llll ms.

maser-

DOB has also failed to talte a hard look at a number ofother related issues raised
by COIDIDflJIters, incIudiJla; the potential fOr disturbance ofIXistinS contamination during

the excavation proc:c:a, toxic emistions &om Icid drain Iiaes, dnlinage or nmofFof
contaminated atormwatcr, and tho potentlallor criticality ac:cidcnts caused by buman
error. The potential fOr sl,gnificant health and safety impacts in projCC1llUcb as this one,
which at flVery step require deaJing with hiahly toxic substances and contaminated
materials, cannot be discounted simply by stating that administrative controls and best
maaagement praccices will be utilized. Similarly, DOB cannot rdy on the possibilities for
waste miDimizadon in order to conclude that an E1S is not needed. CEQ has stated that
agencies "should not rely O.Q the possibility of mirisation IS an excuse to avoid the EIS
requirement... [unIcss] the proposal itselfso integrates mitigltion from the beginnlag Ihat it
is impo...'ble to define the proposal without including the mitigation.,..

DOE admits that the CMR. Buildinj, IS currently constructed, does not meet DOB
seismic requiretl1ents and would collapse in the flVent ofa 5CVero earthquake. A number of
c:ollllll8Dters were reasonably conc:erned about the risk to the pub6c ofdeath or injury
from such an evellt. DOE decided to respond to these concerns in tbe revised draft BA by
simply omittiDg the risk calculations that it hael previously inc:Juded. The agency's wcalc
justifieatioll for this action was that the risks dUring \he CGnStI\lotion process wwldbe the
same IS in the no ae:tion alternative. and could therefore be omitted. This argument makes
no sense, since prc8WDIIbJy the seismic risks for the aedoa alternatives considered in the
BA (including other LANL facilities and DOB sites) would be tess than tbose caused by
complete buildinS collapse. This significant risk to public health and safety also requires
twI ana!ysil in an EIS.

~

All of the impacts discussed above relato oaly to the proposed aotion as narrowly
fomlUlated by DOB - that ofconatructinB the Phase U upgrades. Yet ifthe project were
considered in its CIltirety, the impacts would be correspondinslyareatcr. W. and other
colJllllCl1tcrs have repeatedly explained why the various upgrades to the CMR Buildirls
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• CEQ. -'orty MOft A*ed QlacsdODS CcmccrnlnB CEQ's NEPA RcauJaUons,
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must be considered tosethol' fOr NEPA JlII1POICS. Yet an even welter deficieney in Ibis
BA is the deliberate 0IIIiui0n oftbe environmental impacts offaciUty openltioll. The
who~ purpose of the uP..... is to extend .b. UIClUllifo ortho CMR Buildins another 20
or 30 yean. DOE explicidy adbKs to consider the Impacts of this extended operation in
the EA. despite the fact that It would have major implications in such areas as w~te
management and tralllportation and accident risks. Such segmentation ia imperntissible in
situations like d1i.. whee the two aclioms are inextricably inlertwine<l. It is oleat Ihal the
eMa BuildiDg c:ouId not continue operating for Ions without the uparadc:s. and that DOE
would not undertake the upsradcs but for the opportul1ity to continue operations for an
extended period. 11Iese actions theref'ore meet the criteria for "connected actions" under
NEPA and mull be considered together.
C.

DOE R.. FaDed to Prepare a Mandatory Cum....tive Impad Analysis

Another sJarioa weaknesll in this SA i. it. fiIiIurc to conduct a oumuJativc impact
..wysis. "Cumulative impact" is the impact on the environment which results from the
incremcntal impaet ol'the [fedorat) action MIlD added to other put, pment Md

teIIOnably fon;"""bJe NlYUllSltjonS. resardle.. of what .Seney (Federal or non-Cederal)
or pelSOn underUkes such other actions. 40 C.P.R. § 1501.7 (emphasis added). If, when
these cumulative or I)'IlCqIistic Impacts are analyzed. there sre "suhatlllltial questions" as
to whether. the Impact. IN)' be collectively significant. an EIS must be prq>arcd. even if
the actions are individually minor.' Once the cuanulative impact ofa number ofactions
crosses the 1hresbold of"ligniflcant effect on the environment," a discussion ofIhose
c:umuJative impaeta in individual EA's no lonaer complies witb NEPA. ld
The cumlllative impacts analysis ".hould consider (1) past and prelonl actions
withoyt rcg,rd to whether they themselves laSSeled NErA 'l1ISIIQPsjbilltles and (2) future
actions that arc 'rc:uonably foreseeable' even ifJbey are Dot yet pmpos.a!$ and lJiAl'J.J'V.£
trigger NEPA review regujremegts "II Accordina to the Ninth Cltcuit. a meaningfial
cumulative impacts analysis must identifY:
(1) the area in which effects or the proposed project will be
felt; (2) the impacts that are expcgtcd in that area &om the
proposed project; (3) other actions - past, proposed. and
reasonably fORBeeable -- thal have had or are expected to

have impacts in the same: area; (4) the impacts or expected
impac:ta &om these other actions; and (5) the overall impaot
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'SimJCluby J>enroId.664F.8IJpp.t2\1!1(D. Ab$ka).atrlll~7F.2d UIl7(9thClr.I~Illl).
I~NQnJacm Ala.... EIWiIl!lll!JC!llal Ceoter:.; l.JIilll. I~ Envl. I.. Rep. 21041 (D. AIIIII<, 1915); 16 ElM. L
Rep. 202+$ (D. AJMIIa 1915)./

"fridofscm Y A/""'*, 772 F.2d 1225. 1244 (51h Or. 19a~).
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that can be expected If the indlvidu.l impaGt. are allowed to

~
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AJtIJouah tho rovlMcl drd SA. oontllina a -'Ion lIIItitled For_ble Related and
Future AatiOIll, It can by no stretch of the Imqilllltion be coaaidered a culllllllltive impacts
anaIysia. ~ah DOE coPeCtly identifies a few oftbc projeetl that have or wiD likely
be pcribrmed at the CMR Bulidilllo it does not even attempt to analyze the potential
environnll:lltal impact. ofthese projc:ct•. ' Instead, the lI8eDC)' simply maka the incredible
and UIISUpported lISIUDIPtion that each of these projects is 4ndcpendcnt" ortbc proposed
CMR BuUdins uparades. Yet u shown above. this arpment is irrelevant. All projc:cts
with potCIItiU impaQt. ill the same area u the proposed action ..u.t be c:olI$idered in a
cumulative impactl analysis, even it thex are independent aetiollS performed by another
FcdcqJ asenoy or even a private pany. S

'"

....~

The CMR Up....dlll CaDDot Proceed ID AdvaD~e ofthe SSM PElS
AJld tJat IANL SWEIS

The CM& Buildiua upgrades should \lOt proceed until a Record of Decision is
.issued for both the S~ StCWltdihip &lid MaJtasemcnt programmatill EIS ("SSM
PElS") and the LANL litewidc ElS ("SWEJS"). The CEQ regulations provide that, while
work QII • required proaram BJS is in progress and the action is not covered by an existiny

progtBll\ statcsncnt, 'Send.. shaD not undertake in the interim any major Federal action
covered by the program which may $ignifiwtly aff'ecJ the quality of the human
environment, mept in certIitl limited circ:umstanllcs. 40 C.P.R. § lS06. J(c). As a major
Federal action with siinifkant covironmental elfccls, the CMIl uParadcs projCl:l falls
within tbls prohibitiOll, since, as we have explained in detail elsewhere. it is within the
scope of both the SSM PElS and the 8mS. and is not covered by an existing program
BIS.

An adequate cumulative impacts analysil for this project would consider the

cumulative impaetl at at a minimum. the fbllowing past. present, and reasonably

foreseeabJe projects:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(S)

(6)
(7)
(8)

The only exceptioR to this prolu'bilioR is for actions that are themKlves covered by
an adequate BIS, arc:justified independently of the program, od will not prejudice the
ultimate decision on the program. 14. None of these circumstances cdlt here, and tho

CMll Building Phase I uparacles:
CMR. BuDding Plwe m upgrades;
CulTCl1t operatlonl oltbe eMIl Buildina;

absence ofeven one'of these factors - most obviously in this ease, the lack of an adequate

Reasonably foreseeable future operations althe CMR. Buildina
durilJ3 it. Cldellded 2()..30 year useful life;
Pitfilbrieation lIUpportcd by the CMR Building (a SSM PElS pn:fcrrc:d
a1tCfllltive):

illS - renderslhe exception inapplicable.

m.

Fllbrieation of targets containina highly enriched uranium at tbe
CMR Building and shipping targetl to Sandia (a preferred
altemative in the ElS for medical isotopes production);
Th,' Actinide Wast~Source Term ProjCCl;
Reclamation of excess sealed radioactive sources ill the CMJl Buildina

(JO)

(Jl)

DOB hu not made a convincing case in tbe,EA that the impacts of the project,
especially when considered together with other CMR activities, would not have an
individual or cumulatively significant impact on the environment. DOE has not taken a
hard look at all the relevant et1vironmental impaGtS. No matter what additional revisions
DOE may make to the EA, it wiU not adequately support. FONSI. DO~ must prepare an

SeconcIlIry fabrication activities;
Two separate sets of decontamination and decommissionina activities
for the CM1l BuildiDa - one durina uparadC* and aile at the end orbs
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Jow-Jevel radioactive wastes tbrOU¥h Native American lands.

The result - and perhaps the intllllt - of these activities appears to be to expand
the tImc:tion oftbe eMIl BuUdina. and LANL itself, fi'om a research and development
laboratory to a weapons produet\on facility. When the cumulative environmental impacts
ofthese myriad activities are conaidered together. it is abundantly dear that the time fbr an
filS on the CMR BuildiJIg il already lana past.
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KDOB nonctheless decides to prepare a FONSI for this projeGt, we request that
the agency make a proposed PONSI available for publio review for 30 days before making
a tbta1 determilUllion whether to prepare an ElS. Such a pfOllCdure is required by Cf-Q
and DOE regulations in circumstances where the proposed action is, or is closely similar
to, one which norntaIly requires the preparation of an EIS. 40 C.F.It § J501.4(e)(2); 10
C.F.R. § 102U22(d). Since DOE has admitted that the CMRBuUdina upsrades project
reU within the category of aotions 1I0nna\1y rcquirina an EIS. It least URtil the regulations
were clwtgcd several week. ago, this is clearfy acase in which. propo.ed FONSJ is
required.
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COMMENT CODE
1-1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Appendix D, SectionD.l, Page D-l

RESPONSE
The text has been revised to remove cigarette smoke as a naturally occurring event. The
Department of Energy (DOE) policy guide, "Recommendations for the Preparation of
Environmental Asse~sments (EA) and Environmental Impact Statements, May 1993," directs that
human health effects from exposure to ionizing radiation be presented in terms of cancer
fatalities. Nonfatal cancers are considered to be bound by fatal cancers and are discounted.

COMMENT CODE
2-1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
At present, cooling water is discharged from a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES)-permitted outfall (03A 021) into upper Mortandad Canyon. Any discharge from the
proposed chilled water plant would be discharged through this same outfall. Based upon the
current conceptual design, installation ofthe proposed central chilled water plant would not
require an amendment to the NPDES permit for increased discharge, or addition of a new outfall
to the current pennit. If the projected discharge volume or characteristics change, LANL would
seek a modification to the NPDES permit before discharging through this outfall.

COMMENT CODE
2-2

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Excavation of underground piping is not currently planned. The only acid drain lines proposed
for renovation are inside the CMR Building. Any excavation at LANL requires a permit that
includes an Environmental, Safety and Health (ES&H) review to determine if the area is
contaminated. If found to be contaminated, special precautions, including the use of trained
personnel. Personal Protective Equipment, and containment or removal of the contaminant,
would be performed. as appropriate. All construction operations associated with the Proposed
Action would be analyzed, planned, and managed to ensure that safety goals are met, and that
work is conducted safely in accordance with good management practices.
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COMMENT CODE
2-3

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
A general Notice oflntent to discharge would be filed with the State of New Mexico both prior
to and after upgrades are performed. Water drained from the system during the upgrades would
not be contaminated; only in the event of a fire is there potential for water from the fire
protection system to become radioactively contaminated. However, these waters would be
collected in the CMR building, sampled and disposed of through the LANL waste management
system.

COMMENT CODE
2-4

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
At present, the project is at the conceptual design stage. Exact tank and associated equipment
containment requirements have not been finalized. However, the final design for elements ofthe
project, which include spill containment requirements, would be in compliance with applicable
regulations.

COMMENT CODE
2-5

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The sediment traps in Mortandad Canyon, downstream from the Radioactive Liquid Waste
Treatment Facility's outfall, were cleaned out in 1988 and 1992. The sediments were placed at
the sides of the canyon bottom, out of the main flow channel. Since 1992, there has been little
sediment deposition in the traps. For the long term, the sediments may be managed as part of the
ER program. The DOE Environmental Restoration (ER) Program addresses on-site
contamination issues including contamination in the canyon bottoms.
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COMMENT CODE
2-6

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
A Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)·is required for construction activities that
exceed five acres. Under the Proposed Action, construction activities outside the CMR Building
are expected to disturb less than one acre. Although a SWPPP is not required for the Proposed
Action, best management practices would be applied, as necessary, to control storm water run-off
during construction activities.

COMMENT CODE
3-1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
DOE will provide copies of additional documentation to designated representatives as requested.

COMMENT CODE
3-2

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
DOE recognizes that the pueblo is a federally-recognized Indian Tribe. As part of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) consultation process, the tribe was furnished a copy of the EA
and asked to provide comments. Your letter represents your response to our request and
constitutes your involvement in our NEPA decision-making process and, as appropriate, your
comments and suggestions have been incorporated into this EA. Additionally, the pueblo was
notified of the Department's intent to prepare an EA for this proposed project via a December 8,
1993 letter to the Pueblo of San Ildefonso Governor from the Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Facilities, Defense Programs. While the DOE does not generally afford an opportunity for the
public or other Governments and agencies to participate in the writing of EAs, an opportunity to
participate in the process by comment on the Predecisional Draft EA was provided by making
the draft EA available to the general public and the Pueblo of San Ildefonso.
DOE appreciates the participation of San Ildefonso Pueblo in this decision-making process. As
noted, DOE has entered into an Accord with the San Ildefonso Tribal Government to emphasize
and strengthen the government-to-government relationship. DOE and LANL recognize the
interest of tribal members in sites of cultural significance, and will continue to work with the
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Pueblo Government to protect and maintain these properties. The August 16, 1996 signing of a
Memorandum of Understanding between DOE, the Pueblo of San Ildefonso, and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs relating to environmental monitoring is the most recent demonstration ofthat
commitment.

COMMENT CODE
3-3

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 4.1.2, Page 40

RESPONSE
DOE recognizes that waste disposal, particularly at TA-54, Area G, and waste transportation are
concerns to the San Ildefonso Pueblo. Under the Proposed Action, LLW would be disposed of at
TA-54, Area G, or sent off-site. The LANL LLW disposal area, TA-54, Area G, has several
active pits in the currently developed area. The currently developed operational area is
approaching the end of its projected design life, but it would not be filled to capacity before the
end of 1998 based upon current projections that include receiving waste from the proposed CMR
Building upgrades. The current schedule for the proposed upgrades calls for construction to be
conducted over a five-year period, from 1997 through 2002. LANL's overall waste management
strategy for the next 10 years, including a proposed expansion of Area G, is to be analyzed in the
LANL SWEIS, as stated in the Notice of Intent published in the May 12, 1995 Federal Register
(60 FR 25697). The ROD for the SWEIS is expected in 1997, before the developed part of
Area G is filled. Depending upon waste management decisions regarding Area G, waste will
either be disposed of at the expanded Area G, its replacement facility, or off-site. Decisions on
whether to proceed with the proposed CMR Building upgrades do not depend upon decisions
.
regarding the possible expansion of LANL LLW disposal areas.
While the proposal to upgrade the CMR Building does not include a specific proposal to
transport waste across San Ildefonso Pueblo, it is possible that DOE may, at some point, contract
with a private vendor to treat and dispose oflow level waste off-site. DOE recognizes that
.
emergency preparedness is a continuing concern for nearby communities, including
San Ildefonso Pueblo. Therefore, under the Accord and ongoing cooperative agreements with
San Ildefonso Pueblo, DOE and LANL are working with tribal officials regarding emergency
response procedures in the event of transportation accidents on tribal lands. Under the Federal
Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP), the DOE maintains a Radiological Assistance
Program (RAP) under which the resources of the DOE and the national laboratories can be made
available to assist in any actual or suspected incident involving radiological materials. These
resources are available upon request and coordination through the DOE and LANL Emergency
Operations Centers (EOC). In the event of an incident involving radiological materials on San
Ildefonso Pueblo, the State ofNew Mexico, Department of Public Safety (NMDPS), would have
primary responsibility for responding because such an incident would occur on public highways
for which easements have been granted across pueblo lands. In such an incident, the NMDPS
would contact the DOEILANL EOCs and request assistance ifrequired. The State of New
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Mexico also maintains a radiological response team to address such incidents. In some cases
involving DOE shipments of radiological materials, the DOE/LANL EOCs may be contacted
prior to contacting the NMDPS. In such cases, the DOE/LANL EOCs would immediately
contact the NMDPS and determine which agency would be the incident commanders responsible
for directing emergency and clean-up operations. Resources available through the LANL RAP
include about 40 trained on-call personnel to respond to emergency situations.
In addition to incidents involving radiological materials, similar capabilities exist for dealing
with incidents involving hazardous materials. Separate Memoranda of Agreement between DOE
and LANL and various state and local governmental agencies describe how LANL Hazardous
Materials (HAZMAT) resources are made available. Most local fire departments also maintain
HAZMAT response capabilities.
Any private carrier company involved in such an accident would share responsibility for
emergency response and clean-up actions.

COMMENT CODE
3-4

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The major problems associated with the acid vents and drains are pipe leakage and incomplete
drainage from CMR Building internal piping. The proposed design solution to address these
problems is described in fue Conceptual Design Report, which has been placed in the DOE
public reading room. Final design would take place after a decision is made to implement the
project based in part on the environmental analysis contained in the EA.

COMMENT CODE
3-5

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.2.1, Page 17

RESPONSE
The analysis in the EA is limited to the potential effects of construction upgrades associated with
the Proposed Action. Therefore, as indicated in Section 2.9, operational effects from the CMR
Building are to be analyzed in the LANL SWEIS. Clean-up of any existing contamination
outside of the CMR Building is not part ofthe Proposed Action and has not been analyzed in the
EA. The DOE Environmental Restoration (ER) Program addresses LANL site contamination
issues. Information provided by the ER Program indicates there are three known Solid Waste
Management Units (SWMU) (now referred to as Potential Release Sites) in the immediate
vicinity (external) ofthe CMR Building in TA-3, which are directly related to CMR Building
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operations. All three SWMUs have been investigated in connection with other work activities,
and were found to have no contaminants that exceeded action levels defined by the ER program.
Due to the low contamination levels, budget restrictions· and other higher priority areas within
LANL, the ER program does not currently have a schedule for further action on these SWMUs.
Based upon currently available information, there are no plans to perform remediation of the
SWMUs as part ofthe Proposed Action. Should additional SWMUs be encountered during
construction of the proposed upgrades, any remediation or mitigation of adverse effects related to
these SWMUs would be performed in accordance with agreements among the DOE, the LANL
Environmental Restoration Project, the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) and the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Additional information concerning
contamination levels within TA-3 can be found in LANL's Remedial Field Investigation (RFI)
Work Plan for Operational Unit (OU) 1114, dated June 1993, and Addendum 1 to the RFI, dated
July 1995. Both documents are available in the DOE public reading room.

COMMENT CODE
3-6

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.1.3, Page 11; Section 4.1.4, Pages 42-43;
Section 4.1.6, Table 4-6, Page 46; Section 4.1.6.1.1,
Page 47; Appendix D, Table D-I, Page D-6

RESPONSE
This EA addresses possible accidents related to construction during proposed upgrades. A
history of accidents at the CMR Building and all other LANL facilities is available at the DOE
public reading room in the Los Alamos townsite. As part of Occurrence Reporting Process
System, DOE Order 232.1, LANL is required to place copies of occurrence reports in the DOE
public reading room. Accidents that could occur during operations would be addressed in the
LANL SWEIS now under development. All CMR Building current operations are conducted
safely within the approved safety authorization basis. The information in Table 4-6 has been
revised to clarify risks to the public.
Infonnation in the January 1996 predecisional draft EA which stated 1 in 9 excess cancer
fatalities for a population of26,770 persons does not mean that I in 9 people will die oflatent
cancer. This information was intended to show that the estimated number of latent radiationinduced cancers in the exposed population is less than one (0.11). The 0.11 latent cancer
fatalities is calculated by multiplying the total dose of 216 person-rem for the exposed population
by the standard dose-to-risk conversion factor of 5xl 0-4 deaths per person-rem for the general
public. This calculation results in a total of 0.11, or} latent cancer fatalities for the exposed
population. Therefore, thePredecisional Draft EA analysis reflected no excess latent cancer
fatalities are expected in the exposed population of 26,770 (the risk is less than one [0.11 or}D.
The predecisional draft EA included a dose calculation based upon the amount of radioactive
material in the construction zone, in the form of contamination in the ductwork and acid
drainlines. The calculation did not reflect the fact that the process radioactive material would
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remain within the CMR Building; i.e., the same amount of material would be in the CMR
Building in either the No Action Alternative or the Proposed Action resulting in the same effect
on the environment. The only significant difference in effects between the Proposed Action and
the No Action Alternative would be the number of workers who would be in the building and
could be either seriously injured or killed as a result of building collapse during an earthquake.
Therefore, the final EA no longer includes public dose calculations resulting from an earthquake
during construction. The purpose of the seismic upgrades in the Proposed Action is to enable the
CMR Building to withstand the design-basis earthquake, thereby allowing the facility itself to
serve as a containment barrier for radioactive materials that could potentially be released.

COMMENT CODE
3-7

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The transportation accident analysis in Table 4-6 includes consequences to the public should an
accident occur off-site along public highways. For the purposes of the EA analysis,
San Ildefonso Pueblo is included in this category. Additionally, the response to comment 3-3
provides additional infonnation concerning responsibilities and available resources for
responding to off-site incidents involving hazardous and radiological materials and wastes.

COMMENT CODE

3-8

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The LANL SWEIS will analyze CMR Building operations. This EA analyzes the potential
effects of upgrades to the building and not ongoing operations. All proposed upgrades would be
performed in compliance with applicable statutes, regulations, permits, orders and agreements.

COMMENT CODE

3-9

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
As noted under individual comment responses.

RESPONSE
The EA has been revised to reflect comments received, as appropriate. Additionally, DOE will
consider issues raised by the Pueblo of San Ildefonso and all other commentors prior to a final
detennination on CMR Building upgrades.
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COMMENT CODE
4-1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 1.3 (new), Pages 2 and 3.

RESPONSE
In 1983, DOE detennined that it needed to maintain chemical and metallurgy R&D capabilities
at LANL. It was also detennined that, due to its age, the CMR Building would have to be
replaced or would require major upgrades to maintain critical mission capabilities. Given
projected mission requirements at the time, DOE proposed construction of a new facility in
TA-55 to assume some of the functions from the CMR Building. In 1986, the Special Nuclear
Materials Laboratory (SNML) Project was proposed. The proposed SNML Project involved
construction of a new facility to house several activities, including the analytical chemistry
capabilities from the CMR Building. Although the SNML Project included space for the CMR
analytical chemistry operations, it was not intended to be a replacement facility for CMR because
other activities related to nuclear materials programs were part ofthe SNML Project scope. The
SNML Project proceeded through conceptual and preliminary designs before DOE decided to
place the project on hold during an Energy Systems Acquisition Advisory Board (ESAAB)
meeting in February 1991. This decision was based upon changes in DOE's mission resulting
from the end of the Cold War and the projected high cost for the new facility. At this time, DOE
decided to further evaluate the CMR Building renovations to meet the Agency's needs.
Included in the evaluation was an Interim Safety Analysis Report (ISAR) to evaluate the risks of
CMR Building operations, identify safety deficiencies in the facility and aid in determining the
scope ofupgrades required to extend the CMR Building's useful life. As a result of the ISAR
evaluation, several compensatory measures (including reducing the amounts of material in the
building at any time) were put into place. These measures reduce the potential dose to the public
in the event of major accidents, but have had a negative effect on operations and productivity and
result in increased operational costs.
To maintain operations, several stand-alone projects were developed in response to environment.
safety and health deficiencies requiring immediate action. These initial upgrades were required
independent from the decision to proceed with the SNML project or proceed with additional
CMR Building upgrades to extend the useful life of the CMR Building. Some ofthese initial
stand-alone projects were grouped and identified as CMR Building Phase 1 upgrades.
In March 1993, after validating continued mission requirements and investigating alternatives.
DOE concluded that the most reasonable and cost-effective programmatic option was to upgrade
portions ofthe CMR Building to extend its useful life by 20 to 30 years. A group ofpotential
upgrades supporting the extended use of the CMR Building have been proposed. Conceptual
design efforts were begun for these elements. initially identified as CMR Building Phase 2
upgrades. During the development of the conceptual design. it was realized that some of the
upgrades were not required to support existing missions at the CMR Building. These elements
were found to be contingent upon possible future CMR missions and were thus excluded from
Phase 2 upgrades, and re-designated as Phase 3 upgrades. At the completion of the Phase 2
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upgrades conceptual design process in 1995, it was decided that no further planning for Phase 3
upgrades was appropriate, in as much as there was neither a need that could be demonstrated nor
funding available for Phase 3 upgrades. Therefore, the current proposed CMR Building
upgrades, commonly referred to as Phase 2 upgrades, are those identified as necessary
infrastructure needs to support existing missions.
During a November 1995 ESAAB meeting, DOE approved consolidation of Phases 1 and 2
CMR Building upgrades into a single federal bUdget line item project. The subsequent DOE
budget submittal for the CMR Building Upgrades did not include funding requests for Phase 3
Upgrades. As a result of the ESAAB meeting, DOE also directed the official cancellation and
close-out ofthe SNML Project. As stated previously, the scope of the Proposed Action analysis
included in this EA is limited to Phase 2 upgrade activities.
DOE's view is that from a NEPA perspective, activities planned as part of the CMR Building
Upgrades Project are not connected to those that make up the Phase 1 upgrades and do not
require analyses within the same NEPA document. Phase 1 upgrades were developed and are
being implemented as immediate actions required to protect the safety and health of workers and
were subjected to an appropriate level ofNEPA review before being initiated. Phase 2 upgrades
are intended to extend the useful life of the facility and are the subject of this EA. Although both
Phase 1 and Phase 2 upgrades have now been consolidated into a single budget line item project
for budget purposes, the basic purpose and intent and timing for the two phases differ distinctly
and analyzing potential environmental effects in separate NEPA analyses is allowable under
DOE's NEPA implementing procedures.

COMMENT CODE

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The upgrades in this Proposed Action are not associated with enhanced weapon prototyping and
manufacturing capability. The scope ofthe upgrades discussed in the 1993 LANL Strategic Plan
is not within the scope of the Proposed Action. Completion ofthe CMR Building upgrades
would not result in the enhanced capabilities referenced by the commentor.
Reorientation of DOE's mission requirements is described in the final PElS for Stockpile
Stewardship and Management. The LANL stockpile stewardship mission has historically
included development and prototyping of new designs or modifications to existing designs for
safety, reliability, or functionality. Options about LANL's role in the Stockpile Management
mission in a downsized weapons complex are also analyzed in the final PElS. Options in the
final PElS include expansion ofLANL's role in prototype fabrication and small-scale production
needed to support a smaller national nuclear stockpile. The Secretary of Energy signed a Record
of Decision on December 16, 1996, that will downsize the weapon secondary fabrication
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capability at the Y-12 Plant, downsize the non-nuclear component fabrication at the Kansas City
Plant, leave the assembly and disassembly capability at the Pantex Plant, and re-establish a pit
production fabrication capability at LANL, with the high explosive fabrication capability
remaining at the Pantex Plant.
The fully upgraded CMR Building referred to in the 1993 Strategic Plan would have required the
upgrades described in the draft EA, plus upgrades to Wings 1,2, and 4. As noted in the EA,
Wing I is being used as office space to support the ongoing upgrades of Wings 3, 5, 7, and 9.
Wings 2 and 4 are being transitioned into a safe standby mode. New missions assigned to LANL
through the SSM PElS that require new construction or upgrades to existing facilities, or other
such activities, will be the subject of future NEPA reviews.

COMMENT CODE
4-3

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 1.4, Pages 3 and 4

RESPONSE
DOE determined that Phase 1 upgrades described in Appendix A, Page A-3, were categorically
excluded from the need for further documentation in accordance with CEQ regulations (40 CFR
1500) and DOE NEPA Implementing Procedures (10 CFR 1021). This determination was based
upon the fact that the scope ofproposed work activities fell within the classes of actions listed
under 10 CFR 1021, Subpart D, categorical exclusions. The Phase 1 upgrades were determined
to neither individually, nor cumulatively, have a significant effect on the environment since they
were all interior maintenance or replacement activities. Copies ofthe approved categorical
exclusions have been placed in the DOE public reading room within the Los Alamos townsite.
As discussed in the response to comment 4-1, DOE believes that although Phases 1 and 2 of the
CMR Building upgrades have been consolidated into a single line item for budget purposes,
analyzing potential environmental affects separately is appropriate due to the distinct purpose
and intent of each phase and their timing. Additionally, even though many activities included in
the Phase 2 upgrades could have also been individually categorically excluded, DOE elected to
perform this EA to analyze their potential cumulative effects and allow for stakeholder
participation.
Current DOE NEPA Implementing Procedures (10 CFR 1021) effective August 8, 1996, state
that activities designated by the Secretary of Energy as Strategic Systems normally require the
preparation of an EIS. The proposed CMR Building Upgrades Project was not designated as a
Strategic System by the Secretary. Prior to August 8, 1996, the cost of the proposed CMR
Building Upgrades Project fell within the prior DOE designation of a Major System Acquisition
(MSA). DOE's previous NEPA Implementing Procedures specified that MSAs normally
required and EIS; however, preparation of an EIS was not mandatory. Reviews ofprojects
performed by DOE De~ense Programs and Energy Research elements over the past 10 years
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indicates that out of 17 MSA Projects, 18 percent were the subject ofEISs, and 82 percent were
subjected to EA levels ofNEPA review and analysis. Within Defense Programs, of nine MSA
projects, seven were the subjects ofEA's, with two projects, the Special Nuclear Materials R&D
Laboratory at LANL, and the F&H Canyon Exhaust Upgrades Project at Savannah River Site
(SRS) requiring EISs. The EIS for the SRS F&H Canyon Exhaust Upgrades was never
completed; the scope ofproposed actions was downgraded due to significant programmatic
reductions and the proposed actions qualified as categorically excluded actions. One additional
project, the SRS Uranium Solidification Facility, was originally detennined to require an EA,
which was never completed; the project's environmental analysis was, instead, included in the
Interim Management of Materials EIS. A key factor in determining whether or not an EIS is
required is whether the action either individually or cumulatively has a significant impact on the
human environment. By comparing the scope of the proposed CMR Building upgrades with
other MSA projects involving similar activities, a direct correlation can be seen between the
scope of activities and the level ofNEPA documentation required. Key examples include the
Security Enhancements Project at the Pantex plant ($ 130M), and the SRS Plantwide Fire
Protection Upgrades ($458M). Upgrades to the CMR Building and these two projects involve
modifications of existing operating facilities with no major changes in operations. The level of
NEPA documentation deemed appropriate by DOE to evaluate the potential environmental
effects for each was an EA. Additionally, CEQ Regulations (40 CFR 1508) state that an EA
serves to briefly provide sufficient evidence and analysis for determining whether to prepare an
EIS or FONSI.
The CMR Building Upgrades Project specifically addresses upgrades to meet existing assigned
missions. The proposed upgrades would not prejudice the LANL SWEIS. The CMR Building,
with proposed upgrades, would constitute a part ofLANL's existing infrastructure for the next
30 years. Whether the decisions reached based on the SWEIS analysis are to increase or
decrease defense-related operations, the CMR Building would continue to be used for its
analytical chemistry capabilities. Irrespective of the decision reached regarding SS&M PElS, the
CMR Building would still be required for current LANL missions. The SS&M PElS decision to
increase LANL's defense role may require additional changes to the CMR Building; those
changes would be subject to additional NEPA analysis.

COMMENT CODE
4-4

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 1.3, Page 2; Section 2.1.3, Page II

RESPONSE
As stated in the EA, DOE has acknowledged that the CMR Building in its cUrrent configuration
and status is not in full compliance with modem building codes and DOE Regulations governing
non-reactor nuclear facilities: The major purpose of the upgrades under the Proposed Action is
to address the major components ofthe facility infrastructure systems which are either not in full
compliance, or have reached the end oftheir useful design life. A major goal is to increase the
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safety and reliability of these building systems in order to extend the useful life of the CMR
Building. This will allow DOE to continue analytical chemistry operations in support of
existing, ongoing missions, in a safe, environmentally sound manner. As an interim measure,
current operations are being conducted with administrative controls and compensatory measures
to reduce the level of risk and to address the fact that the facility is not in full compliance with
DOE regulations and current building codes. This has had a major negative effect on operations
and productivity and has resulted in a significant increase in CMR Building operational costs;
however, DOE implemented these measures to ensure operations are being conducted within an
acceptable level of risk, with adequate protection for workers, the public and the environment.
Recently-released information regarding the background studies supporting the EA is available
in DOE public reading rooms. The 1990 DASMA report has been released, as well as the
Conceptual Design Report. Both reports contain information about CMR Building safety
deficiencies that would be addressed in the Proposed Action.

COMMENT CODE
4-5

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.2.1, Page 16

RESPONSE

An initial conceptual estimate for waste volumes indicated that over 16,400 m3 (21AOO yd3) of
potentially radiological, RCRA and mixed wastes would be generated as a result of the upgrades.
This included about 7,340 m3 (9,600 yd3) of exhaust air ducting, 840 m 3 (1,100 yd3) of supply air
ducting, 4,890 m3 (6,400 yd3) of excavated soil, 3,370 m3 (4,400 yd3) ofmiscellaneous waste
(gloves, anti-contamination materials, etc.), and 1,840 m3 (2AOO yd3) of other materials. These
numbers are estimates and are rounded off.
A value engineering-type process was then used to identify ways to reduce these estimated waste
volumes. This process proved to be highly successful since it was determined that: (1) most of
the excavated soil would be uncontaminated and that all of the uncontaminated excavated soil
could be retained within LANL boundaries and reused as fill; and (2) the bulk of the ducting
could be reused, decontaminated, or compacted at LANL. This eliminated 12AOO m 3
(16,170 yd3) of potential waste; bringing the total projected waste volume needing disposal down
to 4,000 m3 (5,200 yd3). The waste volume reduction would take place at either the CMR
Building or the TA-54 waste management area. Therefore, the volume of 4,000 m 3 (5,200 yd3 ) is
used for disposal considerations in this EA's effects analysis while the volume of 16,400 m 3
(21,400 yd3 ) is used for on-site transportation mileage considerations. The volume of exhaust air ,.
dueting, 7,340 m 3 (9,600 yd3) is used to determine the largest quantity of radioactive material that
could be released during an on-site transportation accident (see Section 4.1.5 of the predecision~l
draft EA).
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While these reductions are significant, they are only a first step. Waste minimization would
continue during the project. It is expected that future efforts would identify other waste
minimization opportunities; however, the 4,000 m 3 (5,200 yd3) is used in the analysis ofthe
Proposed Action since additional waste minimization activities have not yet been developed and
validated.

COMMENT CODE
4-6

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 4.1.4, Pages 42-43; Section 4.1.6, Table 4-6,
Page 46; Section 4.1.6.1.1, Page 47; Appendix D, Table D-l,
PageD-6

RESPON~E

The methodology used for dose calculations is provided in Appendix D. Table 4-6 presents
doses to individuals as well as to populations from three different accident scenarios. The table
has been modified to clarify estimated population doses and the accompanying text enhanced to
clarify the interpretation of Table 4-6. Information in the predecisional draft EA that stated 1 in
9 for a population of 26,770 persons, does not mean that 1 in 9 people will die oflatent cancer.
This information was intended show that the estimated risk oflatent radiation-induced cancer
deaths in the exposed population is less than one (0.11). The 0.11 latent cancer fatalities risk is
calculated by multiplying the total dose of2l6 person-rem for the exposed population by the
standard dose-to-risk conversion factor of 5xl0-4 deaths per person-rem for the general public.
This results in a total risk of 0.11, or~, latent cancer fatalities for the exposed population.
Therefore, the predecisional draft EA analysis reflected no excess latent cancer fatalities are
expected in the exposed population of26,770 (the risk is less than 1 [0.11 or~]}.
The January 1996 predecisional draft EA included a dose calculation based upon the amount of
radioactive material in the construction zone, in the fonn of contamination in ductwork and acid
drainlines. The calculation did not reflect the fact that the process radioactive material would
remain within the CMR Building. The same amount ofmaterial would be in the building under
either the No Action Alternative or the Proposed Action resulting in the same effect on the
environment. The only significant difference in effects between the Proposed Action and the No
Action Alternative would be the number of workers who would be in the building that could be
either seriously injured or killed as a result of building collapse during an earthquake. Therefore,
the predecisional draft EA no longer includes public dose calculations resulting from an
earthquake during construction. The purpose of the seismic upgrades in the Proposed Action is
to enable the CMR Building to withstand the design-basis earthquake, thereby allowing the
facility itself to serve as a containment barrier for radioactive materials that could potentially be
released.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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COMMENT CODE
4-7

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Although several projects and activities take place within the CMR Building, they are ongoing
operational or R&D activities, which were subjected to separate and specific NEPA analyses and
determinations and are described in Section 2.9. These projects and activities are independent
from the proposed CMR Building upgrades. These projects do not require the upgrades under
the Proposed Action. This EA addresses the effects of the proposed upgrades, and not the effects
of operations.

COMMENT CODE
4-8

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Construction activities for the Proposed Action have not begun. This EA is being prepared to
evaluate whether a FONSI is warranted for the Proposed Action, or if an EIS is required. All
current CMR Building operations are conducted safely within the approved safety authorization
basis. The response to Comment 4-4 addresses administrative controls and compensatory
measures currently in place at the CMR Building..

COMMENT CODE
4-Attachment

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
DOE responded to the issues raised in this letter by issuing an Advance Notice of Intent (ANal)
to prepare a LANL SWEIS in the August 10, 1994 Federal Register. DOE later issued a Notice
ofIntent (NOI) to prepare a LANL SWEIS, that included comments received on the ANal, in
the May 12, 1995 Federal Register. In both the ANal and the NOI, the public was initiated to
provide input regarding DOE's proposed strategy to proceed immediately with a NEPA review
(i.e., the proposed CMR Building Upgrades EA) for actions that would maintain the existing
infrastructure, improve the safety of operations, enhance environmental management systems,
and improve security. Additional upgrades (e.g., the Phase 3 Upgrades), would be addressed in
the LANL SWEIS, or other appropriate NEPA analysis. Consistent with its proposed strategies
in ~he ANOI ·and NOI, and after considering public comment, DOE made the decision to prepare
the proposed CMR Building Upgrades EA. The proposed Phase 3 Upgrades project has since
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been eliminated from further consideration pending programmatic decisions regarding future
mission changes that could affect use of the CMR Building.

COMMENT CODE
5-1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
There are existing levels of contamination within the CMR Building resulting from the past 40plus years of operations. It is against DOE and LANL policies to allow routine operations to
continue in areas where contamination levels exceed levels specified in the DOE Radiation
Protection Regulations (10 CFR 835).
It is unclear which wing of the CMR Building the commentor is referring to. As part of the
conceptual design process for the Proposed Action t a number of space use configurations were
considered. The Proposed Action only includes upgrades to those portions of the facility which
are currently programmatically required. Because of existing contamination throughout the
facility, the Proposed Action also includes placing Wings 2 and 4 in a safe standby condition.
Wings 2 and 4 are not currently required for programmatic needs.
Continued operation of the CMR Building is necessary to meet current LANL mission
assignments. Operations in the CMR Building include administrative controls and compensatory
measures, and are conducted safely within the approved Safety Authorization Basis.

COMMENT CODE
5-2

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
DOE structured public meetings on the proposed LANL SWEIS to encourage members of the
public to comment on a number of projects, including the proposed CMR Upgrades. In the ANOI
for the LANL SWEIS, DOE listed proposed projects and invited members ofthe public to
comment on whether the NEPA reviews for these projects should precedet be incorporated into,
or be deferred until after completion of the SWEIS. A brief summary of each project and DOE's
recommendation were included in the ANOI. Information sheets were made available and
technical experts were present to discuss the projects with interested citizens. DOE has decided
not to hold additional public meetings on this proposed project. DOE has invited public
participation in this Proposed Action by making the predecisional draft EA available for public
reVIew.
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COMMENT CODE
6-1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Security upgrades will be performed in accordance with life safety code requirements ensuring
safe exit in emergency situations. This EA is based upon the conceptual design report that is
incorporated, by reference, in the EA and that has been placed in the DOE public reading room in
Los Alamos, New Mexico. At the current conceptual design stage of the project, detailed
engineering designs have not been developed. Detailed engineering designs are not prepared
until decisions are made to proceed with the proposal, Le., the go/no go stage. Sufficient
information is generally presented at the conceptual design stage with which to assess
environmental effects of a proposal. DOE NEPA implementing procedures require that DOE
complete its NEPA review for each proposal before making a decision to proceed (e.g., normally
in advance of, and for the use in reaching, a decision to proceed with detailed design). As a
result, DOE does not expend valuable resources until the decision to proceed has been made.
Final design of the CMR Building upgrades has not been initiated.

COMMENT CODE
6-2

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.2.1, Page 17

RESPONSE
Cleanup of any existing contamination outside of the CMR Building is not part of the Proposed
Action and is not analyzed in the EA. The DOE Environmental Restoration (ER) Program
addresses LANL site contamination issues. Information provided by the ER Program indicates
there are three known SWMUs (now also referred to as Potential Release Sites) in the immediate
vicinity exterior to the CMR Building in TA-3, which are directly related to CMR operations. All
three SWMUs have been investigated in connection with other work activities, and were found to
have no contaminants that exceeded action levels defined in the ER program. Due to the low
contamination levels, budget restrictions and other higher priority areas within LANL, the ER
program does not currently have a schedule for further action on these SWMUs. Based upon
currently available information, there are no plans to perfonn remediation of SWMUs as part of
the Proposed Action. Should additional SWMUs be encountered during construction of the
proposed upgrades,remediation or mitigation of adverse effects related to these SWMUs would
be perfonned in accordance with agreements among the DOE, the LANL ER Program, the
NMED and the EPA. Additional information concerning contamination levels within TA-3 can
be found in LANL's Remedial Field Investigation (RFI) Work Plan for Operational Unit
(OU) 1114, dated June 1993, and Addendum 1 to the RFI, dated July 1995. Both documents are
available in the DOE public reading room.
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COMMENT CODE
6-3

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The CMR Building is an R&D facility, as opposed to the Rocky Flats Plant that was a production
facility. Therefore, the anticipated amount ofplutonium holdup (material trapped) in the CMR
Building ventilation system is expected to be less than that at Rocky Flats. Measurements have
been made of plutonium and uranium holdup in the CMR Building exhaust ducts (LANL 1992),
primarily to determine if sufficient material had accumulated to become a criticality hazard. No
significant quantities of plutonium or uranium were found. All duct systems have fissile material
holdup estimates far below the 400-gram (equivalent to about 24 Ci of 239PU) limit suggested by
DOE. According to the measurements, the maximum fissionable material hold-up in any duct
system is about 6 Ci of 239pu. Construction activities would be planned to minimize potential
exposure during the upgrades.

COMMENT CODE
6-4

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.1.3, Page ·11

RESPONSE
The entire CMR Building ventilation system is monitored by Facility Engineers in the
Administrative Wing Operations Center to ensure the system is working properly (the Operations
Center is staffed during normal working hours). The LANL Utilities Department, which is
staffed 24 hours per day, also receives data from the CMR Building to monitor whether the
ventilation system is functioning properly. In addition, gauges in the hallways of Wings 3, 5, 7,
and 9 allow personnel to assess if the ventilation system is working properly. Finally, in the
laboratory rooms, there are several ventilation system function indicators. Some fume hoods are
equipped with operator aids, such as tissues hung from the sash to show air flow direction.
Gloves on gloveboxes are drawn into the box when the air flow direction is correct. The
ventilation system is also extremely noisy during normal operations and it becomes quite
noticeable to operators when it is not functioning.
All CMR Building operations are conducted safely within the approved safety authorization
basis. No cessation of building operations is required due to the present lack ofmonitoring
devices or alarms. The current condition of the facility, augmented by administrative controls,
provides an adequate level of safety for workers and the public. Similarly, activities and projects
are undertaken in such a manner that existing fire protection is adequate and is not compromised.
The proposed upgrades would support the continued safe and reliable operation of the facility.

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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COMMENT CODE
6-5

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Toxic vapor emissions during operations have not been a problem in the past; however, vapor
emissions are considerations in the design of the proposed upgrades. Hazards associated with
construction activities on the acid drain lines would be analyzed during the design process and
appropriate mitigation measures taken to protect the workers and the public.

COMMENT CODE
6-6

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Detailed design and construction planning activities for the proposed CMR Building upgrades
would include structural analysis. This analysis would be perfonned to validate the basic
structure's ability to withstand equipment weight and external forces (such as earthquake and
wind), as well as to analyze potential loading conditions that would exist during actual
construction. At the current conceptual design stage of the project, detailed structural analyses
required to assess these issues are not available. However, the detailed design process, including
design validation, would ensure that the appropriate designs are developed and implemented with
acceptable margins ofsafety in accordance with current codes and standards.

COMMENT CODE
6-7

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 3.9 (new), Page 37
Section 4.1.6.1.1, Page 47

RESPONSE
In accordance with DOE STD 1020 criteria, the most hazardous portions of the CMR Building
would be designed to withstand seismic events in the vicinity of LANL up to and including those
expected once in 2000 years. A mean magnitude of 6.0 on the Richter Scale is the dominant
earthquake anticipated. The postulated earthquake used to develop the structural design has a
peak horizontal ground acceleration ofO.30g at TA-3, site of the CMR Building.

.....................................................................................................................................-.
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COMMENT CODE
6-8

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.1.3, Page 11

RESPONSE
The existing ventilation system provides adequate air flow to ensure workers and the public are
protected. The condition of dampers and other controls makes operation ofthe facility more
labor intensive and less flexible in response to operations but it is being operated in a safe
configuration.
All CMR Building operations are conducted safely within the approved safety authorization
basis. Therefore. no cessation of building operations is required. The proposed upgrades would
support the continued safe and reliable operation of the CMR Building, which is necessary to
meet current LANL mission assignments.

COMMENT CODE
7-1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.8 (new). Pages 25 and 26

RESPONSE
The response provided for comment 4-4 addresses commentors' issues with respect to their
proposed Alternative 1.
Alternatives 2 through 4. as proposed by the commentor, relate to decommissioning a portion of
the CMR Building under various scenarios. A number of space use configurations were
considered in the conceptual design process for upgrading the CMR Building. The Proposed
Action includes upgrades to those portions of the facility that are currently programmatically
required. The Proposed Action also provides for the preservation of those parts of the facility
which are not currently required. The DOE does not consider the decommissioning of any
portion of the CMR Building as an appropriate use of the facilty. Further discussion of these
alternatives has been included in a new Section 2.8, Page 26.
Alternative 5, as proposed by the commentor. is essentially an embodiment ofthe Proposed
Action that is analyzed in the EA.
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COMMENT CODE
7-2

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 1.4, Page 3

RESPONSE
Current DOE NEPA Implementing Proc'edures (10 CFR 1021) effective August 8.1996. state
that activities designated by the Secretary of Energy as Strategic Systems normally require the
preparation of an EIS. The proposed CMR Building Upgrades Project was not designated as a
Strategic System by the Secretary. Prior to August 8, 1996. the cost of the proposed CMR
Building Upgrades Project fell within the prior DOE designation of a Major System Acquisition
(MSA). DOE's previous NEPA Implementing Procedures specified that MSAs nonnally
required and EIS; however. preparation of an EIS was not mandatory. CEQ regulations, 40 CFR
1508, specify that an EA serves to briefly provide sufficient evidence and analysis for
detennining whether to prepare and EIS or a FONSI. Additional information is provided in the
response to Comment 4-3 concerning the prior MSA designation of the Proposed Action and the
.
corresponding level ofNEPA documentation.

COMMENT CODE

7-3

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
As described in Section 2.2 of the EA, the proposed CMR Building upgrades are based upon a
comparison of the current condition ofthe facility to DOE General Design Criteria (DOE Order
6430.lA) for a new facility, and good engineering practices. The upgrades selected for inclusion
in this Proposed Action are the minimum upgrades necessary to extend the life of the facility and
meet current mission assignments for the next 20 to 30 years. While additional, more stringent
upgrades could be considered, the Proposed Action upgrades are adequate to meeHhe present
goal of extending the life ofthe CMR Building.

COMMENT CODE
7-4

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 4.1.4, Page 40; Section 4.1.6, Table 4-6, Page 45;
Appendix D. Table D-1, Page D-6

RESPONSE
The responses to comments 3-6 and 4-6 provide additional information clarifying the risk of
latent cancer fatalities. The EA analysis reflects no excess latent cancer fatalities are expected in
the exposed population (the risk is less than I [0.11 or}]). Additional information is available
in comment responses 3-6 and 4-6.
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COMMENT CODE
7-5

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
DOE, like any other federal agency, is required to develop implementing regulations, orders and
standards to ensure compliance with state and federal laws and regulations (OSHA, CWA,
CAA, etc.). Numerous state and federal organizations and agencies are responsible for oversight
activities to ensure DOE compliance. The primary federal entity providing direct oversight of
the DOE is the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB). The DNFSB is chartered by
Congress to evaluate nuclear operations in the DOE complex and make recommendations to the
Secretary of Energy to enhance safe operation. The DOE and the DNFSB share the common
goals of ensuring protection of public and worker health and safety, and the well being of the
environment. Safety and design documentation for the CMR operations and the proposed CMR
Building Upgrades Project been forwarded to the DNFSB. They have been monitoring the
project and will continue to review its development and implementation, ifDOE decides to go
forward with the Proposed Action. Also see responses to comments 3-6, 4-6 and 7-4.

COMMENT CODE
7-6

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The functioning of CMR Building safety systems and alarms is not dependent upon computer
systems either currently installed or planned as part of the proposed upgrades. The intent of the
Proposed Action is to install an integrated computerized system in the operations center that will
monitor the safety alarms but not control their functions. The Proposed Action would also
provide for the installation ofstand-by power for these monitoring systems ifprimary power is
lost.

COMMENT CODE
7-7

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The potential for criticality accidents during construction is very low, as reflected in Table 4-4.
The duct holdup study (incorporated by reference in the EA) indicates there is not enough
plutonium present for criticality to occur. Administrative controls would be in effect during the
proposed upgrades to reduce confusion or human error that might increase the chances of a
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criticality event. There has never been a criticality accident in CMR Building. If necessary.
based upon additional hazards analysis that would be perfonned during detailed design. special
procedures would be implemented during construction to eliminate the possibility of criticality
accidents.

COMMENT CODE
7-8

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The EA states that there would be no disproportionately adverse consequences to Environmental
Justice populations. The analysis in the EA presents the effects of the Proposed Action both
under nOImal conditions and accident scenarios upon the local communities. This analysis
reflects no excess latent cancer fatalities are expected in the exposed population (see response
to 3-6). Foreseeable effects on land use from waste disposal, air quality, and transportation.
would not have significant health effects on human populations, and would fall within regulatory
compliance requirements.

COMMENT CODE
7-9

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
New Section 3.9, Page 37

RESPONSE
The design basis accident analyzed in the. safety analysis report under development for the CMR
Building is the same earthquake accident analyzed in this EA. As discussed in the responses to
comments 3-6 and 7-4, the predecisional draft EA has been modified to better explain the effects
should an earthquake occur during the upgrades.
Geologically, LANL is located within the northern Rio Grande rift, a seismically active area.
Although surface-faulting earthquakes have not occurred historically in the LANL region (within
100 kIn [60 mi]), geological evidence indicates they have occurred during the Quaternary Period
(1.6 million years). In particular. investigations on three of the most significant and closest faults
to the Laboratory (Pajarito, Rendija Canyon. and Guaje Mountain) have produced evidence of a
number of surface-faulting seismic events. The evidence indicates the most recent occurred
between 4,000 to 6.000 years ago. The Valles Volcanic province is situated just west ofLANL.
Physical evidence indicates the last volcanic eruption occurred approximately 60,000 years ago.
Presently, the volcanic center that produced the past eruptions is considered to be donnant. The
Valles Volcanic province is noteworthy for its lack of seismicity.
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Evaluation of the siesmic hazard for LANL TA-3, where the CMR Building is located, provides
results in tenns of mean annual probability of exceedance. In anyone year, the chance of a
seismic event producing a peak horizontal ground acceleration of O.14g is 1 in 500. In anyone
year, the chance ofa seismic event producing a peak horizontal ground acceleration of0.30g is I
in 2000. The seismic hazard evaluation produced results that have been scrutinized by a variety
of subject matter experts, including non-LANL employees. A significant amount of research.
investigation, and evaluation was expended over a four-year period (1991-1995) to obtain
seismic infonnation. Although bounded by a range of uncertainty, these results are based upon
state-of-the-art technology and represent the best estimates available.

COMMENT CODE
7-10

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 4.1.4, Pages 42-43; Section 4.1.6, Table 4-6,
Page 46; Appendix D, Table D-l, Page D-6

RESPONSE
Rain falling through a release plume would capture material from the plume and deposit it onto
the ground near the release point thereby reducing the airborne concentration ofthe plume. A
plume could potentially reach Santa Fe or Albuquerque, depending upon meterological
conditions at the time ofan accident. However, doses would be less than those presented in
Table 4-6 because the plume would disperse as it travels downwind. The risk resulting from
such an event would be less than one additional cancer fatality in the exposed population,
regardless of wind direction. The predecisional draft EA text and Tables 4-6 and D-I have been
revised to clarify population risk. The response to comments 3-6 and 4-6 also provide additional
information clarifying population risk. Predecisional draft EA population figures have been
rounded and are based on the 1990 U. S. Census, projected to 1995.

COMMENT CODE
7-11

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Los Alamos County currently has an evacuation plan under development that addressess
potential accidents. The proposed title of the plan is, "Los Alamos County All Hazards
Emergency Operations Plan." For futher information on the status of the plan, the commentor
should contact the Office of the Emergency Management Coordinator for Los Alamos County at
(505) 662-8035.

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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COMMENT CODE
7-12

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
CMR Building exhaust HEPA filters are far enough away from the wings so that the physical
separation prevents laboratory fires from damaging the filters. Fires would be contained within
the wings. The CMR Building also uses fire resistant HEPA filters,qualified by Underwriter's
Laboratories. No potential fire accident scenario has been identified that could cause the filters
to burn.

COMMENT CODE
7-13

. LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 4.1.6.1.1, Page 47; Section 4.1.6.1.1, Table 4-7,
Page 47 (new).

RESPONSE
The earthquake accident scenario has been revised to consider a more severe earthquake event
with total building collapse. The scenario assumes that all workers in the CMR Building are
either killed from collapse of the building or severely injured.

COMMENT CODE
7-14

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 5.0, Page 51

RESPONSE
Text has been added to the EA to clarify potential pennit requirements. Although not actually a
pennit requirement, 40 CFR 61 requires prior EPA approval for new construction or
modifications that may increase emissions. EPA approval would not be required for the
proposed CMR Building upgrades since the project will not increase LANL emissions. Since the
scope of this EA is limited to only the potential environmental effects associated with
construction ofthe proposed upgrades, operational activities are not within the scope ofthis EA.
It is possible that a change to the current operations within the CMR Building would require
pennits or EPA approval, however, such issues would be driven by other programmatic decisions
and subject to their own independent NEPA review.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:0
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COMMENT CODE
7-15

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Aircraft crash data from 1988 remain valid, therefore, estimates of the probability of airplane
crashes remain valid. The 1988 data, which included Ross Aviation aircraft, is bounding as there
is no longer a contract aviation carrier based at the Los Alamos Airport.. Since Ross Aviation no
longer operates in Los Alamos, the probability of an aircraft crashing into the CMR Building
would be expected to be lower; however, the revised probability was not recalculated for this
predecisional draft EA.

COMMENT CODE
7-16

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.2.1, Page 16; Section 4.1.2, Page 41

RESPONSE
The predecisional draft EA has been revised to clarify waste issues. Initial analyses of waste are
based upon conceptual design work. Additional waste characterization, to include analysis,
would be performed as part of detailed design.
LLW could be disposed of at the LANL TA-54, Area G, LLW disposal area. Area G has several
active pits in the currently developed area. While the area is nearing its original design capacity
based on the use ofpast pit designs and placements, the currently defined active disposal area
may be sufficiently great enough in size to accommodate more pits for disposal activities using
newly engineered designs. Room is also available for a number of shafts to be constructed
between existing pits, ifnecessary. Plans being considered for the continued management of
LLW for LANL include maximizing the use of the active pit area at Area G for the next ten
years; the expansion of waste disposal into the unused western portion of Area G; and offsite
transport and disposal of wastes, particularly soils from the Environmental Restoration program
(all of which will be included for analysis in the LANL SWEIS). Without the incorporation of
any new disposal pit designs or the use of shafts for disposal at the existing active disposal site at
Area G, the landfill area would not be filled to capacity before the end of 1998, based upon
current projections that include receiving waste from the proposed CMR Building upgrades. The
current schedule for the proposed upgrades calls for construction to be conducted over a five-year
period, from .1997 through 2002. LANL's overall waste management strategy for the next 10
years, including a proposed expansion of Area G, is to be analyzed in the LANL SWEIS, as
stated in the Notice ofIntent published in the May 12, 1995 Federal Register (60 FR 25697).
The ROD for the SWEIS is expected in 1997 or early 1998, before the developed part of Area G
is filled. Depending upon waste management decisions regarding Area G, waste will either be
disposed of at the expanded Area G, its replacement facility, or off site.
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COMMENT CODE
7-17

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 4.1.2, Page 40

RESPONSE
Proposed CMR Building upgrades include an estimated reduction in liquid exhaust duct
washdown waste generated during subsequent operations. This reduction is based upon
engineering study activities. The duct washdown recycle system upgrade has been identified as
an effective means to reduce the volume of liquid waste. During the conceptual design process,
alternative technologies to reduce the volume of washdown waste were considered. The
proposed upgrades were determined to be the most effective solution for meeting the operational
requirements of the system. This proposed upgrade could reduce the amount of liquid
radioactive waste generated from future operation of the duct washdown system to 454,300 liters
per year (120,000 gallons per year).
The amount ofTRU waste generated each year depends upon operations. TRU liquid waste is
managed through the LANL Waste Management Program, and currently is slated for final
disposition at WIPP. The revised predecisional draft EA has been modified to include
information regarding disposition ofTRU liquid waste potentially generated by the proposed
upgrades.

COMMENT CODE
7-18

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The quantity and composition of radionuclides not removed by the RLWTF (discharged) are
published in the Annual Surveillance Report, Section V, Page 121, Table V-6 (LANL 1996).
During the 1991 thunderstorm event, when water filled the sediment traps in Mortandad Canyon,
sediment is believed to have remained in the traps and was not transported down stream.
RLWTF discharges are in full compliance with the NPDES Permit issued by the EPA under the
Clean Water Act. Also see comment response to Comment 2-5.
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COMMENT CODE
7-19

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 4.1.5, Page 44; Section 4.1.6, Page 45; Section
4.1.6.1.2, Pages 47 and 48; Appendix D, Sections D.2.1
and D.2.2, Pages D-2 and D-3.

RESPONSE
The EA has been revised to clarify the effects of transportation and transportation accidents.
Information regarding numbers of shipments, waste material type, and numbers of kilometers
(miles) per shipment is in Appendix D, Section D.2.2. Waste generated by the Proposed Action
would be transported in DOT-approved shipping containers. Certification of shipping containers
by DOT is specific to the type of waste to be transported. Requirements for certification are in
49 CFR §173.401, Subpart 1.

COMMENT CODE
7-20

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Appendix D, Section D.1

RESPONSE
TEDE is essentially equivalent to CEDE for materials that could be released during potential
accidents considered in this EA.

COMMENT CODE
7-21

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The information on these parameters is provided in Appendix D, page D-4.

COMMENT CODE
7-22

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The term "mixed waste" used in the predecisional draft EA refers to both low-level and TRU
mixed waste. Where the distinction is important to the discussion, the specific waste type
designation has been used.
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COMMENT CODE
7-23

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Plutonium processing includes many different activities. The largest "plutonium processing"
activity at LANL is stabilization and packaging undertaken to address the DNFSB 94-1
recommendation. This work will place the LANL inventory of2.7 metric tons ofplutonium
metal and oxide into double-contained stainless steel cans, meeting DOE
3013-94. LANL
will complete the stabilization by 2002 in line with the Implementation Plan submitted by the
Secretary of Energy to the DNFSB. Another aspect of "plutonium processing" is the R&D
support provided to other DOE sites to meet the DNFSB 94-1 recommendation. Work is also
underway to determine how to perform the minimum processing of residues that exist at the
Hanford Site, SRS, and the Rocky Flats Plant into a form for safe storage. Storage is needed
until a national Fissile Material Disposition Program has determined the proper disposal strategy,
consistent with the non-proliferation goals. Some "plutonium processing" supports the Fissile
Material Disposition Program. Currently, this work is aimed at the dematerialization of weapons
components and placing plutonium into STD 3013-94 storage cans, along with mixed oxide fuel
work to support the multi-national options. Some "plutonium processing" supports ongoing
studies into the long-tenn aging characteristics of weapons components and the destructive
evaluation of weapons returned from the Pantex Plant. A very small capability has been
maintained at LANL to dismantle weapons components and place fissile materials into safe
storage.

sm

The CMR Building supports all of these efforts by providing chemical analysis, isotopic
analysis, analytical standards and material characterization. The upgrades outlined in Phase 2
support continuation of the plutonium processing efforts outlined.

COMMENT CODE
7-24

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.1, Page 9.

RESPONSE
Wings 6 and 8 were planned but never constructed.
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COMMENT CODE
7-25

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The proposed Wing 3 filter tower is needed to allow installation of new RVAC systems with
REPA filters, while existing systems in the existing filter tower remain operational. New filter
towers for Wings 5 and 7 are not proposed at this time because existing filter plenums can be
reused and the fans modified, as necessary, with a minimal amount of downtime. The need for a
new Wing 3 filter tower may be eliminated during detailed design; however, it is included in the
current scope of the Proposed Action to bound potential effects.

COMMENT CODE
7-26

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The CMR Building is an operating laboratory facility, so actual contamination levels vary.
Office and administrative areas are clean (no radiation or contamination levels above
background).
Spills or leaks in laboratories are cleaned up promptly, so these spaces are normally clean.
Residual contamination exists in glove boxes, fume hoods, and equipment areas. The levels of
contamination in these areas varies, depending upon the operations, but is always managed so as
not to be a h~ard to workers in accordance with DOE directives and regulatory requirements.

COMMENT CODE
7-27

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.2.1.13, Page 22

RESPONSE
Safe standby means that loose surface contamination would be removed or stabilized.
Equipment would be placed in a condition where maintenance can be performed, but operations
cannot occur. The purpose of this is to ensure that contamination does not spread and equipment
does not deteriorate until decisions can be made regarding future programmatic needs.
Continued maintenance and surveillance are both part of the safe standby procedure.

..............................................................................................................................._
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COMMENT CODE
8A-l

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
These comments begin with a discussion of activities underway by DOE in 1989. Given the
world events that have occurred during the past seven years, it is not surprising that a great deal
of past planning, discussed in the documents cited, has changed. The SNML was proposed at a
time when there were five new weapons systems in various phases of development, and a
significant shortage of plutonium existed to support the planned production schedules. The
Rocky Flats Plant in Colorado was still producing at close to peak capacity. Since the time
initial plans were developed for the proposed SNML and then the CMR upgrades, target
production levels for a Rocky Flats Plant replacement facility have dropped from 600 pits per
year to the levels discussed in the draft SSM PElS, as first START I then START II were
negotiated, then ratified by the Senate. DOE planning reflects the evolution that has occurred as
significant changes have been made in the nation's nuclear deterrent policy. At each stage of
these changes in national policy, nuclear materials support work performed at LANL has been
redirected. The most recent planning document describing DOE's plans for performing the
nuclear deterrent role is the draft SSM PElS.
In the draft SSM PElS, the ongoing mission for the DOE's weapons laboratories is outlined.
Continued support for the nuclear stockpile safety and reliability is expected to be maintained by
the national laboratories. The knowledge base must be maintained for evell:tual dismantlement of
the stockpile.
If LANL is selected for a production role in the SSM PIES's ROD(s) then some activities could
be moved into the CMR Building from TA-55. These activities would be moved into space
upgraded, later, for this purpose. Current plans in the CMR Building Conceptual Design Report
only discuss the upgrade of space needed to support the existing set ofLANL missions. The
report also discusses the need to put Wings 2 and 4 into a safe standby condition since they are
not required to support the existing mission set. Under the SSM PElS ROD(s), additional work
may be assigned to LANL. The current preferred alternative describes additional plutonium
work. One alternative developed in the draft SSM PElS is to relocate the weapons secondary
component fabrication mission to LANL. This option is not one of the preferred alternatives
announced by the Secretary of Energy for the draft SSM PElS. If either, or both, of these
changes take place, Wings 2 and 4 may be needed to support this additional work. Analysis of
. the potential effects of implementing such a decision would be included in the LANL SWEIS,
currently in progress.
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COMMENT CODE
8A-2

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
CMR Building upgrades would support continued operations to meet currently-assigned
missions, and could provide analytical chemistry capability to LANL laboratory facilities,
including DARHT. On April 16, 1996, the U. S. District Court for the District of New Mexico
filed a Memorandum of Opinion and Order for litigation regarding the Dual Axis Radiographic
Hydrodynamic Test (DARHT) Facility. The court found that DARHT is supported by an
adequate Environmental Impact Statement and qualifies as an interim action that can proceed
while DOE completes the SS&M PElS and drafts a new LANL SWEIS. In the Memorandum,
the judge stated that the larger influence for decisions reached through those analyses is posed by
the existing infrastructure at LANL, both in tenns of intellectual and technological resources,
including hardened nuclear-qualified space for plutonium processing. In the case ofthe CMR
Building Upgrades Project, the project is proposed for DOE to meet current LANL mission
needs in a safe, secure and environmentally sound manner, and the CMR Building would make
up a part ofthe existing LANL infrastructure over the foreseeable future. If the decision reached
for the proposed CMR Building upgrades is the No Action Alternative, the CMR Building would
still make up a part of the LANL infrastructure, but for only about the next 5 to 10 years.
Beyond about five years, the capability to perfonn analytical chemistry would still be needed at
LANL, but the reliability and margin ofsafety of the CMR Building would be lowered and the
risk of operating the facility would become unacceptable to DOE. In any case, a decision made
to implement either the proposed upgrades or the No Action Alternative would not alter the need
for operation of the DARHT Facility, nor would the DARHT Facility's operation alter the need
met by the proposed CMR Building upgrades. As such, there is no direct connection between
the proposed CMR Building Upgrade Project and the DARHT Facility.

COMMENT CODE
8A-3

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
National policy forbids the production of new nuclear weapon physics package designs. The
policy also requires DOE to maintain the capability.to repair and replace warheads in the existing
stockpile. Until national policy directs that there will be no national nuclear force, the ability to
understand the aging of weapons in the existing stockpile, and replace old components with new
or refurbished components, will be needed. The CMR Building plays a significant role in
providing the facilities for understanding the aging ofweapons, weapons components and
materials removed from weapons. The CMR Building also offers analytical chemistry support to
understanding the ability of other countries to develop nuclear weapons.
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COMMENT CODE
8A-4

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
DOE has made no decisions to proceed or not proceed with the proposed CMR Building
upgrades, and has prepared this NEPA review to assist in making this decision. The documents
referred to pre-date the pending decision, hence are "predecisional"; such predecisional
documents (which in some cases are now obsolete) were used to.assist at various stages of the
conceptual design process.
In response to a 1995 FreedomofInformation Act (FOIA) request and requests relating to the
LANL SWEIS, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military Applications (DASMA) Study Predecisional Report was released to the DOE public reading room on March 15, 1996. As part
of the same FOIA request, the ISAR was subjected to a classification review and DOE
determined that the document is not releasable. This detennination was based on the fact a
significant portion of the document may be classified as "For Official Use Only," the entire
. document contains a significant amount of "Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Infonnation" and
the document, interim by definition, will be superceded by the Safety Analysis Report currently
under development.

COMMENT CODE
8A-5

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 5.0, Page 51

RESPONSE
The CMR Building was brought into compliance with NESHAP air monitoring requirements as
part ofthe Phase 1 Upgrades, not as part of the Proposed Action. Therefore, acknowledgement
in the EA is not needed. Final compliance with CM regulatory requirements has been achieved
during calendar year 1996 rather than the previous deadline of March 30, 1998.
Administrative controls for actions in the CMR Building vary according to operations being
conducted. Radionuclide inventories' control is not part of the proposed upgrades since that
relates to current CMR Building operations. Therefore, it is not necessary to include discussion
of radionuclide inventories in the EA.
Text has been added to the predecisional draft EA to clarify potential permit requirements.
Although not actually a permit requirement, the Code ofFederal Regulations (40 CFR 61) does
require prior EPA approval for new construction or modifications that may increase emissions.
However, EPA approval would not be required for the proposed CMR Building Upgrades Project
since the project will not increase LANL emissions. The comment addresses potential future
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operational activities in the CMR Building that would be required to have a permit. Since the
scope of this EA is limited to only the potential environmental effects associated with
construction of the proposed upgrades, operational activities are not within the scope of this EA.
It is possible that a change to the current operations within the CMR Building would require
permits or EPA approval, however, such issues would be driven by other programmatic decisions
and subject to their own independent NEPA review.

COMMENT CODE
8A-6

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Stack monitors, and the UPS system that supports them, are included in Phase 1 of the CMR
Building upgrades. These systems were originally designated as Safety Class systems. An
interpretation of Safety Class Items in DOE Order 6430.1A was issued by DOE in September
1993, that stated "the designation of Safety Class Items shall be based on the disciplined analysis
required by the DOE Orders 5480.22 and 5480.23 and limited to those structures, systems, and
components that are (1) detennined by safety analysis to be necessary to prevent or to mitigate
accidents or transients that either involve the assumed failure of, or present a challenge to, the
integrity of physical barrier that prevents the uncontrolled release of radioactive materials that
could threaten the health and safety ofthe public' and pose an unacceptable risk to workers; and
(2) documented in the Technical Safety Requirements (TSR)s as being necessary to ensure the
perfonnance of their safety functions." The results of the safety analysis indicate that the stack
monitors and UPS are not Safety Class items. The classification of these systems was changed
at the time this determination was made; re-classification of these systems is not anticipated.

COMMENT CODE
8A-7

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.2.1.3, Page 18

RESPONSE
Currently, no further redundant filtration is in place for Wing 3. The existing filter plenums do
not allow for installation ofHEPA filters. The Proposed Action would replace Wing 3's existing
filters with higher efficiency rated filters. The text in Section 2.2.1.3 has been revised to clarify
installation of REPA filters.

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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COMMENT CODE
8A-8

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Potential Environmental Justice effects from CMR Building operations will be addressed in the
new LANL SWEIS.
Concerns regarding waste volume reduction are addressed in the response to comment 5-5.
Concerns regarding the proposed expansion of Area G are addressed in the response to
comments 3-3 and 7-16.
DOE land transfers are being considered separately, and when this issue is ready for decision
additional NEPA analysis will be performed. The ROD for the Waste Management PElS is
anticipated in early 1997; although decisions may affect LANL, preferred alternatives are
currently unknown.
Transporting waste from the proposed CMR Buildings upgrades to Area G for disposal would
not accelerate the decision to expand Area G; expansion would depend upon the LANL SWEIS
ROD, as described in the response to comment 7-16.

COMMENT CODE
8A-9

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 3.9 (new), Page 36

RESPONSE
Commentor has provided additional comments in his letter 8B, Page 1, concerning the dose rate
during a seismic event. The Comment 7-9 response provides additional information about
seismic event probability and magnitude; additional seismic information is provided in the
revised predecisional draft EA.

COMMENT CODE
8A-1O

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
The Comment 4-1 response provides additional details and history for the Proposed Action as
well as the other phases ofthe upgrades.
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Although several projects and activities take place in the CMR Building, they are independent
from the CMR Building upgrades. The Fire Resistent Pit (FRP) project has been cancelled.
Holding spent fuel rods is an ongoing LANL activity that will be addressed in the LANL
SWEIS. The Radioactive Source Recovery Program EA (DOE/EA-I 059) was completed in
December 1995, and a FONSI was issued. Proposed CMR Building upgrades do not incorporate
any new capabilities required by DARHT.

COMMENT CODE
8A-II

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None required.

RESPONSE
Comment 8A-11 represents a summary of points raised and responded to in responses 8A-I
through 8A-IO. As pointed out previously, this EA is being prepared to evaluate whether a
FONSI is warranted for the Proposed Action, or if an EIS is required. CEQ regulations
(40 CFR 1508) specify that an EA serves to briefly provide sufficient evidence and analysis for
detennining whether to prepare an EIS or a FONSI.

COMMENT CODE
8B-l

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 4.1.4, Page 42; Section 4.1.6, Table 4-6, Page 46;
Appendix 0, Table D-l, Page D-6

RESPONSE
The predecisional draft EA text has been revised to clarify the dose to the public in the event of
an accident. See responses to Comments 3-6 and 4-6.

COMMENT CODE
8C-I

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
Section 2.2.1.13, Page 22

RESPONSE
In the revised predecisional draft EA, the bounding scope description of safe standby activities
within the Proposed Action has been clarified. Reconfiguration of Wings 2 and 4 is not the
subject of this Proposed Action.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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COMMENT CODE
9

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
DOE appreciates the notice provided by the State of New Mexico ofthe adequacy of our
response to their comments.

COMMENT CODE
10 - 1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
The proposed upgrades to the ventilation system are needed to improve the reliability of function
(i.e., the confinement zone separation throughout each wing), to maintain proper air flows, and to
add instrumentation that would notify workers of systems failures. As explained in Chapter 2 of
the EA, the upgrades to this system would replace some of the forty-year-old system components
and would reuse much of the ducting in reconfigured layout in order to enhance the confinement
zone separation. Because of changes in safety standards and monitoring requirements, etc., over
the years since the 1950s when the system was installed, there is a need to perform these
upgrades now. Engineering details concerning the amount of ductwork to be replaced, materials
to be used, airflows, etc., will be established as the project design proceeds through the Title I
and Title IT project design process. The EA is based on a completed Conceptual Design Report
which, while not specifying final engineering details, provides sufficient technical information
from which to assess potential environmental, health and safety consequences. Comments
relative to the type ofmaterial to be used for those portions of the existing ductwork will be
provided to LANL for consideration as part ofthe design process. Additional information on the
deficiencies identified with the system that would be corrected in the course ofthe upgrades
project is provided in Appendix C ofthe EA.

COMMENT CODE
10 - 2

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
, None

RESPONSE
The health risk assessments performed for the Predecisional Draft EA are designed to be very
health protective rather than "realistic." The intent is to demonstrate what the worst possible
health risks would be if a certain accident occurred or a proposed action was undertaken. In the
c.ase of an accident scenario, an effort is made to choose a reasonable scenario that might happen
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based on circumstances unique to LANL. You are correct in your statement that no effort has
been made to show the uncertainties that are built into the risk calculations at every step of the
.process. While it would be easy to include this information, it would not likely be particularly
meaningful to the average reader, and exclusion of the information does not negate the overall
statement that the resulting calculated risk number is conservative or "health protective." The
risk assessment calculation methodology used for the EA conforms to current industry standards,
specifically those established by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC).

COMMENT CODE
11 -1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
Your statement supplies several rationales for deferring the proposed CMR Building upgrades.
Each rationale is responded to as a separate comment, beginning with the first point raised by
your first paragraph. Your first point is that the upgrades are part of a plan to convert LANL to
the manufacture of plutonium (Pu) pits as part of the Stockpile Stewardship Program. As stated
in our earlier response to comment 4-2, the CMR upgrades are needed to support current mission
assignments into the future for the next 20 to 30 years. Decisions reached by DOE resulting
from the SS&M PElS assign a new mission of pit manufacture to LANL; however, additional
NEPA analysis will be required to determine how to accomplish the mission assignment at
LANL. The current plan is to incorporate the NEPA analysis for this new mission assignment
into the new LANL Sitewide EIS in preparation.

COMMENT CODE
11 - 2

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
Your second point is that LANL has already begun the transfer ofPu pits to LANL. The
provided reference for this information is the Testimony of Siegfried S. Hecker, Director,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Hearing of the Subcommittee on Military Procurement,
Committee on National Security, United States House of Representatives, March 12, 1996.
However, the statement of Dr. Hecker's that is referenced does not refer to the proposed new
mission ofpit manufacture. It refers to equipment being moved to LANL to support the ongoing
current missions of pit surveillance and rebuild that are in place at LANL.

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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COMMENT CODE
11- 3

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
The $ 141.6M budget addition for stockpile stewardship activities at LANL would not be utilized
for the CMR upgrade activities proposed. The funding for this proposal is separate from the
$141.6M authorization. The final SS&M PElS has been released by the Secretary, with a Record
of Decision signed on December 19, 1996.

COMMENT CODE

11-4

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
Safety at LANL is a top issue with DOE/LAAO and LANL management. There will always be a
certain risk to workers and to the public from LANL operations. Every effort is being made to
insure that the risk is not realized in fact. The added risk to LANL workers and the public from
the inclusion ofpit production at LANL is addressed in the SS&M PElS, and will be further
addressed in the LANL Sitewide EIS as incorporation ofmission changes are analyzed for
impacts.

COMMENT CODE

11 - 5

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
The human health risk assessment calculation methodology used for the EA conforms to current
industry standards, specifically those established by the EPA and NRC (see comment response to
10-2). When additional methodologies become accepted by our regulators, they will be
incorporated into our NEPA documents and others. The potential for worker exposure to Pu
during the course of the upgrades was based on CMR Building duct holdup radiological surveys.
Risk from terrorists is not generally considered for EA analysis and was not included in the
Predecisional Draft EA; it is unclear what reference regarding underestimation this comment
relates to. It is true that there is no way to prevent forest fires in the vicinity ofLANL; however,
it is equally impossible to eliminate the potential for wildfire from other sources, such as grass or
brush fires or gas-line fires, etc., were the radioactive materials moved elsewhere. LANL was
originally located in a remote, unpopulated area where the danger of forest fires was minimal.
Fifty years have slightly changed the population base for the general area, though it remains
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fairly remote from major population centers, and in that time no forest fire has come closer than
within 3 miles of actually burning the core area ofLANL facility development. LANL remains a
suitable locale for the DOE missions assigned to it.

COMMENT CODE
12 - 1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
See earlier responses 4-1 and 4-3.

COMMENT CODE
12 - 2

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
See earlier responses 4-1 and 4:-3.

COMMENT CODE
12 - 3

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
See earlier response 4-1.

COMMENT CODE
13 - 1

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS
None

RESPONSE
See responses to commentors 4, 7, and 8. It is DOE's opinion that information developed in the
EA analysis indicates that implementation of the CMR Upgrades Project would not have
significant environmental impacts. The issue of the action requiring an EIS based on prior DOE
implementing regulations for NEPA is an incorrect paraphrase of the regulation. Current DOE
implementing regulations (10 CFR 1021. Revision effective 8/8/96). like their predecessors. lists
types ofproposed actions that normally require the preparation of an EIS. DOE does not agree
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with the statement that there has been improper segmentation of corrective actions relating to the
CMR Building, nor does it agree that the EA analysis has failed to take a "hard look" at potential
environmental effects.

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS

COMMENT CODE

None

13 - 2
RESPONSE
See Chapter 2.9.

LOCATION OF EA REVISIONS

COMMENT CODE

None

13 - 3

RESPONSE
DOE does not agree that the proposed CMR Upgrade Project either"...is, or is closely similar to,
one which normally requires the preparation of an environmental impact statement..." (40 CFR
1501.4e(2». DOE does not plan to release the finding ofno significant impact to the public
"...for 30 days before the agency makes its final determination whether to prepare an
environmental impact statement and before the action may be begun." Ind~vidual upgrades to an
existing facility are routinely categorically excluded from the requirement to prepare an EA or
EIS under DOE implementing procedures for NEPA. It is DOE's position that the EA was
prepared for the proposed CMR upgrade activities to consider the potential cumulative effects of
the upgrades to determine their potential for significance, and that the upgrade activities neither .
individually nor cumulatively are, or are similar to "...one[s] which normally requires the
preparation of an environmental impact statement..." (40 CFR 1501.4e(2».

('
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Appendix B
Modifications to the CMR Building
Ventilation System Upgrades (1973-1974)
Upgrades to the ventilation system included the replacement of bag filter systems with dual
HEPA filters in Wings 2, S, and 7 between 1973 and 1974. The Wing 3 bag filter system in the
Fan Exhaust, FE-20, was replaced with a box filter system in September 1991. The box filter
system increased the efficiency rating from 60 percent to approximately 8S percent.
Fire Protection System Upgrades (1978)
The fire protection system was upgraded throughout the building to a wet-pipe sprinkler system
for Ordinary Hazard Group II to meet the requirements ofNFPA-13 and NFPA-24 in 1978.
These upgrades were part of a program to upgrade fire protection systems at DOE facilities. In
1987, a halon system was installed in the main vault (Room S021B) and in the Wing 3 vault
(Room 3161) to meet the NEPA-12A requirements.
Surety Facility Upgrades (1981/1992)
The Carcinogen/Surety Laboratory (Rooms 4009 and 4034) was used for studies and
experiments involving carcinogens and surety materials, during the 1970s and 1980s. Major
modifications were done in 1981 to meet the requirements of the U. S. Army's Medical R&D
Command Surety Standards. Included were modifications to the filter plenum to accommodate
very thick (and heavy) charcoal filters. All drains were plugged, and all sinks were modified to
drain into plastic containers to allow water to be chemically decontaminated prior to removal
from the laboratory. In 1992, surety laboratory decontamination and decommissioning was
completed.
Asbestos Repair and Removal (1984-Present)
This is an ongoing effort that is part of a DOE/LANL program to remove or isolate asbestos
throughout the building.
Acid Drainline Replacement (1984)
The acid drainline to TA-50, RLWTF, was replaced in 1984. Most Pyrex™ drainlines were also
replaced with stainless steel lines in locations where Pyrex™ was considered vulnerable to
accidental physical damage.
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Evacuation System - Public Address (PA) and Alarms (1984)
The PA and alann systems were upgraded in 1984. Installation of additional speakers to ensure
all locations of the building have PA coverage was performed to ensure alanns are heard by all
building personnel. As a result of a power loss experienced in 1988, a UPS was added to this
system in 1989.

Addition of Curbing Around Equipment (1985)
In 1985, concrete curbing was added around equipment areas in the basement for containment of
potential spills.

Vacuum System for Continuous Air Monitors (CAMs) (1987)
The environmental sampling units were split from the house vacuum system in 1985 to provide
an independent vacuum supply for the CAMs.

Exhaust Duct Cool-Down System (1987)
The exhaust duct cool-down spray control system was replaced in 1987. The cool-down system
is designed to suppress a ductwork fire before it could reach the HEPA filters..

HVAC Controls (1987)
The original relay logic controls in Wings 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 were replaced with an industrial
computer control system and graphic status display in 1987. The new system provides a central
building location for monitoring the HVAC system, as well as a central point for alarm readout
and parameters in the HVAC, cooling water, steam, compressed air, and vacuum systems.
Capability for monitoring of ventilation pressures, temperatures, and pressure drops across
HEPA filters was also added. Monitoring capability of ventilation system status and process
variables in Wing 9 was added in 1989.

Main Storage Vault (1987-1994)
Construction of the Main Storage Vault, in 1986, provided centralized storage and consolidation
of radioactive materials as well as the reduction of inventories in 'individual wings. The vault
was constructed to the requirements of DOE Order 6430.1 for Category I Nuclear Facilities, and
meets seismic design criteria of .33 g horizontal. The vault features computerized ventilation
control, an annunciator system, and dual HEPA filtration on supply and exhaust. The vault in
Wing 3 was also upgraded in 1988 to meet safeguards and security requirements for Category II
nuclear materials storage. The Main Vault was again upgraded, in 1994, to meet safeguards and
security requirements.
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Alarm Monitoring (1988)
The alann condition sensing system was upgraded in 1988 to more accurately identify alann
conditions to assist responding personnel.

PCB Transformers (1989)
Power distribution transfonners containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were identified and
replaced in 1989 as part of a DOE/LANL program.

Removal of Natural Gas Services (1990)
The 1983 CMR Building Safety Assessment identified the maximum credible accident as one
involving the presence of natural gas in the Wing 3 Sample Management Area. Sample
management procedures were changed, and the accident scenario was rendered physically
impossible by the disconnection of natural gas service to the Wing 3 laboratory in 1983. Natural
gas service to the CMR Building was disconnected entirely in 1990.

Stack Emissions Monitoring System (1991)
A CAM was installed in the Wing 3 laboratory exhaust stack, FE-19, in August 1991.

Air Sampling Probes (1991)
New air sampling probes were fabricated, and one installed in the Wing 3 laboratory exhaust
stack,.FE-19, to provide isokinetic sampling.

SNM Waste Assay Facility (1991)
The SNM Waste Assay Facility upgrade, completed in 1991, was an addition to meet safeguards
and security requirements. Features include a dual REPA filtration system and computerized
CAM system that reports to a central location within the building.

Phase 1 Upgrades
Phase 1 upgrades include high priority equipment replacements and activities essential to
maintain the minimum safe operations for an interim period of 5 to 10 years. Activities
constitute routine maintenance work, have no significant potential for environmental effect either
singly or cumulatively, and are not intende'a to extend the useful life ofthe facility. These
upgrades qualified for a categorical exclusion from the need to prepare further NEPA analysis in
the fonn of either an EA or E1S.
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Phase I upgrade activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

augmenting and replacing existing CAMs in the wings,
replacing some wing HVAC blowers,
upgrading basic electrical distribution systems,
replacing the stack monitoring system,
installing UPSs for the stack monitoring systems in the laboratory wings,
making limited improvements to the duct washdown system and to the acid vents and
drainlines,
• modifying the sanitary sewer system,
• performing a Fire Hazard Analysis, and
• installing back draft dampers in air supply ducts.
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Appendix C
Deficiencies Identified in the ISAR
This section lists deficiencies identified CMR Building ISAR that would be addressed by the
proposed upgrades. Following each deficiency, in bold type, is the proposed upgrade to address
the deficiency.
Deficiency
Presently, most enclosures do not have monitoring devices or alanns to indicate the loss of
negative pressure for glove boxes or the loss of air flow for open-front boxes (lSAR 5.3 .1.1).
(Ventilation confinement zone separation)
Deficiency
Glove boxes (primary confinement) and laboratory areas (secondary confinement) share the same
exhaust system with no separation (ISAR 5.3.1.2). (Ventilation confinement zone separation)
Deficiency
Many HVAC system controls (fans and hydronics) are out of calibration. Vortex dampers at
some locations are rusted or fixed in position. Additionally, links from pneumatic control motors
to the dampers are disconnected (ISAR 5.3.2.1). (Ventilation confinement zone separation)
Deficiency
In some areas of the CMR building attic and basement, the paging system cannot be clearly
heard over machinery or ventilation noises. If the volume is adjusted upward, it becomes garbled
or too loud in other areas (ISAR 5.3.3.2). (Communications system)
Deficiency
Many of the paging system conductors are not properly routed through conduit or wireways
(ISAR 5.3.3.2). (Communications system)
Deficiency
The fire protection water system needs an additional check valve below the existing alarm check
valve to provide dual protection and isolation of each system (ISAR 5.3.5.10). (Fire protection)
Deficiency
The distance between fire hydrants (79A-662 to 79-514) on the south end of the facility that
encompasses Wing 9, does not meet fire code regulations for a maximum distance of 122 m
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(400 ft). In addition, fire hydrants 79A-662, 121B-665, and 121A-664 do not meet the minimum
15 m (50 ft) spacing from the building to the fire hydrant (ISAR 5.3.5.10). (Fire protection)
Deficiency
Smoke detectors should be added on supply and return fans. Thennal detectors need to be added
upstream of all exhaust fans in Wings 1, 4, and 9 and in the Administration Wing
(ISAR 5.3.5.10). (Ventilation confinement zone separation)
Deficiency
There is no provision for automated computer controller monitoring of electrical switch gear for
the Wings 2, 5, ~d 7 ventilation systems from the Operations Room. (Operations
CenterNentilationzone separation)
Deficiency
The cooling water system, used to cool the recirculating systems, is dirty with rust, sand, and
other particulate matter, making expensive repairs to equipment necessary. These problems have
prompted the installation of separate dedicated cooling systems for some of the more delicate
equipment. (Ventilation confinement zone separation)
Deficiency
There is no means to communicate from remote areas of the attic and basement.
(Communications System)
Deficiency
The supply-air intake system throughout the building is filtered only by a single roughing filter
upstream ofthe fans and downstream of the coils. This has caused corrosion of equipment
downstream of the air intakes, including the preheat coils, the evaporative cooling media, and the
primary terminal heating coils. Modifications should include replacement of the corroded
equipment along with the installation of a stonn-proof louver, a water stop, a roughing filter, and
an intake damper at each air intake upstream ofthe fans and the coils. (Ventilation confinement
zone separation)
Deficiency
The Wing 1 exhaust system releases to the atmosphere at ground level. (Wing 1 HVAC)
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Deficiency
The Wing 9 hot-cell exhaust is filtered through a single-stage HEPA filter system and then
discharged into the suction side of the general-area exhaust system, which is filtered by a bag
,filter system. (Ventilation confinement zone separation)
Deficiency
Most of the acid drain system is sloped at 0.01 inch per foot of line length, which has created
problems with pipe leakage and in-line fluid pooling. (Acid vents and drains)
Deficiency
The implementation of DOE Order 6430.1A (UCRL 15910) requires that facilities like the CMR
Building continue to function in the event of a Design-Basis Accident (DBA) so that the
hazardous materials may be controlled and confined and not pose a hazard to the public or the
environment. Current studies show that the existing CMR structure (laboratory wings only)
would support a seismic event with a maximum horizontal ground acceleration of only 0.02 g.
This does not meet the low or moderate hazard seismic criteria (UCRL 15910) ofa maximum
horizontal ground acceleration of 0.22 g. (Seismic/tertiary confinement)
Deficiency
There is no tertiary confinement of the ventilation system. (Ventilation confinement zone
separation/Seismietrertiary confinement)
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Appendix D
Radioactive Dose Calculations

D.l

Introduction

Human exposure to artificially produced (man-made) radiation began in 1895 with the discovery
of X-rays. Today~ human exposure to artificially produced radiation is very thoroughly regulated
by law and controlled by several regulating agencies that govern the use of nuclear energy and
radioactive materials. Legally "permissible" levels (levels limited by law) of radiation exposure
for radiation workers and members of the public have been defined and published in regulations.
These exposure limits are based on calculated risks of genetic effects and cancers from exposure
to all kinds ofnuclear and atomic radiation~ and are derived from the recommendations of
numerous scientific organizations. Beginning in 1928 when the first scientific commission on
radiation protection was fonned~ the effects of radiation exposure were studied as human
radiation exposure data became available. Recommendations for exposure limits were published
and continue to be revised and updated. More is known about the effects ofradiation exposure
than about the effects of any other of the many noxious agents that have been introduced~
artificially, into the environment (Eisenbud 1987).1
The human health risk from exposure to low-level radiation from natural sources of radioactivity
(such as uranium and radon in the earth, cosmic rays~ etc.,) and artificial sources (such as medical
X-rays and isotopes~ and accelerators), is expressed in terms of the chances of producing a fatal
cancer or a genetic effect (in a future generation). The genetic effects of radiation have yet to be
seen in human populations exposed to radiation, even among atomic bomb survivors (Eisenbud
1987). However, the chances of inducing a fatal cancer with radiation exposure have been
estimated and are proportional to the amount of radiation (dose) received. These chances can
then be compared with the chances of a fatality from other causes to derive a comparative risk
estimate.
Dose limits are based upon average risk levels, derived from human exposure data to high levels
ofradiation~ extrapolated to low levels (ICRP 1977). The limit values include external and
internal exposure (i.e.~ exposure to human body tissues that are irradiated following an intake of
radioactive material). Internal exposure is calculated over a 50-year working lifetime for an
individual, and is called the "Committed Effective Dose Equivalent" (CEDE). External exposure
is measured on an annual basis and is called the "Effective Dose Equivalent" (EDE).
Radiosensitivity of different body tissues is also taken into account~ as well as the biological
effect of the radiation~ to give an overall dose unit called "Total Effective Dose Equivalent"
(TEDE). The TEDE is the sum of the EDE~ from external exposures~ and the CEDE, from
intakes during the year. The DOE's TEDE limit for radiation workers is 5 rem (DOE 1993a).
For members of the public, the limit is 10 mrem from DOE airborne emissions (EPA 1989)~
expressed in terms of the emissions of radionuclides to the ambient air from DOE facilities, not
'Reference list appears in Section D.4.
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to exceed a total effective dose equivalent of 10 mrem per year. Any external exposure has to be
included in these totals, since the limit applies to the sum of both internal and external exposures.
In a nuclear facility, normal operations and accidents have the potential to produce radiation
exposures to workers and the general public. In the CMRBuilding Upgrade Project, actinide
elements (uranium, plutonium, and americium) residing in drains and ducts from previous
operations makeup the source term. Normal operations' effects are not analyzed in this EA,
only effects from abnormal events relating to construction that could cause the release of these
radioactive materials to the workplace or the environment are analyzed. The source terms are
derived and personnel exposures are calculated. The most conservative approach assumes that
exposures to workers and the public would all be internal exposures from inhalation of actinides.
Therefore, the CEDE is the controlling personnel dose. The CEDE from inhalation by an
individual is:

CEDE = Q x RF x XiQ x DCF x RR
where:

CEDE is the 50-year committed effective dose equivalent (in rem), assuming the individual
Q
RF
XlQ

DCF
RR

remains at the exposure point during the period ofthe release.
is the inventory of radioactive material (in Curies).
is the airborne release fraction ofQ (Q x RF = Source Term).
is the atmospheric dispersion factor at the exposure location (in sec per m 3).
is the individual isotope dose conversion factor (rem/Ci).
is the respiration rete for reference man(m3 per sec).

This equation is the basis for the accident and transportation doses calculated in the following
sections, either directly or by the GENUS and RADTRAN computer programs.

D.2

Accident Dose Calculations: Transportation Accidents

D.2.l On-Site Transportation
On-site transportation of construction debris, containing radioactive material from the CMR
Building construction site, to theTA-54-G disposal site would take place on Pajarito Road, the
public road that carries all normal traffic through the area. A 6 m3 (8 yd 3) dump truck would be
used. The debris would include pieces of ductwork, acid vents, and drain pipes contaminated
with actinides and wrapped in plastic. The worst-case inventory of radioactive material is
expected to be the plutonium in the ductwork (the acid drain pipes will be neglected for this
analysis). The truck is assumed to tip over, spilling its entire contents, which become the
radioactive material inventory for the accident. An individual is assumed to be standing next to
the spilled contents and plastic wrapping splits open, allowing plutonium to be released from the
ductwork scraps and become airborne.
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The inventory for this accident is determined using waste volume figures based on the
"Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility Phase 2 Upgrades Waste Minimization/Pollution
Prevention Strategic Plan" (LANL 1995b). The initial projected volume of7,340 m 3 (9,600 yd3)
ofradiologicallRCRA/mixed waste contaminated exhaust ductwork is used for the on-site
transportation analysis to calculate the bounding volume concentration of material in the truck.
The dose to an involved worker, or a member of the public who happens to be standing next to
the spilled contents, is calculated as follows. Use of an atmospheric dispersion factor at
distances closer than approximately 100 m is not normally done. Instead, the quantity released is
expressed as a volume concentration of the fraction of the material released that the individual
inhales at the standard-man breathing rate for a specified period of time, with no credit taken for
dilution or dispersion during the exposure. This means that the individual is assumed to inhale
the source term at the standard-man breathing during the period of the exposure:

CEDE =QvxFxDCFxRRx t
where:

CEDE is the 50-year committed effective dose equivalent as before, in rem
is the volume concentration of the material in the truck, 8.2 x IQ-4 Ci/m3 of trash
Qv
F

DCF
RR
t

(6 Ci + 7,344 m3 )
is the airborne fraction of the spilled material, 0.001
is the isotopic dose conversion factor for Pu-239, 3.3 x 108 remlCi
is the respiration rate, 3.5 x 104 m3 per sec
is the exposure time, in seconds

In this scenario, the involved worker, or member of the public, is assumed to be within a meter of
the spilled contents of the trock, and breathes the undiluted, contaminated air for 30 seconds
before the area is secured or the individual leaves the vicinity. Substituting in the equation:

CEDE = 8.2 x 104

X 0.001

x 3.3 x 108 X 3.5 X 10-4 x 30

= 2.8 rem

Therefore, the maximum dose to an involved worker, or member ofthe public, from an on-site
transportation accident is 2.8 rem.
The population dose from an on-site transportation accident is calculated, as before, except the
accident occurs at TA-54-G where the highest population, 6,501 persons, is in the ESE sector.
The population dose from plutonium, assuming that the exposure time is the duration of the
plume's passage, is 2.9 person-mrem.
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D.2.2. Off-Site Transportation
Off-site disposal of contaminated construction waste would require the transportation of waste in
two segments: (1) untreated waste would be moved 2,160 highway kIn (1,350 mi) from
Los Alamos to the Scientific Ecology Group (SEG) facility in Oak Ridge, Tennessee; (2) treated
contaminated waste would be moved 2,893 highway km (1,808 mi) from Oak Ridge to the
Envirocare facility near Clive, Utah. Wastes would be transported in DOT-approved containers.
The probability of an accident is relative to the total number ofmiles traversed over each type of
road (urban < suburban < rural). Most accidents would not be sufficiently severe to breach a
container that meets DOT approval specifications such as the B-25 box.
The inventory for this accident scenario is determined using the reduced waste volume figures
based upon the "Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility Phase 2 Upgrades Waste
Minimization/Pollution Prevention Strategic Plan" (LANL 1995b). The initial projected volume
of 16,400 m 3 (21,400 yd3) of radiological, RCRA-regulated, and mixed waste is reduced to
4,000 m 3 (5~200 yd3) through waste minimization techniques. This amounts to a reduction of
75 percent in conta:n:tinated ductwork volume in the waste, primarily through reuse of existing
ventilation system components. This results in a reduction of75 percent of the original
plutonium inventory~ from 6 Ci to 1.5 Ci.
For off-site transportation accident calculations, the bounding case assumes that all removed
waste (4,000 m 3 [5,200 yd3]) is found to be mixed radioactive/RCRA hazardous waste. The
entire volume is assumed to be shipped off;-site to SEG for treatment, but no volume reduction
occurs during treatment. Then, the entire waste volume would be shipped to Envirocare for
disposal as LLW. The entire volume of waste (4,000 m3 [5,200 yd3J) would contain 1.5 Ci
radioactive material. A single load would carry three B-25 boxes, 3 m3 (4 yd3) each, with
radioactive contents of 1.1 mCi per box, or a total of 3.3 mCi of radioactive material per load.
Population doses along the transportation route were calculated by the RADTRAN program,
Version 4.0.17, November 8, 1994. The following assumptions were input into RADTRAN:
•
•
•
•
•

inventory is 1.1 mCi 239pu per 3 m3 (4 yd3) box,
445 truck shipments, 3 B-25 boxes, 3 m3 (4 yd3) per truck,
same shipping form for both segments,
dose rate on box surface is zero, and
shipments start at 9 AM, on Wednesdays.

The resulting accident free doses to workers and the public would be extremely small since there
is no detectable external dose at the container surface. The dose to the maximally-exposed
individual from an off-site transportation accident would be 635 mrem. The accident doses to
the population are due to ground deposition, inhalation, re-suspension, and cloud shine, and are:

• LANL to Oak Ridge, Tennessee
• Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to Clive, Utah
• Total
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D.3

Human Health Risk

"Health effect" is synonymous with "risk" in this discussion and is directly proportional to the
total EDE. The linear dose response and relative risk models discussed in "The 1990 Report of
the National Academy of Sciences Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation
(BEIR-V)" are used to establish the risk factors (BEIR 1990). These models extrapolate fatal
tumor risks to future periods and assume the risk to be proportional to the natural cancer
incidence, which generally increases with age. Use of these risk factors is required by DOE in
their environmental assessment preparation recommendations (DOE 1993b).
BEIR-V gives a lifetime risk factor of a radiation-induced cancer fatality of about 4xl 0.7 fatal
cancers per mrem for workers, and 5xlO-7 per mrem for members ofthe general population. The
higher value for the public takes into account the higher sensitivity and longer period of exposure
for the younger ages present in the general population (NRC 1991). Where the dose to an entire
population group is estimated and stated in person-mrem, the risk factor is expressed as 5 x 10-7
per person-mrem. The risk is in terms of added chances of cancer mortality over the entire
population rather than an individual.

An occupational risk factor of 4x10-7 per mrem equates to an individual risk for cancer mortality
of one chance in 2,500,000 for an exposure of one mrem; the risk factor for the public of 5x10-7
per mrem equates to an individual risk for cancer mo~ality of one chance in 2,000,000 for an
exposure of one mrem. The health effect is thus expressed as the number of chances of an
individual developing a fatal cancer as a result of the CEDE in mrem. For a population group,
the risk factor of5 x 10-7 per person-mrem equates to a group risk of one chance in 2,000,000 for
an exposure of one mrem.
Table D-I summarizes and compares the risk of excess latent cancer fatalities from the radiation
exposures calculated in the previous sections with the risks from doses from natural background
radiation and the regulatory limit dose values.
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Table D-l
Summary of Radiation Exposure Risks, Including Accidents
EXPOSURE SOURCE

DOSE

RISK OF EXCESS
CANCER
FATALITIES*

Dose from Pu to individual located at site of
on-site transportation accident, CEDE

Truck accident:
2.8 rem

Individual risk: 1 in 714,
1.4 x 10-3

Dose from Pu to nearest population in on-site
transportation accident, CEDE

2.9 person-mrem,
truck accident

Population risk:
1.5 x 10-6 excess cancer
deaths for the population
of 6,501 persons

Dose from Pu to population in off-site
transportation accident

1.31 personmrem

Population risk:
6.7 x 10-7 excess cancer
deaths for the population
along the shipping routes

Annual dose, normal operations, CMR
Building, workers

44mrem

Individual risk: I in
57,000, 1.8 x 10-5

Lifetime DOE dose limit to the worker for a
planned emergency exposure

10 to 25 rem

Individual risk: 1 in 250
to I in 100,4 x 10-3 to
1 X 10-2

Annual dose limit to the worker from DOE
operations

5 rem

Individual risk: 1 in 500,
2 x 10-3

Annual dose to members of the public from all
LANL operations (1994), Los Alamos townsite

3.5 mrem
maximum
individual dose;
0.27 mrem
average dose

Individual risk: 1 in
571,000, 1.8 x 10-6
1 in 7,400,000,
1.4 x 10-7

Annual DOE dose limit to the public from
airborne emissions

10mrem

Individual risk: I in
200,000, 5 x 10-6

Annual natural background radiation in
Los Alamos townsite

339 mrem

Individual risk: 1 in
6,000, 1.7 x 10-4

..

..

*Ifthe probablhty IS less than 1.0, no addItional cancer deaths are expected.
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If you have any questions or comments. please contact Joel D. Lusk at

1505)761-4525.

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
New MelCico Ecologlc:el Service, F"101d Office
2105 Osuna NE
Albuquerque, Naw Mallico 87113
Phone: 15051 761-4625 Fu: 15051 761-4542

1:1:1

December 12, 1995
Cons. '2·22·96-l.()48

Larry Kirkman. Acting Area Manager
Depanment of Energy
Los Alamos Area Office
Los Alamos, New Max/co 87544
De., Mr. KIrkman:
This responds to your letter, dated December 5. 1995, requesting the U.S. FISh and
Wildlife Service IService) concur with your finding of "no effect" on threatened or
endangered species or their critical habitats during the upgrade of the Chemistry and
Metallurgy Research ICMRI Building located in Technical Area ITA) 3 at Los Alamos
National Laboratory ILANU. The LANL is located in Los Alamos County. New Mexico.

~.

~

cc:
Bureeu Chief. New Mexico Environment Department. DOE Oversight Bureau, 'Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Bur88u Chief. New MexiCO Environment Department. Hazardous and Radioactive
Material Bureau. Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Director. New Mexico Department of Geme and Fish. Santa Fe. New Mexico.
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The proposed action 1l\!:ludes modification· of the CMR Building, Which could generate
tons of hazsrdous lor similarly definedl wastes. Wastes will be transported 6 miles.
either in covered dump trucks or in apeciel transport boxes. from the CMR building
along Diamond Drive to Palarito Road, and down Palarito Road to TA 54 for dlapoaal.
Thia roadway is located within the developed area on top of a me.a and does not cro••
any streams. canYON, or other major drainage.
Our conversations with Ms. E. Withers of your staff Ion December 7. 1995, and
December 11, 19951, reveelad all wastel genereted will be handled Iccordlng to all
Ipplicable Stete Ind Federal laws and ragulatiON. The LANL Emergency Response
Procedures plan addre.... how Ipills. leaks. and other accidental rllea.ea wUI be
managed ahould they occur during generation and transportation of wastea. Current
Information Indicated that the proposed project. Includ/ng thl gener.tlon and transport
of wastea. wUl occur at a distance greater than )l, mile from any known Max/can
spotted owl IStrbc oct:identlliis lur:idlll roosting, neatlng, or critical habitat, or any other
threatened or endangered species or critical habitat.
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The Service concurs with your determination that the proposed CMR Building
ranovations and waste handling will have "no effect" on threatened or endangarad
species or thalr critical habitats. Our concurrance is based on the fact that the
proposed project Is located' within an existing compound. and that all wlstes will be
mlnaged according to all applicable laws, regulations, and emergency response
procedures so IS to not affect the environment•
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Department of Energy
Finding of No Significant Impact
Proposed CMR Building Upgrades
at the
los Alamos National laboratory
los Alamos, New Mexico

REceiVED
MAR 10 1997
U. S. Department of Energy
Los Alamos Area Office
528 35th Street
Los Alamos, NM 87544

--------------------------------------------

eSTI

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
CMR BUILDING UPGRADES
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT: The Department of Energy (DOE) - Los Alamos
Area Office has prepared an Environmental Assessment (DOE/EA 1101) that analyzes the
environmental impacts of constructing proposed upgrades to the Chemistry and Metallurgy
Research (CMR) Building at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). The purpose of this
project is to enable the DOE to maintain the capability to continue to perform uninterrupted
interim and ongoing radioactive chemical and metallurgical research activities in a safe,
secure, and environmentally sound manner at LANL over the next 20 to 30 years. Related
to this Environmental Assessment (EA) are programmatic National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) documents recently completed or currently being prepared by DOE [CEQ, 40 CFR
1508.13J. The DOE's Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Stockpile
Stewardship and Management (SS&M PElS) (DOE/EIS-0236, September 1996; Record of
Decision (ROD), December 19, 1996) looks at the present and reasonably foreseeable
mission of the DOE Nuclear Weapons Complex, of which LANL is a part. The new LANL
Sitewide Environmental Impact Statement (currently being written) will look at the current
and reasonably foreseeable new operations at LANL, of which the CMR Building represents
one of the main functional facilities.
The EA examined the potential environmental impacts of the proposed upgrades to the
facility and associated activities and evaluated reasonable alternatives, including the no
action alternative in accordance with the Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ)
Regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508).
The proposed upgrades to the facility are composed of the following elements, each of
which are described and evaluated in the attached EA on the pages referenced, including
Appendix C of that document:
•
seismic and tertiary confinement upgrades (Wings 3, 5, 7, 9 and Administration
Wing) (pp. 17-18),
•
security system upgrades (related to tertiary confinement) (p. 18),
•
ventilation confinement zone separation modifications (Wings 3, 5, 7 and 9) (p.18),
•

standby power/communications system upgrades (pp. 18-19),
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•

Wing 1 upgrades to the Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system
and associated Wing 1 interim decontamination (p.19),

•

operations center upgrade (pp. 19-20),

•

chilled water system upgrade: Wings 3, 5 and 7 (p. 20),

•

main vault, Continuous Air Monitor (CAM) and damper upgrades (pp. 20-21),

•
•

acid vent and drain upgrades: Wings 3, 5, and 7 (p. 21),
fire protection upgrades (p. 21),

•
•

upgrades to ensure operations center standby power (p. 21), and
exhaust duct washdown recycling system upgrades to Wings 3, 5, and 7 (pp. 2122).

Also considered and evaluated in this EA are proposed actions to place Wings 2 and 4 in a
safe standby condition (p. 22).
Actions to carry out these facility upgrades and associated actions are scheduled to begin
in Fiscal Year 1997 and are anticipated to be completed in about Fiscal Year 2002.

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS: The following is a summary of the impacts evaluated in the EA
at the referenced pages presented in relation to the significance criteria described in 40
CFR 1508.27(b) Intensity las refers to the severity of impact relating to the issue of
Significance] .
1) Impacts that may be both beneficial and adverse [40 CFR 1508.27 (b) (1)]:
•
The upgrades project is designed to improve the building in such a manner that,
when completed, it is anticipated that the CMR Building can be used to meet current
mission related activities in a safe, secure and environmentally sound manner for the
•

next 20 to 30 years (pp. 1-3; Appendix C)
There are no identified adverse impacts from upgrade construction activities
associated with:
•

Air quality (p. 40);

•
•
•

Land use from waste disposal (pp.40 - 42);
Radioactive Liquid Waste Management (p. 42);
Transportation (p. 44).
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2) The degree to which the proposed action affects public health or safety [40 CFR
1508.27 (b) (2)]:
•

Public exposure from an increase in airborne radioactive material emissions is not
anticipated to occur from the CMR Building due to upgrades taking place within the
building; therefore, no radiological effects to the public are expected from the
upgrades project (p. 42).

•

The highest probability of a cancer fatality in the public resulting from a "worst
case" accident scenario is well below the average background cancer mortality rate
(pp. 42-49).

•

Worker exposure during upgrade activities are within acceptable limits established
by DOE (pp.42 - 44).

3) Unique characteristics of the geographical area such as proximity to historic or cultural
resources, park lands, prime farmlands, wetlands, wild and scenic rivers, or ecologically
critical areas [40 CFR 1508.27 (b)(3)]:

•

No unique characteristics of the geographical area will be impacted by the project
which is to take place either within or immediately adjacent to the CMR Building
(p.29). Waste management and disposal of low level waste at Area G at LANL
would take place in close proximity to land belonging to San IIdelfonso Pueblo and
to nearby Traditional Cultural Properties and cultural resource sites. However, the
waste area itself would not disturb or directly affect these sites.

4) The degree

to which effects on the quality of the human environment are likely to

become highly controversial [40 CFR 1508.27 (b)(4)]:
•
The project will result in negligible adverse effects on the quality of the human
environment (pp. 39 - 49) since the major activities are located within the CMR
Building or adjacent to it within already disturbed soils. Waste generated by the
CMR Building upgrade activities will be disposed of in existing permitted landfills
according to waste type, located either on-site or off-site (pp. 40-42). No new
roadways, waste treatment facilities or disposal sites would need to be constructed
solely due to waste generation resulting from the proposed upgrades. Human health
risk from both activities associated with normal conditions during the upgrades and
transportation, as well as from earth quake and transportation accidents were
analyzed (pp. 42-49) and determined to be not be significant. Controversial issues
surrounding the proposed upgrades to the CMR Building seem to stem from concern
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over issues other than potentially significant effects on the quality of the human
environment resulting from the projects' implementation (Appendix A).
5) The degree to which the possible effects on the human environment are highly uncertain

or involve unique or unknown risks [40 CFR 1508.27 (b)(7)]:
•

No unique, uncertain, or unknown risks to, or effects on, the human environment
will result from the upgrades construction activities. Identified potential
environmental effects from the upgrade construction actions and associated waste
disposal activities are well defined. The proposed upgrades involve common
construction activities in a controlled facility setting that involve a well characterized
set of construction worker risks. Internal building upgrade activities will be carefully
controlled to reduce radiological exposure to workers (pp. 15 and 22). Release of
radioactive material from the building to the exterior environment and the public is
not expected to occur under normal work conditions due both to the methods and
restraints associated with the construction activities, and to the secondary
confinement afforded by the building structure and its existing air filtration and
interior area confinement systems. Disposal of wastes would occur at existing
permitted waste disposal sites as appropriate according to identified waste types.
The specific quantity of wastes by category of waste type that would require
disposal is unknown; however this numerical uncertainty does not pose an effect on
the environment that is highly uncertain, nor does it involve unique or unknown
risks. An overestimation or "bounding" waste quantity is used to analyze potential
environmental effects (pp. 40-42). Other identified potential environmental effects
associated with the proposed upgrade activities are negligible: dust emissions during
exterior construction; a small production of liquid radioactive waste; slightly
increased health risk to workers and increased number of truck-miles driven during
construction and waste disposal activities.

6) The degree to which the action may establish a precedent for future actions with
significant effects or represents a decision in principle about a future consideration [40 CFR
1508.27 (b) (6)]:
•
DOE has no basis to conclude that the proposed upgrades to the facility would set a
precedent for future actions that may have significant effects, nor does it believe
that conducting these upgrades represents a decision in principle about future
considerations. The project is intended to correct structural and building safety and
security deficiencies that, when completed, will allow the facility to continue to be
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used for the next 20 to 30 years to support current mission assignments that make
use of the facilities unique inherent functional capabilities (pp.1-3).
7) Whether the action is related to other actions with individually insignificant but
cumulatively significant impacts [40 CFR 1508.27 (b)(7)]:
•

There are no significant cumulative impacts associated with conducting the
upgrades project since they are designed to enhance the building infrastructure and
allow it to continue to be used to support current program missions (pp. 26-27; pp.
39 - 49) and are not related to other known proposed actions for the building or
general area. The collective upgrades are expected to be conducted over about a
five year period. They are neither individually nor collectively related with other
actions being performed in the building now or expected to be performed in the
building during the anticipated construction period. The cumulative impacts of
reasonably foreseeable related future mission assignments have been evaluated in
the DOESS&M PElS, which analyzed the mission of the DOE Nuclear Weapons
Complex, of which LANL is a part. The ROD selected several alternatives
considered in that document for implementation at LANL, namely: construction of
the ATLAS facility at Technical Area (TA) 35; transport of plutonium-242 material to
LANL for storage at TA 55; and the reestablishment of pit fabrication capability at a
small capacity level. The CMR Building is expected to playa future role in carrying
out the work of the new pit production mission assignment and the NEPA analysis
of activities involved in this activity will be included as part of the LANL Sitewide
EIS currently in preparation. The Sitewide EIS will not only consider the potential
effects of implementing the new assignments at LANL, but will also include the
cumulative impacts associated with current and future operations at LANL, which
will include the CMR Building conduct of operations. The CMR Building upgrades
activities in themselves will neither influence nor be influenced by programmatic
decisions stemming from either programmatic EIS. Individual projects that are
already underway at the CMR Building or for which decisions have been made to
conduct them in the CMR Building have been reviewed and found to be independent
of the need, other than in a general sense, for the upgrade activities; they
incorporate neither individually nor cumulatively significant impacts (pp. 26-27).
8) The degree to which the action may adversely effect districts, sites, highways,

structure, or objects listed in or eligible for listing in, the National Register of Historic
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Places or may cause loss or destruction of significant scientific, cultural, or historical
resources [40 CFR 1508.27(b)(8)]:
•

No cultural resources are anticipated to be directly impacted by the proposed
upgrade activities (p. 29). The CMR Building is not presently listed in or
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic places, nor do the
upgrades project activities represent the loss or destruction of significant
scientific, cultural, or historic resources because they will take place either
within or immediately adjacent to the building in previously disturbed areas.
No new treatment facilities or waste disposal sites will be constructed to
meet the needs for disposal of waste generated by the proposed upgrade
activities. There is no change in the existing environmental status quo of the
LANL waste management and disposal site at Area G of Technical Area 54
anticipated from implementing the proposed action.

9) The degree to which the action may adversely effect an endangered or
threatened species or its habitat that has been determined to be critical under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973 [40 CFR 1508.27(b)(9)]:
•
No threatened or endangered species or critical habitat protected under the
Endangered Species Act
of 1973 will be effected by the proposed upgrades
,
activities (p. 29). Activities will either .take place inside the CMR Building or
within fenced areas immediately adjacent to the building in disturbed soils
that offer very poor habitat for wildlife. On-site transportation of wastes will
occur along existing roadways to the TA 54 waste management area at
LANL. Off-site transportation of packaged wastes to existing treatment or
landfill areas similarly will also occur along existing roadways.
10) Whether the action threatens a violation of Federal, State, or local law or
requirements imposed for the protection of the environment [40 CFR 1508.27
(b)(10}J:
•
DOE is unaware of any Federal, State, or local law or requirements imposed
for the protection of the environment that would be violated by the proposed
facility upgrades or associated actions.
PREDECISIONAL DRAFT REVIEW & COMMENT: On August 27, 1996, DOE invited review
and comment on a revised predecisional draft EA from the State of New Mexico and four
American Indian Pueblos: Cochiti, Jemez, Santa Clara and San IIdefonso (i.e., four accord
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pueblos). In addition, DOE made this revised predecisional draft EA available to Los
Alamos County and the general public at the same time it was provided to the State of
New Mexico and four accord pueblos by placing it in the DOE Public Reading Rooms in the
Los Alamos National Laboratory Outreach Center and Reading Room in Los Alamos, and
the TVI-Main Campus Library in Albuquerque. Also, local stakeholder groups were notified
of the availability of the predecisional draft by letter on August 28, 1996. DOE had earlier
sought review and comment on a draft of the EA on January 19, 1996. In response to the
comments and concerns voiced by respondents, and because of a change in DOE's
National Environmental Policy Act Implementing Procedures that became effective on
August 8, 1996, DOE decided to prepare a revised predecisional draft EA to include copies
of the respondents letters with DOE responses. This was the document made available on
August 27 to accord the State, the four Accord Pueblos, and other interested stakeholders
with an additional review and comment period.
Comments were received from the Los Alamos Study Group; the Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc. together with The Los Alamos Study Group and the Concerned
Citizens for Nuclear Safety; Mr. H.L. Daneman, and Dr. James T. Waber. These sets of
comments were addressed in the Final EA, and individual responses to the comments were
prepared by LAAO, and included in the EA; copies of the EA were sent to the respondents.
Notification was received from the State of New Mexico that DOE responses to the State's
comments on the January 1996 version of the predicisional draft EA were adequate and
that the State did not intend to review the revised draft document.
FINDING: The Environmental Assessment for the Proposed CMR Building Upgrades
identifies relevant issues of environmental concern, takes a "hard look" at potential
environmental effects and is the basis for DOE concluding that the proposed actions will
not have a significant effect on the human environment within the meaning of NEPA and
the CEQ Regulations, 40 CFR Sections 1508.18 (Major Federal Action) and 1508.27
(Significance). Two potential upgrade designs regarding spacial arrangements are
encompassed within the analysis provided by this Environmental Assessment: (1) upgrade
the chemistry space in all three wings (3,5,7) with collocated office space as the wings are
currently configured; or (2) upgrade the chemistry space and relocate the office space (and
thus the workers) away from the laboratory space to improve worker safety. This second
design actually increases operational laboratory space in each wing to the extent that the
existing chemistry operations could be accommodated in just two wings and the third wing
would then be put into a safe standby condition. If the second spacial design is selected
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by the DOE, two analytical chemistry laboratory wings will be upgraded and the third wing
will be placed into a safe standby condition. If space contained within the'third analytical
chemistry laboratory wing is considered for other programmatic needs, DOE will perform a
separate National Environmental Policy Act analysis regarding those proposed new mission
uses.
DOE makes this Finding of No Significant ,Impact pursuant to the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 [42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.], the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ.)
Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the National Environmental Policy
Act [40 CFR 1500] and the DOE National Environmental Policy Act Implementing
Procedures [10 CFR 1021]. Therefore, based on the EA that analyzes the potential
environmental impacts that would be expected to occur if the DOE were to remodel and
upgrade portions of the CMR Building, the proposed action does not constitute a major
federal action that would significantly affect the human environment within the mandate of
NEPA. Therefore, the DOE has concluded that no environmental impact statement is
required for this proposal.
Signed in Los Alamos, New Mexico this

/III- day Of_~~_~..:..../w._~-+-_ _, 1997.

G. Thomas Todd
Area Manager
Los Alamos Area Office
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For further information on this proposal, this
Finding Of No Significant Impact (FONS!), or the DOE's National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) review program concerning proposals at LANL, please contact:
Elizabeth Withers, NEPA Compliance Officer
Los Alamos Area Office
U.S. Department of Energy
528 35th Street
Los Alamos NM 87544
(505) 667-8690
Copies of this FONSI (with the approved Environmental Assessment attached) will be made
available for public review at the DOE Reading Rooms within the Los Alamos National
Laboratory Outreach Center and Reading Room, 1450 Central Avenue, Suite 101,
Los Alamos, New Mexico, 87544 at (505) 665-2127 or (800) 543-2342. Copies will also
be made available in the DOE Public Reading Room located within the TVI-Main Campus
Library, 525 Buena Vista SE, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106 at (505) 224-30.00.
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